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Linn's £5000
LP12 Silver Anniversary
turntable system
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COST EFFECTIVE

KAV-250 PRE/POWER ON TEST

EXCLUSIVE
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The complete
£1000 valve
amplifier
Best £ 500
systems

We pick
the winning
ccmbinatior s

TESTED
AVI, CELESTION,
B&W, KELLY,
LFD, ROTEL,
MUSICAL FIDELITY,
SLATE AUDIO
A UNE HOUSE MAGAZINE
S S. 95 CAN .50 DM 18.50 50 FF

GET BETTER CD SOUND WITH
BEN DUNCAN'S DIY DIGITAL LINK

23122
11611

MUSIC
ARCADI VOLODOS
virtuoso Piano Transcriptions
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The new Mark Levinson No.39 CD player combines the performance and functionality found in the highly acclaimed
No.36 Digital Processor and the No.37 CD Transport. The No.39 represents value unheard of in a single box
CD player of this calibre. From the elegant Madrigal designed loading mechanism and Closed Loop Jitter Reduction -"
circuitry employed by the No.37 to the dual differential 20-bit digital to analog conversion derived from the No.36
Digital Processor, the No.39 enjoys atechnological heritage unequalled in its class. Add HDCD decoding capability,
a high quality digital output, two auxiliary digital inputs, fully balanced analog volume control and remote capability,
and it is readily apparent that true versatility and value can co-exist in one remarkable component.
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High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360
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sCin' the No.39 or any Mark Levinson components please contact.Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
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Steve Harris
Editor
As well as all
the valve amps,
horn speakers
and vinyl record
players you
could want, The
Hi Fi Show
provided ataste
of pictures and
even real music
on the Digital
Versatile Disc.
But for those
setting the DVD
standards, there
may still be a
bumpy ride

SHOW

In this issue we
reveal the winners
of the HiFi News
Awards,
announced at
The HiFi Show,
but look out for
the comprehensive
Show Report
which is just one
feature of a
bumper December
issue: there'll also
be a £ 10,000 prize
competition plus a
Classic HiFi
supplement. See
page 98 for more
deuils

E-MAIL
You can
contact us via
e-mail on
101574.223w
asimptumee.00rn
Please specify
'HiFi Alms'
the subject field
your niessa4,,

mong the weekend visitors
who thronged the HFNIRR
stand, the pressing question
was 'where can Ifind DVD'? We're
proud to confirm that The Hi Fi
Show gave huge numbers of people
their first chance to see and hear real
DVD demonstrations from several
manufacturers. However, Denon
deliberately (and very impressively)
demonstrated its own high-quality
classical music recordings with no
moving images at all, using Dolby
Digital 5.1 sound from DVD.
The recent decision that MPEG
rather than Dolby Digital (AC3)
would be the standard sound format
in PAL countries in theory gave the
green light for brands eager to get
DVD products on to the market
here. But the DVD issues which still
need -to be resolved seem only to
have become more complex! Anyone
still wondering why Denon chose
this moment to focus on Dolby
Digital sound might find aclue here;
see Barry Fox's report from Berlin,
page 15. We do live, I'm afraid, in
interesting times. Let's just hope they
don't get too much more interesting.
There was so much to see at the
HiFi Show that visitors complained
they could not get round it all in the
time available. (Look out for the full
report next month.) The addition of
the Excelsior venue proved asuccess,
most exhibitors saying that the
rooms allowed them to get agood
sound. We will obviously be listening
closely to comments and suggestions
over the next weeks and months to
make sure that we can put on an
even better Show next year.

DAB HANDS ON?
Caught up in a maelstrom of new
home replay formats, we might tend
to forget that adigital revolution in
radio is also just around the corner.
But with many manufacturers
announcing their commitment to
DAB at IFA, digital radio has started
to get some press coverage. On 3
September ( to late for a sardonic
riposte from JN this month, at least),
BBC TV's long-running popular
science programme ` Tomorrow's
World' gave an upbeat ` advertorial'
item, putting over the key message
that: ' not only will digital radio
sound better, it will also give more
choice'. The BBC's Glyn Jones
emphasised the ' choice' aspect: 'We
can use the radio spectrum more
efficiently... there'll be more space
for jazz, R&B, country music and
more speech programmes' also
making the point that DAB was
'radio you can read', with text,

pictures and intemet-style interactive
content. Wrapping up, presenter
Peter Snow said 'you'll have to wait
until next spring' before you can buy
a digital radio (An earlier Radio 4
trailer had rather optimistically
suggested that DAB sets would be
out before Christmas!).
Later on the same evening, 'Points
of View', the show which drearily
fulfils an obligation to take some
notice of viewers' complaints, ran an
item about a thriller whose plot
depended on the villain (Ithink)
erasing a CD-ROM. One 13-yearold viewer had written, with some
spirit, to the effect that every 13year-old knows you can't really do
this. Fortunately for the scriptwriters,
1997 has brought the announcement
of re-writable CD-ROM, and so the
rather wriggling response from
'Points of View' was that you can
erase, ' with the latest type of CDROM'. But it is to be hoped that
DAB, turns out to be more than just
'the latest type' of radio?

THE NORTHERN HI-FI SHOW
As planning begins for the 16th HiFi Show next September, it is time
to announce that, for 1998, HiFi
News & Record Review will be fully
involved in another, complementary
hi-fi event. The very successful
Manchester High Fidelity Show,
organised for the last two years by
Chester-based Top Events, has been
acquired by Link House Magazines.
Here's the press release:
'As publisher of HiFi News &
Record Review and organiser of the
internationally acclaimed HiFi Show
held every year at Heathrow Airport,
Link House Magazines sees this
acquisition as alogical extension to
its current activities in the hi-fi and
home cinema markets.
'Link House recognises the
immense personal contribution made
by Roy Bird of Top Events in
guiding this show through its first
two years and establishing it as the
prestige audio event in the North.
As amajor publisher and exhibition
organiser, Link House has both the
resources and commitment to ensure
that the event, renamed The
Northern HiFi Show, becomes the
biggest, brightest and best regional
hi-fi event in the UK.'
The Northern HiFi Show takes
place in the centrally-located
Britannia Hotel, Manchester, on 7
and 8 February 1998. Companies
interested in exhibiting should
contact Janet Belton, Exhibitions
Manager on 0181 686 2599, fax
0181 781 1158.
3
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Equipment

59 Slate Audio's
Brazen hussy? A new

24 KRELL KAV-250 p/a

revision of the classic

lowering the cost of Krell
ownership: the KAV-250p preand KAV-250a power amp
Ken Kessler and Paul Miller

Shure VI5IIII cartridge

28 GOLDEN TUBE
AUDIO SI 50
follow-up to the SE-40 power
amp, the SI-50 remote-control
integrated looks like an even
more exciting £ 1000-worth
Martin Colloms

24 Krell's
KA V-250p preand KAV-250a
power amplifier

33 TOWERS OF
POWER

Features

sensitivity is an
issue: this threeway speaker test
compares AVI
Positron, B&W
CDM7, Kelly KT-3
Peter J Comeau

18 HI-FI NEWS AWARDS '97
once again HFNIRR's reviewers
voted for the best sounds of the
year: we present the best of ' 97
2$ Golden Tube's latest
nugget: a 50W/ch renwte-

40 ROTEL RC971/RB981

control integrated valve amp
for for under agrand

at just £450, this pre-/
power proves you can have
separates on a tight budget
Paul Miller

42 CELESTION A-3

50 SYSTEM SYNERGY
how to make the most of a budget
of £500: we put together CD
players, amps and speakers in an
exhaustive survey of the best
entry-level combinations
Alvin Gold

67 WIN A £5000 LINN DECK:

a flagship speaker
shows just what
Celestion's design
team can do when
given a chance
Martin Colloms

don't miss this chance to win the
extraordinary Linn Sondek LP12
Silver Anniversary, complete with
Ekos arm, latest Arkiv cartridge,
special finish and silver plaque!

47 MUSICAL FIDELITY
XA-50 AND 'X' SYSTEM
XA-50 power amps complete
the set of X-Series modules
Ken Kessler

56 LFD PHONO STAGE

70 PURE TRANSFER
67 WIN Linn's
amazing Silver
Anniversary Sondek
LPl2 turntable worth

if your system includes a digital
link (from transport to DAC, say)
Pure Transfer could give you one
of the best-value upgrades ever
Ben Duncan

over .0000

battery power gives a unique
quality.., but can you justify,a
phono stage at this price?
Ken Kessler

59 SLATE BRAZEN
CARTRIDGE
how solid metal can improve
the classic Shure V15/III
Martin Collams

61 POT POURRI
Statmat CD enhancer,
RATA's Torlyte
equipment rack
system and finally,
the surprising
Supportettes...
33 Which pair would you buy?
70 digital upgrade:

Three floorstanding speakers tested

Ben Duncan 's
Pure Transfer
digital link

SOMMER 1997
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rReview
73 REVIEWS INDEX
79 INTERVIEW
James Lock of Decca talks to Bill Newman

40 Rotel's low-cost p0/power amp. How good can it be?

83 CLASSICAL REVIEWS
this nermth's

18 who won what at

comprehensive

this year's main event!

review section
extenct- w 12 pages

eb

1'F ' n

47 XA-50 completes
the Musical Fidelity X-Series

36 the MC Disc Preamplr

L'F'D

from LFD: sheer lunacy, or a
still a damn good idea?

Arcadi Volados

96 JAZZ
this moaths
bunch cf new
releases and
reissues inducks

Regulars

an audophilie-

75 COMPAC1 DISC SERVICE

3 COMMENT
we live in interesting times...
Steve Harris

7 VIEWS

save on CDs by post

77 RADIO
more on the future of DAB
John Nelson

readers' letters

98 COMING NEXT MONTH

13 NEWS
round-up of new products,
innovations and coming events

23 TECHNOLOGY
how DTS has joined the battle
for DVD pure audio
Barry Fox

55 ACCESSORIES CLUB

what's in the December issue

105 REVIEWERS
RECOMMEND
the products our reviewers
recommend — and the systems
they actually use at home

standard
Dizzy Gillespie

99 ROCK
AND POP
`The Songs cl
Jimmie
Rodgers'

Jimmie Rodgers

is thi:: montet's Album in Focus

109 ROCK REISSUES
frern r Cale to Motorheack something for
everyerw in teàs months rock/pop mimes

108 SPECIALIST GUIDE
county- by-county guide to
specialist hi-fi retailers

special offer this month: Robert
Harley's guide to home theatre

Meredith Brooks (left) is 'Bunting The
Edges' on page 99 while Soul II Soul

117 CLASSIFIED

65 BLACK BOX
digital truths and untruths
Ben Duncan

69 HEADROOM

find the best hi-fi bargains here

122 FINALE

it had to happen: Holland's
million dollar speaker system
Ken Kessler

electric blues recordings of
demonstration quality!
Ron Tabor

75 SIDELINES
getting to know music under
strange circumstances
John Crabbe
CONTRIBUTORS
h_ru Braithwaite, Marun Colloms, Peter I Comeau, John Gmbh:, Ben Duncan,
Barry Fm, Alvin Gold, Ken Kessler, Paul Mel.,j:lin Nelson, Mayhew Thorne.
Classical Music: Andrew Aohenbach, Nolen Anthoni, Peter Branwombe,
Christopher Breunig, Robert Cowan, John Crabbe, Robert Dearling, George Hall,
Julian Ilaylock, Antony Hodgmn, James M Ifughe, Gahm MacDonald,
Bill Newman, David Nice. Jazz tic Rock: Johnny Black, Fred Odor, Ken Kessler,
Valerie Prier, Rut Watson
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(below) are looking for a' Time For
Change' on page 101

Martin Logan'
the name in
r•ge - electrostatics
SI;)

Aerius i

lerius — Best Loudspeaker Value
1.111EA Olden Note Award 1994
MARTEN LOGAN electrostatic/moving coil hybrid loudspeakers successfully combine the `slam' of moving
coil bass with the transparency and precise detail of an electrostatic hi- Martin Logan Ltd—the electrostatic
loudspeaker technology company—offers arange that i
acorporates the classic CISIlz full-range, fidl-height
electrostatic, the flagship hybrids re:Quest and Monolith and the massively popular SL3 and Aerius ihybrids
The Aerius iis the culmination of adecade of ad truces in hybrid loudspeaker technology. Compact
enough for the smaller room, this revealing speaker sacrifices nothing in performance. Recent cosmetic and
electronic changes including anew woofer and crossover topology has created aspeaker that has been
awarded the accolade `Best Loudspeaker Value' in the prestigious AAHEA Awards for 1996 as,Reviewers'
opinions of Martin Logan products are remarkably positive—(What HiFi? June 1996): '
It's the natural sound
of every instrument that makes this speaker so appealing.' ?s,Alvin Gold (
HiFi Choice January 1996) also wrote
of the SL3: 'more capable of assuming the persona of the music than almost any box speaker you care to
name'. es Ken Kessler
News August 1995)founcl the SL3 to be: 'one of the sweetest, smoothest mid-price
electrostatic hybrids I've ever heard regardless of maker.' He continued: 'The SL3 can produce images that
don't impress: they convince.' ?s
,Contact Absolute Sounds for adealer list where you can audition these
remarkable loudspeakers ?s- And now Martin Logan Home Cinema speakers ès Stylos surround speakers are
in/on wall full-range electrostatic dipoles that can be painted to match any room; the Logos is acentrechannel wide dispersion electrostatic/dynamic tweeter hybrid ea' Martin Logan—the name in electrostatics
Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE

Tel
Fax
Email

0181-947 5047
0181-879 7962
73064.1710@compuserve.eom
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'With no
cash, and
champagne
staida rds,
Iendecl up
building
my own
ribbons...
they cost
me less
than £500,
but Iused
7200 butlor
magnets,
which was
alot of
labour'

NI-F1 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

valves. New Zealand was along way
from the parts supply when, as a
hobby 15 years ago, Iwas designing
valve pre-amps and restoring old
Leaks and RCAs to better-thannew, using nice components. The
image from the Quad ESLs would
step forward about four feet using a
Leak, instead of various FET amps.
Nowadays Ifeel I'm an old
conservative, what with SETs,
biased cores, WWII ` tubes'.Hmm!
Might just have to leap ahead and
consider apair of water-cooled
transmitting triodes, 0Th of
course.
Ido agree that the old Quads are
STUCK ON MAGNETS
lovely. Ihad astacked pair until I
Dear Su., Ireally do love the
needed the readies and sold them in
magazine. Re-dipping into it when
1987. With no cash, and
there's time is agreat way to relax.
champagne standards, Iended up
In view of some negative comments
building my own ribbons, linear,
and nice from 100 Hz to 20kHz+,
about the use of colour, Ilooked
through my files to the issues of ten
excellent transient response, 4ohms
or more years ago, and found them
from DC to about 75 kHz, etc. (I
less easy to discern and harder to
can provide construction details.)
find mv way around — so keep up
They cost me less than £500, but I
the good work. And while we're
used 7,200 button magnets which
bouqueting: what work your
was alot of labour, and Igot a
photographers do! My mate and I
Superglue allergy. Great for
think HFNIRR is an absolute work
unemployed glue-proof audiophiles
of art. And your dynamic and
[see photos].
•
While on the subject of
spectral range, from MC to KK is
absolutely the best in the world, the
loudspeakers, the recent ' new'
complete yin and yang of high-end
Italian plasma horn tweeters sound
reviewing (yes, Ihave read Harry
very similar to the top-of-the-line
Pearson too!). For years Ihave
ElectroVoice plasma tweeter
loved and followed (by reading
which, according to the 1957
only) the high-end fact, fancy and
brochure, had aquartz-lined horn!
fantasy; now Ieven read the music
My other mate here in New
reviews too!
Zealand has designed various
Totally unexpectedly, it seems as
plasma speakers, both with a
though I'll be moving to the UK,
committed arc between electrodes,
land of hi-fi lunatics and electronic
and abig ' tree' version which is a
parts obscure. Iam really looking
very poorly matched aerial, and
forward to it, as an old dabbler who
goes purple at the tips when driven
in the past (when he had time)
hard. Only place Iever heard fast,
struggled against the vicissitudes of
clean treble so loud you could hear
geographical distance to get
it from inside abrick basement 50ft
information and parts, especially
away! True! He also designs
amplifiers in his
basement, and they are
good. They handle the
Cellos, sound sweeter
than the Krells (but with
Krell bass) have plenty
of grunt (up to ± 200
amps), good power and
a300V/µS slew rate at
the output, very short
group delay, and most
important, avery fast
settling time after
overload. They look nice
too. Unfortunately the
market here is so small.
He couldn't afford to
produce it for acottage
industry — his five kids
need shoes.
Reviewing back issues of
HFNIRR, some
Mr Barton with his ribbons: 7200 small magnets were fitted
promising companies
NOVEMBER 1997

seem to have vanished. What is the
survival-rate for hi-fi companies
featured? Five or ten years? Forty,
perhaps? (Imight want to buy some
Quad spares!). A quick thought re
bi-wiring: if the crossover sections
are discrete, couldn't aspeaker be
bi-wired with two amps using
appropriate gain adjustments? In
this way, for example, the KEF
Reference 4could be run with a
Krell for the bass and aSET amp
for the mid and treble, and the
character of the speaker could be
optimised more flexibly.
Anyway, Guildford, Surrey here I
come. Can't wait. You guys don't
know how lucky you are!
Richard H Barton, Auckland, NZ
PARTIALITY TO ECLIPSE
Dear Sir, Ihave always been
tolerant of your reviewers' mistakes
in the past, but Martin Colloms's
account of the Avalon Eclipse in
your August issue has raised my
hackles. I'm intimately familiar with
the Eclipse's performance with a
wide range of quality ancillaries,
and can but think that something
was profoundly awry chez Colloms.
Mr Colloms said that the Eclipse
'proved unforgiving of poor
programme quality or less than
excellent components in the audio
chain, including cables and
terminations'. Rather than blaming
the loudspeaker for any anomalies,
it is much more likely that the
Eclipses were far too revealing.
Carbon or carbon hybrid cables
have very singular electrical
characteristics, to say the least, and
my personal experience would
indicate that these are at least partly
responsible for the uneven
performance described. Silver
cables also, to my ears, have always
added an artificially bright sheen to
everything. If these cables work well
with Mr Colloms's resident
speakers, all well and good — until
awell-balanced loudspeaker comes
along that presents amismatch. I
myself use Transparent Audio's
Reference cables exclusively, with
wonderful results.
Saying the Eclipses: 1) needed to
be 'near the back wall to gain some
neutral weight in the bottom range';
2) had adulled upper midrange; 3)
displayed schizophrenic behaviour
by sometimes sounding airless and
relatively closed-in; 4) presents
limited stage width; 5) exhibits
'cone shout'; 6) exhibits uneveness
in the upper bass; 7) exhibits
hardening in the upper mid at
around 100W peak; 8) cannot be
driven 'hard' and remain listenable;
and 9) does not preserve the rhythm
of the music, is scatalogical
putresence. When the Eclipse is set
7

P'.
.5
"Boasting clout and fines.
* _
in equal measures, the
P5s are speakers with
championship credentials
indeed — they plumb depths
few true hi-fi speakers dare
to reach — the P5s are little
short of perfect
What HiFi? — July '96

potente me o o
using Kevlar's unique woven
fibres for loudspeaker
cones has been amaw
factor in reducing unwanted
standing waves.
4011# 1,
1109111eile
For more information contact
B&W Loudspeakers ( UK) Ltd
ow + 44 (0)1903 750 750
http://www.bwspeakers.coar
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READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice
will be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.

up and matched properly it is
capable of aperformance which is
far closer to the ' musical truth' than
any of Mr Colloms's reference
loudspeakers can even hint at.
Mr Colloms has done agreat
disservice to the HFNIRR
readership by writing this review,
and Iurge anyone interested in
hearing aloudspeaker in this pricerange to hear apair of Eclipses for
themselves and let their own ears
decide. The Eclipse is apearl of a
loudspeaker which stands out
amongst the unmusical dross that is
supposedly ' state of the art'. For a
review which concentrates on the
musical capabilities of the Eclipse,
ie, one that does not outline some
kind of spurious dissection, Imust
refer anyone who is interested to
The Absolute Sound's review of the
Eclipse. Iam certain, as all Eclipse
owners will be, that you'll think Mr
Colloms' review risible and one that
brings HFNIRR into disrepute.
Jan Wolstad, Norway
Martin Colloms replies:
I'm not surprised that Mr Wolstad
is hopping mad that Ididn't feel
greater enthusiasm when the object
of his affection is rejected. It's a
feeling common to most of
humanity! Istand by all my review
comments, although Icould wish
that I'd conveyed my feelings more
precisely. Describing aural effects is
not easy. But chacun àson goût.
The review conclusions were not
arrived at lightly, but after agood
deal of careful comparative
listening; nor was it just my
opinion. Using more than one
cable, source, disc, etc, etc, goes
with the territory and is essential to
form abalanced over-view. But I'm
sure nothing Ican say will change
Mr Wolstad's mind. Isuggest he
ignores my review and goes on
enjoying his music. After all, that's
what it's all about.
ANALOGUE, DIGITAL: SIDE BY SIDE
Dear Sir, Some thoughts on the
seemingly endless debate over the
merits of analogue versus digital.
This seems more psycho-pathology
than science: audiophiles' neurotic
need to differentiate between good
and bad in absolute rather than
relative terms. Many of us appear
unable to tolerate ambivalence.
After much experimentation, and
several mortgages down the road, I
have arrived at asystem combining,
for me, equally satisfying digital and
analogue sources, co-existing
together happily (Muse CD
transport and DAC with I2S
databus; Michell Orbe turntable
with SME V and van den Hul
MC10 Special). It is significant that
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each costs roughly the same: just
under £4.5k. Expensive, but in
absloute high-end terms fairly low
on the curve of diminishing returns.
The Muse combination,
contradicting conventional
expectations, is slightly more
forgiving of poor recordings than
the Orbe (what proponents of
accuracy might call a 'romantic'
coloration, although tonal balance
of the two is very similar). The
points are that: both sound
wonderful with good recordings;
CDs produced in the last few years
are reproduced with all the life and
energy that reviewers like Michael
Fremer insist is only available from
vinyl; bad recordings, whether
digital or analogue, still sound bad.
So why write this? Iknow! The
enlightened audio nut's urge to
come clean. Having finally
assembled asystem that sounds
pretty well-balanced, Iam thinking
maybe Ishould change something.
Auricular surgery of some sort
perhaps?
Trevor Plumb, Berkhamsted

NIX DEMISE
Dear Sir, A standard letter from my
cable TV provider, Telewest
notified me of the demise of DMX
on cable. The satellite people in
Scotland now advise me that this
also marks the end of the service
they provide — thank goodness I
didn't take the plunge and invest
£500 in the satellite receiving set-up
to get all 62 channels. Those who
did must be disgruntled now, if
DMX was what they bought it for.
So why has this happened?
Simple: virtually no effort or money
was put into marketing DMX over
here — no advertising, no press
announcements, no mailers. Most
of the potential customer base for
DMX isn't even aware of its
existence. Despite the fact that I'm
not asubscriber to Telewest's Cable
TV service, they regularly send me
all manner of guff about that
(presumably because I'm aDMX
subscriber), yet never have I
received from them anything about
DMX, not even something as
simple as ' Introduce afriend and
we'll give you amonth free'.
What the ' even better digital
musical service' will be remains to
be seen, though in the meantime I
think it's finally time to go on the
Internet. Although sound quality
isn't high fidelity, this source
enables you to sample 30s slices of
every track on tens of thousands of
CDs, which is apretty fair exchange
for hearing just two or three whole
tracks off albums chosen by
somebody else.
Julian Stevens, Bristol

•
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The simplest and most cost effective way
to upgrade your existing system
You need at least 2
Defies panels for a
pair of small bookshelf
speakers, 4panels for
apair of Tannoy 6's,
and at least 6 panels
for larger cabinets
Once you have
gained access to the
inside of the cabinet.
remove foam and/or
wool damping from
the inside of the
speaker (if fitted)

Place the flexible Deflex
panel thru' the speaker cutout and stick to the inside
of the cabinet using the
recommended adhesive
\--- Now sit back and listen
to the extra detail in
sound, and far less
distortion when
,played loud Iii
,.
/
-. ---

y

Whet the experts have to say...
...a marked improvement was obvious from
the first few bars of REM's
Automatic for the people album..."

HI-FI News & Record Review - March1994
"...Defies panels seemed to give greater
tightness and control, improved internal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."
Audiophile - January 1994
" But one things TOf sure - the Deffex panels
are no gimmick. They work..."
Audlo Video - December 1994
"...the result was sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and amore natural sound..."
HI-IN Choice - January 1994
CHOICE VERDICT
Sound Quality

1111111111..

Value for money

1111111111111110

Standard Panel £ 7.95

(
28cm x 21cm)

Medium Panel

£6.95 (28cm x 18cm)

Small Panel

£5.95 (24cm x 13cm)

Sub- Woofer Panel £ 14.95 ( 34cm diameter)
Adhesive £3.50

Delivery £ 5.00

Spectra Dynamics make arange of products to
suit the connoisseur and DIY enthusiast.
Products Include ISOLATION FEET, DAMPING
SHEET, SEAUNG STRIP, GASKETS, etc.

For aFREE information pack &
details of other products from
:CTRA DYNAMICS
Tel
Fax

(
01745) 360070
(
01745) 360086

0120511, IRO lutsen.seurt, LI_ 10 Lin

ACCESS

• VISA • COD
Sealing Strip
(can be used to make large gaskets)
10 mm o 3 mrn
section
'
.445
1/
4
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Technics

THE

CLOSEST YOU'LL GET TO THE SOUND : N HIS

HEAD.

The most important development
in sound reproduction for years.

The Faraday ring may look insignificant. But it's this tiny component that gives the A Series its huge dynamic range.
By counteracting rising impedance in the voice coil, it allows more power into the tweeter. And with
more power going in, you get more power out.
Even the highest frequencies sing out loud and clear, making the A Series the ideal speakers for
the faithful reproduction of today's digital music and film recordings.
The Faraday ring is just one of many small, but vitally important components that

ma

ke

the new A Series so special. And there's only one place good enough for it. The bea u tif u lbox
we put it in.

Celestion Consumer Division, Eccleston Road. Toyil, Maidstone, Kent. ME15 60P U.K. Tel: 01622 687442. Fax: 01622 687981.
Celestion Industries Inc., 89 Doug Brown Way, Holliston, MA 01476, USA. Tel

508 429 6706. Fax: 508 429 2426.

DELEsTion

news

ATC UPS THE VOLUME
IN true ATC tradition, the new standmount A7 and fioorstanding A7 Tower
speakers are designed to balance direct
and reverberent soundfields, while newlydeveloped in-house drive

units raise

overall sensitivity by 3dB, compared with
ATC's other domestic hi-fi monitors. The
new bass/mid driver incorporates a 45norn
soft dome to ensure good midrange

dispersion. A new 25mm soft dome
tweeter with neodymium magnet is
matched to the bass/mid by a crosssover
network containing large, ATC-wound,
air- cored inductors and 250V- rated,
metallised-polypropylene
capacitors.
Prices are £ 700 for the A7 and £ 000 for
the A7T. More details from Loudspeaker
Technology Ltd, 012» 760561.
_

BRAVURA GOES BEYOND GOLD
BRAVURA made a late change to its scheduled exhibition plans,
unveiling its new Virtuoso Reference full- range horn loudspeaker at The
Hi Fi Show, Ramada Hotel. The Virtuoso Reference uses the latest
Lowther DX3 drive unit, featuring a rare-earth magnet system, rather
than the Lowther PM2C at the heart of the Virtuoso Gold. Eric Thomas
of Bravura admitted, ' It is the excellence of this new driver which
forced the change of plan on us, the scale of the enhancement in
performance quite surprised us and is just too good to ignore. Retail
Price is £ 3995 per pair. Call Bravura on 01732 851408.

QUAD AND WHARFEDALE SOLD
VERITY GROUP has announced the sale of
Wharfedale International
Ltd and Quad
Electroacoustics Ltd. In acomplex deal, which at
press time was still subject to approval by Verity

St Peter's Road is not part of the deal, as it is still
the property of the Walker family.
Explaining the reason for the sale, Verity's 4

AUDIOLAB
CUTS OUT
CAPACITORS
AUDIOLAB'S new 8000PX
stereo and 8000MX monoblock
power amplifiers, do without
input coupling capacitors, a
rare feat for this market sector.

September statement explained: ' The rapidly

Key technological advance is
the specially developed Direct

shareholders, the two famous brands come under

growing interest in NXT flat panel speaker

Coupled circuit said to

the control of the newly-formed company
International Audio Group. IAG also plans to

technology from potential licensees in recent
months and the increasing number of applications

distortion. Full compatibility

eliminate low frequency phase

revive the Leak name as ahigh-end hi-fi brand.
being developed by existing licensees have led the
JAG is understood to have the backing of ' a Directors to refocus Verity's strategy. The directors

with all high quality preamplifiers is ensured by the use

number' of overseas hi-fi distributors. The Group
includes SG Acoustics Ltd, the manufacturing

are convinced that Verity's future lies primarily in
the development and exploitation .3f NXT and

of an ' advanced' DC servo
system' and the two power

operation which currently produces speakers under

related technologies. The Directors have therefore
decided to commit Verity's full resources to

amps are fitted with low noise
regulators for sensitive input

developing both NXT and Mission.'
Under the terms of the agreement with Verity,

stages. Both amplifiers are
fitted with BFA loudspeaker

the Airedale brand. These have been successfully
marketed in the Far East by the Hong Kong-based
Sanecore Group. JAG says it is ' in the process of
finalising joint ventures in Japan and China'.
Chairman of JAG is Stan Curtis, who has served
as Wharfedale's managing director within Verity

LAG effectively acquires (through its subsidiary

terminals. Prices are £ 150 for

Pointfield Ltd) a60% holding in both Wharfedale
and Quad, for around £4.8m. JAG is committed

the 8000PX and £ 1800 for a pair
of 8000MX monoblocks.

Group. In apress release he commented: 'After

to increasing its holding to 80% after one year,

Further details from

five years with Wharfedale, I have seen the

with an option to purchase the remaining 20%

company turn around and become an international
success once more. Iknow that we can continue

after three years.

Cambridge Systems
Technology, 01480 415600.

to develop Wharfedale within the new group and
Iam very excited to have the opportunity to work
with the Quad brand.' He also welcomed the `new
blood' of SG Acoustics, whose managing director,
Gary Orrell, is Chief Executive Officer of JAG. SG
Acoustics will provide manufacturing facilities for
the group at its Bradford, West Yorkshire, plant.
Wharfedale's existing R&D and administration
facilities in Huntingdon are to be retained, but
Quad servicing is likely to follow production in
moving to Yorkshire. The existing Quad factory at

DSA'S GLACIAL
IMPACT
DSA Concepts has
developed a new high
impact glass shelf
table/multi-tier, modular,
upgradeable racking
system, the Alpha and
Beta range priced from £ 75
to £ 25. Tel: 01706 712 472.
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PRO- LOGIC COMPLETES TEAC SYSTEM
COMPLETING the TEAC Reference 500 minicomponent system is the new AV-H5,
00 Pro-Logic
five-channel home theatre amplifier. Offering
80W/ch in two-channel mode, it is switchable to
home theatre configuration which gives 50W each
for front, centre and rear channels. There are five

0.
0

inputs, five surround modes and three centrechannel options: normal, wide and phantom. Rear channels have athree-step delay. Sold
singly, the AV-H500 is £379.95. Call TEAC UK Ud, 01923 81%30.
EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
24-26 OCTOBER Paris High- End show, Hotel St Jacques, Forum

HITI

Rive Gauche, Boulevard St Jacques, Paris. SPAT, +33 145 57 30 48.
23-26 OCTOBER The Audio Crafts Fayre, Ringwood Hall,
SHOW
Brimington, Chesterfield. Contact Avondale Audio, 0-246 207 240. ge
26 OCTOBER The National Vintage Communications Fair, NEC,
Birmingham. Contact 01392 411565.
13-13 NOVEMBER Top Audio, Praha 97, Panorama Hotel, Prague, Czech
Republic. Contact +42 ( 0) 602 374 222.
7-8 FEBRUARY 1998 The Northern Hi Fi Show, Britannia Hotel,
Manchester. Sponsored by HFN/RR. Contact Janet Belton on 0181 686 2599.

MARK LEVINSON MODERNISES
PRE-AMPS
ADVANCED components, many
developed within the past four
years, have been announced and
have helped Madrigal create
what it calls ' the best preamplifier we have ever made',
the Mark Levinson No 380S, and
the more affordable No 380.
Updates are available for owners
of the antecedent No 38 and No
38S pre-amps.
Retaining No 38's architecture, the
new pre-amps have a beefed up
power supply featuring more bypass
capacitors, improved pre- and postfiltering, and soft recovery diodes in
adiscrete rectifier bridge for reduced
switching noise. Low impedance
regulators help access power on
demand, and local bypass capacitors
are used to optimise matching with
active devices.
A new IN converter 12 times
faster than its predecessor helps
make the most of the Analog devices
precision attenuator, with more than

4000 laser-trimmed steps, is fitted
for volume adjustment.
No 380S has been modified for
improved output buffering, faster
current buffering, and operational
sophistication.
Among significant differences
between No 380 and No 380S,
the latter uses cyanate ester
circuit boards, more expensive
voltage amplifiers, 36 Vishay
resistors and very expensive
matched transistor pairs in the
discrete output buffer.
Prices are £3995 for No 380 and
£6495 for No 380S. Further details
are available from Path Premier on
01494 441736.

PROLOGUE TO AN EPILOGUE
GOLDMUND'S first satellite home theatre speaker for the
Epilogue range, the Epilogue 1, is a wide-bandwidth (34Hz28kHz) design. Look out for Goldmund's forthcoming bass and
sub-bass enclosure partners for Epilogue 1. For further details of
the Epilogue 1and the rest of the range contact Digital Audio
Trading SA, + 41 22 823 05 65.
* * * * *

WINNERS

RUARK
RAISES THE
STAKES
RUARK has completed
its
most
ambitious
loudspeaker project, the
development of the new
Excalibur flagship. An
elastomer-isolated twincabinet design, it relies
on extensive enclosure
bracing and adual layer,
damped cabinet to help
get the most from highly
specified drive units. A new 'state-of-the-art' magnet
in the motor system is akey part of the 28rnm handtreated silk fabric dome tweeter, while the pair of
vented fabric dome midrange units handle mid
frequencies. Bass reflex loading assists the twin airdried, treated pulp paper bass cones, which are each
housed in a 'precision die-cast low reflection chassis'.
Configurable for bi- and tri-wiring/amping, Excalibur
has a 15-element passive crossover. Price per pair is
£6995. For further details of this and other models
contact Ruark Acoustics, 01702 601410.

* * * * *

EMI CENTENARY COMPETITION
The five winners in our August EMI competition were as
follows: Mr M Arnold, London; Mr W Cole, Winchester;
Mr A Jones, Rochdale; Mr A Scott, Leeds; and
Mr G Thompson, Oxshott. The correct answers to the
competition questions were: 1(a), 2(c), 3(b), 4(c).

PROCEED TO SERIOUS
SURROUND

TECHNICS MAKES CD PLAYERS QUIETER

PROCEED is all set for digital surround sound and
96kHz/24-bit audio. Its new Digital Surround Decoder
is designed to be modular and upgradeable to handle
DTS audio coding.
The standard configuration, featuring 11 digital inputs
and asix channel analogue through-put, allows two slots
for customisation and future options. The DSP platform
on which it is based encompasses
'enormous processing power
and
loaded
surround
decoding formats, THX,
filters and other functions'
built into memory for
access as required. Retail
price is £4595. For further
details contact the UK
distributor Path Premier,
01494 441736.

'TAKE' and OS capacitors and
selected high-performance opamps feature in the audio stages
of two new Technics' CD
players, SL-PS670D (£ 199.95)
and
SL-PS770D (£ 249.95,
reviewed last month). The latter
uses Technics ' Virtual Battery'
power supply as
well as an SAdvanced
MASH Class A
digital- toanalogue
converter. More
information
from Panasonic
UK, 0990 357357.
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LINN
RECONDITIONS
CARTRIDGES
THE newly- launched Linn Rebuilt
Cartridge Exchange Service provides a
reconditioning service for Asaka,
Klyde, Karma, Troika and Arkiv
cartridges which gain anew cantilever
and new diamond stylus. The motor
assembly is dismantled, inspected and
worn parts replaced, reassembled by
hand and tested. Further details From
the Linn website (http://www.linn.co.uk),
or alternatively freecall Linn Customer
Services on 0500 888909
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DESIGNED for silent, fuss- free

POWERED SUB BY
ACOUSTIC ENERGY

operation, the new Unison
Research Simply 845 is a valve

ACOUSTIC

UNISON GETS SET

developed
subwoofer,

amplifier for a wider audience
than purist audiophiles. It has

ENERGY
its
the

has

first
powered
A108S, which

completes the 100 Series middlemarket hi-fi and A/V loudspeaker

sculpted cherrywood fascia and
sides and is rated at 24W per

line. A 12in pulp cone is used,
protected by an injection moulded,

channel in single- ended pure
triode operation, and retails at

low diffraction grille and built on to
the substantial 30mm MDF front
baffle. Auto on-off, variable crossover

£2950. For further details call
Unison Research's UK agent,
UK Distribution, 01753 652669.

frequency
and
volume
level
adjustment are attractive features of
the A108S, which is priced at £ 300.

QED SHEDS LIGHT ON
MULTI- ROOM

Further

QED's intuitive, multi- room Systemline system has
been made even easier to operate with the
addition of an easy-to-read Dot Matrix Display.
•
The new wall panel shows volume setting and
selected source alongside akey pad which
duplicates remote control instructions, giving
instant ergonomic feedback to users. The idea is
to put plenty of 'brains' into the system so that it
works with ahuge variety of infra- red remote
controlleable components, including TVs, videos, LaserDisc and DVD sources, and satellite
receivers, as well as CD players and other hi-fi components. Systemline installations start at
£2000. For further details of Systemline other QED product ranges call QED Audio Products,

details

from

Acoustic

Energy, 01285 654432.

DENON OFFERS MD OPTION
LATEST in the range of ' quality microsystems'
from what must be the leading brand in this field
is the new Denon D- M7 Super Micro system.
The fully- equipped D- M7 system features an
RDS receiver, a feature- packed three- disc CD
changer and auto-reverse cassette deck, as well
as a pair of UK-benchrnarked speakers, at a total
price of £ 650. However, a matching Mini Disc
recorder is available as an option, this priced at
£450.

Further

details

from

UK distributor

Hayden Laboratories, 01753 880109.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING

MONITOR AUDIO'S NEW 4

CANTON GmbH has become a
HomeTHX licensee, first fruit of
which is the System 10THX

FIGURE- of-eight internal

launched at the IFA, Berlin.

bracing helps to slug cabinetinduced coloration by stiffening

CHORD Electronics has moved
to larger premises at The
Pumphouse, Bridge Court,

the floorstanding structure in
Monitor Audio's new Monitor
4. This all-new low- coloration
speaker model is said to be a
true successor to one of
Monitor's all-time favourites of
yesteryear, the big-selling Iti52
model, which was designed by
Robin Marshall. Two
completely new 6.5 in Cobexconed drive units developed
in-house and a 19mm alloy
gold dome tweeter are married
by means of a two-and- a-half
way network. Price per pair is

Farleigh Lane, East Farleigh,
Kent ME16 9NB. Tel 01622
721444, fax 01622 721555.
DOLBY LABS founder Ray
Dolby, has been honoured ab the
44th recipient of the American
Electronics Association's Medal

the UK by distributor Sound

of Achievement.
HALFIN of Brussels has opened

ROBERTS RADIO has a £ 30
FM, MW, and 9 SW band world
radio, supplied in a soft carrying
pouch. Call 01709 571722.

the first ' Electron Tubes Virtual
Store': hup:,./www.halfin.com
JBL's Simply Cinema ESC550
speaker system ( above, £ 1250)
includes a Dolby Pro-Logic pre-

company, superb quality

amp, CD player and FM/AM
tuner, in a powered slim

veneer finishes are a special
feature. For further
information contact Monitor

subwoofer which feeds satellii e
speakers. UK distributor is
Gamepath Ltd, 01908 317707.

£499. As usual with this

JM LAB, the French speaker
company, is now represented in
Image UK Ltd, 0181 255 6868.

TDL has followed up the launch
of its RTL3 SE with two more
'Special Edition' RTL models
using audiophile-grade wiring,
polyprop capacitors and other
special features. They are the
RTL1 SE (£ 199.95) and RTL 2
(£329.95). TDL, 01628 850111.

Audio Ltd, 01223 242898.
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The best
things in life
cost quite a
bit, actually.
Music is one of life's great pleasures. But like caviar and
Champagne, the best never comes cheap.
Take KEF's legendary Reference Series. We set out to create
loudspeakers of unrivalled acoustic transparency - and in the
pursuit of perfection, price is asecondary consideration.
Nothing is allowed to compromise the purity of the recorded
signal. High-order crossovers are computer matched for seamless
integration. Internal wiring is oxygen-free copper, soldered by
hand. The baffles are mineral filled and contoured to minimise
edge diffractions. And before it leaves the craftsmen who build
it, every loudspeaker is rigorously tested against a calibrated
laboratory reference system.
Hence the flawless response. The astonishing lucidity The
consummate musicality. Technical supremacy in aSavile Row suit.
Actually, they don't seem expensive at all.

IF
ice (Jeiyee

1113

Sponsors of
ME'
WM( It lOIN, brings

KEF Reference Series
authorised dealers:
Bath Paul Green
Beckenham Musical Images
Belfast Lyric Hi F
Bishop Stortforti The Audio File
Baton Sound & Vision
Bournemouth Sutton's
Bristol Radford H Fi
Bristol Midi° Excellence
Cardiff Audio Excellence
Cheltenham Sevenoaks
Chester Audio Excellence
Croydon Spaldings

01225 316197
0181 663 3777
01232 381296
01279 506576
01204 861861
01202 555512
0117 9428247
0117 9264975
01222 228565
01242 241171
01244 345576
0181 654 t
231

Edgbaston Music Matters
Exeter Radford Hi Fi
Guilford PJHiFi
Huddersfield Huddersfield Hi Fi
Hull Zen Audio
Kings Lynn Martins Hi Fi
Leamington Leamington Hi Fi Company
Liverpool Better Hi Fi
London
Fi Experience
London Musical Images
Maidstone Unilet Sound & Vision
Nelson Wilkinsons Hi Fi
New Maiden Unilet Sound & Vision
Newcastle- Upon-Tyne Lintone

0121 429 2811
01392 218865
01483 504801
01484 544668
01482 587397
01553 761683
01926 888644
0151 227 5007
0171 580 3535
0171 497 1346
01622 676703
01282 612901
0181 942 9567
0191 460 0999

Norwich Martins Hi Fi
Nottingham Nottingham Hi Fi
Oxford Radford Hi Fi
Reading Sevenoaks
Rhos-on-Sea Electrotrader
Sheffield Audio Images
Slough Frasers
Solihull Music Matters
St. Albans W. Darby & Co.
St. Leonards Adams & Jarrett
Tunbridge Wells Sounds of Music
Watford Acoustic Arts
Worcester Sevenoaks
Worthing Phase 3

01603 627010
01159 786919
01865 511241
0118 9597768
01492 548932
01142 737893
01753 520244
0121 742 0254
01727 850961
01424 437165
01892 547003
01923 233011
01905 612929
01903 245577

MODELS SHOWN ARE THE RE.ERENCE SERIES COMPRISING THE MODEL Ore. MODEL Too, MODEL Three AM) NI.Z.EL Four REF AND UNIC/ ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS UNICI IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2236929 US. PAT. NO. 5.548.657. WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING.
NOR DETAILS ON ( EF REFERENCE :SPIEL PLEASE CONTACT. REF AIM o LIE) LIMITED. DEPT HEN13. FREEPOST MA1332. ECCLESTON ROAD. TOVIL. MAIDSTONE, KENT ME15 6EIR TELEPHONE (01822) 672261. WEBSITE htiplisnswSel. can

news
MORE CONNECTIONS FOR LINN KNEKT
THERE are two additions to Linn's
multi-room ICnekt system. First is the
Circuit Switch, an advanced automatic
switching unit designed to supply
mains power feeds to audio
components, video projectors, even
motor-powered projection screens,
curtains or blinds. Secondly, the latest
software release for Linn's Knekt

system now links up Linn's AV 5103
functions, making it possible to watch a
video source in one room while
distributing another elsewhere; or
listen to audio in one room and watch
video in another when configured as a
main control pre-amplifier. Full details
from Linn Products via the free Linn
customer service line, 0500 888909.

KEF EXPANDS
CODA RANGE
KEF has expanded its Coda
loudspeaker range to include the
Coda S subwoofer (£299) and
Coda C centre channel speaker,
seen here. For further details of
these and other KEF hi-fi and
home cinema loudspeaker models
contact KEF on 01622 672261.

ELECTROSTATIC
HYBRID FROM
INNERSOUND
INNERSOUND, a new
company, has developed a
hybrid electrostatic/
transmission line loudspeaker
called the Eros. A 10in
proprietary driver,
transmission-line bass loading,
200W-per channel bass power
amplifier, an electronic
crossover and electrostatic
mid/treble panel are combined
in a system which is said to
achieve a frequency response
of 20Hz-27kHz (± 2dB) along
with a claimed 90dB/W
sensitivity. Anticipated allinclusive price of the Eros
loudspeaker system is around
£3900. Further details are
available from InnerSound
UK, 01279 442700.

DENON'S GOLD WIRED
MOVING-COIL CARTRIDGE
WIRED with gold and ' six-nines' purity
copper, the new Denon DL-S1high end
moving-coil cartridge is now obtainable
with amatching transformer. These two
items are available to special order, at a
price of £700 each, from UK distributor
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, 01753 888447.

speed serial data bus standard, at
the IFA exhibition in Berlin (see
report below), describing it as the
digital consumer interface system
of the future.

SHOW REPORT: IFA BERLIN
THE ever-expanding, ever more
crowded, Berlin IFA show still belies
the ' International' in its
Funkausstellung name. Company
speeches and statements centre on
German sales figures and many
companies supply written
information only in German.
DVD dominated the show, with all
major manufacturers now promising a
pan-European launch in Spring 1998.
This followed alast minute deal,
brokered by Warner and Philips, to
make MPEG-2 the standard for
multichannel sound in PAL countries
instead of Dolby Digital AC-3 as used
elsewhere in the world.
On the face of things, this leaves early
adopters, who have bought Panasonic
and Thomson players which can only
connect to an AC-3 multichannel
decoder, stuck with obsolete machines.
But the deal may not be as firm as it
looks. Ray Dolby said in Berlin that he
was ' convinced' that the Dolby Digital
AC- 3 system would eventually become
the de facto standard for PAL, as well
as NTSC. Dolby's engineers are already
promoting the idea of PAL discs with
two sound tracks, one in MPEG-2 and
one in AC- 3. Denon has followed thje
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Ray Dulbv: 'convinced' that Dolby Digital will still
became the de facto standard for PAL DVD sound

Dolby./Delos lead, and produced an
audio only disc which uses Dolby
Digital AC- 3. Philips, Panasonic and
Sony have all promised players which
can decode either sound system.
Five years after the DCC-versus-Mini
Disc battle to set anew standard for
home audio recording, Philips and Sony
are again at war. Sony still pins faith on
MiniDi›,c; Philips has long since
abandoned DCC and is now promoting
recordable CD.
Sony predicts a ' breakthrough in the
European market' for MD. But in

October, Philips will launch aCD
recorder for under £500. Blank 74
minute write-once discs, which will play
back on any of Red Book CD player,
will cost only £3 — little more than a
blank tape, and less than half the price
of blank MD. But re-writeable
(eraseable) CDs will initially cost £ 18
and will play back only on aCD
Recorder, or new-generation CD player.
IFA 97 has for two years been
targetted as the consumer launch for
DAB. A DAB display platformed 15
receivers from awide range of
manufacturers. ' DAB has really arrived'
said David Witherow, President of the
World DAB Forum, at areception
called to celebrate the comsumer
launch. ' It's agreat day' said Glyn
Jones, the BBC's DAB Project Director.
But there were no high street delivery
dates and prices. DAB was also alot less
noticeable on individual manufacturers'
stands, with company spokesmen cagey
over marketing plans. 'DAB has got abit
lost in the noise over DVD' admitted a
member of the DAB Forum.
Barry Fox
OBarry Fox will comment further on the issues
raised by the show in 'Technology' next month
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Inaugurated in 1996 as part of the magazine's
40th anniversary celebration, the Hi-Fi News
Awards once again recognise the year's best sounds
by STEVE HARRIS

I

n 1996, as we reached our 40th
year of publication, the Hi -Fi
News Awards were inaugurated as
apart of the anniversary celebrations.
But the inevitable happened. Such
was the the success of the first
Awards that we had to carry on!
And so it was that this year, on Friday
12 September, the weekend of The HiFi
Show, we were able to welcome a large
gathering from the hi-fi industry for an
evening at the Forte Suite in the Excelsior
Hotel, for the second annual HiFi News
Awards. Once again, the Awards were
firmly based on the voting of HFNIRR's
reviewing contributors, and their long- ,
considered listening over the year. We
did not set a deadline for
inclusion, nor did we accept for
hurried
consideration
products which might
have been rushed to us at
the last minute. For this
reason,
the
Awards
present amore stable view
of the industry than you might
expect. For the main product
categories (the first 11 Awards), our team
of reviewers were asked to nominate and
then finally to select current-production
models, purely on the basis of sound
quality. Such aspects as aesthetics,
ergonomics and convenience were not
really part of the equation. Rather
different, however, are the last three
awards in the list. These are not related to
sound quality, but to markeing
presentation.
Looking back on the 12 months since
our last Awards, and our last Show, it
seems almost as if we are living in a
different world now. From a purely
commercial point of view, the period was
marked by the profound and inevitable
disruption of the General Election in the
spring of 1997. It would be too much to
say that, in the run-up to the election,
business everywhere ground to ahalt, but
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for many suppliers and retailers it more
than slowed. After the election came an
extraordinary heatwave summer, which
certainly seemed unlikely to encourage
interest in indoor home entertainment.
Yet even aside from those factors, it
would have been an extraordinary year for
consumer electronics, and, unfortunately
perhaps, another year of watching and
waiting. For most of those deeply
involved in developing products for the
DVD format, it has been a frustrating

time. For audio,
it seemed to be another
year of consolidation.
Returning to the Awards, then, it is
not so surprising that a number of
nominations and indeed some of the
eventual winners are seen to be updates,
new versions or improved models, rather
than totally new designs. In some cases,
products still carrying the same name
have been improved out of all recognition
by careful evelopment work, thus
maintaining their positions despite 'new'
competition. Even this does not apply to
the analogue source categories, where
neither of the winners have not undergone
any changes over the last 12 months!
There are analogue newcomers which
offer good value for money. But as time

goes

on,

as

mechanical

precision

engineering becomes more expensive, and
as the diminishing returns virtually
preclude investment in analogue, it will
become ever harder for new entrants to
challenge the established references.
It would be churlish not to mention two
companies here. First, SME, now perhaps
the only ' golden age' British hi-fi
company (the first SME arm appeared in
1959) still owned by its founder, was
effectively excluded from the Awards by
our decision to omit higher- price
analogue source categories. Secondly, it
was a shame that Wilson Benesch's
exciting new Circle turntable
arrived too late for consideration
this year. In fact, as will
be noticed, our Awards
categories for 1997 have
a price ceiling of £ 2000
except in the case of
digital source products and
the home cinema category.
This may seem unfair on some
high-end speaker manufacturers,
but we this year's categories do in
fact reflect the general shape of the
market, especially here in the UK. By
the same token, in most categories, a
large number of strong and very close
contenders made the choice of a winner
very difficult. Although it made sense to
restrict the number of nominations in
each category to three, in some cases the
voting even on the final round was so
close as to make this impossible.
Before describing the winners, we
would like to thank all the manufacturers
who have submitted products for our
scrutiny during the year. It already seems
that by this time next year we will have an
extraordinary new diversity of audio and
AV products to review, discuss and
dissect. And, we hope and believe, we will
see a prosperous industry, able to serve
and to delight its customers who are, of
course, you, our readers.
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THE HI-FI NEWS AWARDS
NOMINATIONS AND WINNERS

BEST DIGITAL COMPONENT
UP TO £ 1000

BEST ANALOGUE COMPONENT
UP TO £ 1000

Morantz CD17 CD player
OreIle CD100 CD player
Sony CDP-X3000ES CD player

Naim Aro tonearm
Rego Planar 3turntable
Roksan Radius 3turntable

Winner: Orelle CD100
It proved extremely hard
to narrow down this
category just three
finalists, and even harder
to pick awinner. But the
listeners' verdict, in the
Abbas Hussein
end, gave recognition to of OreIle

Winner: Naim Aro tonearm
A mixed category in the sense that any
analogue source component or complete
system was eligible, and in which the old

lots of hard work by arelatively young
UK company. Now in revised form, the
Orelle CD loo emerged as aclear winner.

standards still seem to fight off new
entrants; in the end it was felt that the
Naim arm's remarkable contribution to
sound quality had to win through.

BEST ANALOGUE
COMPONENT
UP TO £2000
Linn LP12 Lingo turntable
Rega P9 turntable
Roksan Xerxes 10
turntable

BEST DIGITAL COMPONENT
UP TO £2000
Meridian 508 CD player
Nairn CD2 CD player
TEAC VRDS25 CD player
Winner: Meridian 508
Once again, revision and refinement
seemed to win the day. Meridian's 508,
now 20-bit, still carried all before it.

Winner: Linn LP12
George F'urvis, Linn 's
Lingo turntable
UK Sales Manager
Here we have the one
category in which the
winner is absolutely unchanged since last
year, when the then-newly-launched Rega
P9 was also in the running. While the
Roksan Xerxes got alot of support, the
Scottish veteran fought through the last
rounds to stay ahead on points. Perhaps it
would have been nice to find anew giantkiller in this category, but last year's
winner still got aclear mandate from the
reviewing team. On this form, it really will
last another 25 years...

BEST DIGITAL COMPONENT
UP TO £ 000
Krell KAV300cd CD player
Theta Data II CD transport
XTC CDTI LE/DAC 1

BEST AMPLIFICATION
COMPONENT UP TO £ 1000

Winner: Krell KAV300cd
Unusually, in this demanding category
there seemed to be many promising
models, which somehow faded alittle
when examined very closely. The
exceptions were of course the
nominations here, two of them old
favourites, and the newly-launched Krell.

Conrad- Johnson PV1OAL pre- amp
Pioneer A30OR integrated amplifier
Roksan Caspian integrated amplifier
Shearne Phase 2integrated amplifier
Winner: Roksan
Caspian
Again amixed category,
rather too compressed
to reflect the true
diversity of separate preand power amps, valves
and transistors (the
Conrad-Johnson
PV1OAL really
Tufan Hashemi of
providing agateway to
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Roksan

higher things). The Pioneer integrated
did performed beyond its own price
class, but the Roksan proved its worth in
many different systems.

BEST AMPLIFICATION
COMPONENT UP TO £2000
Quad 77 pre-/ power amplifier
Copland CSA1 4integrated amplifier
Chord SPM600 power amplifier
Winner: Copland CSA14
Perhaps this was avote for balance and
refinement in asingle package, where
once again the separate contender (this
time the Chord) looks upward to a
higher system budget than the integrated
Copland or the cost-effective Quad
combination.

BEST LOUDSPEAKER UP TO £ 500
Celestion 12i
Mordaunt-Short MS10i Classic
Tannoy Mercury M2
Winner: Tannoy Mercury M2
Unlike other
component
categories, we
felt, the profile
of the UK
loudspeaker
market simply
demanded a
lower price
Tim Lount of Tannoy (left)
class. The
receives the award for the
three models
Tannoy M2 from Steve Harris
finally
nominated all commanded respect as
different but equally intelligent
approaches to the inevitable trade-offs of
budget design. The Celestion showed
what could be done at avery low price,
while the Mordaunt Short was superbly
refined yet full of life at its price point.
But the Tannoy was unbeatable overall,
in its ability to make the best of budget
amplifiers and sources and to work well
on all kinds of music.

E,AL MACHuN
RAMADA SHOW STOPPER
High End Audio Meets Visual
At Tube Technology we
design and manufacture
sensible tube amplifiers
for the music lover - not
for nostalgia.
Our pragmatic approach
combines today's state of - the - art audio technology with thermionic
excellence.., lavishing the
enthusiast with amplifiers
that reproduce
music with
passion,
power and
emotion.
Many people
are under the
impression that
tube amplifiers
are too specialised,
tweaky, fussy and not
sufficiently versatile to
cope with ' Home Cinema'
This is not so with Tube
Technology products
which are designed for the
real world of fit and forget.
To prove their point,

Tube Technology will
demonstrate at the Ramada
'97 HiFi Show atruly awe
inspiring home cinema
system which is equally
suited as a High End hi-fi
system. This is the first time
such a system is to be
shown at amajor European
show. You will witness
how entertaining, involving and realistic
both mediums
can be. Home
Cinema and
music systems
systems alternating every
hour on the
hour.
Also
making its debut
at the show is Tube
Technology's FULCRUM
Tube DAC and matching
Compact Disc Transport.

Unisis Signature 35W Integrated MM

M.A.C. Phono Stage

Take time to visit us in the
Friendship Room to be
amongst
the
first
to
experience what is certain
to be the talk of the show.

Tube Technology Technology House 214 Station Rd.
Addlestone Surrey KT15 2PH England
EMail: TUBE_TECHNOLOGY@compuserve.com
Tel: (44) 01932 821111

Fax: (44) 01932 821182
Genesis & Unisis Undercover

"...some of the most
consistent, coherent,
of-a-piece music
you could
want to hear"
KK HFNRR 6/95

SYNERGY- PPS
Single Chassis
Dual Mono
Remote Control
Pre Power System

...glor
just the right amount of spe
well controlled transients, and,
single-ended triode worshippers take
note, deep, rich, powerful bass.."
KK HFNRR 6/95
was as if this quality was agiven, fog synergistic it truly was, and with awide range of products. Regardless of the partnering equipment the
Synergy's controlling influence dominated the proceedings as if it wouldn't let anything misbehave." Ken Kess ler, Hi Fi News 06/95

THE HI-Fl NEWS AWARDS
NOMINATIONS AND WINNERS
BEST LOUDSPEAKER
UP TO £ 1000
Castle Severn
Celestion Al
Mission 753i
Winner: Mission 7531
It has been instructive to see
the complete turn-around
since the days when to be a
hi-fi enthusiast meant having
tiny speakers perched on huge
and hideous stands; and
actually, in its first incarnation
some years back, Mission's
753 was akey model in
turning the tide towards
floorstanding ' towers'. Once
again, it proved extremely
difficult to narrow the contenders down
to three nominations, and each of the
nominated products really is something
special. It may just be that reviewers'
longer experience and greater familiarity
with the product told in Mission's favour
when it came to the voting, but in any
case there is no doubt whatever that the
753i still emerges as afine all-rounder.

shortlists were
subwoofers.
Paradoxically,
Richard Lord of
REL doesn't
really like his
products being
pigeonholed as
'home cinema'
even though
`99%' of buyers
are using the
Bob Stuart collecting asceonzi
REL subwoofers •Award for Meridian
in ahome
cinema context. Having established the
upper price limit for this category, it was
once again impossible not to recognise the
achievement of Denon, acompany which
has gone from strength to strength in
creating complete solutions. But, as a
truly forward-looking product Meridian's
latest version of the 565 got astrong vote
from most of the reviewers polled.

MOST
INNOVATIVE
PRODUCT
MARKETING
Kelly KT3
loudspeaker
Musical Fidelity
X- Series
Sony CDPX3000ES CD
player

BEST LOUDSPEAKER
UP TO £2000
ATC SCM2OT
Super Linear
Jamo Concert 8
Sonus Faber Concerto
Spender SP7/1
Winner: ATC
SCM2OT Super
Linear
ATC's Super Linear
magnet systems now Billy Woodman, founder
and chief designer of ATC
appear throughout
the range, indicated by the
'SL' suffix. As PJC
reported in areview earlier
this year, the improvement
in distortion performance
proved to be ahuge benefit
and made this alreadyoutstanding speaker aclear
winner.

Paul Oakman (left) of Musical
Fidelity receives the Award

Winner: Meridian 565 7.1
One Award category is obviously not
enough to embrace the whole world of
home cinema, but remember that we are
looking at it from an audiophile
perspective. As you might guess from the
nomination achieved by REL, many of
the products which appeared on the first
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CEDIA UK receives the Attued from HEN/RR's
Contributing Editor Ken Kent r

CEDIA exists to suppart the fields of
installed hi-fi and audio video systems,
embracing everything from simple multiroom audio systems ta complete home
automation, and in fact these areas now
represent, arguably, just about the only
way that audio retailers can stay in
business over the next few years. It's a
case of adapt ta survive. CEDIA's mission
is to raise awareness and set standards of
customer service. And this means that, for
all of us, there will at least be some good
dealers around in the next century.

Winner: Musical Fidelity X-Series
While Sony won plaudits for switchable
digital filter options on the ' 3000ES (an
idea now appearing on other Sony
products), Musical Fidelity's X-Series
(assessed in toto this month by KK)
represents anew kind of product, and
sells to people who otherwise might never
have bought another piece of hi-fi again.
This achievement, we felt, outshone even
the same company's promotion (via
the relaunched Kelly brand) of highsensitivity speakers for ordinary systems!

Pedro Jorge-Luis of Absolute Sounds Ltd receives the
Award for Rest Room from Ken Kessler

BEST AUDIO-VISUAL
COMPONENT UP TO
£5000
Meridian 565 7.1 surround
sound processor
REL Studio subwooFer
Denon AVP-Al / P0A-T2/P0A-T3 AV system
Angstrom 200 AV processor

Simon Spears (left), who is Operations Manager of

BEST ROOM AT THE
HI-FI SHOW, 1997
MOST SIGNIFICANT
CONTRIBUTION TO HI-FI
MARKETING
Winner: Custom Electronic Design
and Installation Association (CEDIA)
If, as KK put it so succinctly, the hi-fi
industry is in astate of flux, this
burgeoning international (originally USbased) trade organisation is there to put
some sense of order into the chaos.

Winner: Absolute Sounds'
Home Cinema Room
Related to the Show, rather than to the
whole year's activities, this was the
hardest winner of all to pick, as so many
companies had put so much effort into
their rooms, and had made them so
attractive and inviting m the Show's
visitors, trade and public alike. So we'd
also like to say aword of congratulation to
all the exhibitors at the Show this year.
Their efforts were appreciated.
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Meridian Digital Theatre', the real thing.
Add ng extra speakers to your audio system
will never give you real home theatre and
could spoil your music.
Meridian Theatre systems based around our
award winning. 565 7.1 and 541 Surround
sourd controllers have been designed from
the start to provide the best music and a
real home theatre experience.
Starting from our 541 analogue controller
you : an build towards a Meridian Digital
Theatre system, now recognised as the
finest in the world.
All Meridian products from our CD players
and FM Tuner to the new 586 DVD player
work as amatched system controlled from
one landset using our own software so you
can always be sure to keep pace with new
formats as they appear.

BCDOTI—iROVID STUART

/MERIDIAN
Meridian Audio Limited

StonehIll, Stukeley Meadows, Huntingdon, PE18 6ED
Tel ( 0) 1480 434334 Fax ( 0) 1480 432948

IHX

http://www.meridian-audio.com

technology

DUS, whose
movie sound
format rivals
Dolby's, is
auditioning
for the DVD
audio-only
role too

*Alw promised
wan, in addition
Bany Fox's
feature, is a
separate article in
which Professor
Malcolm
Ha;oksford explores
DTS's current
teciewlogy and
future options in
At context of the
D1-7) Audio
debate. Professor
Hawksford draws
attention w DTS's
suggested fitture
•
losiless' mode of
.peration, given an
apprapria re output
kit rate — Ed.

he industry's plans for DVD
audio are now so entangled
with
rival
technologies,
commercial politics and political axe
grinding that it will take afull-length
feature ( coming soon) to tell the
story so far and set the scene for
likely developments*. But one strand
of the story does merit advance
attention. It concerns Californian
company DTS (Digital Theatre
Systems), which has been scoring a
lot of publicity recently. Most of
what has been written is short on
hard fact. DTS provides publicity
hype by the lorryload, but next to
nothing by way of technical detail.
It's like grappling with cotton wool.
There is a technical paper ( AES
Convention, May 1996), titled DTS
Coherent Acoustics, but it is aheavy
and confusing read. So heavy, in
fact, that the bulky international
patent application on the system
(WO 97/21211) is marginally lighter.
Although DTS will provide acopy
of the AES paper, the company has
made no effort to explain its
technology in plainer English —
could this be because claims made
in the publicity material do not bed
well with the technical facts? The
importance of all this lies in the fact
that DTS is proposing its system as
'an alternative standard for DVD 5.1
channel sound on DVD video discs',
and talks of ` capturing' the standard
for DVD audio-only discs.
The story began on 11 June,
1993, when Universal Pictures
released Steven Spielberg's Jurassic
Park. The surround-sound was
recorded on CD-ROM discs, which
played in sychronization with the
projector. This harks back m the
1920s, when early sound films like
The Jazz Singer relied on analogue
discs linked by gear wheels to the
film projector. For convenience, the
cinema soon went over to optical
sound on film, still used today for
Dolby's cinema sound system.
Thanks largely to Spielberg's
continuing support, cinemas around
the world now have DTS players.
But DTS films are also parallel-
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released in Dolby Surround for the
benefit of non-DTS cinemas. To
judge the DTS cinema system you
must check what reproduction
system the cinema is using.
The sound on the CD-ROM is
compressed using the Apt-x system
developed by the Belfast company,
Audio Processing Technology. APT
is asubsidiary of Solid State Logic,
which makes mixing desks for
professional recording studios.
Apt-x relies on ADPCM [adaptive
differential pulse code modulation].
The audio signal is filter-split into
four sub-bands, and each band
separately coded. Whereas a linear
PCM system continually codes
snapshots of the signal, taken very
rapidly (at the sampling frequency),
Differential PCM codes only the
difference between them.
The bit allocation is fixed, and the
same for each channel. But the lower
frequency sub-bands are assigned
more bits than the higher frequency
bands.
This
gives
a fixed
compression ratio, for example, 4:1.
The data is assembled in 'frames' of
fixed size and are designed for
sampling frequencies up to 48kHz.
ADPCM normally requires alarge
memory in which the signal is stored
for analysis before it is coded. But
this introduces a delay, like that
heard on satellite TV links, which
would make the system unsuitable
for broadcast applications. This is
APT's target market so Apt-xrelies
on ' backwards' adaptive coding. It
analyses the signal that has just
passed, and makes a good guess at
what is coming next.

CUSTOM CHIPS
APT supplies custom chips to DTS,
which builds them into cinema
decoders. The chips are expensive
and sampling rate is limited to
48kHz. For consumer use, DTS
needed to develop its own system.
DTS hired the Apt-x inventors,
Stephen and Michael Smyth and
they worked with William Smith on
ascalable system (for use at awide
range of sampling frequencies, up to
and beyond 48kHz) which avoids
APT's patents.
There are already DTS Laser
Discs and special edition CD
releases which use 3:1 compression
to squeeze 5.1 audio channels into
the standard CD and LD data rate
of 1.4 megabits/second. High end
DTS decoders use aMotorola DSP
chip. The same chip can be switched
to decode Dolby AC- 3, which
compresses 5.1 channel audio to 384
kilobits/second.
The DSP solution is too expensive
for the mass consumer market and
Matsushita/Panasonic has been
developing custom DTS decoder

chips which DTS says Panasonic will
'embed' in all Panasonic hardware
shipped after November 1997. The
DTS-Panasonic co-operation flows
from Panasonic's financial interest
in Universal Studios, and its close
ties
with
Steven
Spielberg.
Panasonic's publicity literature
promises 12 DVD titles, encoded in
DTS, to be released in November.
The new system, DTS Coherent
Acoustics, works in much the same
way as Philips' PASC coding,
developed for DCC. Each channel is
split into separate sub-bands, and the
signal in each is separately coded.
The coded bits are then assembled
in ' frames' and labelled before
multiplexing into asingle stream. A
global
bit-management
system
dynamically allocates bits from a
common bit pool. At any moment
each sub-band is getting the optimum
number of bits, and the number of
bits in the frames is adjusting.
The GBM system, says DTS,
`uses psychoacoustic masking... to
optimize the subjective quality of the
decoded audio signal'. Where the
pool has spare bits available, they
are released to flood the channels, a
practice
which
DTS
calls
`waterfilling'.
DTS copes with sampling rates of
48kHz, 96IcHz or 1921cHz. Sampling
at 48kHz gives a base-band audio
range of 24 kHz, which is split into
32 sub-bands, each 750Hz wide.
The audio band above 24kHz
(obtained by sampling at rates higher
than 48kHz) is split into 8 subbands. This provides upwards
compatibility. Early decoders will
read the base-band signal up to
24kHz and ignore encoded data for
the higher frequencies; future
decoders will read both the baseband and the upper band. DTS says
this gives `perceptually transparent'
sound at 256 kilobits/second per
channel, with 48kHz sampling.
Dolby AC- 3 and MPEG-2 deliver
5.1 channels with a total data rate
of 384kilobits/second.
Although the publicity material
skirts the issue, DTS is a lossy
compression system. It throws
information away on the assumption
that the ear will not notice. It uses
less compression than AC- 3, but
takes up more disc space.
Remember that DTS is proposing
its system for the DVD Audio
standadard. If the hi-fi industry does
not get to grips with this debate, we
are likely to end up — by default —
with lossy compression as the
standard for next generation music
discs. Only time will tell whether this
is good or bad. And by then it will
be too late, just as it is now too late
to upgrade CD.
Barry Fox
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hat signals are you
receiving from Krell?
What do you make of the
turnaround that has produced so
much prime entry-level gear?
Let's not be too glib about this, for
even the new Krell KAV-250p/a sells
for more than most people intend to
spend in their entire lives on hifirelated purchases. But there does
seem to be a message. The new
realisation from the major high end
brands is more or less this: the
writing's on the wall. Arab oil shieks,
lottery winners, casino owners, rock
stars and the like are the only people
with enough money to support the
ever- spiralling costs of high- end
equipment... and they tend not to
spend on hi-fi. It's as if a whole
bunch of high-end brands — and
that includes not just Krell but makes
like Cello, Goldmund, Classé,
Wilson Audio, jadis and many others
— decided to stop chasing elusive
millionaires and focus on equipment
in the ` low-to-mid thousands' rather
than the tens of thousands.
For years, the Wilson WATT/
Puppy combo has been the best
selling high-end speaker in the world,
and it sells for aheady £ 17,000. Add
asuitable source and, for the sake of
this review, Krell amplification, and
you have a choice between that
system and a Mercedes SLK, a
derelict French farmhouse or 400
sessions with aParisian streetwalker.
Now wrap your mind around this:
With Krell's previously released
KAV-300cd CD player, the KAV250 combination and a pair of
Wilson Cubs, you can have a
Krell/Wilson system for less than the
cost of WATT/Puppies on their own.
And that is asea-change which, five
years ago, no-one could have
predicted. But the question is this: do
you get a ` proper' facsimile (scaled
down, of course) or merely an
exercise in badge engineering?
By now, Krell watchers and
wannabees know that the KAV-300i
integrated amp is the most successful
product the company has ever
produced, and it's put Krell into alot

stretch to Krellness. Conversely, the
high-end FPB amps are some of the
best- received components the
company has produced in years.
What's left is a yawning gap
between the £2550 integrated and
the company's least expensive pre/power package, the KRC-3 and
FPB-200 (£3250 plus £ 6490). The
KAV-250p pre-amp and KAV-250a
power amps fill that gap nicely at
£1990 and £3290 respectively. And
although they are, as the letters K-AV tell us, part of the economical
home theatre series and bear that
particular look, they sound and feel
properly Krellish.
If you're familiar with the KAY300i, then you will find the KAV250p immediately recognisable. It is,

If you're
familiar with
the KAV-30IN,
then you will
find the 250p
immediately
recognisable.
It is, as sense
would dictate,
fundamentally
aKAV-300i
minus the
power amp
stages

A big engine makes just as much
sense partnering sensitive or 'difficult'
speakers, says Krell. See for yourself
what the new, 250W 'entry level' Krell
KAV-250pla amplifier can achieve
by KEN KESSLER

as sense would dictate, fundamentally a KAV-300i minus the
power amplifier stages, but with a
few added refinements. And as every
integrated versus separates argument
has always accepted, the latter
usually win by virtue of the extra
power supply occasioned by two
separate chassis.
While Ino longer have a KAV300i to hand to try in pre-amp-only
mode, Ihave been assured by a
learned colleague that the KAV-250p
is abetter pre-amp than the pre-amp
section of aKAV-300i used as apreamp. This isn't surprising, if previous
experience of other integrated amps
split into their constituent parts is
anything by which to predict aresult.
But what Ido have to hand for
comparison's sake is the KRC-3...
Like the integrated, the KAV-250p
comes with aremote control, lacks a
rotary volume control and uses
up/down buttons and LEDs instead,
it features three single- ended line
inputs and one balanced, atape loop
and provision for both balanced and
single-ended outputs. Other niceties
include full synergy with RC- 5
remote control systems for multiroom compatibility and home theatre
products. It takes only a few
moments to get used to apre-amp
devoid of knobs and bearing only
push buttons, but Ifound myself
using the remote control nearly all
the time.
At 483x89x394mm ( whd), the
KAV-250p could be mistaken for the
'300i, and it stacks perfectly with the
'300cd. What distinguishes it visually
from the KRC-3 is the lack of ablack
strip in the middle of the fascia.
Other aspects of the KRC-3 which go
some way to qualify ahigher price tag
are polarity inversion, which is absent
on the ' 250; a (digital) rotary volume
control; and seemingly more
substantial build quality. That aside,
the KAV-250p employs Krell's
Current Mode Gain, Class A, fully
complementary circuitry; microprocessor control over level, balance
and source switching; dry-contact
relays for the input switching; and a

cost effective
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supply. While the KAV-250p is, like
the product sheet says, ' Obviously
Krell', the KAV-250a is something of
a dark horse. It's too petite, too
understated, too compact to scream
'Dan Made Me!' This does not look
like the kind of amp which Arnie
would fit in the back of his Hummer.
It measures only 483x160x389mm
(whd) and weighs a mere 19.5kg.
Gone are the handles of yore and the
lightshow of Krell-present; the front
panel carries only an on/off button
and an LED, the back a pair of
multi-way binding posts and socketry
for a choice of single- ended or
balanced operation. The one frill, for
those who wish to bi-amp or add
remote zones, is line-level throughput
to
allow
daisy
chaining
of
amplifiers.., just like Musical
Fidelity's wee X-A50.
Naturally, there is areduction in
the level of sophistication which
otherwise produces an FPB-series
amplifier. There's not aword about
Class- A operation other than to
describe the input and driver
circuitry. There's no suggestion of
the same level of song ' n' dance
system-monitoring which baby-sits
an FPB. Still, abasic description just
doesn't do justice to this sleeper, this
velociraptor in sheep's clothing.
Despite looking like what would be a
100-watter from any other firm, it's a
stereo amp bridgeable from 250W/ch
to lkW mono, into 8ohms.
As with every Krell amp ever
made, the power supply is so far
over-the-top, it calls to mind cars
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with too much engine: think AC
Cobra or, if you're a century older,
Fiat Mephistopheles. Its gigantic
toroidal transformer, more than
50,000 microfarads of filter
capacitance, and an overall rating of
2kVA mean just one thing: this amp
will have a rather intimate
relationship with your AC supply.
Leaving power supply aside, the
rest of the amp is dual mono, the two
sub- assemblies matched to ensure
absolutely no variations from channel
to channel. Again, the circuitry is
fully
complementary,
widebandwidth and balanced from input
to output And, as you'd expect, it's
quiet, stable and bomb-proof. But
who could've imagined quite how
powerful it would be?
Its proprietary output transistors,
made for Krell by Motorola, are
unique, high-speed designs conceived
to provide higher gain and greater
output current. And it shows. The
trend toward high sensitivity figures
for modern speakers, regardless of
price category or purpose, will ensure
scant use of the volume control, but
this does nothing to compromise the
sense of unbridled, unlimited,
omnipresent power. Driving speakers
ranging from the 94dB/1W/1m
Wilson CUBs down to LS315As and
Quad 77-10Ls, Apogee Ribbon
Monitors and Genexxa LX Pro-5s to
Quad ESLs and 63s, the KAV-250a
always implied the availability of
more grunt than you'd ever have to
access. And in every case listed,
merely turning up the wick for the

As with every
[Krell amp
ever made,
the power
supply is so
ffar over-thetop, it calls
tic) mind cars
with too much
engine: think
AC Cobra or,
if you're a
century
older, Fiat
Mephistopheles

sake of it would have involved either
levels which would have antagonised
the neighbours, or resulted in
speakers damaged beyond repair.
Not that Ineeded the extra 6dB of
level. Iused the combination only in
balanced mode, connected with
Transparent Music Link, feeding the
various speakers through Harmonix
speaker wire. For sources, Iused the
YBA CD3, the Krell KAV-300cd (in
balanced mode) and a smattering of
Marantz players and Musical Fidelity
accessories. The ' control' or
'reference' during the sessions was
the KRC-3, which I'd been using for
some months. But auditioning the
KAV-250a side-by-side with various
power amps in my possession proved
meaningless when it came to power,
dynamics or slam. All they were good
for was assessing tonal accuracy,
three- dimensionality, transparency
and other non-power-related aspects of
sound reproduction. Quite simply,
the KAV-250a wiped the floor clean,
peeled back the carpet and then
loosened the floor- boards. This
amplifier should come with awarning
along the lines of, ' Immature and/or
partially deaf headbangers: you have
met your match.'
Istill don't quite understand how
an amplifier like the KAV-250a
manages to communicate afeeling of
menace, force and authority even
when the source material is, well,
twee. What does it do to make a
number like `That's Amore' suddenly
acquire the sheer mass of a
Motorhead epic? What weird magic

With our large selection of valve pre and power amplifiers we can tune
asystem to provide you with exactly the sound you wish, within your budget.
We install all purchases to ensure you achieve the best sound it is capable of
in your home. Our afiersales policy is second to none.
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Line pre-amplifier L935
Tube Technology Unisis Signature
power amplifier 35wpc £ 1900
Heart Rhythm 3008
stereo amplifier £ 1500

Unison-Research Simply 845
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Unison-Research.Very 3-dimensional sound
imaging with tremendous looks £2950

conrad-johnson PV I
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pre-amplifier with phono stage EI
295
conrad-johnson ML5.5
power-amplifier £ 1995

Top Right: Golden Tube SI-.50
New integrated amplifier with full
remote control 50%A.pc £999
Bottom Right Progressive Audio
System as featured in Audio Quarterly
Holfi Xara CD player £995
Unison-Research Mystery One
pre-amplifier £ 1750
Graff GM200 OTI_ amplifier £8000
Resolution Epic loucspeakers £ 1900
Top Left: Audio Analogue
Remarkable new solid stale amplification
from italy with amost valve like sound.
Exceptional value anc all include phono
stages for MM and MC.
Puccini SE integrated amplifier
50wpc £595
Bellini ye-amplifier £475
Donizetti cual mono amp iier
60wpc £575
Bottom Left: Nottingham Analogue
Hyperspace with Paragon linear
tracking arm.
This model in custom antioJe gold
crackle finish. Mostly available in black!
Analogue Replay
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Nottingham Analogue
Turntables
Paragon Linear
Tracking Amis
Analogue Tracer Cartnciges
Benz Micro Cartridges
Oearaudio Cartridges

Art Audio
Audio Analogue
Cary Audio
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Gamma Acoustics
Golden Tube Audio

Graaf
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Tube Technology
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Demonstrations by appointment only 0171 380 0866

Digital Replay

Speakers

Accessories

Cary
DPA
Hclfi
Monno
Muantz KI Signature
Trichord

Analysis Ribbons
Bravura Homs
Cabasse
Diapason Acoustics
Klipsch
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Argenta custom
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Petros granite isolating
platforms
V- Damp Isolating System
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renders the acapella Persuasions as
(sonically) palpable as Nirvana?
Antony Michaelson's reply to a
reader's letter [` Views ', HFNIRR
September] sheds plenty of light on
the power versus sensitivity issue. But
what's Krell's position? In a recent
interview for Malaysia's Perfect Pitch,
Dan D'Agostino was
asked,
pointedly, for his views on the trend
towards high sensitivity speakers. His
response was simple and to the point:
'I think it's great.' Undaunted, Jeffrey
Tan,the interviewer, countered:
'Would you still need all that power
in your amplifiers then?' Answer:
'Absolutely.'
As in absolute power? Er, not
exactly. Quite apart from turning the
user into an irresponsible, possibly
dangerous threat — as too much
power in a car might do — the
knowledge that this amplifier pumps
out
enough
juice
to
sizzle
unsuspecting
tweeters
like
mosquitoes in a bug-zapper forces
one to use it judiciously. Or not,
depending on your attitude to
neighbours, SPLs, and insurance
policies. What's certain, though, is
that you're unlikely to reach its limits
with many speakers to the right of an
Apogee Scintilla. And still you'll be
able to delight in subtlety and finesse;
in a level of transparency fit to
exhaust reviewers of visual similes;
and in (nearly) sufficient warmth to
stifle tubular tendencies; and such
solidity in sound and stereo image
that the word ` holographic' is
rendered inadequate. Holograms
simply ain't this good.
The KAV-250p, lest we forget it, is
nearly as much of a bargain as its
power amp sibling, sounding as it
does like a marginally less-precise
KRC-3. But the price difference will
make up most customers' minds so
readily that avoiding a frustrating
demo of the latter isn't necessarily a
problem. Although it lacks the
absolute refinement and dynamic
'legs' of the KRC-3, the KAV-250p
is still very much a commanding,
coherent performer, sweeter than
you'd expect, and unashamedly
capable of driving the KAV-250a
with plenty of panache. Should a
retailer try to sell you up to aKRC-3,
you'll only regret not buying the
dearer pre-amp for about, 15 seconds
once you've got the KAV-250p
installed at home.
Quite clearly, Krell has moved the
goal-posts for its rivals again. The
KAV-300i hit the £2000-3000 sector
last year like Conan the Destroyer.
Now there's a pre/power combo
available for those who need more
than 150W/ch. Only it's like moving
from aDerringer to aHowitzer. You
have been warned.
But don't let that stop you.
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What does the
KAV-250p/a do
to make a
number like
'That's Amore'
suddenly
acquire the
sheer mass of
aMotorhead
epic? What
weird magic
renders the a
capella
Persuasions as
(sonically)
palpable as
Nirvana?

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sourds,
58 Durham
Road,
London
SW20 ODE.
Tel: 0181 94;
5047

LAB REPORT
This KAV250p1KAV-250a

combination
might represent
Krell's move to
more 'affordable'
electronics, yet it
amounts to one of
the most
astonishing
amplifiers Ihave
tested. Its power
output is
frightening. Krell
supplies a250W
specification, but
the output is closer
to 330W in
practice, and up
to 430W18ohm
under dynamic
conditions. In
bridged mode, the
output exceeds
1.1kW18ohm. Its
load tolerance is
extreme, with
maximum power
increasing from
430W to 820W,
1.55kW and
2.9kW into 8, 4,
2and ¡ ohm loads
respectively: the
black, red, blue
and green traces,
respectively
[Fig1]. Do note,
however, an
erratic increase in
distortion under
the severest loads
(1), afoible that
seems acceptable
in the light of the
maximum 54A
output current
delivered during
this test!
Under 8-4ohm
conditions,
distortion
increases from
typically 0.018-

0.18% across the
audio band and
across 75% of the
amplifier's
substantial 330W
power range. This
is linked to the
power amp, rather
than the pre-amp;
the power-amp
showed a
substantial
decrease in THD
from 0.06% to
0.018%
(midband) as the
enriched-bias
output stage
warms to its final
operating
temperature,
leaving a
dominant 2nd
harmonic (2).
Hence the
improvement in
sound quality as
the components
warm-up over the
first few hours.
The dual-mono
construction and
optimised power
supplies yield a
stereo separation in
excess of 107dB
across the
audioband and a
typical pre/power
A-wtd signal-tonoise ratio of
100dB at twothirds output. The
combined
bandwidth
extends from
I.3Hz-89kHz
(-3dB), so very
little sub-bass
detail will
escape these
Krells. The preamp's digital
volume control,
meanwhile,
operates in
subtle
0.2510.5dB
steps over the

1111111.1
101
Fig I. KrellKAV-250pIKAV-250a: dynamic
power output profile into 8ohm,4ohm, 2ohm and
¡ohm loads (black, red, blue and green traces)

Fig 2. Krell K4V-250pIKAV-250a: total
hannonk distortion vs frequency at 1W, 8ohms

Fig 3. Krell X4V-250pIK4V-250pa:
susceptibility ta RFI (radio frequency interference)

first 15dB of its
aside from the
range, increasing
200MHz band
to amaximum (3) where there is
attenuation of
some treble
65dB before
influence.
dropping into
Subsequent
mute. In-band
resonances (4)
intermodulation
are of little
from RFI [Fig 31
import.
is also very law,
Paul Miller
Test results
Rated Power 8 ohms

Krell KAV-250a/p
250W

Measured power
20Hz lkHz 20kHz
Continuous 8ohms
333W 330W 310W
Continuous 4ohms
— 604W —
Maximum current
5ms, for 1% THD
54A
IHF dynamic headroom
+0.6A
Output impedance (ohms) 0.0638 —
—
CD/Aux
Total Harmonic
distortion ( 1kHz/20kHz) OdBW
75/-58
2/3 power
-72/-54
Stereo separation
(1kHal3
>115
(20kHz1d8
107
intermod distortion (CCRIR OcIBW)d13 -84
Intermod distortion (
CCRIR 2/3 power)d3 -80
Noise ( A wtd,OdBW¡d13 -85.5
Noise ( 2/3 powerd13 - 100.1
Residual Noise (
unertd dBV)dEl -73.2
Input sensitivity (torOcIEM)mV
46.4
Input sensitivity ( tor full output)
856
Line Overload ( 1.kliz)V
10.9
Line Overload ( 20kHz)V
10.9
Line Overload ( 50kHz)V
10.8
Input loading(kohrn)
160/100
Dimensions (whd, nom)
Typical price
KAV-250p(inc VAT
£1990
KAV-250a(inc VAT)
£3290
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A

year after news of the
Golden Tube Audio SI-50
first reached us, this
innovative valve amplifier has at last
arrived. Take one look at the
package, and you can see what all
the fuss is about: an all- valve,
50W/ch amplifier with an inbuilt
remote- controlled pre-amp. From
the quality of finish to its audiophile
build quality the SI-50 is classy in
all respects. In fact, its handset,
hewn from solid alloy, is a dead
ringer for the one supplied with the
£15,000 Conrad-Johnson ART.
A price well into four figures
might seem reasonable, especially in
view of its Californian manufacture
and the inevitable extra costs
incurred due to importation,
warranty and distribution for the
UK. In fact it is sold in the UK for
£999. So this integrated stereo

A 50W/ch integrated valve amplifier
from USA with all the style and
operational control of a Quad or an
Audiolab and no price penalty?
No, you're not dreaming...
by MARTIN COLLOMS

amplifier is actually comparable in
price with several remote-controlled
integrated transistor amplifiers from
UK companies such as Meridian,
Quad, Audiolab and Roksan. And,
in my judgement, this Golden Tube
actually uses higher quality
components in several areas than a
number of its competitors!
My first acquaintance with a
Golden Tube design was the SE-40
power amplifier, then offered at a
similar price to the new ' 50. For its
particular class the SE- 40 was
considered asuccess; in practice, it
gave 25W/channel of 'single ended'
amplification and although not a
zero feedback type, it did attain
much of the sound quality of that
genre, without the penalty of
exorbitant cost.
For the SI-50, though, Golden
Tube has returned to aclassic ultra

15110411116.
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linear push-pull output arrangement, using EL34 pentodes, in
this case the new E34L type
by Tesla, Czechoslovakia.
This is a goodsounding, efficient
configuration, seen
in many famous
designs such as the
Radford STA25.
141.9.
poVeb11
What is so striking
about the SI -50 is
that the two channels
are packed into such
a surprisingly small
space. The whole SI 50 looks no bigger than many
pre-amplifiers.
mains connector practice. In any
Moreover, it is both versatile and, case, output voltage is moderate.
with its microprocessor control
system, extremely sophisticated. In TECHNICAL STORY
addition to handling the remote This design is the product of much
control interface, the micro- e original thought. The four, tall
processors look after the controlled E34Ls are paired horizontally near
power-up, and remote power-down the front and are cooled by two
to standby, acondition which leaves low-voltage Panasonic fans. The
the valves pre-warmed, ensuring an coupling and decoupling capacitors
extended operating life. The high are WIMA polypropylenes, while
voltage supply is then disconnected
the volume control is a full-sized
If a power tube fails, designated motorised Alps. ECGC189W
LEDs identify the offender.
(ECC82) valves are used for input
Replacement is easy, since the and phase splitter, while another
microprocessor uses fuzzy logic
ECC82 is used for the active presoftware to monitor bias level
amplifier section, one triode per
throughout tube life and maintains channel. Compact multi- section
the correct level and balance for the output transformers are fitted. In
bias settings.
addition to the main power supply
In its standard form, the SI50 is transformer, there is a separate
supplied with two direct line inputs
smaller mains transformer, feeding
and atape output, the 'pre-amplifiere the valve
heaters
and
the
operating passively. In addition a microprocessor. This improves
dealer, taking due care to note the heater stability as well as facilitating
high voltages inside, can set jumper the standby function.
switches to configure an active preConstruction is modular, the
amp, with the tape output now used main boards
supplied with
as acontrolled pre-amp output. This connector systems which allows
comes into play when asecond SI50 straightforward service replacement.
is purchased, for example for bi- Both the mains and output
amping; another configuration is transformers are mounted directly
avaialble to set the second unit for to their respective printed circuits.
use as power amp only. In this mode,
In addition to the internal jumper
the tape output becomes a power settings already described, the preamp input. Finally, the SI -50 may amplifier may be assigned to active
be configured as an integrated
(with a gain of 21dB, or x10,
amplifier with passive pre- amp inverting) or passive operation for
output, again via the tape out any selected output. The maker's
socket. Finished in fine black warranty is the usual 90 days for the
textured enamel, completed by valves, with three years for the rest
thick anodised alloy fascia, the SI- of the electronics.
50 has notably clean styling,
perfectly set off by the central SOUND QUAUTY
volume control, which rotates
Given acouple of days use to settle
under the command of the down, this amplifier was assessed in
immaculate remote handset. All company with the Musical Fidelity
inputs and outputs are heavy- duty A1000, Audiolab 8000S, Cyrus SL,
gold-plated, with mains input via an Naim NAP 250 and a ConradIEC connector. The SI -50 is self- Johnson MV55, the latter the
certified for the CE mark, and looks closest technological equivalent,
sound enough. The exposed 4mm controlled by an Audio Synthesis
socket/spade terminals are spaced
Passion passive where appropriate.
off the 3/4 inch centres, to avoid Speakers ranged from the overkill
confusion with paired 4mm but load-compatible Wilson WIT!'
connectors which could infringe to the Sonus Faber Concerto, the

aggaitagnallt,
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In adcition to
handling the
remob control
interface, tha
microprocessor
system looks
after the
contrc lied
power up, and
the re note
power down lo
standby, a
condition
which leaves
the va ves
pre- warmed,
ensuring an
extenc ed
operabng life

Quad ESL63 and the Epos ES12.
CD sources included the Exposure
CD and avisiting Krell KPS 20i/l.
Allowing when necessary for the
phase inversion in active mode, the
SI-50 quickly made itself at home.
Unmistakably, it possessed that
kind of valve ' rightness' in the
midrange, a neutral, balanced
tonality which also reduced
listening fatigue, especially with my
rougher, older CDs. Everything
operated with smooth precision, a
testameni to the quality of the
mechanical and software design.
Most of my listening was done in
normal, power-up passive control
mode, with high level sources. Fan
noise was mild, just audible at quiet
sound levels in my room, and I
didn't feel it posed agreat problem.
As for the sound, it was fine, which
is what you would expect of awell
crafted amplifier of this technology.
It had a sweet ' low feedback'
sound, though not a ' single-ended'
sound, sufficiently familiar that you
could easily relax to consider its
clear virtues.
As with many valve designs, its
fundamental strength lies in the
midband which sounded creamy,
tonally pure and natural, nicely
expressive and ' free' sounding.
When the lady sings there's more
emotion and less rawness than with
many a solid-state contender. (In
this price class only the more costly
Musical Fidelity A1000 shows how
it really can be done in solid-state.)
While the midrange was natural
sounding it was also well focused,
not overly projected, and imbued
with a pleasing sense of space and
acoustic. Again the SI-50 reached
beyond its class. Resolution was
good, the sound well detailed
throughout the range without
forced effect. Some amplifiers in
this sector achieve good clarity at
the expense of stereo perspectives.
If truth be told the bass was alittle
'lazy'; tuneful, but warm rather
than particularly punchy — more
'analogue disc' than ' CD', you
might say. The treble was of high
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If the route to choosing and installing
Home Cinema seems like aslippery
slope let us guide you through with a
few easy steps:
Established in 1984, Musical Images
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Unmistakably
it possessed
eat kind
of valve
'rightness' in
hie midrange,
a neutral,
balanced
tonality
which also
engendered
reduced
Mstening
fatigue,
especially
with my
rougher,
older CDs

quality, low in grain, clear, well
resolved, if slightly light and tizzy in
the high treble. The effect was not
unlike the impact of agood tweeter.
Iwas reminded of another great
valve combination, the C-J
PV10A/MV55, though the SI-50 is
less close to neutrality, less clear
and less highly resolved. Partnering
the SI-50 with the C-JMV55, the
accent was on musical refinement
rather than anoisy punch.
While clearly not afast rocker, the
pace and rhythm aspects were, in
my view, above average. More in the
Phil Collins and Sting idiom than
Michael Jackson or Nineh Cherry.
Using the ` active pre', Ifound I
had to adjust for its phase inversion.
Having done so (by reversing the
speaker connections) Inoted a
sharper sound, but some mild loss
of focus and overall dimensionality,
as well as some compression of the
lively midrange dynamics so
characteristic of the passive setting.
On my usual listening-test scale, it
rated a respectable 17 points in
active mode; in passive mode it
scored 20, agreat result.

CONCLUSION

SUPPLIER

Audiofreaks,
45 Link Way,
Ham,
surrey
TWIO 7QT
Tel: 0181
948 4153
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Clearly the strength of Golden
Tube is its natural, low-feedback
sound, achieved with valve
technology. The lab results are not
special, but the technical performance is sufficient for it to operate
as designed and there is nothing to
cause aural discomfort. The results
do suggest that some care should be
taken in matching this interesting
design to the rest of your system.
Build quality is good, presentation and finish exemplary. While
the number of inputs is rather
limited, it offers flexibility, including
bi-amp modes. A unique integrated
valve amplifier with remote control,
the Golden Tube SI-50 just cannot
be ignored. It competes head-on
with the best British integrated
amplifiers in this class, and for many
thermionic enthusiasts it will be the
answer to aprayer.
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GOLDEN TUBE AUDIO SI -50
LAB REPORT
Some interesting

quickly to tolerable
levels with reduced

results came to
light when testing

power. At 1W and

this Golden Tube.
It is clearly a-low

-32dB (inaudible)
improving to -53dB
at ' kHz, which

feedback type,
exhibiting ahigh
output impedance
of 2ohms, mid
band, and 3ohms
at the band edges.
This will partly
account for the
moderate shortfall
in output power
(also seen with the

SE model) and a

20Hz, it produced

amounts to 0.15%,
asatisfactory result.
A tolerable -45dB,
or 0.6%, was
obtained at at
20kHz. The
spectrogram for
200Hz, 1W into
8ohms [Fig 1]
shows the desirably
low-order harmonic

This corresponds to
atrue power of
24W. At 20Hz,
the result was
8.1dBW, while at
20kHz it was just

content. At this
power, the -50dB
intermodulation
result was
satisfactory [Fig 2].
At full power it rose
to -37dB.
Frequency
response proved to
be amoving target.
With the pre-amp
in passive mode a
flat response
extended to low
frequencies and rose
(transformer
primary resonance)
to amild ultrasonic
peak at 65kHz. In
active mode, which
adds just over 10times gain,
21.3dB, the amp
delivered amore
tailored response,
measuring -0.5dB
at 20Hz and at
20kHz, rolling off
before the
transformer peak
[Fig 3]. Channel
separation neared
60dB at low and
mid frequencies,
falling alittle to
48.5dB by 20kHz,
which is not very
significant. Noise

I.8dB. Peak
current delivery
was +3.7A.
Clearly this
amplifier will not
be happy with
lower value 4to
6ohm speakers
unless these are
very sensitive and
have aflat
impedance curve;
8-16 ohm models
are to be preferred.
While there is
moderately audible
distortion at full
power, this fell

levels of -65dB
unweighted and
-78dB 'A' weighted
were measured at
OdBW IHF, which
is afairly good
performance. There
was some electrical
hum at the -85dB
level relative to full
power, which might
just be audible
through very
sensitive
loudspeakers.
Channel balance
was very accurate,
in both active or

shift in the
frequency response
according to the
variation in
matching speaker
impedance. Rated
at 50W + 50W,
presumably one
channel at atime,
on test it achieved
I6.5dBW (43W),
at ¡ kHz for 1%
distortion. Higher
distortion was
present outside
these limits, so I
allowed arelaxed
3% maximum to
find the clipping
points representing
maximum output
power. At 20Hz,
8ohms, the
amplifier raised
11.5dBW (2411(0,
while at 20kHz, it
managed 7.5dBW
(10M. The
1kHz output fell to
11.5dB with the
amp driving two
4ohm channels.

Fig 1. Golden Tube Audio SI50: distortion
spectrum, 200Hz at 1W

Pg 1. Golden Tube Audio SI50:
intermodulation test, 19kHz120kHz tones,IW

Fig I. Golden Tube Audio S1-50: frequency
response, passive (upper) and active (lower)
passive modes. As
for input impedance
this measured
10k ohm, which is
relatively low for
tube electronics
sources.
The sensitivity
for 1W was
I8.5mV (active
mode); for the
passive setting it
was 195m V; 1.5V
was needed for full
power (passive),
just on the line for a
'2V' CD player at
average modulation
levels. A higher
0.7V sensitivity is

recommended under
these circumstances.
Distortion
residuals were of
benign low
harmonic order
while the power
frequency
modulation result
was judged
satisfactory.
While these
aren't avery good
set of results
nothing gives rise to
much concern so far
as the subjective
weighting of
performance is
concerned.

Test results
Golden Tube SI-50
Power output
Rated poner into 8ohms (makers spec) 50W ( 178W.)
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel 8ohm bad id134 11.516.5
7.5
Both chalnels 4ohms
8.1 11.5
1.8
Burst 10ms, 8ohrns
17.5
Burst 10ms, 4ohms
12.5
Distortion (
dB)
THD, at OdBW 8ohms -32 -53 -45
intermodulation distortion (
dB)
(19/20kHz rated power, aux input)
-37
(19/20kHz rated power, at OdBW
-50
signal-to-noise ratio, full gain (dB)
22Hz-22kHz (rel OdBW)
-65
22Hz-22kHz (rel full level rated) -83
wtd (rel OdBW)
-78
'A wtd ( rel full level rated) -96
DC output offset L/R (
mV)
N/A
Input sensitivity ( IHF,OdB)
18.5mV active ( 195mV passive)
Input sensitivity ( for programme clip)
140mV active ( 1.55V passive)
Stereo separation, aux (dB) 59
59
59
Output impedance (ohms) 2.6
2.0
3.2
Volume/ balance tracking OdB -20d8 .80d8
A. 1
2
,
0.05
0.1
0.6
Dimensions (Md. mm)
430x110x309
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£990.00
'where chew .2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
Sat 20Hz and 20kHz, for 3% distortion
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2a10*
remarkable loudspeaker'. He
praised the '
exquisitely refined
and articulate midband' before
concluding '
listening through the
Concerto was like listening
through art open window. Music
sounds completely unmanipulated
and utterly clear with asweetness,
purity and asense of
presence... all sense of artifice
simply vanished'.
Jason Kennedy ( Hi- 1.1 Choice
4/97) simply said '
an admirable
design that achieves its sonic
goals and looks beautiful'.
Some:, Faber loudspeakers are

After many successful years the

wirked with the 01(1 world

popular Electa Antator is

craftsmanship of the musical

revised and appears in Mk11 form

instrument maker.

with arevolutionary new cabinet.

Ultimate expression of this craft

As exciting comes the news of a

is the fabled Guarneri

Sonus Faber integrated amplifier

Homage. aunique lute-shaped

— the Musiea — so you can now

speaker with the strong tonal

hear how the Sonus Faber

personality of aGuarneri violin.

designers listen to their own

Guarneri %s
as a171h century
Crenumese master violin maker
whose instruments were intensely
sculpted acoustic masterpieces

Glired — a full

(Ini

bodied.

products.

'
iloudspeaker capable

Sonus Faber has also introduced

of recreating the subtleties

afloor-standing speaker the

and hush of real music

Concerto Grand piano —

characterised by aunique ability

indeed it has all the physical and

to combilie tonal strength and full

musical presence of aconcert

bodied sound with sweetness.

grand. Ken Kessler ( HFN&RI1

This overriding passion for tonal

5/97) found it '
an odd but

character and dynamic range is a

delightful blend, asmall speaker's

feature of all Somas Faber
speakers.

To this

energy and vim with alarge

musical passion

speaker's authority'. Ile even

is brought modern materials

christened it '
aperfect rock

technology and alistening room
'laboratory' to create afamily of
products true to amusical
heritage yet based in today's
science.
Baby of this family is the
Concertino. Its cabinet with

Concerto Grand piano -.

speaker of real stature mith
extended bas ,and presence.
finished in stunning piano black

speaker for the headbanger who
want the energy and levels the
music demands, minus any rough
edges".
Which just goes to
show that what can
recreate the sound of a

solid walnut sides. insulated

Guarneri can recreate

with non- resonant material brings

the sound of aGibson!

new meaning to the expression

Please contact

'substantial'. Ken Kessler

Absolute Sounds for

reviewing the Concertino

full details of the

(HFI‘J‘Si RR 3/96) referred to it as

Sonus Faber range

'a small speaker for grown-ups'

and adealer referral

and concluded that '
it's one (
fate

where you can

least expensive introductions yet to

discover the truth and

the joys of "real
What

(8/96) wrote of the

beauty of areal
musical instruments.

Concertino: '
considering their size
they deliver bass of stupendous
power, speed and accuracy'.
The bigger Concerto two-way
was described by Alvin Gold
(I IFM.111{ 4/97) as '
atruly

lbsolnIe Sounds
58 Durham Road • London SI1211 ODE
Telephone
0181-9.175017
Facsimile
0181-8797962
Email 71116.1.1710@compuserve.mm

I

fthere has been any real progress
in speaker development over the
past 50 years it has been in the
improvement in clarity and reduction
of coloration, though sometimes at
the expense of tonality and dynamic
range. The conundrum remains: how
can speakers be made to deliver the
dynamic range of real instruments?
The introduction of plastic
materials into speaker diaphragm
design in the 1960s may have reduced
coloration, but there was a loss of
between 3-5dB in sensitivity
compared with the paper cone
designs which preceded this fashion.
Unfortunately, amassive increase in
the cost of magnetic material also hit
speaker efficiency, resulting in the
minuscule- magnet, thin-gap, longvoice-coil systems prevalent in today's
popular speakers.
Of course, the drop in speaker
efficiency was only acceptable
because of an improvement in
amplifier power. Speakers with
sensitivities averaging about 86dB
sound pressure level (SPL) for 1W
input would have had no chance of
being driven to reasonable listening
levels by a 15W valve amplifier. But,
again in the 1960s, the burgeoning

High efficiency, high style and high
performance. Take your pick from
three highly original loudspeakers,
none of which is very high-priced
by PETER .1 COMEAU

Ti IE

power of transistors matched the
reducing output capability of
speakers, dB for dB.
One aspect of amplifier design was
conveniently overlooked at this point,
however, and this was behaviour at
the clipping point. And one reason
that valve amplifiers still find favour
amongst enthusiasts is that they do
not object as audibly as their
transistor counterparts to being
driven past their rated capabilities.
Typically, when asked to perform
even briefly beyond their maximum
current output capability, transistor
designs exhibit amassive increase in
higher- order
odd
harmonic
distortion, which sounds nasty.
[Except, of course, to electric guitarists,
for whom to clip is to live — Ed.]
To a certain extent, these
subjective effects come to our rescue
when trying to achieve high listening
levels. High distortion is interpreted
by the brain as ` loud', it is difficult to
tell the difference between the
distortion in the hearing mechanism
caused by overload of the mechanical
amplifier in the human ear and that
caused by overload of the electronics.
Witness the 'ghetto- blaster', with its
2.5W RMS output at 10% distortion,
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LOUDSPEAKERS
sounding so loud that you have to
cover your ears as it passes in the
hands of its apparently deaf teenage
owner. [
We're getting old — Ed.]
But turn a sound-level meter on
such loud effects and you see that the
real SPL is a relatively low 80dB
average. Compare this with a solo
concert instrument in a small hall,
achieving peak SPLs around 98dB.
Orchestral levels are more difficult to
evaluate, but, depending on the size of
venue and distance from the listener, it
would not be out of place to put peak
levels at between 100 and 110dB SPL.
If we want to reach an ' orchestral
crescendo in the room' effect, we
could be requiring an output boost of
30dB or 1000W, clearly out of the
reach of most hi-fi buyers. Remember
also that power amplifier ratings are
measured into a resistive 8 ohms.
Loudspeakers are far from being
constant resistive loads, especially
when asked to deliver peak SPLs. By
far the loudest instrument is the
drum, which requires large cone
movement to produce the necessary
low- frequency power for realistic
reproduction. To accelerate and
control the bass drive unit requires
huge reserves of current output from
the power amplifier, especially if the
cone is of the heavier plastic or metal
variety with the small diameter that is
currently
fashionable.
Many
amplifiers simply run out of breath
when asked to deliver these peak
levels, noticeable not so much as
distortion but more as aclamping of
dynamic range.
Not that we are forgetting the high
efficiency speakers that do exist. Horn
loading has long been fostered as the
ideal way to high efficiency, achieved
by impedance-matching the cone to
the air by using the horn as an
acoustic transformer. But, in the
home, various problems due to the
inherent nature of horn- style
reproduction (not the least of which
are large size, obvious colorations and
distortion, restricted bass extension
and poor high frequency dispersion)
prevent the large-scale take-up of the
horn loaded speaker.
Naturally, high efficiency is only of
interest if you are determined to
generate realistic listening levels from
small ensembles, or approach the
dynamic swings of larger groups
including percussion. Some may not
find the idea attractive, even if their
rooms or neighbours could stand the
high intensity sound levels. But once
you have heard the ' real thing', the
cardboard cut-out version of most
current hi-fi is disappointing!

KELLY KT3
Kelly Transducers' new KT3
loudspeaker is the reason for the long
preamble above. It's adesign offering
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afull range 95dB for 1W efficiency in
a floor-standing enclosure that you
would
have
no
trouble
accommodating in alarge living room.
You may have read Ken Kessler's
subjective evaluation [
HFNIRR
October] of this remarkable speaker.
Here we are able to look more closerly
at the physical make-up of the design,
and how it manages to eclipse its
high-efficiency forebears.
There are no tricks to this design,
the key feature of which is apair of
SonAudax 180mm bass/midrange
drivers which owe their efficiency at
turning watts into sound to a
lightweight cone technology called
AeroGel. In the KT3 each unit offers
around 93dB for 1 watt after
crossover equalisation, and the
pairing produces an extra 3dB
output, at least in the lower
midrange. These are arranged either
side of aVila 25mm dome treble unit,
in this case raising its efficiency by a
mild horn-loading in adeeply curved
front plate that does not harry the
dispersion too much.
Bass output is aligned for free
space location, utilising individual
high Q reflex loading for each bass
unit. The enclosure is split into two
portions by a diagonal brace/divider,
each with a large port tube, one
exiting to the rear, the other to the
front. Internally there is little use of
acoustic damping, just athin layer of
polyester foam over each surface to
cut down reflections.
The crossover is arelatively simple
affair: acoustically second order with
some response shaping using aircored coils and polyester capacitors.
Biwiring is an option.

SOUND QUALITY
Turn the volume to normal listening
levels and the increase in dynamic
range wrought by the KT3 is
immediately obvious. Solo instruments
fare best, especially those of distinct
midrange character such as clarinet
and oboe, sounding wonderfully
lifelike and with apresence that brings
them fully into the room.
Unfortunately, the KT3's bass
performance cannot match that of the
midrange. There is adistinct lack of
warmth in the upper bass as the
midrange level drops away, but once
frequencies fall below 100Hz the
output becomes almost unhealthily
prodigious. The high Q nature of the
KT3's port reinforcement is
responsible. Percussion, double-bass
and piano fundamentals blast out in a
desperate attempt to restore the
balance of midrange and treble.
Overall the result is cold and
analytical, with tremendous midrange
presence and exposed frequency
extremes.
Yet
despite
these
departures from absolute accuracy

COIMEEZ

LAB REPORT
Kelly's KT3
response family
[Fig 11 dearly
shows the forced
nature of the lower
midrange, rising
gently from 100Hz
to aflattened hump
from 300-750Hz.
Compared with
this, the rest of the
midrange is
depressed, though it
falls into line with
the upper bass area,
leaving the treble to
recover from 3kHz
onwards.
A hint of
cancellation between
the two spaced bass
units can be seen at
200Hz, this being
more obvious on the
Room Averaged
Response [Fig 2]
where, at 2metres,
it widens and
deepens. The RAR
also gives abetter
view of the threehumped character
of the response, the
bass lumpy where it
is reinforced by the
port output at
40Hz and the
under-damped unit
resonance around
70Hz.
A cone breakup
or reflection mode
at 750Hz
corresponds with a
drop in output from
here w the crossover
region around
2kHz, leaving the
treble alittle
exposed.
The MLSSA
waterfall (Fig 31
shows the relatively
dean nature of the
midrange, with a
fast decay
promising low
coloration, but the
treble unit is rather
spiky and has
pronounced decay
ridges at
approximately
6kHz and 12kHz.
Overall
impedance just
meets the claimed 6
ohms nominal, but
the important upper
bass and midrange

Fig I. Kelly KT3:response family at 1metre:
on-axis (top trace); 15 degrees below vertical
axis (middle trace); 15 degrees above vertical
axis (lower trace); 30 degrees horizontal
(bottom trace)

Kelly K7'3: Room Averaged Response
(top trace); impedance, 4 Ohms per division
(bottom trace)

Fig 2:

Fig 3: Kelly KT3: MLSSA waterfall of
delayed resonance

region where most of
the musical energy
congregates is fixed
at 4ohms. This not
only compromises the
speaker sensitivity
figure (which is
standardised as 1
watt input equalling
2.83V into 8ohms)
but also demands an
amplifier that drives
4ohms successfully.
SUPPLIER
Kelly
Transducers,
15-16 Olympic
Trading Estate,
Fulton Road,
Wembley,
Middlesex,
HA9 OTE
Tel: 0181-900
2M6

Test results

Kelly KT3

Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
970x250x367
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
30-200W
Recommended placement
free space
Response consistency
average
Bass frequency rolloff
(-3d8 point in room)
35Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
95dB/W
Impedance minimum/typical
4/6 ohms
Ease of drive
good
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT)
£1200
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LOUDSPEAKERS
the stunningly realistic results from
high quality recordings carry the day,
and one can perhaps forgive the
compromises that have been made in
order to achieve the dynamic range.
The KT3's ' shut your eyes and you
are there' attributes prove thrilling on
recordings where the producer and
engineer have concentrated on
capturing arealistic rendering of the
instruments. If all speakers had this
dynamic capability, one wonders how
many poor recordings would still exist.
Certainly on the basis of this evidence
we make too many excuses for the
inadequacies of modern recording
quality, especially where the dynamic
range and equalisation are deliberately
tweaked to suit average midi systems,
ghetto-blasters or car radios. The KT3
renders such material as ordinary. Feed
the KT3 pure instrumental recordings,
and the results are simply stunning.

SOUND QUALITY

On first listening one immediately
ignores the small size of the cabinets
since the Positrons produce a
prodigious sound- stage that has
excellent height as well as depth.
When placed away from the walls, the
Positron delivers warm, generously
full bass with good clarity and tight
control, well matched to the sense of
scale these speakers generate.
But, above all, it is the midrange
performance that stands out, acting
like awindow into the performance.
The clarity here is stunning, and the
rendering of vocalists extremely lifelike with superb coherence across the
whole of a choir. In fact, it is the
rendering of all instruments without
favour or tonal exaggeration that
allows one both to differentiate
between instruments at will, and to
grasp the performance as a whole.
You only have to play astring quartet
AVI POSITRON
such as the romantic Villa-Lobos
AVI's first speaker, the Neutron, was
No.7 [ Dorian] to realise how the
a miniature bookshelf design; the Positrons present the group working
Positron follows the Neutron's lead together as a cohesive whole, yet
by being a miniature floorstander.
easily show how, say, the cello holds
Standing some 30in high, the the melody while the interplay
Positron is neatly finished in Antique between viola and violin augments it.
Cherry or Alpi Rosewood real wood
Generally, the speakers seem to
veneer. The profiled plinths on which have little to do with the music
playing, which is always a mark of
it perches are black.
Two drive units and areflex port good transparency, and their
show on the front baffle, normally diminutive size helps them disappear
you
concentrate
on
the
covered with ablack cloth grille that as
is better removed for serious listening.
performance taking place well behind
Both units are of exceptional build them. Occasionally, however, treble
quality, treble coming from a28mm areas that encompass sibilance and
soft fabric dome with rear damped the overtones of violin will stray
acoustic chamber, and bass from a towards the speakers. This is the
doped paper, curvilinear cone of result of a slight lift to the treble
100mm diameter mounted on acast output as it meets the midrange, and
magnesium chassis, with a 32mm thankfully is not due to any
voice coil for good power handling.
coarseness in the high frequency
Only the top section of the cabinet performance — indeed, the treble is
is used for the bass enclosure, a 12 all sweetness and light, and is able to
litre volume chosen for good bass deliver the same purposeful detail as
control and low distortion. Reflex the midrange, excelling in the
loading provides some bass extension differentiation of touch on cymbals
down to 50Hz, and the good linearity and bells, and maintaining the
of the long throw unit helps maintain smoothness of orchestral strings.
bass and midrange clarity.
Speaker sensitivity is on the low side,
Unusually, the MDF cabinet is hovering around 86-87dB over the
braced but the panels are otherwise midrange area, and thus demanding a
undamped: it was thought that the
100W amplifier for good dynamic
panel size was too small to contribute range. Though not adifficult drive, the
much extraneous noise or energy Positron does expose weaknesses of
decay. The internal acoustic tonal character in amplifiers and CD
damping, however, is very well players, so these must be chosen
managed, with wadding secured in a carefully. Because of its size it is likely
net-arrangement in the middle of the to be chosen for the small to medium
air space where it is most beneficial.
size listening room where it partners
Crossover components consist of AVI's own electronics very well.
high power iron- core coils and
audiophile grade capacitors, and the
B&W CDM-7
filters are essentially second-order B&W's cabinets are fine examples of
Linkwitz-Riley, including response commercial craftsmanship, often
equalisation. The crossover is mounted elegant and frequently visually striking.
in the cabinet base, well away from the The CDM-7 is abeauty, combining
magnetic influence of the bass unit, the ` furniture' look of richly finished
and the Positron may be bi-wired.
cherry-wood or black/red ash real
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AVI POSITRON
LAB REPORT
AVI's family of
responses [Fig 1] is
commendably
smooth and even
over awide listening
area, which
promises agood and
stable stereo image
for all listeners. The
ideal axis is just
below the treble unit,
but this is probably
unattainable for
adult listeners as it
corresponds to a
very low seating
height! Luckily the
above axis
performance is
almost as good,
though the treble
'knee' at 5kHz
becomes more
pronounced hem.
Off the horizontal
axis the response is
best balanced of all,
easily falling within
+2dB limits from
100Hz w 15kHz.
This is repeated in
the Room Averaged
Response [Fig 2j,
where the move out
to adistance of 2
metres for
measurement starts
to give ahint of the
me elevation of
output at the
frequency extremes
compared with the
midrange
Bass extension is
not particularly
strong as is to be
expectedfrom the
minimal size of the
enclosure, but the roli
offfrom 90Hz is
perfectly conntilecl
and should ensure a
good match t
oa
wide variety of
rooms.
Impedance falls to
4.6 ohms over most
of the bass/mid
region, rising
thereafter to lie above
8ohms with no
nasty phase angles
through the crossover
region. The Positron
should be an easy
amplifier drive as a
result.
MISS-4's
Waterfall of delayed
resonance [Fig 3]

Pig 1: AVI Positron: response family at 1
metre: on-axis (
top trace); 15 degrees below
vertical axis (middle trace); 15 degrees above
vertical axis (lower trace); 30 degrees
horizontal (bottom trace)

Fig 2: A VI Positron: Room Averaged

Response (top trace);

impedance, 4 Ohms per

division (bottom trace)

Fig 3: AVI Positron: MLSSA waterfall of
delayed resonance

shows the increase in
treble energy more
dearly, accompanied
by afew perturbations
in the energy decay
just above the
crossover region. But
notice how fast the
energy dies away after
the initial impulse has
passed with an
exceptionally clean
character for both
upper midrange and
upper treble.
SUPPLIER
A
Unit F3 G3,
Bath Road
Trading Estate,
Stroud,
Gloucester
GL5 3QF
Tel: 01453
752 656
Test results

AVI Positron

Dimensions ( hwd, mmi
740x175x245
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
30-200w
Recommended placement
free space
Response consistency
excellent
Bass frequency rolloff
(-3(.18 point in room)
64Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
86dB/W
impedance minimum/typical
4.6/8 ohms
Ease of drive
good
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT)
£899
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The alphabet according
Musical Fidelity.

XLP Low Noise
MC/MM Phone Stage

X1OD Class A
Tube Line Stage

X PRE Class A
Tube Preamplifier

X CANS Class A
Tube Headphone Amplifier

X PSU Add on Power Supply
for all X Series

X DAC New Technology
HDCD DAC

X TONE
High Quality Tone Control

MUSICAL FIDELITY
When music matters most
FOR DETAILS OF
A DEALER NEAR YOU,
CONTACT MUSICAL FIDELITY LIMITED,
15-17 OLYMPIC TRADING ESTATE,
FULTON ROAD, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX HA9 OTF.
TELEPHONE 0181 900 2866.

LOUDSPEAKERS
wood veneers with the technically
innovative: in this case apod-mounted
metal dome treble unit.
The cabinet is almost arectangular
column, on the front of which are
mounted abass and bass/mid unit,
which may either be covered with a
non-obstructive black oval grille or left
open for amore technical look. Above
these the cabinet slopes away at 45°
towards the top surface, allowing the
treble unit to be time-aligned with the
midrange. All edges are given alarge
radius, providing a smooth blend
between the panels both visually and
acoustically. Cabinet panel resonance
is controlled by using 18mm MDF
construction and two carefully placed
braces. One of these divides the
cabinet to provide a lower reflexloaded enclosure for the bass unit, the
port exiting just below the driver and
visually linked to it by ablack moulded
surround that mirrors asimilar linking
of midrange and treble units.
Cobex is used for the bass unit,
while the bass/mid is ahybrid design
incorporating the Kevlar 165mm
cone and diecast chassis as used in
the CDM-1 with a voice coil
borrowed from the Matrix 804. The
bi-wireable crossover features high
powered coils and polypropylene
capacitors, with a first order filter
from the midrange mixing with a
third order filter to the treble unit.

rather more than uplifting the soul.
If you can put up with the insecure
stereo image, the off-axis performance
is the one to aim for, either overangling the speakers inwards in a
small room, or facing them straight
out in the larger room. Here the treble
output blends better with the
midrange, the bass, sounding very
powerful on percussion, but
occasionally over-warm on strings.

GROUP CONCLUSION

Kelly's KT3s show that the
combination of high efficiency and
wide dynamic range is not just for
headbangers. These speakers are able
to hit the musical peaks from
recorded vocalists and percussion
with a realistic intensity that few
hi-fi enthusiasts will have witnessed.
The KT3s show most effectively what
we have been missing all these years,
and herald the next step in hi-fi
technology: realistic dynamic range.
With the chance of audiophile DVD
(ARA's HQAD proposal) giving a
possible 120dB spl available to the
recording
community,
the
development of high sensitivity
transducers should be taken up by all
manufacturers.
While the Positrons cannot manage
the dynamic range of the Kellys —
indeed, they require all of 100 watts
just to deliver acomfortable sound in
amedium size room — the accuracy
SOUND QUALITY
and clarity of the upper bass and
To some extent the CDM-7 shows midrange performance bring ahighly
almost classic three-way loudspeaker realistic result. Thanks to adeep and
characteristics: the bass grumbles high stereo image, the effect is of
looking at amore distant view of the
away impressively, the midrange is
forward and projects good detail, performers than the KT3s can
deliver, rather than having them in
while the treble is crisp and incisive.
This is compounded by differing your room.
results on and off the speaker axis.
In many ways the Positrons deliver
awarmer, more comfortable sound
For the best (and most secure) stereo
image you need to toe the speakers in that attracts rather than impresses.
directly towards you, when the time Here, too, we have an advance in
alignment seems to work well and speaker design, but this time it has
produce a spacious and focused come about by using drive-units of
sound stage. Listeners sitting away exceptional quality linked with a
crossover that is the result of careful
from the stereo ' sweet spot', however,
are treated to afuzzier image that has investigation into the characteristics
of moving-coil technology. The result
atendency to shift with frequency.
Similar discrepancies were noticed may be on a smaller scale, but the
in the tonal performance. Central effect is exquisite.
between the speakers the treble is
B&W's CDM-7 is meant to carry
often spot-lit and matched by abright the tradition of the CDM-1 to a
midrange that shows off string floorstanding variant, and indeed
instruments to advantage. Here the incorporates some of the lucid clarity
midrange is precise and clear, with of the latter's midrange exposition.
excellent attack to piano, though But the extension of bass and treble
extremes, both rather overpowering
vocal passages are rather uneven.
in their output, mars the coherency of
Male voice is forthright and at times
almost guttural, Bryn Terfel's role in the system. Occasionally the CDM-7
Mendelssohn's Elijah [
Decca455
transcends its parts to produce
688-2] appears powerful in deep- musical moments of great beauty.
chested fashion, rising to stridency in Buyers attracted by the styling and
wide frequency bandwidth of the
the more passionate outpourings.
Female vocals oscillate between a CDM-7 may be able to find
mellifluous alto to shrill soprano, the partnering equipment that makes the
higher reaches grating on the ear most of the crystal-clear midrange.
HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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B&W CDM-7
LAB REPORT
B&W's family of
responses [Fig I]
is not quite ruler
flat but show some
signs of
discrimination
with axis,
especially around
¡kHz. The top
response was taken
between the treble
unit and mid unit
that corresponds to
an average seated
listening height. In
fact the better
result is level with
the treble unit,
where the
unevenness
between 1-2kHz
evens out.
Off axis
horizontally, the
CDM-7 looks well
balanced, with just
ahint of differing
levels between
bass, upper-mid
and treble, so the
speakers should
not be toed in
towards the
listener. A typical
threeunit result is
seen more clearly
in the Room
Averaged
Response (Fig 21
where the bass
slopes upward to
the drive unit
resonance at 64
Hz; there is a
slight depression
approaching the
crossover region
between 900Hz2.2kHz, and a
general rise in level
again to maintain
the treble output
thereafter. The
port output gives
good extension of
the -3dB point
relative to the
1
kHz level down
to 30Hz, though it
is rather swamped
by the upper bass
output.
The MLSSA
Waterfall [Fig 3]
indicates afine
result free from
major decay
artefacts, with
some perturbation
in the treble area

Fig I: B&W CDM-7:response family at I
metre: on-axis (top trace); 15 degrees below
vertical axis (middle trace); 15 degrees above
vertical axis (lower trace); 30 degrees
horizontal (bottom trace)

Fig 2: B&WCDM-7: Room Averaged
Response (top trace); impedance, 4Ohms per
division (bottom trace)

Fig 3: B&W CDM-7: MLSSA waterfall of
delayed resonance
possibly as aresult
of baffle reflections.
Impedance is
mainly 4ohms
through the bass
and extreme treble
response areas,
while the sharp rise
clearly visible in the
upper crossover
region may give
some amplifiers a
hard time.
SUPPLIER
Aladhorough
Road.
Churchill
Industrial Estate.
Lancing,
West Sussex,
BN15 8TR
Tel: 01903
750 750
Test results

B&W CDPA-7

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
950x220x290
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
30-150W
Recommended placement
free space
Response consistency
good
Bass frequency rolloff
(-3d13 point in room)
30Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
86d8/W
Impedance minimum/typical
4.6/8 ohms
Ease of drive
good
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT)
£999.95
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fthe yearning to upgrade from
an integrated to a fully-fledged
pre/power
amplifier
is
tempered by the reality of your
depleted funds, then Rotel seems
set to provide a very attractive
solution. Its new RC- 971 preamplifier and RB-981 power
amplifier are available for an
exceedingly generous £450 ( split
£150/£300), all the more so when
you consider a predecessor, the
RB-980BX, cost £ 400 alone in
1992.
These latest products are
evolved from the RC-970 pre- and
RB-980 power amplifiers. The
pre- amplifier is simplicity itself,
employing three separate op-amp
stages: one for the bass/treble tone
circuit, the headphone amp, and
line stage proper.
With the tone controls defeated,
the RC- 971 is essentially a one
chip (PMI OP275) solution, albeit
enhanced with Rotel's favourite
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Rubycon Black Gate decoupling
capacitors.
On its own terms, the RB-981
power amplifier is every bit as
impressive a piece of engineering
as the proportionately massive
Krell KAV-250p, reviewed in this
issue with Ken Kessler. The pushpull ' Balanced Design Concept'
topology with its dual-differential
input
and
three
pairs
of

Bearing in
mind the
improbably low
cost of the
RC-971 preamplifier, it
might seem
churlish to
level any
criticism of its
performance

Rotel's RC971IRB981
combination gives you a separate
pre-lpozver combination on the
tightest possible budget. But they
are not quite equal partners?
by PAUL MILLER

complementary Sanken power
devices ( per channel) may be
traced back to Rotel's own highend Michi power amplifier, while
its 160W/8ohm output actually
exceeds the 140W/8ohm capacity
of its predecessor.

SOUND QUALITY
Bearing in mind the improbably
low cost of the RC- 971 preamplifier (which retails for $ 300 in
the US, incidentally), it might
seem churlish to level any criticism
of its performance.
Nevertheless I will, if only
because the partnering RB-981
power amplifier is capable of
soaring to far greater heights. Fed
from the RC- 971 pre- amp, its
wings are clipped, for though the
performance is basically sound,
neutral and unprepossessing, the
music itself sounds a little cold
and unsympathetic.
Even the melodic complaints of
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AMPLIFIERS
Christy Moore's Smoke & Strong
Whiskey [
Newberry CM0002-2]
failed to raise a smile, his voice
bereft of its usual gruff colour, the
accompanying guitar sounding
flat, and the bass in proportion but
too matter-of-fact to reflect the
music's inherent passion.
Ridding the system of the RC971, and driving the RB-981 from
the variable outputs of my faithful
Sony CDP-715 CD player,
brought
about
a genuine
transformation in the amplifier's
fortunes. Here the music came
alive. Christy's voice now seethed
with emotion, the acoustic guitar
resonating with vivid colour at
each slap of the strings while the
bass bubbled with a rich warmth
utterly lost to the RC-971.
The success of this power
amplifier stems from its balance of
qualities — the solidity and
extension of its bass, the sweet
detailing of its treble and highly
communicative midband.
The compelling quality of CheeYun's
solo
violin
from
Mendelssohn's E-minor Concerto
[Denon
CO- 78913]
clearly
demonstrated the amplifier's
ability to maintain arealistic sense
of scale as the bold but fragile
timbre of this instrument held its
own
against
the
massed
enthusiasms of the LPO.
Granted,
you
will
not
experience quite the same depth of
image and transparency possible
with
higher
calibre,
and
necessarily higher cost, designs but
what the RB-981 does, it does
with not alittle grace and style.

CONCLUSION
If Gamepath,
Rotel's
UK
distributors, are not exactly giving
away these amplifiers then they
are, at least, bending over
backwards to make the upgrade as
painless as possible.
In practice, the RC- 971 is
arguably too straightforward a
solution and fails to match the
potential so ably demonstrated
by its partner, the RB-981 power
amplifier. The latter, meanwhile,
would still be judged an
exceptionally powerful and
speaker-tolerant amplifier if it
cost £ 1000.
At just £ 300 it represents an
audiophile
bargain
whose
glorious performance is most
efficiently realised by teaming it
up with the (variable) output of
a CD player. Its high sensitivity
also enables it to be directly
driven from alternative line
sources, such as a tuner or tape
deck. Tremendous stuff and
heartily recommended.
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ROTEL RB-981
LAB REPORT

Rotel rateà Its
RB-981 power
amplifier at
130W18ohm,
but with a
IOmsec current
reserve of up to
33.6A
available, the
RB-981 's
dynamic power
output amounts
to 200W,
3721V, 684W
and 1128W
into 8, 4, 2and
¡ohm loads
respectively
[Fig I, black,
red, blue and
green traces].
There is some
sign of
momentary
instability at
peak output
prompted by the
amplifier
driving
progressively
lower loads (1),
and aclear
increase in
distortion
amounting to
0.2-0.35%
over much of its
output into
¡ohm loads
(green trace).
Please note that
Ihave spanned
the graph's
vertical axis
from - 80dB to
-40dB (0.01 to
1% THD).
In general

terms, however,
the RB-981
should prove
uncommonly
tolerant of
difficult
speakers.
This
performance is
aided by its
exceedingly low
0.0068ohm
output
impedance, a
characteristic of
previous Rotel
amplifiers,
though other
features, like the
high DC offset,
have now been
ameliorated. A
revised driver
stage and a 25%
increase in bias
for the Sanken
power devices
has had an
impact on
distortion which,
though still a
very low
0.003% through
the midband,
now increases to
0.016% through
the treble. A
sweep from
20Hz-20kHz
(2) reveals this
distortion to be
predominantly
2nd harmonic
(3) with higherorders radiating
out beyond this
at a much
reduced level.
Treated as a

st results
Rated Power 8 ohms
Measured power
20Hz
Continuous 8ohms
158W
Continuous 4ohms
—
Maximum current
5ms, for 1% THD
IHF dynamic headroom
Output Impedance (
ohms)

Rotel RB-981

Fig 1- Rotel RB-98 I: dynamic (new profile into 8ohtm 4eittn, 2ohm
and 1ohm loads

Fig 2. Rotel RB-98I: THD vs. fregmncy at IW18ohms

Fig 3. Rotel RB-98I: susceptibility to,R11

130W
IkHz 20kHz
163W 162W
289W —
34.7A
+0.9dB ( 200W)
0.0068
CD/Aux

Total Harmonic
distortion (
1kHz/20kHz) OdBW -91/76
2
/
3 power
-88/-74
Stereo separation
94
ill HzIdB
71
120kHz)dB
In ermod distortion ( CCRIR OdBW)dB
-90
In ermod distortion (CCRIR
power)dB
-88
Noise
wtd.OdBW)dB
-81
-95.8
Nc ise
power)dB
Residual Noise ( unwtd dBV)dB
-70.1
input sensitivity (for OdBW)mV
13.4
172
Input sensitivity (for full output)
>16
Line Overload ( 1kHz)V
>16
Line Overload ( 20kHz)V
>16
Line Overload ( 50kHz)V
47/30
Input loading ( kohm)
-6mV/-15mV
DC offset
Typical price inc VAT)
£150/300

combination, the
A-wtd SIN ratio
is alittle below
average at just
81dB11W18ohm.
Impertantly,
this is a white
noise rather
than hum and a
figure that
improves by a
good 15dB
should the RB981 be used in
isolation. The
breaks of RFI at
200, 520, 610
and 800MHz

are not as
serious as they
might at first
appear ber:ause
of their
acuteness. In
practice, you
would be very
unfortunate to

experience
interference at
precisely
610MHz (4),
for example. All
in all, this
represents an
impressive batch
of results.

SUPPLIER'
Gameirath Ltd,
25 Heathfields,
Stacey Bushes,
Miltor Keynes,
Bucks
MKÈ2 6HR.
Tel: 01908 31776.7

3WAY

y

ou could be forgiven for
failing to notice some of
Celestion's more recent
achievements in the light of the
changes that have occurred since,
along with KEF, the company came
under the control of Gold Peak of
Hong Kong back in 1992. Many of
Celestion's engineering resources
have now been moved to the KEF
headquarters at Tovil; and you
might not be surprised to hear that
the new three-way speaker reviewed
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It's big, it goes loud and
it's built like a battleship. So how
well does the Celestion A-3 emulate
its illustrious stablemate, the KEF
Reference Four?
by MARTIN COLLOMS

here is actually built on KEF's line,
but to Celestion's specification.
So Celestion's current flagship
'A' series of speakers could be said
to represent something of a
statement by the design team.
Perhaps the various team members
were determined to remind their
corporate masters of Celestion's
sound credentials in specialist
loudspeaker design.
The ' A' series comprises just
three models; the A-1 is apowerful
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LOUDSPEAKERS
stand mount compact, now retailing
at £899 [see HFNIRR, March ' 97],
the £ 1499 A-2 floorstander; and
the mighty A-3, at typically £2399.
In terms of market niche, the A-3 is
roughly comparable to the highly
capable KEF Reference Four
[HFNIRR, April ' 96]. It also
competes with other UK designs
such as the Mordaunt-Short
Reference 880 and Epos ES25.
Igot a shock when the A-3 was
delivered — I had real trouble
picking it up! Weighing 46kg, it's
bulky enough to make it difficult to
get your arms round. This speaker
certainly makes a statement —
standing well over a metre high on
floor spikes it has a footprint and
weight that makes consideration of
a plinth or accessory base
redundant. Finished in real wood
veneer, accentuated by full height
hardwood corners, this loudspeaker
is athree-way, five drive unit design
capable of playing loud.., very loud
indeed.
Balancing the goal of high sound
pressure
levels
were
the
requirements for good linearity, low
distortion and uncompromised
dynamics at full power. It is no
good having a big speaker which
will take a lot of power, but which
sounds muddy and compressed
when taken to the limit. Celestion's
experience making PA systems
helped to define performance limits
here. Tweeter specialist Bob Smith,
a key figure in Celestion's SL700
project and still based at Ipswich,
designed the A-3 tweeter to
produce low distortion, high
efficiency and high power handling;
Richard Lee, a former Wharfedale
designer, and long-term devotee of
BBC standard midrange tonality,
took care of the midband; while the
bass units and overall system design
were the responsibility of Steve
Mathews.
A 4 ohm load and solid-state
amplifier compatibility are claimed
for the A-3, with an above average
90dB/W ( 8 ohm watt) sensitivity
rating and a tightly specified ± 2dB
frequency response spanning 36Hz
to 20kHz. All 'A' series models are
available in natural black ash,
Cherry and Santos Rosewood
veneer, the latter at extra cost.

DESIGN AND BUILD
Vertical
in- line
formation
characterises the front panel driver
array, with the 25mm titanium
dome tweeter placed uppermost.
All driver magnets are shielded.
Three 210mm bass drivers operate
in parallel in the lower chamber
(72.6 litres), bass-reflex tuned by
two large ducted ports on the back.
These are 70mm diameter by
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225mm long, jointly tuned to 33Hz
and promising good power delivery
down to that frequency.
The two bass drivers have
massive magnet systems operating
on four- layer, high-power motor
coils. Each magnet incorporates a
Faraday ring, a conductive copper
sleeve placed over the pole-piece to
control eddy currents and maximise
linearity. The effective cone area is
equal to a 15in ( 380mm) driver —
no half measures here.
In common with the bass units
the precision injection moulding
technique is used to form the mid
cone, a mineral- loaded polypropylene polymer of graded
thickness for optimised resonant
behaviour, the apex region stiffened
for good coupling to the voice coil,
the latter Ferrofluid-cooled to
improve the thermal capacity.
Nominally 170mm, the mid driver
frame is of die-cast aluminium, this
oversize driver allowing for good
termination of the cone and ample
linearity.
Matching the performance
profile of the system, the
titanium dome tweeter has a
low- loss, high- temperature
Kapton coil former. The
assembly is built on massive
low- resonance front plate
casting. Ferrofluid cooling
adds to the power capacity,
while the sensitivity and
linearity are again augmented
by aFaraday ring.
Crossover components
include high-power air-cored
inductors and polypropylene
capacitors. It is bi-wired on
gold-plated binding posts at
the bass- to- mid crossover
point.
Laser interferometry was
used to analyse structural
vibrations in the generously
braced enclosure. Primarily
built of high density 25mm
MDF, this contains doubled,
full- height panel braces
which form the sealed-box
mid enclosure and lock all
the panel faces together.
The
result
is
most
effective, more inert even
than the heavy mass would
suggest. Acoustic polyether
foam loads the required
internal space.

SOUND QUALITY
Equipment used for the
evaluation included: the
Krell KPS20i/1 and XTC
CDP-1 CD players; ConradJohnson Premier 14 and
Audio Synthesis Passion
(passive) line control/preamplifiers; Musical Fidelity

Igot ashock
when the A-3
was delivered Ihad real
trouble picking
it up! Weighing
«kg it's bulky
enough to
make it
difficult to get
your arms
round.
Standing over
ametre high
on floor spikes,
it has a
footprint and
weight that
makes
consideration
of aplinth or
accessory base
redundant

A1000 and Krell KAV 300i
integrated amplifiers, Krell FPB
300 power amplifiers; Quad ESL
63, Wilson WIT!', KEF Reference
Four, Spendor SP2-2, and first
generation BBC LS3/5a speakers
Once broken in, the A- 3s
operated optimally when placed
further from the wall than usual
(1m to 1.4m). They achieved their
cleanest upper bass in this location.
There's no shortage of bass and my
prediction that these speakers
would drive large rooms was
confirmed many times over. In my •
35ft studio, ample sound levels
were possible with as little as 50
watts of load-tolerant power. The
upper bass improved in speed and
crispness with good low resistance
cable, such as NAC-5 for the bass
section when bi-wiring, and with
the more lusty amplifiers.
This is an accurate, well balanced
speaker reaching deeply and
powerfully into the bass, yet finding
space for a neutral midband and a
clean, clear, extended
treble range. Its fine
balance was apparent
time after time, using a
huge
variety
of
programme type and
style, the A-3 very rarely
missing the point.
Generally clarity was
good, indeed very good
in the mid and treble, if
somewhat cloudier in
the upper bass and lower
mid. Complex textures
sometimes were denser
than they should be in
the lower mid, for
example on French
horn.
Fed with wide- range
programme,
focus
approached 'very good'
with good perspectives
and depth layering in the
sound stage, particularly
in the upper frequency
range. Stage width rated
good-plus.
Classical
material
showed neutral string
tones almost to BBC
monitor standards and
the weight and scale of a
big
orchestra
was
beautifully portrayed.
On jazz and rock,
rhythm was quite good,
if not as snappy as Ihad
anticipated.
This
shortfall was made good
to some degree by the
fine
dynamics
and
amazing dynamic range. It
could play very loudly
indeed and yet there was no
sign of character change or
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DIGITAL
DESIGNS

Audiolab 8COODAC
Audiolab 8000CDM
Audiolab 8000C
Audiolab 8000P
Audiolab 8000S
Audiolab 8000T

Advanced technology brings you a new family of
Audiolab digital designs.
Ask your Audiolab dealer to demonstrate the
8000CD Integrated CD Player. For ultimate
performance and flexibility choose the 8000CDM
CD Transport with the 8000DAC Digital-Anakque
Converter.
Both CD players are perfect examples of the
outstanding sound quality delivered by all
Cambridge Systems
Technology Ltd
Spitfire Close
Ermine Business Park
Huntingdon, Cambs
PEP] 6XY
Telephone 01480 415600
Fax 01480 52159

Audiolab products.

THE

BRITISH
HI-11 /WARDS
19%

Audiolab 8000Q
Audiolab 8000M
Audiolab 8000T

For more information and details of your
Audiolab dealer call or write.

=AUDIOLAB

Audiolab 8000S

LOUDSPEAKERS
This is an
accurate, well
balanced
speaker
reaching
deeply and
powerfully into
the bass, yet
finding space
for aneutral
midband and a
clean, clear,
extended
treble range.
its fine balance
was apparent
time after
time, using a
huge variety of
programme
type and style,
the A-3 very
rarely missing
the point

compression

anywhere

in

the

frequency range. Floorshaking bass

CELESTION A-3

was possible, as my long suffering

LAB REPORT

response claim was

family will testify, and here the A-3
showed a good helping of the

For the first time

met [Fig 1]
characterised by a
very smooth treble
response. The bass-

slam and tune-playing abilities that
help make the Wilson Grand
SLAMM so special.
Vocals were particularly natural

in my experience,
amanufacturer
has en-ed on the
conservative side
in specifying
sensitivity! Many

mid crossover was
at 350Hz, allowing

powerful rock tracks was handled
with supreme confidence. Taken
overall the sound was lively and

exaggerate their

for alevel match.
At low frequencies

claims, but in this
case, the Celestion

the output extended
with slight tapering

Fig 1. Celestion A-3: axial frequency response,

open, yet occasionally there was a
hint of plastic cone dryness, a

A-3 has been rated
at 90dBIW while

to 45Hz (-6dB),

(dashed line is nearfield correction)

failure to reach all the way back into

it measured

the programme mix. In context, in
the company of compatible and

significantly higher
at 92.5dB,

load good power
was available down
to 33Hz, almost

appropriate amplifiers, this is not

equivalent to

subwoofer territory.

going to be a problem. Easy to live

almost adoubling
of amplifier power.

and yet heavy percussion scoring on

with, this speaker proved a reliable

(relatively!) moderate price.

Quite abonus!
Although this is a
sensitive speaker it

CONCLUSION

does need astrong
amplifier to drive

and trusty design of considerable
ability, reaching rather beyond its

If the results of much of this review
remind you of the KEF Reference
Four, then you'd be right. The
Celestion matches the powerful
KEF in many respects — high
sensitivity, 5-6 ohm impedance, high
loudness capability and high power
handling. The two loudspeakers are
even similar in appearance: tall,
fairly slim but weighty pillars.
In some respects the Reference
Four is more technically advanced
than the A-3. Although the KEF
speaker relies on band-pass bass
loading and a Uni -Q concentric
mid treble driver, on the day, the A3 achieves comparable bass
extensión and quality, overall

100Hz and the
average value is 6

Fig 2. Celestion A-3: response family at 2m,
axial (solid trace), 15° vertical (dotted), 30°
lateral (short dash), 45° lateral (chain dash)

grille section had
negligible effect, but
the upper grille did
take the edge off the
mid/treble
performance. Since

moderate variation

the driver panel

over the frequency

was fully finished

range. The
reactive content is

it's no great

heavier than
average amplifier
loading this

1m, showing individual driver responses

Few would find
fault with the bass
extension.
Pair matching
was excellent,.
+0.5dB overall.
Adding the bass

ohms, with only

quite low. With

hardship to leave
the grille off.
When listening,

3. Celestion A-3: room averaged response
(upper trace), impedance versus frequency

Fig

(lower trace), 2 ohmsldiv, baseline zero

the A-3 didn't seem
too critical of axis

speaker rates as a
5ohm system,

or position. Since it
is quite atall

with some offset to
the high

loudspeaker, the 15
degree vertical
response below axis

sensitivity.
With a350W

Ultimately the A-3 proved a
mite purer and sweeter as well as

peak programme
capacity the A-3

for 30 and 45° off

more open in the upper range,
has slightly better dynamics, but

will generate

axis horizontally.

genuinely high

lost out a little in terms of stereo

sound levels, a

Up to 30° off
axis, the frequency

focus. Both have a good slice of
an audiophile performance
more
profile,
matching

stereo pair
attaining
113dBA, sufficient

expensive designs, if lacking the

to fill large rooms
confidently.
Measured at

has been plotted
together with those

responses were
consistent and well
balanced while
even at 45° off axis

Fig 4. Celestion A-3: MLSSA waterfall of
energy decay, 0.2ms risetime

was well balanced
overall [Fig 3].
For the ETC
measurement of
energy versus time,

1m, the axial
reference response
included some

the imbalance
wasn't too severe.
This was avery

the graph fell
rapidly over the
first millisecond, a
good result. This

good result for abig

was verified by the

it's 30% less expensive than the
Reference Four. Another good

speaker [Fig 2].
In the listening
correction for interroom the A-3 also
unit spacing and

value choice from a famous UK

consequent relative

performed well.

producer, it offers big speaker

attenuation.

Meeting +2.5dB

bandwidth, sound quality and
dynamic range and comes firmly

Measuring a
speaker as large as

limits, spatially
averaged in the

recommended.

this is challenging,

listening region, it

since it's difficult
to place it

spanned 30Hz to
10kHz, with the

sufficiently clear of
the boundaries.

prescribed gentle
slope to 20kHz. It

The 55Hz to
20kHz (+2dB)

integrated well with

last ounce of speed and clarity
which would give them true
audiophile status.
This leaves the A-3 as a very
strong performer for the price —

-

11ELE111"
Celestion International Ltd,
Foxha 11 Road,
Ipswich.
Suffolk IP3 8)P.
Td: 0/473 322222.
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but under boundary

moderately good rhythm.

frequency response accuracy and
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it. The minimum
impedance is
3.1 ohms at

te.

the boundaries and

Test results

5dBldivision
waterfall
presentation of
decay [Fig 4]. A
higher resolution
waterfall graph
(not shown) also
indicated low
coloration and good
transparency.
Celestion

Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
1130x280x400
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
20-350W
Recommended placement
floorstanding, clear of rear wall
Frequency response
within 3d8 ( 2m)
55Hz-20kHz
Bass frequency renter (-6d8) at 1m
45Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
33Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
92.5d8/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
113d8A
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
3.1ohms/5/poorer than average
Forward response uniformity
very good
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £2500
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WE'VE SEEN THE FUTURE OF HI-FI

AND IT'S LOOKING RATHER BLACK.

You've thought long and hard about choosing the right sound

quality in every price category. Now we've completely rewritten

system. You think you've found what you're looking for. It looks

the rules. Because practically every piece of Arcam equipment

great. It sounds even better. And it's within your budget. So

now comes with something that will radically change the way

how come you still have that niggling doubt in the back of your

you buy hi-fi. A set of pre-defined upgrade paths that allow you

mind? Simple. Before you make your final decision, you want to
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POWER AMP/SYSTEMS
bit because you bought it in
instalments. Whatever stage of Xness you chose to pursue — just an
X10-D, maybe the headphone amp
or a full-blown system — it was
acquired, or could be in £200-orless payments. If a tube-hybrid,
DAC-equipped integrated
amp alternative exists, then
you'd have to buy it all at
once. And there is no direct
rival to the X- Series
methodology, with even
Audio Alchemy falling just
short of offering the X- act
equivalents.
But now, less speakers
and CD transport, the
complete system X-ists.
You've been treated to reviews by
others of the earlier products
appeared, and this is a review only
in that it treats the X- A50
monoblock as a new product. The
main purpose here is to judge the
system as a whole, right down to
the cables.

X-A50 POWER AMPLIFIER
Latest in the series is what might
prove to be the most successful and
most popular item of all, although
the most expensive. The X- A50
monoblock power amps, though a
sane £499.99 per pair rather than a
near- pocket-money purchase, still
represent absurdly high value for
money. Unlike the other individual
X- Series modules, each X- A50
contains its own proper toroidal
power supply; you don't feed a
decent 50W power amp from a
cheap plug-in mains adapter. It's
solid-state and housed in acylinder
which differs from the standard
110mm diameter, 220mm deep
unit by being another 110mm
deeper;
this
is
mainly
to
accommodate the
internal power
supply.
As
such, the

TRA\AGA.\. ZA
When the X-A50 monoblock
power amps arrived, it was time to
assemble a complete Musical
Fidelity X-Series system

by KEN KESSLER
111 t's a concept like no other in
hi-fi, and seduction is a major
part of the ' sell'. Musical
Fidelity introduced the components
one at atime, hooking the customer
with price, with aesthetic appeal
and with novelty. It began with a
product most people couldn't
understand, let alone justify aneed
for. Yet the XIO-D buffer stage was
just so charming that few could
begrudge spending £ 119.99 for
something said to make cheap CD
players sound valve-like. Even if we
later found out that those grooves
along the barrel were peerless dust
traps.
It's the valves, y'see, although
they only inhabit the X10-D, the XPRE and the X- CANS. Again the
seduction: ask most consumers
fingering a X-Series module in the
local hi-fi shop and the odds are he
or she will assume that they're all
tubed. And cheap.
That's the other part of the
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seduction. By purchasing an X10D, you could buy into the
cylindrical world of the X-Series for
just over the ton. You look down
the list, mentally calculating that
half the items are primary
components
and
half
are
accessories. The former you
probably already own, and the
latter you probably don't
need. And with two Xceptions ( the power
amps and the HDCD
DAC) everything sells
for under £200. So, as
with a crack habit, the
X-phile is sucked into a
clever and addictive
purchasing spiral. Before
you know It, you have apreamp, power amps, tone controls,
buffers, aheadphone amp, a DAC,
cables and a couple of power
supplies.., and you're looking at
around two grand.
And yet it doesn't bother you one
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You be the judge!
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POWER AMP/SYSTEMS
X- A50 shares the same frontal
aesthetic and can be stacked using
the forthcoming X-Site 'wine rack'
stand.
Like its siblings, the X-A50 wears
a red LED on the front, while the
back bears amains switch, aphono
socket input and a pair of multiway, CE-approved binding posts.
And, to ensure that there's a
hidden treat, a novelty like a coin
in a Christmas pudding, the back
also sports a single phono output
named ' Loop Out'. This handy
feature allows multiple X-A50s to
be ` daisy- chained'
for
biamplification in a particularly tidy
method. And, like all X- Series
products, this will sell in multiples
beyond the obvious stereo pairs.
You don't have to be avisionary to
see users taking up bi-amping for
the sheer hell of it, while the idea of
a wine-rack stack of these feeding
5.1 ( or 7.1) channels' worth of
home theatre is too obvious to
discuss.
But Iwent the other way, and
tried the X-PRE-plus-X-A50s with

just one item at a time, mainly to
judge the core of the system, as a
system.
Looking at the pre-amp/power
amp combination in the context of
rivals selling for circa £700—£800,
things looked bleak. For that kind
of money, you can get fully remote
controlled integrateds like Roksan's
awesome Caspian, or crude ' starter'
valve gear. But the two X- Series
primary components rose to the
occasion with levels of transparency
confirming the claims that this is
`high end for people with limited
funds', while the X- A50 proved
capable of forcing serious levels out
of the Quad 77-10Ls, small Sonus
Fabers and especially the highsensitivity Kellys (which are also
from the MF stable, of course).
Switching to the Roksan or other
more conventionally-proportioned
rivals, however, seemed absurd.
They're not, it seems to me,
mutually exclusive. Conventional
boxes exist for conventional people,
while cylindrical hi-fi ( a prone
Lecson, perhaps?) exists for...

It's the - lives,
y'see, Ithough
they only
inhabit the
X10-D, the XPRE and the XCANS. Again
with the
seduction: ask
most consumers
fingering aXSeries module
in the local hi-fi
shop and the
odds are he or
she will assume
that they're all
tubed. And
cheap
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cylindrical people. It's a horrible
thing to admit, but Ifell for the XA50 for precisely the wrong reason:
looking at it, as much as listening to
it, made me smile. It's the same
philosophy that makes a tarred-up
Fiesta turn into something cheeky
and charming like the Ka.
Maybe this article shouldn't be
appearing in ahi-fi magazine at all,
because the X- Series is something
which hi-fi hasn't been for most of
the decade: unbridled fun. The
stuff
works
too
well
by
conventional standards, let alone
for something so witty, . to be
comprehensible to hidebound
audiophiles and retailers. It's
almost insidious, dangerous.
Revolutionary.
Forget the crack-dealer approach
to selling this stuff, and how, before
you realise it, your pockets have
been picked as clean as they would
be after a week in 'Vegas. The XSeries just might be the most
amusing thing to happen to
affordable hi-fi since AudioTechnica's Sound Burger.

THE STORY SO FAR

H

',Mere are the various X-ponents on offer,
with my personal and arbitrary up-tofive-star ratings according to amix of value
and performance, if not actual need:
X10- D (£ 119.99, previously reviewed by
Martin Colloms, Oct ' 96): the Class A valve
buffer stage which started it all. Successfully
adds atubeyfeel to otherwise sterile budget
CD players, but isn't really necessary with
high-end players. Then again, high-enders
don't shop for X-Series. KK's rating ••••.
X-CANS (£ 129.99, reviewed by
Christopher Breunig, Aug ' 97): if you don't
have aheadphone socket and don't want to
stretch to an EarMax,

or Ben Duncan's Phones 01, this Class A valve
headphone amp is just the ticket. Works a
treat with Grado headphones. KK's rating
X-DAC (£299.99, reviewed by David
Berriman, Apr ' 97): someone will correct me if
Isay that this is the world's least expensive
HDCD DAC, so I
won't make that claim for it.
But it's simply aterrific 18-bit, 8-times
oversampling DAC for the money and acheap
way to get HDCD if, like me, you've been
awaiting the Buffalo Springfield reissues. KK's
rating ****. There's also anon-HDCD version,
the X-ACT, for £ 129.99, which is probably
good for
.
X- LP (£ 129.99): this phono stage,
offering both mm and m-c, is so
good that it scared me, given a
month when I
was using the 40timesdearer LFD. Rich sounding,
quiet and severely under-priced.
)

KK's rating
.
X-TONE ( 129.99): I'm

sure that someone,
somewhere needs
tone controls for
their minimalist
system, yet this
isn't the place to
debate the pros or

cons. Still, there's nothing like it on the
market, but I'm far more interested in a
mooted derivative: avariable crossover to be
called, naturally, X-OVER. KK's rating •••.
X-LINX (£39.99 per pair): described as
'No Nonsense' cables, these low-capacitance,
well-shielded wires sound smooth, and they're
better- made than certain wires costing 100
times as much. Buy 'em by the case! KK's
rating •••'.
X- PRE (£ 199.99, reviewed by James M
Hughes, July ' 97): probably the biggest
bargain of the range, an all-tube, four- input
line level pre-amp. My only complaint? The
controls are unnecessarily tiny; where the XTONE can get away with dinky rotaries, since
they're used so rarely, on the X- PRE they're a
pain. But, wow! is this asweet-sounding
treasure! KK's rating
.
XPSU (£ 129.99): although conceived
mainly as aconvenience item for those with
an X-cess of X- Series units, this device turns
out to be more than away of freeing up a
bunch of AC outlets. It feeds four X-Series
devices and, by virtue of being an intrinsically
superior power supply, will make them sound
better than they do driven by the plug- in-thewall black lump adapter. Even if you only
own one X-Series component, consider this as
your first upgrade. KK's rating ••••.
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THIE CONTENDERS
This feature picks the best systems you can put together
from the following pre-selected components:
CD Players
Denon DCD-425 (£ 150
140)
JVC XL-V2848K (£ .
TEAC 34505E (£ 170)
Technics SL-PS670D (£200)
Yamaha CDX-480 f£170)
Amplifiers
Denon PMA250SE (£ 160)
Harman/Kardon HK610 (£ 180)
Musical Fidelity El (£ 199)
NAD 312 (£ 159)
Sony TA-F448E Brooklands Edition (£249)
'Loudspeakers
B&W DM302 (£ 150)
Celestion 12i (£ 119)
KEF Coda 75E (£ 149)
Mission 731 Pro (£ .
140)
Mordaunt-Short MS10i Pearl (£ 150)
Sony SS- 126E Brooklands Edition (£ 149)
Tannoy Mercury M2 (£ 150)

GD players (below, from top): lee XL-V284131e, Denon DCD-425,
Technics SL-PS670D, Yamaha CDX-480, TEAC 3450SE

I

because he has been left out.
Whoever you are, I'm sure we'll
the kind of thing: you're cajoled have the chance to slag off your
into painting the living room one product over the next few months,
spare Sunday afternoon, and end up and anyway it wasn't my fault.
taking six weeks, and paying out for
Perhaps this is a good time to
a new-three piece and a carpet as start at the beginning. Ladies and
well. Well, this feature started out gentlemen, welcome to the third
perfectly straightforwardly as a iteration ( Ithink) of our System
hands-on primer about building Synergy series, which as usual starts
worthwhile, compatible systems at off at the ground floor, which we
£500, but it soon became apparent have arbitrarily pegged at £500 for a
that we were looking as a kind of CD playing system, ex-cables, exsuper multi-way test with all the speaker stands and ex- equipment
trimmings. Once we had decided on supports. Why all the exes? Because
the KEF Coda 7SE, it was obvious if you're buying on a budget, you
we should have the Tannoy M2 as may feel justified in allocating the
well. And the Celestion 12i, and the minimum to accessories which can
Mission 731 Pro, and soon we had a be easily upgraded at alater date. In
list of just about every major the long term, though, there is no
competitor in the price band. Well,
justification for skimping on these
never mind, we thought some of things, or on system set-up
them were bound to be unavailable, generally.
and we would end up with a more
Next the ground rules. What is
manageable group. But no: each and this synergy thing anyway? Well, the
every one turned up, more or less on idea is simple enough: through a
schedule. And the same happened series of monthly (or thereabouts)
with the CD player wishlist... So episodes, we aim to build
before taking this any further, Ifeel worthwhile compact disc playing
compelled to apologise to any systems by looking at likely
manufacturer who feels slighted candidate components and seeing
t's funny how some projects take
on alife of their own. You know

LEVEL

A£00 budget might seem tight,
but make the right choices, and you can
get a system with real synergy
by ALVIN GOLD
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how they fit together, which is
where the synergy bit fits in.
With the price band that we're
looking at this month, the question
of what price amplifier to use with
what price CD player and
loudspeakers is more or less
redundant. The prices for each
category are predetermined by how
little you can get away with and still
claim to be serious about sound. As
we ascend the price ladder in later
months, we will be presented with
choices, like is it cool to use this
£150 speaker with this £ 500
amplifier, or what? Of course
questions of this type don't always
have definitive answers, but no
matter, we'll try to answer them
anyway. This month we have a
somewhat simpler task, though it
didn't feel simple. Even the task of
getting everything run in was a
logistical nightmare, but an essential
one,
especially
with
the
loudspeakers, several of which
sound shallow and brash until they
have
exercised
their
joints
thoroughly.
Now, a look at our cast of
characters starting, arbitrarily, with
the speakers. There is no attempt
here at ablow by blow description,
which is properly the province of full
product reviews. Here we're
concerned with common trends and
significant variations.

LOUDSPEAKERS
Our seven loudspeakers are all
compact two-way designs with
170mm bass units and 25mm
tweeters, or thereabouts ( the
Tannoy and Sony have bigger bass
drivers), and all are reflex tuned,
the KEF, Celestion, Mission and
B&W using front- facing ports,
which
can allow unwanted
midrange information from inside
the enclosure to be radiated from
the port in the listener's direction,
and the others rear vented, which
rules out ' firing squad' back- tothe-wall positioning, as there must
be some room at the back. The
B&W vent is unusual, as it takes
the form of awide slot in the base
of the enclosure, presumably to
ensure alow- Q port tuning. All bar
the Tannoy and Sony have simple
enclosures with plastic moulded
baffles, and in most cases rear
panel mouldings, though none
is as elaborate as the
B&W, which has a
'Prism' back to break up
internal reflections.
KEF
and
Mission
decouple the bass driver
from
the
baffle
in
different ways to reduce
unwanted sound output
from the baffle itself.
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The standard configuration, used
in most of these speakers, ensures
good sensitivity by using a
paper bass cone, usually
with some surface doping to
control the worst excesses,
and a soft dome tweeter.
The
most
notable
departure from this pattern
is the Mordaunt-Short
MS 10i Pearl, which has a
metal- dome tweeter, and
a sophisticated variable thickness
moulded
polypropylene cone with
a fixed pole piece. The
KEF and Mission are
'inverted' ( bass unit
above treble unit) to
ensure phase accuracy
at the listening seat.
The Sony, MordauntShort and KEF are biwirable,
which is a consideration for those
who may want to improve their
systems; though it might be
thought that biwire cables of any
quality could be disproportionately
expensive in the context of a £500
system. And even leaving price to
one side, increasing the amount of
copper in asystem does not always
guarantee improved performance.
The most obvious difference
between the speakers, however, is
in
size,
which
to
a first
approximation determines bass
extension. The Celestion, KEF,
Mordaunt-Short and B&W are all
approximately the same size, the
Mission is alittle smaller thanks to
its shallower enclosure. The
Tannoy, with its straightforward,
traditional engineering, was always
intended to be the big boy in such
comparisons, and so it would have
been had Sony not taken the same
approach in this and in other
matters, ending up with a speaker
that is wider, but otherwise almost
identical dimensionally to the
Tannoy, giving it the capacity
edge, and predisposing towards a
deeper bass. The drive- unit
complement of these two is
remarkably similar, with the Sony
scoring points for its low diffraction rounded edges, and the
Tannoy for its superior aesthetics,
surely the most imaginative, and
least contrived in this group. It
looks like a quality item, which is

With

the prize
bard that
we're looking
at this month,
the question of
what price
amplifier to
use with whal
price CD playar
and
loudspeakers
is more or less
redundant. The
prices for each
category are
pre Jetermined
by how little
you can get
away with
and still claim
to be serious
about sound

Above and below:
KEF Coda 7SE and
Tannoy Mercury M2
loudspeakers,
showing finish options
fur the latter

more than can be said for some of
the lathers.

CB PLAYERS
With CD players and even with
amplifiers to an extent, form bears
only a casual relationship to
function. Four of the CD players
have centrally- mounted loading
drawers — the Yamaha is the only
exception — while the Yamaha, JVC
and Technics all have front-panel
track-access keypads, the other two
relying on their remote controls for
this feature. On the whole though,
these are typical low cost CD
players, with feature sets that
include all manner of trick-play and
editing !Unctions. It is hard to see
anyone noticing any significant
omission.
Cheapest in the group, the JVC is
lively, with a light, agile feel, but
there is a toning down of dynamic
range, and some subtle, almost
subliminal colorations, which I
heard as a loss of independence
between parts of the music mix. It's
not abad sound, and the JVC has a
£10 or more head start on the
others, which can help when
assembling a system on a tight
budget, yet ultimately the Denon
does much the same kind of thing,
but better. So does the Yamaha,
where, despite asting in the extreme
treble, there is more usefullypresented information in the treble
generally, as opposed to the brash
sheen with percussion which
proved to be the rule
rather than the exception
with the less expensive
players.
Also,
the
Yamaha's bass seemed
fuller
and ( more
importantly)
more
tuneful. This is a a
neutral- sounding player,
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but ultimately it is a bland, rather
unengaging one too. The TEAC is
crisper, but with a lightweight
balance and some edginess, which
can push some borderline ' untidy'
systems over the top.
Last but not least, the Technics
CD player sounded laid back, with a
heavy bass and a slightly slow
feeling, but in contrast to the
Yamaha it is an engaging, organicsounding design, with excellent
separation between instruments and
voices even when the music
becomes complex. The Yamaha is
free of the peculiarities that can
make the Technics difficult to
match into systems. The Technics
is palpably a grown-up player,
more sophisticated then the others,
and well worth the extra cost in my
view, but it will not work well in
every system.

AMPLIFIERS
The amplifiers also follow a broad
pattern, one point of demarcation
being by power output, which
ranges from 25 watts per channel for
NAD,
30W/ch
for
the
Harman/Kardon, Musical Fidelity
and Denon, to 55W/ch in the case
of the Sony, the only one to depart
significantly from the group mean.
The Sony and Musical Fidelity are
more or less straight-line, minimalist
designs, while the others have tone
controls. Only the Harman/Kardon
has switching and sockets for two
pairs of speakers.
In practice, the differences in
power output don't quite line up
with reality as experienced at the
coal face. The Harman/Kardon, for
example, is more powerful than you
might expect from the numbers, but
was ultimately limited by its
protection circuitry, which was
occasionally triggered with lower
sensitivity speakers ( OK, the
Tannoy) at highish volume levels.
The NAD and Musical Fidelity
generally seemed to exceed their
modest power ratings, too, while the
Sony failed to show quite the benefit
you'd expect from the near 3dB
extra
headroom
that
the
specifications imply. But it was still
the most powerful amplifier in the
group.

SORTING OUT THE SPEAKERS
Let's sort out the loudspeakers,
using the Tannoy as the yardstick,
and starting by comparing it to the
Sony, which looks so similar on
paper. In the event, Tannoy's
designers have little to worry about:
the Sony is a valiant effort which
paints music in a bold, even
dramatic fashion, with a wealth of
the darker tonal colours: ashrinking
violet it isn't. The Tannoy, however,
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has adeeper bass, although it was
sometimes the more muddledsounding when pressed hard. The
treble is sharper and clearer, and few
would question the Tannoy's more
informative nature. It is the
midband, however, that really sets
them apart, though it takes awhile
to get to grips with this, so dramatic
are the relatively superficial tonal
balance differences. The Tannoy is
sweeter, more vivid and open, with a
more layered,
complex and
expressive midband. The Sony
simply
sounds
wooden
by
comparison.
However, the Sony is 2dB louder
for a given input than the Tannoy.
At least, it is when measured with
pink noise — the white noise figures
are too close to call when ' C'
weighted, which reflects the Sony's
relative
lack
of
top
end.
Measurements aside, the Sony
sounds considerably louder, and is
obviously the better choice with one
of the lower power amps, or in large
rooms, or simply where personal
tastes demand high SPLs. It is also,
in fairness, the more muscularsounding of the two, and hits its
stride with music which benefits
from that kind of presentation —
Sheryl Crow or Ben Harper for
example. It showed a definite
affinity for the Sony and Denon
amps, rather than the NAD or
Musical Fidelity, and with any of
the CD players other than the
Technics, which Ifelt sounded too
restrained.
Moving on, the B&W DM302 is
4dB more sensitive than the
Tannoy, with pink noise and white
noise alike. This gives a crude but

More speakers:
Celettion's 121 (top),
Mission's 731 Pro
(above) and Sony's
SS- 126 Brooklands
Edition (below), and
last but by no means
least, MordauntShorti MS10i Pearl
(opposite page)

effective indication of their similar
overall tonal balance, but this is
where the similarities end. The
B&W is a crisp, busy, sometimes
even a frenetic transducer, which
carries complex bass lines with
tunefully and with conviction, if
without great drive or depth. Some
mild colorations are heard from the
port, however, adding a boxy,
hollow
coloration
to
proceedings,
which
tends to lock the sound
to the enclosures. The
B&W is alittle short on
the subtle, expressive end
of the musical range, but
it offers a polished and
clear, if slightly narrow
window on the music, and it
allows the user to reconstruct
a meaningfully
complex
picture of the material at hand,
with enough refinement to deal
with the recognisable timbres of
acoustic instruments, typical of
classical music for example.
The new SE modified KEF Coda
7 is a little less sensitive than the
B&W, by about 1.5dB, but still
manages a3dB measured pink noise
sensitivity gain over the Tannoy, or
2dB when measured with white
noise, which makes it a little less
sensitive than the class- leading
B&W and Celestion. There is an
essential roughness to this design.
Tonal balance is accurate, and fairly
well extended given the box size,
and although longterm audio
memory is notoriously unreliable, I
am convinced that the new Coda
maintains its grip much better when
the volume is turned up high, where
the ' cooking' version used to sound
progressively more coloured and
cluttered as the volume was
increased.
But this doesn't alter the basic
observation, which is that the Coda
7 is coloured, and obviously
coloured at that. It imposes its own
characteristic imprint on the music,
and smothers the inherent tonal
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variety of the source, which makes
everything sound very samey. The
same mechanism is probably also to
blame for the perceived loss of fine
detail and for alack of free-running
dynamics. In addition, there is a
noticeable loss of very high
frequencies, though this is nothing
like as severe as with the Sony, and
the all-important midband is largely
unaffected.
The Celestion 12i enjoys, jointly,
the highest sensitivity in the group,
being similar to the B&W. Without
doubt, this is a better loudspeaker
than the Coda 7SE, still some way
short of Tannoy standards of tonal
diversity and sheer resolving power,
but a fine, detailed and expressive
loudspeaker nevertheless: in the
B&W mould, but still with a rather
forward, aggressive midband, which
adds a false patina of liveliness
which is actually rather wearing, like
trying to read at night from car
headlights. The mid/top can be
particularly wearing with female
vocal material. Ifound that Jennifer
Warnes's voice for example ( in
'Rock you Gently' from The
Hunter), was pushed well forward of
the other instruments.
The Mission 731 Pro, a recent
development of the 731LE, clearly
has much in common with its
predecessor. Only about ldB more
sensitive than the Tannoy, and so a
couple of decibels behind the others
on average, this is a much more
refined animal. It's not entirely
without suggestions of the box and
presumed plastic baffle colorations
that afflict most of the others, but
Mission has done abetter job than
most in controlling these. The
colorations were more noticeable
with the orchestral material:
Dohnányi Symphonic Minutes
Op.35, Matthias Bamert/BBC Phil
[Chandos] for example. Bass
extension is not noticeably less than
the Celestion, and just a little
behind the KEF.
The final loudspeaker, the
Mordaunt-Short MS10i Pearl, is
2dB more sensitive than the
Tannoy, pink and white noise alike.
Along with the Tannoy and
Mission, this model lifted itself clear
of the crowd, and by any standards
is a sophisticated miniature. Being
smaller than the Tannoy and Sony,
it lacks their bass extension, though
to my ears it has a tidier, better
controlled bass than the Tannoy at
least, and what Ishall call its tonal
dynamic range — the ability to
mimic the range of tonal colours
found in real life — is the narrower
of the two. There was also atrace of
the forwardness that afflicts so many
of the group, but this time with
none of the aggression, boxiness or
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obvious colorations. This is afinely
judged transducer, which sings from
the same songsheet no matter what
style of music it is playing, or which
frequency band predominates.

SYSTEMS AND SENSMVITY
By coincidence or design there is an
inverse correlation in this group
between sensitivity and absolute
sound quality, though this isn't a
necessary one, as the recent review
of the Kelly KT3 makes clear.
The best systems Iwas able to
construct here were with the least
sensitive speakers — in descending
order of bass output, the Tannoy,
Mordaunt-Short and the Mission.
Or Mission, Tannoy, MordauntShort if you prefer to order by
ascending resolving power, freedom
from midband coloration and
general standards of credibility. In
each case, the sharp, lively Sony
amplifier made the most of the
dynamic qualities of these speakers,
the Musical Fidelity El, an equally
good choice, being rather cooler and
more sonorous, with vivid orchestral
colours and a more singing quality
with some material. The NAD
marks an excellent compromise
between these two extremes, but is a
little lacking in power in adverse
surroundings, large rooms and the
like, especially when used with the
Tannoy.
There
were
no
severe
incompatibilities, between the
players and the amplifiers, for
example, except that the Technics
and the TEAC showed some
variability in performance, being at
their best with the Sony and NAD,
and adequate also with the Denon
and Harman/Kardon amps, though
the latter were not ideally open
windows to either player. The
Musical Fidelity El sometimes
seemed more at ease with the
Yamaha or Denon players, though
not always by enough to overturn
the inherent superiority of the
Technics.

ebb
The amplifiers from

top): Harmani
Kardon HK6f0,
NAD 312, Sony
TA-F448E
Brooklands Edition,
Musical Fidelity El
and Denon
PM250SE

WINNERS
There is no single, definitive
winning system here, but there are
several strong possibilities. For
normal size rooms and volume
levels, the Tannoy is still the most
grown-up speaker you can buy in
this category, and its qualities are
well complemented by the NAD
312 and the Technics SL-PS670D
in a system that comes in just £ 10
above the target £ 00 — the Sony
TS-F448E being ruled out on price
grounds. In fact there are few
systems that makes sensible use of
the Sony within our self-imposed
price constraints, though with the
Celestion 12i and the Denon DCD-

By coincidence
or design,
there is ar
inverse
correlation in
this group
between
sensitivity and
absolute sound
quality.., tie
best systems I
was able ta
construct here
were with the
least sens tive
spea kers

425 makes an entertaining, if rather
over-lively £ 518's worth. A much
better matched system substitutes
the Mission 731Pro for the
Celestion, in asystem that costs an
extra £21, but which finally makes
some sense of the Sony's extra
capabilities. In fact this is a more
than routinely good system all
round.
Finally, check out the MordauntShort MS10i Pearl driven by the
Musical Fidelity El and the Denon
DCD-425 for an exercise in
excellence
within
obvious
bandwidth constraints which are
nevertheless perfectly acceptable at
the price: £499.
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To appreciate fully the subtlety of
Sonny Rollins playing 'Dancing in the
Fi system comes from
Dark', your HiAudiofreaks.
For valve and FET pre-ampleers,
power amplifiers and DIA converters,
conradjoirnson sets the standards
others seek to achieve.
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The last of the big names to remain
dedicated to pure valve circuits.
Music at its absolute best.
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AT HOME WITH HOME THEATRE

H

owever much we care to ignore or deny it, the
schism between home theatre and pure audio remains. Whatever crossovers take place, eg,
nearly every single high-end audio brand has dipped
its toes in the home cinema waters, the split continues.
Even we at HFNIRR have made the conscious decision
to review only the parts of home theatre systems which
involve sound, such as processors and the myriad types
of speakers. VCRs, LaserDisc players, projectors?
Taboo, all of 'em.
But abridge has been built with a new guide to
home theatre written by someone who's from our side
of the tracks. Robert Harley, late of Stereophik and now
with Fi, has produced acompanion volume to his wellreceived The Complete Guide To High-End Audio - one of the
Accessories Club's best-selling books. Home Theater For Eirepyone
contains 204 pages of crystal-clear prose covering everything from
speaker positioning to connector topologies, projection systems to
screen types.
What makes it so appealing to hi-fi purists is that Harley has
refused to allow the video to crowd out the audio. Harley never
Mrgets that it's the sound - as many channels as you can muster

- which makes as big adifference as picture size for
ahome viewing experience beyond that of mono sound
and a 16M TV. From sources to decoding systems lo
speaker selection, it's all here if you really do want lo
find away to have pure audio and home cinema, with
the two coexisting peacefully. Naturally, the slant is
American, but then, the USA created the genre and
every other nation is simply following an NTSC lead.
Ha, ' PAL' doesn't even get amention in the glossary...
The latest DU' projecticm systems, DTS, DVD and
Dolby Digital are discussed, and Meridian even
supplied a photo of the still-not-yet-released modular
800 Series to illustrate the plug-in nature of the latest
processors. Top names in the industry helped, too,
with THX's Anthony Grimani and video,wizard Joe Kane listed as
technical reviewers, with the legendary Tomlinson Holman (the
`TH' in TIM) contributing the foreword.
Get acopy of this book before you even visit adealer, let alone
commit to apurchase. If, after you've read it, you decide to-hell
with the video and prefer to stick with the audio, you can still use
it, once you accept that the music-only material of the future will
be just as multi-channelled as any feature film.
Kea Kessler
• MM.,.

;HFNiRR 001 Fluxdumper: The m̀agic brick'
Iin ablack-ash box
£22.95 Li
HFN:RR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil step:up transformer: £69.95 E
IHFNIRR 005 Spikes: timber C=1 steel El
set of 8, inc fixing kit £ 10.25 E
HFNiRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
•in a40mm travel pack
L8.95LJ
IHFNIRR 012 Software Storage System:
'stackable, satin black Medite (knock-down)
£65.00 E
ILP unit ( 120 capacity)
CD/cassette unit (40/25)
£44.00 El
£49.00 El
•singles unit (200)
4-high CD unit
£86.00 E
£96.00111
▪CD 4base unit
IDividers: 25 at £11.25 LP E CD O Single O
.HFMRR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting two'level turntable support £59.95 E
•HFNIRR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks £ 12.95 0
HFNiRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
▪150 x150 x3mm
"
£ 12.95
IMoth Record Cleaning Machine
•kit £ 199 L ready built machine £369 II
IRingmat: 3mm XLR
£47.50 O
HFIsliRR023 LP inner sleeves: 50, £9.95 E
100, £18.95 L. 500 £86.95 O
PVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:
50, £19.95 0 100, £38
500, £ 180
▪Ilin poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
•
50,1,5 El 100, £9
500, £40
ICD Jewel Cases:
•standard, 5in complete (packs of 10) £6.50 E
5in outer £5
slirnline Sin £6.50 L7
; double jewel case, complete (each) £1.75 D
slim double (pack of 5) £5.45 D
5in clear protective sleeve (each) 75p D
Harmonix CD Foils: 8per pack £17.9511
▪Bib automatic CD cleaner:
D
£ 14.95
Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD £ 12.95 0
XLO/Reference Rec. Test CD £24.95 E
£ 10 111
.Densen DeMagic CD
Michell Tenderfeet: original ' alloy' isolators
•
(
set of 3) small £5.95 D large £8.95 L
IIsopod ceramic cones ( 3)
£32.95 Li
;Insert Audio banana plugs (pair) £3.95 E
IMichell Banana plugs gold on brass
'4-way plugs; 2pairs
£9.95 0
!Ferrite Noise Absorbers: small (4.5mm dia
max) £ 11.95pr
large (
12mm) £12.95pr
!Shure Stylus Balance: £ 12.95 each D
Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £69.00
IM•11 •
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Sovtek Valves: EL84 £2.60 E 6L6 £4.50 D
6SN7GT £2.60 El ECC83 £4.35
ECC.88
£5.35 E EL84M £6.50 E EF86 £7.95 E
GZ34 £ 10.60 LI 6550 £ 15.40 E ICT66
equivalent £6.70 E 300B triode £89.95 E
Pearl Coolers: All types, output valves,
£7.75 each E pre-amp valves £6.00 each D
G Kaye Audio Labs Tube Checker £525
CLEAR phono pre-amp kit £299 E
Decca London tone arm
£99 D
Griffin Black Exorcist cart demag £84.95 D
NVA transistor amp kit £179.95 D
Decca Mk 3Brush
£ 12.95 E
BOOKS: Acoustical Engineering
by Barry F Olson
£40.00 E
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self
£25.00 E
High Performance Audio Power
Amplifiers by Ben Duncan
£40.00 0
Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 £16.95 each
GEC Amplifier Design
£19.95 E
Electrostatic Speakers Wagner
£16.95 E
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook £24.95 E
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt £9.95 10
Tube citruits for Audio Amplifiers
Mullard
£17.95
The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio by Bob Harley
£24.95 E
Search For Musical Ecstasy
by Harvey Rosenberg £24.95 O
Principles of Electron Tubes
by Herbert JReich
£29.95 D
Valve Amplifiers by M Jones £24.95 0
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•

•
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Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £24.95
Gold Aero Tube Library Vol 1
£49.95 L
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50 E
Power Amp Projects
£19.95 L
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £69.95
Recommended LP & CD titles/
Accessories Club library: send for full list'
Musical Fidelity X10-D line buffer £129.00
HiFi News Test LP
£ 14.95
Kontak contact cleaner
£14.95
Rockbase Plus V2
£39.95 L
DACon DU converter kit £180.00 L
X-Can valve headphone amp £129.001
Ben Duncan's PHONES-01: headphone
amplifier kit.
PCB with all components and
front panel controls £79.90 E batteries/AC
charger, extra £64.90 E aluminium case extra
£54.90 0 Ready built (w. charger) £475.00 L.
Pure Henry (
inductor) £27.50 (pair) L
Radio Exterminator earth wire
(5 metres) £20.00 E
RATA Reveel: CD treatment, sachet £9.95
HFNIRR024 ToolBox: with tools
£99.95 E
ProGold spray £ 13.95 0 DeoxIT £ 13.95
High Performance Loudspeakers
by Martin Cams (softback) £24.95
(hardback) £50.00
THIS MONTH'S
*
* * *
SPECIAL OFFER

**

Home Theater for Everyone
by Robert Harley (softback) £17.50 L

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode
Tel:
Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
(pounds sterling) made payable to
HFINYRR Accessories Club
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex'
My card number is

n=nnri

Expiry date

EIEL_I

Signature

Please send orders us HFNIRR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 1YH. Delivery subject to avafability. All
prices include postage. Non-UK sales are subject to additional oostage. Non-EEC sa:es are VAT-free. Accessories Club
F21 (01254) 741 I 2Fax: (01234) 742 028. Photocopies of thr form are acceptable. Ara,. debe as necessan.
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aybe there should be an
`Anachrophile' heading to
this piece: LFD's MC Disc
Pre- amplifier has been around for
most of the decade and was first
mooted as far back as ' 88, in these
pages*. I'm still baffled by the mere
fact that a battery-driven, movingcoil phono pre-amplifier with aprice
tag of £ 5499 can even exist in the
1990s.
Certainly, the quantity of boxes
suggests that the LFD is going to
cost big bucks, despite prosaic British
styling of the Screw-' Em-They'rejust- Audiophiles- And- Wouldn'tKnow-Beauty-If-It-Bit-'Em-On-TheButt school of ugliness. Three boxes
— three! — make up the package,
each large enough to house a fullfunction pre- amp on its own. The
LFD has aseparate chassis for each
channel, plus a single enclosure
containing the power supply/power

Based on a design dating
back to the late 1980s,
LFD's battery-powered
MC Disc Preamplifier

management system. Each channel of
pre- amplification is housed, along
with its lead-acid cells, in ascreened
case measuring 280 x 60 x 390mm
(whd). On the back of each are DIN
sockets to accept charge from the
power supply, phono inputs, a
grounding post and fixed or variable
outputs. The front panel carries
controls for choosing between charge
and play mode, and another for gain
if you choose the variable outputs.
Since this system is so ludicrously
purist as to be quasi-religious, and
since it came fitted with the deluxe
29-position switched attenuator, I
used the variable output and skipped
a separate pre-amp altogether. Face
it: the kind of Luddite, anti-digital
fetishist who springs for this calibre
of phono stage wouldn't have it any
other way.
Box 3, or ` The Cyclon Management System', measures 230 x 60 x

Irm still baffled
by the mere
fact that a
battery-driven,
moving-coil
phono preamplifier with
aprice tag of
£5499 can
even exist in
the 1990s

*The original LFD
design was decribed
in 'Sound the Charge'
try Malcolm
Hawksford [May '88]

390mm ( whd), which indicates
LFD's blissfully ignorant, cottageindustry approach to both aesthetics
and ' economies of scale'. Any lesser,
more earthly designer/company
would have housed the Cyclon
Management System in a case
identical to one of the phono chassis.
At the back of this box are outputs
for the phono pre-amps, plus spares
to power LFD power amps. The unit
accepts an IEC three-pin AC cable.
At the front are an LED to indicate
power on and a couple of rows of
fetching yellow LEDs to show the
battery charge status.
As is apparent, 15 minutes with an
Allen Boothroyd or a Peter Stevens
type would transform this into
something which looks like its price
tag. Alas, you have, instead, to turn
to its sound quality to experience its
perceived value. But first„ if you're a
candidate for acquiring the LFD
phono system, you should familiarise
yourself with the ` LFD Design
Philosophy', much as you would read
L Ron Hubbard before committing
to Scientology:
1) LFD swears by simplicity,
preferring minimalist topologies.
2) Feedback is kept to aminimum,
'provided the distortion is sensibly
low' ... although LFD argues that very
low distortion doesn't necessarily
produce subjective improvements.
3) Well- designed signal routing
and earthing are essentials, as are nocompromise components. LFD
always uses star earthing, with signal
paths typically ' five times shorter in
length than in the average amplifier'.

might seem like sheer
lunacy. But there's more to
it than that...

by KEN KESSLER
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LFD prefers signals travelling
through cables rather than PCBs.
4) LFD mixes single- and multistrand cables as required.
5) All passive components must
pass subjective evaluation. LFD
chooses the right resistor or capacitor
for agiven position within the circuit
regardless of type.
6) LFD prefers power supplies
giving low impedance even at high
frequencies, and local decoupling.
As for specifics relating to the LFD
Disc Preamplifier, it's best kept
connected and powered up at all
times — real hobbyist stuff, this —
with the main units set to ` charge'
when not in use. Use ' play' mode
only when actually listening, if you
want to get the maximum life from
the batteries. LFD wants you to site
the battery control unit well away
from the pre- amps to avoid hum
induction, so the special DINplugged cables were over 2m long. I
suppose this almost negates my plea
for matching aesthetics: you can
always hide it.
While the LFD Disc Preamplifier
is, fundamentally, the same device
described nine years ago, the
intervening period has seen it refined
continuously through subjective
appraisal. Richard Bews and Paul
Mills, as well as Professor Malcolm
Hawksford, have focused on
component selection and other
elements of fine-tuning, but the goal
remained unchanged: to create an
ultra- low noise, wide- bandwidth
device for use with a low source
impedance moving-coil cartridge, with
no AC coupling anywhere in the
signal path. Ideal feeds include
cartridges like Koetsus, and Ifound
the LFD to work fine with the Wilson
Benesch cartridges and even with the
Ortofon SPU... provided you don't
object to winding the gain up near to
the max.
Using rechargeable batteries allows
the LFD to be isolated from the
mains, and this practice — also used
by other brave manufacturers —
allows the LFD to be one quiet
phono stage. LFD's application
includes the use of rechargeable leadacid cells ' configured into a
distributed and partially floating
topology' . Interstage interaction is
eliminated, and the topology is said
to endow single-ended circuitry with
most of the advantages of a fully
balanced circuit. RIAA eq is passive,
the input stage acting as a
transconductance amplifier fed
directly by an m- c cartridge and
subject to only local feedback. LFD
uses a complementary-type input
stage
for
superior
overload
performance and low noise levels.
And it is quiet, so much so that I
was able to turn it up to full gain
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without the onset of serious
grumbling, whistling and whooshing.
No, it wasn't the same as turning up
aCD player fed a ' silent' track, but it
was as ghostly as any highly-strung
phono stage I'd ever tried. While I
fed it a selection of cartridges, the
majority of the reviewing involved the
Wilson Benesch Matrix fitted to the
ACT 0.5 arm on the mindboggling/stunning/awesome/I-wantone Circle turntable. OK, so the
complete front end cost less than half
that of the LFD, but cost is no
indicator of performance when it
comes to the WB. But that can wait
until next month.
The LFD certainly possessed a
signature and apersonality, however
much it promised near- clinical
anonymity or neutrality. It managed
to combine truly disparate qualities
like vast amounts of headroom and
lightning-quick dynamic swings with
adelicate, almost wussy touch. Part
of this included a lack of weight in
the lower registers, an absence of the
density which many crave —
especially this far into an era where
sub-woofers are becoming the norm
via home theatre. At first, Iactually
thought something was missing, bass
extension or mere bass quantity,
perhaps, but the information
was there all along. On
familiar passages from
inventive bassists
like the Who's
John
Entwistle
or Noe
Redding,
seemed as
any residual fia
had been removed,
yet
the
physical
sensation was retained •
and all the details werc.
communicated with absolute

SUPPLIER
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Essex
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Any lesser,
more earthly
designer/
compar ywould
have hcused
the Cyclon
Manage ment
System in a
case identical
to one of the
phono chassis
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clarity. Odd? You bet.
No, Iwasn't listening through bassshy speakers, having tried the LFD
with Kelly KT3s and Wilson CUBs. I
can only put it down to the manner of
presentation. It's like the difference
between high playback levels with lots
of distortion and high SPLs with low
distortion: the latter seems less ` loud'
because it's cleaner. In the case of the
LFD, all of the impact is retained, the
depths plumbed. It just doesn't cloak
the bass in the waffley excesses of...
distortion?
So, too, the mid and upper
registers, both of which were
accompanied by alightening, almost
athinning or cooling of the sound,
that made LPs sound more rather
than less accurate. If the warmth of
an all-analogue system is one of its
key attractions, then the LFD ( like
Max Townshend's Rock, the SME
Model 30 and a number of other
post- 1983 analogue designs) uses it
with restraint. It's there, but it
doesn't dominate. The result is
analogue made palatable to ears
weaned on digits, yet without
forsaking the needs of veteran ears.
However dainty the sound — and
here comes another juggling act — the
stage in which the images are so
precisely located is absolutely huge. It
reminded
me
of
Malcolm
Hawksford's own system at the
University of Essex, and it proved the
you can 'hear' the trademarks of a
designer or tweaker if you listen for
them. This is stereo wrought large,
with correct image height but
seemingly boundless stage width and
depth.
If it did just one thing better than
any other phono section I've ever
heard — and that's enough to warrant
'special' status — it's the way that it
makes sounds to the outside of the
speakers, at extreme left and right.
At this late stage in the analogue
game, it's almost as important to
ask ' Who cares?' or ' Does it
matter?' as much as one would
ask how good is something.
s, In the case of this
limited- appeal item
with its quirky
innards
and
min dnumbing cost,
it's
almost
academic for me to say
that it just might be the
est modern moving- coil
phono amplifier on the market.
specially in light of the sheer
brilliance of Musical Fidelity's XSeries phono stage for under £ 130.
But I'm afraid that the LFD must
be regarded as one of the contenders
for Connoisseur's Choice.
Ijust wish it didn't seem so much
like Hobson's.
1
-
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t
A system of superior transparency..."
(HiFi News and Record Review May 97)

Everything you hear through your AVI system is true. The original
recording is relayed to you in all its glory: crisply, cleanly and as it
sounded when first performed. And everything the experts say about us
is equally true. From Peter Comeau's praise in HiFi News and Record
Review to Gramophone's accolades in giving
L:.
12

la•

414B

AVI two of their prestigious hi-fi awards.

o

e

AVI systems - including the remarkable new
rloor standing Positron speakers

e

e

start from around £4000. To hear
true reality, Call 01453 752 656.

A V INTERNAT.ONAL

AV International bd, Unit F3C3, Bath Road Trading Est, Stroud, Gloucester GL5 3QF.
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PRECISION AUDIO
In

a

world

where

many

loudspeakers

The square wave test is

appear to be poured from a mould, we

one

would like to show you something different, a

revealing indicators of

loudspeaker which may turn out to be one
of the most convincing in the world,
a

a ' speakers frequency

of

the

most

and phase response. It

loudspeaker to give you and your music

is

freedom and fidelity. Hidden beneath the

since many ' speakers,

classically styled cabinet is a radical 6 way

like the one in the top

design which might just change your pre-

photo,

conceptions about " less being more".

phase linearity.

To produce an experience as intense as live

We use a 38 element
crossover with unique

music takes not only a fiat frequency
response, it also takes high acoustic output

rarely

published

have

poor

and iow distortion too, and achieving all

trinary crossover points
to achieve the fidelity

these requires that each individual driver

shown here.

JUJU
300 Hz TEST PLOTS

be operated only over a narrow, optimum
frequency range. To do otherwise results in

Hi Fi nonsense? You are entitled to be scep-

aberrant cone behaviour, high
and gross coloration. Sorry.

tical, but we have only our cornmittment to
excellence to rely on, and we believe that

distortion,

the Orchid Precision Audio PLL I is the most
If we had just stopped there; made a 4 way

convincing, powerful, and passionate loud-

system from premium quality drivers, it
would be a good ' speaker, but it would not

speaker you will find. If you're serious about
high end audio you must audition this loud-

have been a great one. Because there is the

speaker.
dealer:

other criterion, the one nobody mentions,
the PHASE RESPONSE. Without a good phase
iesponse, you will always be conscious that

MIDLANDS:

you are listening to electronic equipment,

THE PHASE LINKED LOUDSPEAKER
23 Hz - 24 Khz, 117 dB SPL peak. 300W

and you can do better, as we hope to show
you.

OXFORD:

To

book

a demo

ZOUCH AUDIO
Ashby De La Zouch
01530 414128
AUDIO MASTERS
01608 644954

contact

our

CARTRIDGES
SLATE AUDIO BRAZEN
(a.k.a. SHURE V15 TYPE III)

Fig I: Frequency response (top trace) and crosstalk (lower trace)
indicate uniformity and good channel balance

S

ince Slate Audio craftsman,
Peter Soper, first identified
the merits of his material
for speaker stands, he has
extended its application by
producing turntable plinths for
the likes of the Garrard 301 and
401. In the course of his rebuild
and overhaul work he has
encountered many turntables
fitted with that classic best selling
combination — an SME 3009 II
tonearm and Shure V15 III
moving magnet cartridge.
Having put so much care and
expense into improving the motor
section Soper has now turned his
attention to the cartridge and its
possible upgrade. After all,
replacement is expensive — a
modern equivalent moving magnet

Slate Audio's
Brazen revision
to the Shure 1
715 III
cartridge promises to
breathe new life into
an all-time classic
by MARTIN COLLOMS

or moving coil would set you back
some £ 300 to £400. So he
examined the old Shure V15 III
with aview to improvement rather
than disposal.
Fundamentally the V15 III is a
very well designed product offering
fine tracking and a good technical
performance, but it
was not
optimised mechanically in the
context of modern audiophile
practice. Shure aficionados often
swear that the V15 III was top of
the line. Certainly Shure sold plenty
of them.

LAB REPORT
As for the
auditioning, all
testing was
conducted at 1.3g
down force.
Anything lower is
technically
pointless. No
great surprises
here. The
Brazen 's
improved sound is
down to structural
techniques plus
reduced secondary
resonances. These
do not show up in
the lab test whose
results were not
greatly different
from those I
obtained some 20
years ago.
The diamond
tip is certainly of

superior quality
which will help
maintain the treble
output and
tracking to the
inner grooves.
Note the low arm
cartridge resonance
frequency which
indicated the need
for astable disc
platform.
Sensitivity was
high at
1.16m Vlcm sec
while, as usual,
channel separation
was just
satisfactory, if
maintained to high
frequencies, thanks
to the fine stylus
diamond.
Distortion was
moderate, and the

trackability rated
good, especially at
low frequencies.
For aneutral
midband it is
important to
remember to assign
atotal input
loading of
47Kohms plus
375 to 450pf of
capacitance. Too
much and it goes
dull, too little and
the response is less
even. In fact it's
critically tuned
electrically to the
load matching, (C
total, arm, cable,
preamp input.)
Frequency response
is notably uniform
with good channel
balance.

TECHNOLOGY
Slate Audio has tackled two areas
— to begin with, the fiddly
moulded body is replaced by a
vestigial solid alloy base with
threaded fixings. This avoids
flexure while the integrity of
mechanical coupling to the
headshell is maximised. The hinged
stylus guard is also discarded. As
regards the user detachable stylus, a
new assembly is installed, the tip
fitted with the latest line contact,
micro ridge [MRI diamond
stylus.
Making replacement an ., 44/
exchange matter, Soper then H
removes the finger bar from
the stylus assembly of original
V15 III to get rid of this final
source of unwanted resonance.
Trade in your old V15 body and
the new Slate Audio Brazen will
cost £ 185. If you want to buy a

g

SUPPLIER
el uf io,
47 Gemini Close,
Leighton
Buzzard, Beds
LU7 8UD.
Tel: 01525
384 174

Brazen outright, then it'll cost a
further £ 15, which seems more
than fair in view of the amount of
careful reworking and the cost of a
new stylus.
While moving coil cartridges
reign supreme at the top of the
cartridge market, a good moving
magnet can hold its own in the
lower sector and will prove
compatible with a huge range of
amplifiers and pre- amplifiers not
equipped with amoving coil input.
A V15 III delivers above average
levels and is well screened,
promising good signal to noise
ratios. Stylus compliance was
always high and low mass arms
[under 7g], preferably with alittle
viscous damping, gave the most
secure tracking and the best image
stability. The Brazen was tested to
continued on page 63
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Oxford Audio Consultants
Í

cSOUND
OOLUTIONS

HI-FI SPECIALISTS
THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.

Our aim is to produce real, practical,

NOW DEMONSTRATING

problem solving solutions for the dedicated

KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER • THE NEW REFERENCE - MUST BE HEARD
KRELL KAV 3001 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER!! - now joined by the 300CD/25OP
PREAMP AND 250A POWER AMP - incredible value for money - just ask for adem
AUDIO RESEARCH - WATCH THIS SPACE - AHOST OF NEW PRODUCTS FROM THIS
DYNAMIC COMPANY
SONUS FABER ELECTA AMATOR 2 - astartling improvement on aclassic design
PROAC RESPONSE THREE POINT FIVES - abig sound that is surprisingly
room-friendly
THETA PEARL TRANSPORT & MILES CD PLAYER - SUPERB VALUE FOR MONEY
STOP PRESS: NEW PRODUCTS FROM PINK TRIANGLE INCL LITAURAL CD PLAYER &
TARATELLA TURNTABLE
CABLES & ACCESSORIES from TRANSPARENT SILTECH, CABLE TALK, SHAKTI, GM AUDIO,
SHUN MOOK, HARMONIX, SOUNOSTYLE, TARGET KONTAK
KRELL FBP600 - we now have this awesome powerhouse on permanent demonstration
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI/DONIZETTUBELLINI AMPLIFIERS - staggering build quality
and unrivalled sound
WILSON AUDIO CUBS • an astonishing new baby from this top class company !!
MARTIN LOGAN SL3 - still very very good and value for money

music lover and audiophile.
Analogue Solutions.
Many vinyl enthusiasts are thinking in terms of
making their 'last ever' turntable purchase but are
understandably unsure of which model to choose.
Only one player can combine all of the following
exceptional virtues;

11.11.1,

CH,J11

MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE

Engineered to last aminimum of twenty years.

COPLAND CD266 CD PLAYER -. abudget priced cd player from this hugely impressive company

Minimal setup and very simple routine maintenance.

UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONO BLOCKS - ITALIAN design at its best
with sound to match the looks

No expensive 'resets', does not go 'out of tune'.

MUSICAL FIDELITY XSERIES - awhole range of products incl dacs, phono stage, headphone
amp. preamp. monoblock power amps - AVAILABLE ON SALE OR RETURN OF COURSE

Sounds superb on virtually any surface, expensive

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
MAGNEPLANAR 2.5R SPEAKERS MINT
KEF 105.3 WALNUT

£ 995
SII

£895

COUNTERPOINT DA11E/DA10E
SH £ 1895
KRELL SBP32X DAC
SH £750
CONRAD JOHNSON PV10A PHONO
SH £750
COUNTERPOINT SA1000 PREAMP
SH £295
PIERRE LURNE AUDIOMECA DAMNATION CD TRANSPORTSH £650
TEAC VRDS20
SH £795
EXPOSURE XI/XII/SUPER 8
SH £895
MICROMEGA 2.1 CD TRANSPORT
SH £995
ORELLE DA188 DAC
SH £250
QUAD FM3 TUNER
SH £ 100
KRELL MDA300 MONOBLOCK POWER AMPS
SH £3995
NAIM 62/90
SH £495
NAIM 32.5 PREAMP MM BOARDS
SH £ 195
QUAD 33 PREAMP
SH £ 100
SPENDOR SP7 SPEAKERS CHERRY
XD £ 1495
SD ACOUSTICS SD3 SPEAKERS
SH £ 175
STAX LAMBDA NOVA SIGNATURE SYSTEM
SH £950
MICROMEGA STAGE ONE
SH £295
B & W THX SPEAKER SYSTEM EX DEM
£2750
RCF PROJECTOR WIDESCREEN EX DEM
XD £3995
AUDIO RESEARCH VTM120 SE PRIVATE SALE
£3750
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION FULL VERSION
£850
CYRUS 1AMPLIFIER
SH £ 125
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 MK 1
XD £ 1495
B & W SILVER SIGNATURES inc stands
XD £2750
TUBE TECHNOLOGY UNISYS AMPLIFIER
XD £995
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B MK2

XD

£ 1995

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE
MAIL-CIRCIEFI AVAILABLE CIIV MANY ITEMS.

Agencies include. Air Tangent, Audio Alchemy. Audio Analogue, Audio Gram.
Audio Research, Aura, B&W, Bose, Cable Talk, Castle, Copland, Denon, Exposure,
GM Audio Tables, Goldring, Harmonix, Heybrook, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Lyra, Marantz,
Martin Logan, Michell, Micromega, Moth, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Onkyo, Orelle,
Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proac, Proceed, QUAD, REL Subwoofers, RCF,
Rogers, Rotel, Royd, Ruark, Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Spendor, Stax,
Tannoy, Target, T.D.L., Teac, Theta, Thorens, Transparent Cables,
Unison Research, van den Hul, Videokron, Wilson.

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm

Oxford

Audio

Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 11E
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
email: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com

equipment supports are not essential.
Minimal sonic signature or character, most neutral
sounding player under £10,000.
Extracts the best possible musical performance from
virtually any top cartridge.
Equally at home on any style of music.
In our view the SME Model 20.2A is the only choice
for the finest analogue reproduction and is complete
with Series V arm. It costs just £4,631.
Available for demonstration now.
We supply many of the top cartridges including the
Lyra Clavis DC and Parnassus DCt, Ortofon Rohmann
and MC7500 and the Koetsu Red Signature.
We are able to advise our customers on all aspects of
cartridge/pre-amp matching and can supply many of
the better solid state and valve phono stages.
Phone for afree information pack.

07071 223327
London office monday to friday 9.30 to 5.30
Consultations, demonstrations and
installations at any time by appointment only.

POT POURRI

STAT MAT

film cannot act like a ' massy' CD damper, and is
suitable for most single-play transports (je, not incar or multi-play).
Listening extensively myself, and trying
the Statmat effect on others, over material
ranging from the newly remastered Deep
Purple
Machine
Head
through
computer-manipulated music [Marco
Polo: review this month] and speech

L

ow in perceived value, high in
elements of mystique, and —
should it work — adding a
mildly irritating extra discipline to
playing CDs, the Statmat is one of
those devices you might want to
dismiss without even trying it.
Indeed, were it not for the
Ringmat pedigree and the known
perfectionism of its designer, John
Rogers, I'd have run a mile from
this flimsy film disc, with its bizarre
cutouts and inked shapes [ see
illustration].
The theory is that the spinning
compact disc in its dry, warm enclosure
generates electrostatic charges which
aggregate as low voltage ` hotspots', these, in
turn, are said to distort the phase of the signal.
Simply centred over the printed label of the CD when
placed in the drawer•for Play, the Statmat, with its
conductive ink patterns, evens out these electrostatic
fields, preserves the signal phase and ( it is claimed)
gives an improved sense of timing, rhythm and
imaging. At a mere 0.3g, the coated polypropylene

SUPPLIER
Rinoiar
Developments,
PO Box 200,
Brentwocd,
Essex CM1115 9FB.
Tel: 01277
200 210

to all genres of classical music, Inow
instinctively use the device all the
time. ' It sounds smoother' is the first,
or non-analytical reaction. Indeed, the
Statmat smoothes discontinuities in
the signal, improves definition of
ambience and decay, makes the spoken
word more articulate and clearer in
inflections ( and therefore instrumental
sounds too), and gives phrasing and timing
in music a more natural, non- fatiguing
character.
At £ 19.95 it's keenly priced, when development
time, packaging design, and dealer-profit margins have
to be factored in.
There's even a refund policy at Ringmat
Developments, but I can't see many purchasers
complaining. There's aforthcoming version of Statmat
promised for vinyl users.
Christopher Breunig

Russ ANDREWS TORLYTE RACK SYSTEM

O

ne of the perennial
problems afflicting users of
separates hi-fi equipment is
how to house it. On the one hand
the glass-fronted, mahoganyfinished, shelved cabinet offers the
attraction of 'hiding' the disparate
looking equipment away in apiece
of furniture. On the other lies the
sonic benefits of specialised
equipment tables. The latter offer
vibration control and damping
which, if successfully managed, can
lift the performance of aseparates
system to new heights, but the
usual rack towers of steel and glass
are not always elegant.
There are two ways of achieving
acoustic isolation. One is to use a
high mass base to impart stability,
'absorb' vibration and position the
equipment on shelves with a
measure of isolation from the base
using spikes, cones or elastomer
(rubbery) fixings. The aim here is
to provide asprung system of low
resonant frequency akin to agood
turntable suspension. Unfortunately
such amassive system is still prone
to low frequency vibration from
building structures which often
transmit traffic noise in the 7-10Hz
region. In addition the high mass
can store vibrational energy,
releasing it to the equipment
through apoorly designed shelf
structure. Clearly such platforms
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have to have been well thought out
and well manufactured unlike some
of the hit-or-miss affairs which
populate the lower price range of
the support rack market.
Torlyte is the alternative — an
ultra lightweight yet rigid, well
damped material fabricated with a
wooden skin that has some of the
appeal of real wood furniture yet
superior mechanical properties.
RATA's Torlyte rack systeni
consists of athree legged base
plus two additional shelves. The
support legs are wide columns to
give stability and are finished with
adjustable spikes into the floor.
The shelves have similar short
columns, this time finishing in
oak cones which locate onto cross
headed screws — asimple, but
highly effective, method of
achieving ameasure of both
isolation and stability within the
overall structure.
The lightweight nature of the
support lends alively and
uncompromising sound to
equipment such as amplifiers and
CD players. You get the feeling
that you are listening to the true
characteristics of the equipment
free from the coloration due to
vibrational influences.
Transparency is dramatically
improved when most CD players
are put on this stand — aseparate

SUPPLIER
Russ Amin.:
Turntable
Accessories Ltd,
Edge Bank
House,
Skelsmergh,
Kendal,
Cumbria,
LA8 9AS
Tel: 0800
373 467

stand is available for turntables
which achieves asimilar result. The
musical attributes are seemingly to
free the dynamics and rhythm from
being bogged down in amire of
lumpy bass — the result is ahighly
attractive, inspiring performance
that lets the equipment speak for
itself. Thoroughly recommended.
Peter J Comeau

Opal designs Ltd

AcousticArts
FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

hi-fi & home theatre consultants
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It's no wonder why many audio & music enthusiasts
around the world regard Mark Levinson equipment as
the final step in the pursuit of audio excellence.
Technically...it's perfect...
Musically...it's everything you've ever wanted...

AUDIO RESEARCH LS9

AUDIO RESEARCH D130

COME ALONG AND LISTEN TO THE STUNNING NEW AUDIO RESEARCH
LS9 AND 0130 COMBINATION WITH THE AUDIO RESEARCH CD2

B&W CDM1
(as shown here)
now joined by
floor standing
big brother
CDM7
NOW ON DEMO.

digital
No.39

integrated cd player

£5,995.00

No.37

cd transport

£3,995.00

No.36

digital processor

£3,995.00

No.36s digital processor £6,495.00
No.31.5 Reference cd transport. £9,295.00

the new
REFERENCE
by KEF
on demo.

No.30.5 Reference digital processor. £ 15,950.00

amplification
No.38

pre-amplifier.

£3,995.00

No.38s

pre-amplifier.

£6,495.00

No.331

dual mono 100w power amplifier. £4,495.00

No.332

dual mono 200w power amplifier £6,495.00

No.333

dual mono 300w power amplifier £8,495.00

No.33H monaural amplifiers £ 19,395.00

THE KRELL KAV 300 CD PLAYER

SONUS FABER GRAN PIANO

THIS OUTSTANDING

THIS ELEGANT NEW

NEW CD PLAYER

FLOOR- STANDING

FROM KRELL

SPEAKER FROM

authorised dealers for.

MAKES AN IMPRESSIVE

SONUS FABER,

Mark Levinson • Proceed • Bow Technologies

PARTNER FOR THE

SOUNDS JUST AS

INTEGRATED AMP

GOOD AS IT LOOKS

Audio Alchemy • Apogee Acoustics • Avalon

•INTEREST FREE CREDIT UP TO 24 MONTHS

No.33

Reference Monaural amplifiers.

Linn lli-Fi • Linn AV • Linn Knekt
Wilson Audio • Martin Logan • Sonus Faber

•4 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
•MAIL ORDER FACILITY

Runco home theatre • Stewart Filmscreens • DaLite

•EX DEM AND P/EX LIST AVAILABLE

MIT cables • St,ax electrostatic headphones

SPECIAL OFFERS
Audio Research VT130
£3200
Audio Research D130
£ 1899

second hand
ex. demo

Mail order & overseas orders welcome
for further information contact.

Agencies include:

Opal designs Ltd.

APOGEE, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIOGRAM, B&W, BEYER, BOSE, CASTLE,
CELESTION, CHORD, COPLAND, DENON. DENSEN, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU, KRELL, LUMLEY,
MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN, MICHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE, RS. AUDIO,
PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL, ROGERS, RUARK, SONUS FABER, THETA, WILSON AUDIO

Rockware Business Centre

We stock awide range of accesuories cables, headphones and equipment supports from:
AUDIO-TECHNICA, APOLLO. GRADO. HARMONIX, IXOS, ORTOFON, SENNHEISER,
SOUND STYLE, TARGET, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, FLATLINE, SILTECH, QED AND MANY OTHERS

Middlesex UB6 OAA

OMEN

POA

5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford

Tel: 0181 930 7972

Fax: 0181 930 7976

Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798

e-mail. jasgopal.co.uk

101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD

web site. http://www.opal.co.uk

100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm Tues Sat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT
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SUPPORTETTES
N

ot, as you might think, a
way- down- the- bill
girl
singing group, nor some
furtive underwear appliance to
enhance a sagging female figure...
the Supportettes are in fact apair of
simple but ingenious devices which
bring the benefits of speaker spiking
without the tears. But when hidden
under a pair of small speakers,
Supportettes should give, so to
speak, afirmer bottom.
Their creator is John Auer, a
marine engineer by profession, who
some four years ago developed a
turntable, based on a dismembered
Linn LP12, but discarding the Linn
'closed loop' rigid connection
between arm and platter. Instead,
the arm was mounted on aseparate,
substantial lump of metal, and uses
mechanical grounding principles to
provide the fixed point of reference,
or datum, about which the arm
system operates.
Supportettes are intended to
bring the benefits of spiked
mounting to small to mediumsized speakers which reside on

shelves or furniture, where,
perhaps,
considerations
of
domestic harmony rule out the use
of specialist speaker stands. The
spikes point upwards and do not
damage the surface below. To set
up, first turn each speaker upside
down. Slacken the grub screws
which hold the support blocks on
the the three arms and place the
Supportette on the cabinet, spikes
resting on it, then slide the blocks
into suitable positions equidistant
from the centre. Press down on
the centre boss to engage the
spikes with the cabinet, then
retighten the screws. Then just
hold the unit in position with a
finger while turning the speaker
right way up and placing it in its
usual position.
Obviously, the effects of the
Supportette will vary from room to
room, speaker to speaker, ,and from
shelf to shelf. They can't provide a
miracle cure for problems due to
room acoustics, nor can they alter
the fact that you can't expect to get
clean, non-boomy deep bass from

big speakers mounted against walls

SUPPLIER
.john Auer
16 Tollestnny
Court,
Woodlaed
Avenue,
Hutton,
Brentwood,
Essex
CM1310E
Tel: 01277
262313

or in corners in a small room. But,
as far as it's possible to generalise,
the Supportettes do work. You can
expect a generally tighter, more
focused sound, with acleaner bass,
and amore nimble sound.
Recently, John Auer has designed
a full-size, welded- steel speaker
stand called the Floorette, which he
hopes to get into production soon.
But the Supportettes could help
many
people
extract
more
enjoyment from their music,
without destroying the living room.
Steve Harris

continued from page 59

CLEAN SLATE

the limit by installation in a Naim
ARO tonearm on a Linn LP12Lingo. Various disc equalisers were
tried plus the MF A1000 and XTC
PRE with phono option. Ichose to
compare with the new VI 5Vx and my
old faithful, the Koetsu RS11.
Ihad last listened to a V15 III
back in 1976 when it had already
been around for quite a few years.
Since then, modern electronics have
helped to improve sound quality,
enabling more of the core Shure
sound to be expressed. The Brazen
version confirmed what Ihad long
suspected, that the mechanical
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integrity of cartridge build really
does matter. Over the years both
Rega and Linn have made their own
mechanical improvements to the
moving magnet genre to good effect.
That advantage now, at last,
comes to the V15 III.

SOUND QUALITY
Shure's
accomplishment
in
developing the V15 III is quite
apparent listening to the rebuilt
Brazen — the sound is smooth and
highly capable, stable, well
balanced, and lacking the usual
presence band suckout of most

moving coil designs. Tracking is
secure or high quality, even by
modern standards (the V15 III's
tracking performance was state-ofthe-art in its day).
As a result the Brazen sounds
more open than you might expect,
helping
to
counteract
the
moderately muted dynamics. It
isn't as ' fait' as the modern

The Brazen
version'
confirmed
what I
had long
suspected ,
that the
mechanical
integri:y of
cartridge build
really does
matter.

generation of cartridges, sounding
more laid back rhythmically, but
unquestionably the Brazen sounds
clearer and more involving than the
original V15 III, with superior high
frequency resolution especially
when playing the end of aside.
Bass was clear and extended,
midrange tolerably neutral and
treble held in good balance showing
precise vocal sibilants and quite
stable imaging. In it price class, the
Brazen gave fairly good focus and
stereo depth.

CONCLUSION
Used in a V15 III- friendly and
compatible system, the Slate Audio
Brazen certainly makes aworthwhile
extension to the life of this classic
cartridge. It clears up the blurring of
definition associated with the
mechanical build of Shure cartridges
of this vintage, the resulting character
more suited to systems designed
more for reproduction of classical
than rock programme.
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•

More bandwidth
than the Grenadier
Guards - or any
CD player.

HENLEY

•
HENLEY PHONO STAGE

Ever.

HENLEY

01753-889949

HENLEY

DISTRIBUTED BY HENLEY DESIGNS LIMITED

MARK LEVINSON

THIEL

AUDIO RESEARCH

THETA

THIEL
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"... this ( CS 3.6) is one of the finest sounding loudspeakers Ihave
heard at any price, and one that advances the state-of-the-art
in the only area thàt counts: reproducing music."
-Anthony Cardesman, The Ab.‘olute Sound, Vol. 17 Issue 86 March/April 1993

"...it (the CS 1.5) is one of the
world's best loudspeakers."
-Tom
The Audio Adventure, 1995
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"If you like your music real,
there's only one speaker - THIEL

i
'3'

"... Ithink they (the CS2 2s) are one
of the best, if not the best performers
Ihave come across."
-Andy Benham, HiFi Choice, Winter 92/93
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"... The Thiel CS6 is afantastic loudspeaker - the best, Ithink, that the considerable talents of Jim Thiel and his company have produced so far. And one
of the best that anyone has produced."
-Larry Alan Kay, Fi, October 1997
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202 Findon Road, Worthing, West Sussex BN14 OEJ
Tel: 01903 872288 or 0860 660001 after hours Fax: 01903 872234
e.mail:heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com http://www.hifi-stereo.com

MARTIN LOGAN

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH

SONUS FABER

KRELL

black box
even this is scarcely attainable today,
cost regardless. Then to get true,
stable
and
consistent
20-bit
resolution, jitter must be below 6ps,
and for true 24 bits, ahypothetical
0.5ps. In this time, the fastest possible
electronic signal wavefront — or light
itself — can only travel 0.15mm, the
thickness of fine hair.
Even the world's most advanced
test equipment makers are pushing
the limits on several fronts (not least
of Electromagnetic theory) to make
remotely reliable measurements of

Digital
truths and
untruths:
why we
aren't really
hearing the
`16- bit'
sound we've
beer sold

I

n arecent issue of aleading CS
audio magazine', Dick Powers,
top DIA designer at UltraAnalog,
has quietly blown the whistle on the
hype about improved digital audio,
whether DVD or whatever, with
more bits or higher sample rates.
Regular readers are already aware
['Black Box' Dec ' 96] of the
barefaced untruths told by digital
authorities. Most notably, 'bits are
bits'; so, with few bit errors, CD was
perfect and anyone who heard
otherwise was wrong.
Powers's whistle-blowing makes it
clear that the individuals responsible
for CD set standards for jitter that
they knew full well could not resolve
16 bits. It was left for audio
investigators to isolate jitter as amajor
cause of musical dissatisfaction with
CD recordings. The same digital
audio ' authorities' have also been
either incapable or mysteriously
absent when it has come to
publishing anything educative ( in
plain English please*) about jitter
sources and build-up, as well as how
potentially vulnerable all high
resolution digital systems are to the
minutest RF noise ingress.
And none of these authorities has
to my knowledge bothered to sound
any alarms over the incompatibility
of the mass use of mobile phones and
other mass-market radio-based
apparatus: `unthought-out' technology
which will render urban/suburban
environments worldwide increasingly
unsuitable for digital signal transfer
where there's any expectation of
uncorrupted music at the output end.

1. Steieophile,
August 1997,
page 180.
2. LCR
Components,
Tredegan Gwent,
UK Tel +44
(0)1495 723 131.
For derails of Ben
Duncan recently
published Vol.2 of
'Audio Quality
Investigations',
containing 54
pages of readable
technical anides
(other than `Blade
Box') spanning
1994-6, send SAE
to HENiRR

EXAMINING DIGITAL'S
BATH WATER
The keynote of Powers's warning is
that before any human has even (yet)
heard proper 16-bit digital, there are
moves to refocus audio recording
development energies into extra —
but virtual — bits. Twenty or more
bits is asupposed feature of DVD.
But what all the techno-piffle does
not tell you is that to get full 16 bit
performance, you need total jitter
below 100ps (picoseconds). And yet
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such short durations. Sure, says
Powers:
you
may
well
hear
improvements in supposed 20 bit and
other supposedly higher-bit D/As, but
you are nonetheless only hearing
something better than the 16 bit
norm — which is itself often effectively
even below 14 bits.
Thus anyone selling or advertising
a 20- or 24-bit D/A is being
'economical with the truth' — unless
they can demonstrate commensurate
jitter performance. So far, it is
emphatically not a lack of bits or
sample rate which are the arch
prompters
of
mass
human
dissatisfactions with digital recordings
and thus increasingly, recorded music
at large. It is people at Sony, Philips ,
and the AES (Academic Engineering
Society) who have the full ,and
unequivocal
responsibility
to
compensate millions of sold-short
users
(
Perfect Sound forever'
remember?), to give public apologies,
and to replace their flawed and
outdated S/PDIF and AES/EBU
interface standards**. But how could
these organisations ever be trusted
again?
It seems agreed that what
audiophiles really need is an alliance
of high-end analogue engineers and
listeners to vet amusic-proven digital
interface standard — one that will
sort out basic 16-bit jitter problems
for good and, ideally, guarantee the
phenomenally tight 6ps timing error
limit that is needed for true 20 bit
operation. The I
2S interface or other
advanced coding systems are one
avenue for such improvement.
Meanwhile, jitter in digital links
('interconnects') is one area where
the DIY audiophile can make
significant improvements at low cost
— see this month's DIY article on
page 70.

PRECISION PART WATCH
High end audio has acritical need
for several thousands of types, values
and variations of high quality, refined
electronic components. On its own,
the audio business could not bear the
cost of developing all of these. It
depends instead on using parts that
will be bought en masse by many
other
equipment-manufacturing

sectors. In the USA, there have been
allegations in the East Coast audio
press that certain fundamental audio
parts, namely polystyrene capacitors
(`KS' and ` MKS') are no longer
being made.
Fortunately this is untrue, although
it is true that, as mentioned in a
previous ' Black Box', an increasing
number of basic ` commodity'
electronic parts (including polystyrene
capacitors) that are made to decent
engineering standards are harder to
source, or their quality has been
perverted by international standard
technocrats, and/or there are fewer
makers, possibly with areduced range
of standard ranges.
To some extent, this is an
inevitable tapering-back process
driven by technological changes, in
this case the unsuitability of MKS
caps for the Surface Mount ( or
`SMT') populated boards that
account for most mass component
usage today. Here, makers faced not
just areducing demand, but the fact
that a main source of the specialgrade polystyrene film had ceased
manufacture. Yet at least one maker2
has continued, as it already processed
its own polystyrene film — and its
parts are the same ones long used by
UK manufacturers and DIYers.
A recent look around some audiodedicated sites on the Internet
unveiled some interesting information
that is untested, but adds up — in
many audiophiles' experiences.
Firstly, one writer mentions that it
has been established by electronic
materials researchers that some types
of fibreglass, as used in nearly all
audio equipment PCBs, enter a
chaotic molecular state at specific,
low audio frequencies. Secondly, the
same
higher-knowledge
sharer
mentions that the surface-mounted
versions of common op-amps with
FETs inside (
eg, TL072 and many
other types) are so sensitive to stresses
in the PCB that they are used as
cheap, sensitive strain-gauges by some
instrument designers!
The combination of an audio opamp that is also a strain gauge,
feeding-in the noise of chaotic
molecular movements due to bass
vibrations transferred from the room,
explains alot. But then this is surely
the same as the `microphony' which
is avoided in better designs by
avoiding the high-resistance values
that the run-of-the-mill hi-fi makers
use — mainly so they can save 5p (or
8 cents) on a few coupling or
filtration capacitors.
Ben Duncan
*Pie best plain language description of jitter
that lhave seen is by RFourré, also of
UhraAnalog — see <Black Box' Dec '96.
**To quote another leading DIA designer:
'SPIDIF's biggest problem is data-induced
jitter'.
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Outstanding new products...
We are delighted with these startling new products,
and we think they will become the reference for
performance at their prices.
dCS Elgar: probably the ultimate, DVD ready DAC,
developed from Eurofighter software expertise. Versions
are used in the BBC and the recording industry
DNM: The 3C preamp is now available, all we need say
for people who know this amazing brand. You don't?
BKS: simply one of the cleanest, sweetest, most neutral but
musical sounding from aspeaker, at almost any price, and
slim, black and beautiful to boot. Wilson beware!
Customers say we make some of the best sound they have
ever heard. Whether it's acomplete system or an upgrade we
try to give along-term view, not aquick sale. We are so
confident in the products we have chosen that we will gladly
do A/B home demonstrations against the competition anywhere. Just listen and you'll know.
CD. Acurus, Audio Synthesis, Classé, dCS, Enlightened Audio
Design, Meracus, Orelle, Wadia, XTC.
Vinyl: Basis, Crown Jewel, Graham, Michell, Stratosphere,
Sumiko Blue Point Special, Transfiguration
Amplifiers: Acurus, Audio Sculpture, CAT, Classé, DNM,
Kora, Lumley, Michell, Orelle, Sirius, Sonneteer, XTC
Loudspeakers: Audio Artistry, Audio Physic, BKS, Dunlavy,
Harbeth, Lumley, Magneplanar, Mirage, NEAT, Totem
Tuners: Fanfare, Magnum, Dynalab
Supports: Air Pods, DH Cones, Signal Guard, Vibraplane
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FREE WITH EVERY PURCHASE
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Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec, -e- lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others
. . the RIGHT cables
. . in YOUR system
.for YOUR ears
. . . in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)

CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368
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Linn's Silver Anniversary Sondek LP12 Transcription
Turntable worth more than

Is...

'The turntable that stands the test of time'

I

t's been in production for 25 years,
yet it still beats all-corners and wins
awards as the best source component.
It's been subject to many design changes
and improvements, but not even the
earliest examples are obsolete because all
Linn's upgrades (from the Nirvana of
1985, to the Cirkus of 1993) are retrofinable. Linn (as we revealed last
month) is marking the 25th
anniversary by offering a
celebratory limited-edition LP12
in avery special finish.
Naturally, we are delighted that
Linn has made it possible for us
to offer this ultimate turntable as a
prize in this unbeatable, unrepeatable
free-entry competition. The Silver
Anniversary LP12 comes fully-loaded
with Ekos tonearm, the new Arkiv
cartridge and the Lingo power supply,
which provided adramatic performance
benefit when introduced in 1990. The
Silver Anniversary LP12 also carries a
commemorative solid-silver plaque which
lists all the production upgrades seen

since the first
LP12 appeared a
quarter of acentury ago.
Linn's real ' Silver Anniversary upgrade
for the LP12, however, is the addition of
the Unto phono stage. You can hear it
for yourself as part of this competition..,

*For the name of your nearest Linn
retailer freecall Linn Customer Services
on 0500 888909.
NOW TO ENTER: To win this

dream turntable system, you'll need to
make an appointment and pay avisit
to aLinn dealer in order to answer
questions 3, 4and 5. (Those of a
nervous disposition should leave their
wallets at home!) For this reason,
we've allowed much longer than the
usual month or so for entries to be
completed: closing date is Friday, 9
January 1998, when judging will be
carried out. All entries received by the
closing date, when judging will be
carried out. Entrants must complete all
sections of the form to qualify.
RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers only.
Photocopies of entry form are acceptable, but only one form per
reader is allowed. No other correspondence should be encloud
with the entry form. 2) There will be no cash or other
alternatives to the prizes offered. The winners will be the first

Linn LP12 Turntable Competition
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
II. In which year did Linn inroduce the Lingo
Ipower supply unit?

4. Give the name of the Linn retailer you

1
I2. In which year was the Cirkus upgrade
Ilaunched?
1
1To answer the following questions, first visit your
Ilocal Linn retailer and listen ta musk on vinyl
with and without the Linto.
I3. What difference did the Unto make to the
1music you listened to?
1

5. Give the date of your Unto audition

1
Tie-breaker:
Complete the following sentence in not
more than ten words:
'I'd like to win the Silver Anniversary LP121
because
1
1
1
1
1

1Name

IAddress

1

Entries must be received by first post on Friday, 9January
1998, when judging will be carried out. The Editor's decision
will be final and binding. No correspondence will be entered

Postcode

into regarding the competition. 5) The prizewinners will be

NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

NOVEMBER 1997

I

visited

correct entries opened. 3) Employees of Link House Magazines
and Linn and their agents will not be eligible to enter. 4)

notified by post, and the results will be published in the April
1998 HiFi News & Record Review, 6) Entry forms received
become the property of Link House Magazines Ltd.

1
1
1

IDaytime Tel No:
1
— —

1M,

.M1

*MI

.1M1

If you would prefer NOT to receive further direct mail,
pkas. tick this box
...............

1
1
I
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Golden Dragon

Precision Audio Tubes

SALE OF EX-DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
Due to arecent warehouse reorganisation and stock purchase the following mint ex-demonstration items are available at low cost compared
with normal retail prices. They are all in manufacturers' packaging and carry full warranties. They have enjoyed afew hours' use under ideal
conditions and can be auditioned at our premises if required.
Spark Valve Amplification
SC- 1preamp
850 power amps
921D power amps
Integrated amplifier
550 Integrated amplifier
800 power amps

(line level, sep power supply)
(4x300B p/p monoblocs)
(211 single ended monoblocs)
(300B SE)
(2x300B p/p)
(4x6N1 p/p monoblocs)

450.00
2500.00
1995.00
I
850.00
1850.00
2250.00

Ensemble
Landmark Stands ( for Elysias or Ref Silver)
750.00
Elysias(90dB mini-monitor)
3550.00
Reference Silver ( 90dB mini- monitor)
2995.00
Dichrono Drive (CD transport)
3950.00
Corifeo power amp
2995.00
DAC/PRE (combined DAC and pre- amp)
4500.00
Profundos (stereo sub- woofers for use with Elysias or Ref Silvers)
2250.00
Honeyplates ( isolation platform)
150.00
Equipment prices include VAT@17.5%.

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521

KRELL SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF

SPECIAL
KT88 Retro prices reduced by 20% for
all orders received before 31/11/97
NOW ONLY £63.87 per pair
(UK Carriage free)
(RRP)
(1150.00)
(6500.00)
(4500.00)
(7250.00)
(4250.00)
(7950.00)
(3950.00)
(250.00)

I
pr
I
pr
pr

I
pr

Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA 11 8HD

Fax 01474 333762

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
ANGsnom

ARCAM
Good advice and the best equipment - get
AUDIO RESEARCH
it together at The Listening Rooms. We are the
AUDIO LAB
AURA
London specialists for systems' building. Our
B&W
35 years of combined experience let us get the
BOSE
CELESTION
details right—down to the last plug and cable.
COPLAND
Our two fully equipped listening rooms
CYRUS
give you the chance to relax and listen to some DENON 4. EPOS KEF
KRELL 4. LEXICON
of the world's finest hi-fi equipment. We offer
LINN te MARANTZ
home installation, full export and credit
MARTIN LOGAN
facilities and can design and install quality
MERIDIAN
MICHELL
multi-room and home cinema surround systems.
MICROMECA
MISSION

NEW AUDIO RESEARCH VALVES
We have recently taken delivery of the new
ARC LS15 fully balanced remote pre-amp and
the VT100 100W power amp. This combination
offers stunning sound at an affordable price.
Auditioning now.

MONITOR AUDIO
NAKAMICHI

NEAT PETITE
PINK TRIANGLE
PIONEER

PROAC

S. REL
ROGERS eSME
SONUS FABER 4. STAX
QUAD

TRICHORD RESEARCH
TANNOY

THETA

WILSON AUDIO
YAMAHA

161

Old Brompton Road London SW5 OW. Tel: 0171-244 7750/59 Fax 0171-370 0192
Monday-Saturday 10am-6pm. Nearest tube: South Kensington or Gloucester Road

KRELL FPB 300
Full power balanced. The new Krell F.P.B. series,
probably the best solid state amplifiers in the world.
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llrel
have anear-impossible time spending a
million bucks (around £625,000) on a
single system. Wilson WAMMs, aload
of Cello gear, whatever Goldmund is
ny temptation to say that the
hawking — still you'd have to duplicate
following was inevitable is
stuff, bi-amp or triamp and pay retail
tempered by a desire to
just for the hell of it if you really want
suggest that, equally, it should have
been avoided. If not that, then perhaps
to drop that big a chunk of your
winnings in ahi-fi shop.
one might entertain awish that the
Now it's quite possible that
Grand Enigma Reference System's
someone has offered amillion-dollar
price was, like Arnie in the Terminator,
speaker before, but I'm sure I'd
an unwanted visitor from the next
remember it. What's so noteworthy
century, when today's pound will be
about the Grand Enigma Reference
worth about 1Dp. But the inevitable has
System the enigma being ' Who's
happened, and this speaker/amp system
gonna buy it?') is that Magma Audio
is being marketed with aprice tag thus
Trading bad the confidence even to
written: ' One Million US Dollar'.
Forget the weird pintas; the
publicise the proposition.
Maybe ' publicise' isn't the right
company behind the system is, after
word, as the origins of the
project probably involved
much secrecy. Magma
Audio Trading is the
distributor, but the actual
manufacturer is Oosterum
Loudspeaker
Systems,
whose superb Kharma
speakers Ifirst experienced
at Hi Fi ' 97. ( See the
show report in the August
and September issues for
photos of the company's
real-world products.) It
was founded by Charles
van Oosterum while a student of
all, based in Holland, and their English
electromagnetics and electromechanics
is probably way better than your
at the University of Eindhoven.
Dutch. Forget the weird conceit that
In 1992, a well-to-do Dutch
led them to write gout the figures
audiophile heard about Oosterum's
instead
of
merely
printing
work and commissioned Charles to
'81,000,000'. Forget, too, that they
build the then-theoretical system which
chose dollars rather than guilders. Or
Swiss Francs. Or even Krugerrands.
the latter had produced in computer
form only. A proviso ensured that if
The mere fart that a company can
the audiophile approved, he would pay
now, unashamedly, offer asystem with
for it; if not he wouldn't. Charles went
aseven-figure price tag should terrify
ahead and built the Grand Enigma
us all. Especially when high-end audio
System, weighing in at 12 tons, fully
grew so ridiculous that it looked like
active with 30kW of amplification and
it would never recover even ashred of
its credibility. And now we have a fitted with 24 ultra-high efficiency
planar-magnetic HFunits, 25 15in
product retailing for acool million...
woofers (though the photo shows 24)
The timing couldn't have been more
curious, this new pricing milestone
and 48 6in mid-range drivers.
Other details and gleanings suggest
being passed just as Jadis launches a
that the system provides a 10-100kHz
circa £ 1000 integrated amp, Krell
frequency response and sensitivity of
reinvents itself as amanufacturer of
near-affordables and everyone else is
100dB/1W/5m — yes, at five metres.
Which makes you wonder why it comes
downsizing in one way or another. For
with 30kW of amplification. Looking at
at least five years, industry pundits
the picture with amagnifying glass, I
have argued that the days of huge
'I
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Lc.oking like
a million
dollars —
and it's just
a speaker
system...

SUPPLIER
cc-n contact the
supplier of the
Grand Enigma
R:ference System
as Magma Audio
T-ading,
Ei.ndsepad
2-4911 AR Den
Thou:, The
Netherlands.

nr 0031

162

4.'0548; Fax
0031 162
422226. E-niai!:
magmagworldon
line, n!
Fer direct contact
with OLS, the
address is:
OLS Audio
Tichnology,
lealshoven 7,
4.25 AL Breda,
The Netherlands.
FaX 0031 76
5°14773.
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can see that each channel features nine
enclosures, stacked in three columns of
three. Each centre stack of three cabinets
contains the 24 mid drivers and dozen
tweeters, while the two outer stacks
flanking the mid/treble columns contain
six woofers apiece. In other words, the
total driver complement is 96 units.
For the original system — and the
customer must have been pleased,
because Charles did not leave unpaid
— the location consisted of a 'specially
prepared subterranean listening room
of 45,000 cubic feet'. Forgive my
maths if I'm way out, but aroom of
that capacity could be proportioned as
abit bigger than 80x55x10. Whoa...
In effect, no matter how far apart
your listening room allows you to place
the two channels' worth of enclosures,
the system forms awall. And it looks
like the size precludes installation in
any room smaller than 12m across.
But this isn't too odd either, as other
'Wall of Sound' speakers have been
offered before from the likes of
Mavrick and Sound Lab; and Irecall
similar installations in Germany and
France. And if you want asmaller but
not quite so conceptually dissimilar
product, the single-piece JBL Paragon
wasn't exactly designed for bed-sits.
The literature suggests that the
system is capable of resolving concert
playback levels at 10m, in itself a
statement which implies that the
potential customer has aroom which
allows the listener to be seated 10
metres away from the speakers. That's
nearly 33 feet for those who refuse to
go metric, and it's certainly longer than
most domestic listening rooms to
which the majority of us have access
— but hardly aproblem in that 45,000
cubic foot cavern. It's appropriate,
then, that the promotional photo
shows what looks to be concert-hall
proportioned listening room.
Given that OLS doesn't have to sell
many of these systems to add a
substantial figure to its annual
turnover, one needn't worry that
regular Kharma stockists are unlikely
to order apair ' for the shop'. And
don't expect many ' ex-demo' or 'shopsoiled' examples to be made available
with adiscount of, say, an extra 15
per cent. Or just under £94,000.
So how does one audition apair?
We can only assume that prospective
clients, after their D&Bs have been
checked or after they make adeposit
proving their honourable intentions,
are flown to Holland to hear the
system in the photo. Hemingway may
have told Fitzgerald that the rich are
different, but one thing's for certain:
if the guy who commissioned the
original is one of Holland's bestknown/most notorious audiophiles,
then you can be damned sure he
wants other audiophiles to hear it.
Ken Kessler
1,9
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TRANSFER
Two low-cost, high-purity connections
to carry digital signals from transport

C

D player and
R-DAT
transports are connected to
outboard digital-to-analogue
converters (DACs) by digital links
which follow the ` SP/DIF'
convention, established by Philips
and Sony when CD was born.
As discussed in my ` Black Box'
column last year [ Dec ' 96], the
enhanced sound quality that comes
with the reduction of jitter requires
a digital link that is well-shielded
up to high RF (1GHz), and which
sustains stable transmission over a
surprisingly wide (hence high) RF
bandwidth, beginning at some
50MHz and upwards — and
ideally up to 1GHz.
This is readily achieved at
modest cost, by using specific, high
quality RF components — and the
benefits can be audible whether or
not the D-to-A converter employs
re-clocking. To do the job properly
though, the optimised path must
be taken inside the unit at each
end, all the way back (and forward)
to the RF coupling/interface
transformer. Of course, makers
selling digital interface cables don't
mention this, yet if your cable is
70

to DAC: valid alternatives to standard,
off- the-shelf, digital interconnects

by BEN DUNCAN
SPECIFICATIONS
PURE TRANSFER STANDARD TYPE:
Audiograde RF wideband coaxial
Construction: silver-plated copper alloy conductor and
braid- shield.
Dielectric: polyethylene.
Bandwidth: > 1000MHz 1GHz.
PURE TRANSFER ALTERNATIVE TYPE: Supra EFF-I
Construction: bi-axial, silver-plated, pure (6N) copper
cores with flexible, twisted coaxial 'pipe' construction,
individual foil shields and anti- twisted shield drain wire.
Bandwidth: > 100MHz
PARTS
PURE TRANSFER STANDARD TYPE ( Straight version):
Audiograde 75 ohm coax cable; 75 ohm BNC connector plug
and socket.
PURE TRANSFER ALTERNATIVE TYPE: Jenving EFF-I
bi ax cable; 75 ohm bi-ax BNO ( BNC-like) plug and socket.
In both cases: Audiograde silver solder; asolder tag ( required
to use achassis socket in- line); 4in ( 150mm) of selfamalgamating tape. Both types are available in k;t and ready
assembled, from the HFN/RR Accessories Club (see page 55).

under 0.5m (and shortness
usually
better
here,
a
elsewhere), then the intern
wiring could be as much as ha
the
total
distance,
henc
undermining the expectations
arising from changes to external
cables! So if you have previously
experienced
contrary,
illogical results from
using better cables,
do consider DIY rewiring the insides
this time aroun
— agood reason
try again.
The most importan
explicit condition for t
SP/DIF connection is t
have a near-perfectly 75 o
transmission line. This I
usually achieved with cab
made in the co- axial format. To
obviate reflections, the entire
transmission length (not just the
cable, but all in-line connections)
must exhibit and maintain the 75
ohm characteristic impedance, as
closely as possible. To achieve this,
the transmission path needs to be
free from physical discontinuities.
INOVERIMER 1117
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BUILD IT YOURSELF
This involves maintaining a coaxial (or whatever other particular
geometric) form of a given
diameter, with a given insulator
(hence
conductance
and
capacitance) between the inner and
outer conductors. Even granted a
perfect geometric continuity, if the
connector's insulation should be
imperfect, so (say) it has increasing
losses
at
particular higher
frequencies, this will cause the
characteristic impedance to deviate
at those frequencies. To put these
requirements into perspective, D/A
cables and connectors have to
operate stably and within close
tolerances over the same sort of
range ( about 9 octaves) as
analogue audio parts — but at
frequencies about 50,000 times, or
about 15 octaves, higher.

CLAMP
NUT

GASKET

REAR

FRONT

INSULATOR

INSULATOR

MALE
FERRULE

*The `13'stands
for Bayonet
(coupling), the
WC' for Mr
Neill and Mr
Concelman, the
inventors, whose
names are also
given to related
W' and '
C'
type RF
connectors

CONTACT

05 mm
4.8 mm

/
TRIM BRAID TO HERE

CCI CONNECTORS
The starting point for pure data
transfer is to avoid any kind of
RCA ` phono' plugs and sockets.
Readers — and the world at large
should be more aware that RCA's
original 'phono' connectors are 60
years out-of-date, being amongst
mankind's first attempts to create
RF connectors having a Constant
Characteristic Impedance ( CCI).
This was first needed in the late
1930s, for precise signal transfer
for the first time, in the increasingly
wideband RF applications in the
higher tens of MegaHertz that had
begun to be developed, such as
TV. RCA's attempt — the phono
plug they later fobbed- off on to
lowfi domestic audio — was made
obsolete particularly quickly by the
rapid expansion during WWII
into still wider RF bandwidths,
and by increasingly superior
designs beginning with the cackhanded ' UHF' connector (almost a
backward step), and culminating in
the near perfect engineering of the
BNC connector family*.
Today, half a century later,
the BNC family remains the de
facto standard for reliable,
rugged, quality RF CCI
coaxial connections for

PLUG BODY

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS TO FIT THE CABLE TO A BNC PLUG
1. Put clamp nut and gasket over the cable end.
2. Cut back the sheath (outer cover) 9mm.
3. Comb the braid out into parallel strands.
4. Push the ferrule over the inner core and hard
up the cable end. Trim off the excess shield wire
strands.
5. Trim the inner core insulation ( dielectric) to
0.5mm beyond the ferrule. Avoid nicking the
central conductor strands. If this happens, you

must start again.
6. Twist and tin the centre conductor strands
7. Mount the rear insulator.
8. Solder the pin on. One way is to push the
wire into the solder bucket, heat and add solder,
then move the cable upwards, so downwards
pressure can be exerted on the pin, while the
solder is kept molten. In this way the pin can be
small cables up to some 8mm
diameter.

ROUTE PLANNING
We may now turn to considering
the optimum link conditions for
the digital cable you are presently
using. The first step is to recognise
that no CCI RF connector is
perfect: all connectors add some
reflections caused by slight
variations in the impedance over
some part of the wide frequency
range. Each in turn is the result of
the physical discontinuity on the
outside of the signal path as much
as the inside. This is the purist's
justification for the simplest (but
most unwieldy) condition — where
the cable is soldered Chard wired')
at both transport and DAC ends.
The next best conditien is to
have
just
one
plug/socket
connection in the path. Since the
source signal is harmless, isolated
and short-proof, it does not matter
which end has the male end —
that is, the plug that has the live
centre pin. If there isn't room to fit

pushed fully home into the rear insulator.
9. Add the front insulator and fit the main shell

over this.
10. Bring up the gasket and clamp nut, then
tighten together. The bi-ax connector connector
is similarly assembled. The difference is that the
ferrule has ataper that presses against the
cable end. Beyond this, and before the rear
insulator, awasher is placed. The drain wire
(which does not need to be spread over 360°)
is then soldered to the washer. The joint should
have alow profile. There is no front insulator to
fit, as this is captive inside the body shell.
DlYers will find that the male and female
pin/socket parts will only fit into this insulator
one way round, which is helpful to maintain
signal polarity.

The starting
point for pure
data transfer
is to avoid any
kind of RCA
'phono' plugs
and sockets

SUPPLIER
HFNIRR
Accessories Club,
PO Box 200,
Bedford MK40
1YH.
Tel: 01234
741152

BNC socket on the case or
chassis, or you want to avoid
making irreversible physical
changes, it's perfectly OK to dangle
the socket out the case on a ' fly'
lead. If the socket isn't aline plug,
but a chassis type, the centre
connector will be bare, and should
be insulated by heatshrink tubing,
or self-amalgamating tape, say. The
fly can be any length, and this
raises the question of where to
draw the line. Moving the position
of the join shifts the affected
frequencies of the inevitable
discontinuities, possibly altering
jitter, and in the end, what is
heard. Keen experimenters might
try moving the connector position
from against one unit, to the
halfway point.

THE SUPRA-EFF CONCEPT
Jenving's type EFF-I, a special biaxial cable with individual, RFrated coax cores, was originally
designed for audio line level
connections. Its unusual balancedyet- coax construction aims to

HI- F1 NEWS &
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The Phoenix rises.... The first new high-end
Garrard turntable for 25 years is unveiled by
Loricraft Audio, licencees of the Garrard name
and trademark. The Garrard 501 is a classic
idler-wheel turntable that continues the design
philosophy of the original firm.

The Garrard "SoundStage" turntable support
platform was developed with the help of a leading materials company. The entire structure
works to damp vibration and pull the best from
any vinyl player or other equipment.
Loricraft also offer the Garrard improved power
supply, originally developed for the 501. This is
now available for all Garrard and other fine
turntables.

7e 4e jedearietaed
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•

•

Garrard & Loricraft products can be seen on display at
Byworth Music, Farnham, Surrey - 01252-710910 and
Audible Elegance, Herne Bay, Kent - 01227-742928

For

further information contact

LORICRAFT AUDIO
4 BIG LANE,
GOOSE GREEN, LAMBOURNE,
BERKSHIRE BG17 810
01488 - 72267

Also launched are a new range of Garrard
turntable accessories. A unique new " Natural
Fibre" record brush evolved during research for
the Loricraft record cleaner, "the world's finest
vinyl cleaning machine".

Telephone enquiries - 8.30-4pm Mon- Fri
Technical Hot Line - Tuesday & Thursday

* AUTUMN CLEAR-OUT *

Amplifiers
was
sale
Alchemist Kraken
£579 £499
Alchemist Maxim
£319 £249
Michell Argo
£729 £599
Michell Iso
£419 £299
£749 £499
Micromega Tempo 1
Musical Fidelity Pre 8
£349 £249
£199 £149
Nakamichi IA4S
Quad 77
£649 £489
AW amps, add-ons & receivers
Arcam Xeta 1 a/v
£999 £749
Denon AVC 2800
£799 £499
Denon AVC 1800
£549 £ 349
Denon AVR 1000
£529 £ 329
Denon AVR 900
£349 £249
Denon AVR 600
£299 £229
Kenwood KRV7080
£399 £259
Pioneer VSA 303
£299 £219
Pioneer VSP 200 add-on £250 £ 175
Yamaha DSPA2070
£1099 £699
Yamaha DSPA 970 £799 £499
Yamaha DSPA 590 £349 £249
Yamaha DSPE 390 add-on £249 £ 179
Yamaha RXV 590 rds £449 £319
Yamaha RXV 390 rds £299 £210
AW Speakers
B&W 2000 centre £ 119 £79
B&W PowerBass sub £299 £179
Canon SC 20 centre £ 199 £149
Canon SR100 rear corner £239 £189
Canon SV15 rear £ 99
£65

Celestion CC Impact cent
Celestion Centre 2
Celestion MP1 shielded
KEF 100 centre
NAD 808cc centre
Rogers C-33 centre
Yamaha NSC110
Compact Disc Players
Audio Alchemy Dac man
Micromega Stage 1
Micromega Stage 2
Micromega Stage 3 kit
Micromega stage 4
Micromega stage 5
Micromega stage 6
Micromega Drive 1
Micromega Drive 2 Kit
Pioneer PD104
Pioneer PDS703
Quad 77 bus cd
Sony CDP561
Laser Disc
Pioneer CLD950
Pioneer CLD1950
Sony MDP 850
Speakers
B&W P4 black
Castle Severn mk 1
Celestion Al
Celestion A2
KEF Coda 8

£149
£149
£149
£359
£169
£222
£149

£79
£79
£79
£259
£ 109
£ 149
£99

£149
£549
£699
£349
£599
£749
£949
£699
£299
£129
£299
£595
£199

£99
£449
£ 549
£249
£479
£ 549
£699
£449
£ 199
£99
£ 199
£449
£ 149

£499 £429
£599 £349
£749 £649
£675
£539
£899
£1499
£189

£549
£449
£ 599
£ 999
£ 129

KEF Coda 9
Micromega Minium MS1
Mission 731i black & oak
Mission 732i black & oak
Mission 73 ps sub
Mordaunt Short MS10i
Mordaunt Short MS20i
Mordaunt Short MS25i
Pioneer S4 UK
Tuners
Denon TU 215rds
Micromega FM Tuner
Micromega Minium FM
Musical Fidelity T1 mk11
NAD 412
Pioneer F304 rds
DAT
Pioneer PDR 05
Cassette Decks
Denon DRM 650s
NAD 613
NAD 616 twin deck
Turntables
Roksan Artaxerxes PSX
Stands
Project Soundstage
Alphason GMV
Cables
Audio Quest
Topaz 1metre
Diamond lmetre
Emerald 1metre

ma=
=

£299
£299
£129
£199
£179
£139
£199
£299
£249

£229
£ 199
£89
£ 149
£ 139
£ 109
£ 159
£219
£ 129

£149
£699
£299
£329
£189
£189

£ 119
£449
£ 199
£219
£ 139
£ 139

£999 £699
£229 £ 189
£229 £ 189
£299 £239

Optilink Z 1metre £ 119 £79
Cobalt 2 5 metre £510 £350
Quality Used Equipment
Cadence amp
£749
Meridian M60 active speakers
1649
Meridian 605 mono amps x2
1049
Michell Argo pre-amp
£249
Onkyo T9090 11 tuner
£399
Arcam Alpha 5 Plus CD
£249
Arcam Alpha 5 Plus tuner £99
Micromega Stage DAC
£499
Meridian 204 tuner
£289
Meridian 208 CD CLOCKED ! £999
Meridian 206 CD
£399
Meridian A500 speakers £475
Deys 250 pre/power amps £ 349
Sugden Optima 80 amplifier £ 199
Audio Innovations series 300 amp £249
Revox B710 reel to reel £375
Quad 606 power amp
£375
Quad 34 pre-amp
£ 199
Mission 751 speakers £ 160
Mission 752 speakers £350

£509 £375
£149 £99
£99 £74

£59 £35
£349 £249
£219 £ 129

15 Catherine Street
Salisbury SP1 2DF

IT 01722
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BUILD IT YOURSELF
improve the integrity of the transfer
of music — or other wideband
signals — by avoiding the transient
smearing that ' skin effect' can
cause (see ` Specifications').
This cable has since gained a
following in the video world, where
producers with sensitive vision
specify it because video clarity,
sharpness and resolution are
improved. As accurate video also
depends on stable wideband
performance, this suggests it will
make a good transport-to-DAC
cable, and, having been measured
as having anear 75 ohm CCI in an
RF lab, it is offered on this basis.
The EFF cable is far thicker and
less pliable than the coax, but still
easier to strip if you aren't used to
tiny wire strands. A single-sided
razor blade will be helpful, and you
can soften the sheath before
stripping with ablast from ahot air
gun. Heating may also be used to
help set any tight cable bends
inside the casework (as the cable is
about 318in or lOmm thick) — but
take care that excessive sharp
bending will invisibly tear and
degrade the shield foils inside.
The EFF is connected with
special
75
ohm ` Twinax'
connectors which are otherwise
much the same size as the BNC.
Also, the EFF cable has aseparate
drain wire, which should be
soldered/tied to a proper earthground at one end and point only
(using Radio Exterminator wire say
— see 'Accessories Club' and p57,
March ' 97). If connected to
chassis, the shield will probably do
harm rather than good without
proper RF earthing ( forget the
mains socket earth), and in such
cases, the shield may be better left
unconnected. If solid RF
earthing is available, then
the transport end is
arguably optimal as the
one earth point for the
cable. But in areas of high
RF noise, tying both ends
may be usefully tried.
Otherwise, the rules of
application are the same as with
the coaxial cable.
Acknowledgements
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FITTING NOTES

ir

he ' straight' coax cable is thin enough to
simply pass through the centre of an
existing RCA phono socket ( drilling out
the hole if necessary!) where the intention is to
have the connection on aflylead — to avoid
drilling holes in the case, making initial
irreversible changes, etc. Do not be tempted to
knot the cable as this will create amajor
discontinuity and also damage the geometry.
Instead, use arubber sleeve ( passed through
this with an evaporating lubricant) to lock it
with friction, and/or else nylon tiewraps, or a
dab of rubber paste, to secure it on both sides.
The other option — that will have to be
adopted with the larger Supra-EFF cable — is
to desolder and remove the phono socket, or
find alarge enough hole to pass the cable
through. This action may also be best for the
coax, as there will be fractionally less
discontinuity in the EM constants of the
surrounding space — which are different for
plastic, metal and free air. In all cases, avoid
excess lengths, but also too little length in the
internal portions, as the latter will result in
strain when opening cases, accessing the
SPDIF out/in port, etc. The cables supplied in
the HFN/RR Accessories Club's kits are both
1.5m long, but extra length can be ordered.
Next, the PCB tracks or wiring from each
existing Digital ( SP/DIF) interface socket inside
the equipment must be traced back ( transport
end) and forward ( at the DAC end). In all
cases, each of the two existing tracks or wires
will terminate at solder pads or pins that lead
to aRF transformer. This is asmall, wound
component, with two coils, each of just afew
turns. This is where the cable should terminate,
so the 'CCI upgrade' is taken as far as it can
go. After soldering the cable core and outer
(coax) — or the two cores ( bi-ax) to this point,
the unwanted track (or wires) back to the
existing phono connector should be cut to fully
isolate them, so their characteristic impedance
t does not affect the new path. To break solder
b
track, make two close spaced cuts —
about 2mm apart with asingle sided
razor blade, and then peel off the
copper between, so there is a
distinct gap. If ever required later,
the tracks can be easily relinked.
fie\

Then each end of the cable must be carefully
stripped, and dressed.
The inner core of the co- ax is very thin, and
the PTFE is best stripped off it using asinglesided razor blade, by successive nicking, then
bending back and splitting — if you do not
have suitable PTFE-rated, precision wirestrippers. The outer core's braid needs to be
gently combed, then lightly twisted, trimmed to
atidy stub, tinned with solder, shaped with
long nosed pliers, test-fitted, trimmed again if
necessary, and then soldered to the
transformer's pin or pad.
Take careful note of which side of the
connection came from the phono socket's 'hot'
centre terminal, and maintain this condition.
An inadvertent polarity exchange while rewiring will leave you DAC silent when you
repower it. If this happens, simply open up one
or other unit, and swap ovei the shield and
inner connections at one location only.
The bi-ax connectors are polarised, that is, it
can only be connected with one of the two
possible orientations. It is suggested that the
pin ( male part) is soldered to the EFF cable's
red core, and the socket part is soldered to the
blue core.
DlYers are reminded that the work described
will normally render equipment makers'
warranties void. However, if the work is
carried out neatly and with due care then there
is no risk to aconventional player or D/A unit,
and any normal servicing or repair procedures
will be unaffected. The rules are: ( i) power off
when doing anything, and ( ii), after mods, and
before first repowering:
(1) brush out and remove all wire whiskers,
(2) brush the soldered areas vigorously with
isopropyl alcohol, then ( 3) inspect carefully
with amagnifier preferably, and astrong light,
for solder bridges and splashes, then
(41 replace the PCBs
(5) check very carefully that no part is
misplaced, shorted etc.
For the sonic quality to reoch optimum,
allow 5to 20 days of 'burn- in'. The process
may be accelerated by continuously playing
varied music CDs ( silently; the signal need not
be passed beyond the D-to-A converter), with
the player set to repeat. Finally, to avoid
confusing someone who might service your
equipment in the future, it's wise to place a
label on the inside of the player, titled
'Improved digital output cable fitted' and dated
ACCESSORIES CLUB PUBLICITY
PURE TRANSFER is apair of original, very
high sonic performance accessory/upgrade
digital audio links, designed by Ben Duncan
and colleagues solely for use with ordinary
domestic (SP/DIF coaxial) digital interfaces.
It may be used with both ordinary and reclocked D/A converters, and is available from
the Accessories Club — see page 55. As
noted above, the modifications described may
invalidate existing equipment warranties.
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CLOSING THE GAP
Next month Pinewood celebrates ten years at the high end
as an exclusive dealer for Absolute Sounds. Some of the
early systems that Brian Rivas installed are still going
strong and sounding as great as ever, having really stood
the test of time, but with the advent of loudspeakers such
as the WILSON SYSTEM 5.1 and the X-1 Grand-SLAMM,
and the trail-blazing KRELL FPB-600 amplifier, the high
end has lately reached new and breathtaking heights.
Of course, those heights are beyond the reach of all but
the luckiest few - but what pleases Pinewood is how dramatically the gap has closed between cost-no-object and
affordable equipment. KRELL and SONUS FABER have
been largely responsible for this with the KAV series of
amplifiers and CD player and the CONCERT range of
loudspeakers, giving aperformance that is deeply satisfying and which, only ashort while ago, would have been
unthinkable at the price.

Our Passion
is absolute
perfection.

The Passion 8passive preamp. Redefining the boundaries of sound reproduction

Inspired by the unrivalled success of our original
Passion and its undeniable reference performance,
the new Passion 8 passive preamp redefines the
boundaries of tonal neutrality, transparency and
sound reproduction.
With our unique " intelligent"
remote control, operating two 35

When you deal with Pinewood, you're buying into much
more than musical satisfaction: you're investing in the
leading edge of design and innovation from companies
that have along-established track record as world leaders
in their field.
If you want to be spoilt for choice in ashop bulging with
mouth-watering goodies at cut-to-the-bone discounts,
Pinewood is not for you. But if names such as KRELL,
WILSON AUDIO, SONUS FABER, MARTIN-LOGAN,
TRANSPARENT and GM AUDIO are special to your heart,
and amatchless personal service is important to you, then
maybe you should pick up the phone: it's for sure we'll
speak the same language.

ey-x,

e,,,„,,,

Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322

Our "dedicated"
remote gives you
armchair convenience.

step switchless mono attenuators,
the Passion 8now becomes the new
benchmark in hi-end performance.
Like all Audio Synthesis products,
the Passion 8is hand built using only
the finest audiophile components
including
high
purity
Teflon
insulated silver wiring, bulk foil
Vishay resistors and WBT connectors.
The Passion 8 uses only solid silver
contacts.
Ask about our Passion 8 customis-

ation, including gain and/or impedance modification,
our new buffer option, Active 8 and integral silver
cables.
To find out more about the Passion 8and our complete
range of products, including the Desire power amplifier,
DAX-2 digital to analogue converter and Transcend
CD transport, write or fax us for free brochures and
price list.

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.
PO Box 50, Nottingham, NG9 1DZ. Tel: 0115 922 4138.

Fax: 0115 922 9701.

Demonstrated at: Sound Products. Hampshire. Tel: 01420 542060 • The Right Note, Bath.

Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

Tel: 01225 874728 • Lynden Audio, Birmingham. Tel 0121 445 5057 • Premier Audio. Yorkshire.
IA: 01924 255 045 • Peter McCullogh, Ireland. Tel: 01960 372845 • M.A.F. Audio.
liurton-on-Trent.

Tel

01283

530550 •

Progressive Audio,

Kent.

Tel:

01634

389004

• Armchair Audio, Nottinghamshire. Tel: 01909 479203 • Orpheus Audio, Manchester.
Tel: 01257 473 175 • The Sound Foundation, Scotland ,Tel: 01563 574 185 • Unique Audio,
London. Tel: 0181 450 7384 • Signals, Ipswich. Tel: 01473 622866.
ASP 8

COMPACT DISC SERVICE

sidelines

W

hile tapping my memory
for the paragraphs in
September's ` Sidelines'
about an episode when working for
Decca as a 17-year-old, I was
reminded of another experience from
that time which may be worth
relating. It concerns some passages
of music whose odd mode of
presentation engraved them indelibly
upon my mind.
Lots of things went on in that
Brixton factory in 1946/47. Thus
while Iwas testing RF coils used in
the Decca Navigator, an engineer
across the floor was developing an
audio system for the Shakespeare
Theatre in Stratford. The idea was
that music would emanate from
buttress-shaped column loudspeakers
set against the theatre's walls, but
for test purposes the drive-units
destined for those columns were
mounted together on a gigantic
baffle standing amongst busy
assembly lines processing radios and
record-players. Every so often a
fragment of music would be fed to
this speaker array as work progressed
on the associated amplifiers, the
latter based, as Irecall, on acluster
of the PX25-powered devices used
in the prestigious Decola radiogram.
For most of the trials those
fragments comprised some turbulent
bars
from
Brahms's
Third
Symphony and the opening of
Ambroise
Thomas's
Mignon
Overture, and their unannounced
outbursts had such a powerful
impact that it has remained
impossible ever since for me to hear
either passage
without
being
transported back to that time and
place. But while the excerpts were
very impressive, Ifound them far too
short, never allowing one to get to
grips
with
the
music.
So
notwithstanding their purely test
function Ifelt prompted to seek out
the context and get to know the
works from which the snippets came
— rather ironical for someone often
ready in years to come to impose
such faceless excerpts on others.
Yet this was all part of growing
into audio, and by the time Iwas
whisked off for National service in
1947 the bug was really biting. An
urge to build radios which had
started at 13 was joined by a
fascination with pickups and recordplaying, while I'd made my first
power amplifier and had started
experimenting with loudspeaker
loadings. Also, Decca occasionally
made concert tickets available to staff
to attend events featuring the
company's recording artists, which
added some healthy doses of live
music to what Inow see as the initial
stages of an informal apprenticeship
in hi-fi. Interspersed with this were
III- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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the first tentative record purchases
— then still of the 78rpm variety.
My
earliest
included
Bach's
Brandenburg 2, Stokowslci's version
of the Toccata & Fugue in D-minor,
Hérold's Zampa overture, an
Inlcspots selection, and that Mignon
overture! But there were many others
before Iwas conscripted, including
multi-disc sets of the Eroica and
Brahms's Fourth, this last soon
becoming my favourite despite that
unique factory-floor intro to No.3.

MATTERS OF CHANCE?
But I'm often asked about the
childhood background to all this.
Was some sort of audio career
and/or musical devotion inevitable,
or just the upshot of chance
circumstances? The penchant for
building radios might have arisen in
emulation of my father, who made
his own. He died in 1940 when I
was 11, but at some level Imay have
wished to follow his example. The
working radio he left had a WB
Stentorian loudspeaker housed in a
separate carefully crafted octagonal
cabinet, employed push-pull circuitry
featuring a double-pentode output
valve, and was coupled for recordplaying purposes to a BTH pickup
and turntable mounted in their own
sturdy box — enough to intrigue any
technically inclined lad.
However, although my father
loved Liszt's Liebestraume, the closest
the family's records came to Bach
or Brahms was via some military
band versions of Rossini Overtures.
But on the sonic front he did once
suggest that Ijoin him in listening
to a broadcast of the new BBC
Theatre Organ, which greatly
impressed me with its wide range of
effects, perhaps prefiguring later
concerns with instrumental tonecolour.
Astonishingly, towards the end of
her life my mother revealed that my
father once evolved a horn design
which he submitted unsuccessfully
to amagazine as aDIY project. This
was very eerie, as my own first
published article had involved a
home- constructed horn, which
makes me wonder in moments of
abandoned speculation whether his
frustrated spirit had somehow been
urging me on. But a rather more
material
type
of
acoustic
encourangement occurred much
earlier, when Iwas given my own
small wind-up gramophone at the
age of nine or ten, plus arecord of
Flanagan and Allen's 'Underneath
the Arches', which Iplayed to death.
But it's ahuge leap from that to
the great classics heard via concrete
horns, so Ihope to pursue the story
with more reminiscences in due
course.
John Crabbe

Can't find the disc you want? The HFN/leit CD
Service can normally supply all titles reviewed in
the magazine, or indeed any CD or LP currently
available.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing ( up
to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs). The CD
service can also supply discs reviewed in previous issues, if
still current, and on enquiry can usually supply any record
generally available in the UK. Vinyl LPs and Musicassettes can
also be supplied for titles where these formats are available.
Telephone ( 01234) 741152 for details and prices. Unless
listed here at a special price, multiples ( sets of 2 or more CDs)
are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single CD figure.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.45 each

al MID PRICE: £7.95 each

A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each • SPECIAL PRICE ( see below)
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical - JS Bach Suites £ 12.45;
Brahms Symphonies £ 37.25
Weill/Sony MHK £ 10.95
Jazz - prices on application
Rock/pop - Songs Of Jimmie Rodgers, Nicky Holland,
Morrissey, Soul ll Soul, Todd Terry £ 12.95
Soundtracks - Jewel in the Crown £9.95.
Swordsmen... £ 13.25; Grosse Point Blank £ 12.95
Rock reissues - Dr Feelgood £ 12.95; Ray Fenwick £9.95;
Jethro Tull £ 13.25; Poco, Scott Walker £9.25;

,• ORDER FORM
Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number & title
CD/ LP

Price

Post and packing : £
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ (pounds sterling)
I Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex' Card
Number
' Please indicate whicFc

J

Expires

Signature

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode:

Tel:

Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to: HFN/RR CD Service,
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 lYht.
•
I

CD Service hotline

Tel:
Fax:

i

(
01234) 741152.
(
01234) 742028.

iDelivery subject to availability. Nan-UK sales VAT-free but where
• applicable subject to additional carriage charges.

E&OE
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??

Y9rk.

Cable Talk
Copland
Cyrus
Harman-Kardon
•Widest choice in the area
JBL
•Independent advice
KEF
•Qualified staff
Kenwood
•Comfortable deer rooms
Krell
Superb showrooms
Marantz
Martin- Logan
•Main road location
Meridian
Major car parks nearby
Michell
•Insurance estimates
Mission
•Over 30yrs experience.
Monitor Audio
•Service Dept.
Musical-Fideity
• Delivery & installation
Pickering
•Pan Exchange
Pink Triangle
•Open 1030-530 6days
Pioneer
Quad
FIEL
Rogers
Up to 3yrs.
Ruark
Interest Free
SME
Sonus-Faber
Credit
Spendor
deposit ordy 20% cf
Systemdek
E500-• for 12 months
Tannoy
E1500. for 24 months
TDL
E3000. for 36 months
Thorens
subledlo Menus
Yamaha
lots more.

rUS

a g eat placentor...

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

AE
Atacama
Audiciab

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17-ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB F to B 33 7dB 1 74'

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
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A worthwhile
BBC
publication
on digital
audio broadcasting;
prospects
for in-car
use; and a
simple home
test for
quality

Radio 4: the level
of debate has not
been edifying

John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail bhn_nelson@
compuserve.corn

test multiplex at Kingswood Warren,
allowing a variety of tests under
controlled conditions. Overall, the
document is well worth reading in
detail, and Istrongly recommend that
you obtain a copy from BBC DAB,
509 Henry Wood House, London
W IA IAA, if you are interested in
the finer points of the proposed
service.
Ican't help finding it unfortunate
that asimilar level of marketing and
publicity was not afforded to RDS
when it was introduced. In this
connection it was sad to see avery
well-known magazine columnist
writing RDS off as a 'techno-turkey'
in one of the national dailies some
y the time this is read, James
Boyle's proposals for change
time ago. If properly implemented,
RDS is exceedingly capable and
to Radio 4 will have been
thoroughly aired and discussed in the
astonishingly useful; it entirely
media and elsewhere. No doubt you
transforms the user-friendliness of a
will have your own viewpoint — and
car radio in particular. But as stated
on awearisome number of occasions
if the correspondence I've received is
anything to go by, it will lie
in this column, the vast majority of
somewhere on acontinuum between
manufacturers have spectacularly
complete indifference and alevel of
failed to do their homework and
outrage more usually associated with
make an RDS radio which works as
the sacking of amajor city.
well as it should. And the one thing
The level of overall debate does not
amobile DAB radio is going to need
seem to have been particularly
for several years yet is areliable and
edifying, with too many statements
accurate capability for fast reversion
to analogue when the bitstream
from assorted media luminaries and
micro-celebs of the form ' Radio 4 becomes unusable. The obvious
is...' and not enough of the form ' I implication is that the associated
find Radio 4 to be...'. But there
analogue receiver will require
again, we too often assume that our
exceedingly good RDS performance,
with highly optimised use of the
own experience must rpso facto be
typical of everyone else's. This is the
EON facility. The only slight
drawback to this proposition is that
so-called ' Reviewer's
Fallacy', of which
Iknow of only one manufacturer in
more ( I hope) in a the world (the American Audiovox
subsequent article.
Corporation) which has recently
A large
glossy
taken a long, hard look at the
publication entitled 'A
possibilities of RDS and has worked
BBC Guide to Digital
out exactly how to maximise its
Radio'
appeared
potential. Audiovox is shortly
recently, accompanied
launching some in-car products in
by a letter from the
Europe, and a pre-production
Manager,
Digital
prototype Isaw recently suggested
Audio Broadcasting.
that great things were in the offing.
The Corporation's Declaration of
DAB QUALITY NOT TO BE
Intent states that 'The BBC is by far
PRE-JUDGED
the largest single provider of radio
services in the UK. As apublic service
Coming back to DAB, this column
was written just before the 1997 IFA
broadcaster the BBC is accountable
to its listeners for the continuous
show in Berlin. For some reason the
manufacturers were being exceedingly
review and improvement of its output.
This is the foundation for our
cagey, but Iunderstand that about
commitment to the development of
10 were due to display DAB receivers
DAB'. The guide (which is noticeably
— chiefly for in-car use. There were
better written and edited than some
also supposed to be asmall number
of home tuners on show as well. At
other BBC
literature
recently
encountered) goes on to say that by
the 1996 IFA there were four or five
the year 2008 the expectation is that
mock-ups of in-car DAB receivers,
there will be DAB sets in 40% of UK
but it remains to be seen whether this
households (
je, 10m homes). It was
year's examples will be working
hardware. Things are certainly
also extremely interesting to note that
the Corporation is offering to help in
looking up, however; Roke Manor
the testing of R & D prototype
Research is apparently well into the
DAB chipset business, and Electronics
receivers and to provide extensive
technical information. It is even
Weekly for 20 August 1997 carried a
offering access to its laboratory-based
piece to the effect that Temic had
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developed achipset 'implementing all
analogue and digital functions of
DAB'. There are now 15 transmitters
radiating DAB, which is now
apparently available as far north as
Manchester, and 27 should be on
line by spring 1998.
Which only leaves us with the
question of DAB quality to consider.
Ihave had relatively few opportunities
to compare off-air analogue FM with
off-air DAB, and none of my
listening sessions have so far taken
place under what Iwould describe as
controlled conditions. Not believing
that there is such athing as areliable
long-term audio memory, Iforbear
to make comparisons based on what
Iheard last week with what Iheard
six months ago. However, purists will
no
doubt
argue
that
lossy
compression is de facto aBad Thing.
My own inclination is to smile at
those who rave about the 'purity' of
a live OB heard via VHF/FM. A
quick look at the maze and
multiplicity of cables, double-enders,
amplifiers, transformers and other
assorted electronic bits and pieces
interposed between the sound source
and the tuner output — not to
mention avariety of RF links, a 14bit PCM coding and decoding system
and the less-than-perfect modulator
of a multi-kilowatt transmitter —
would astonish and horrify, probably
beyond any hope of redemption. If
only the replay chain of any hi-fi
system were as simple as it appears!
When Ifirst started this column, I
spent an idle hour trying to work out
how many connectors, double-enders
and transformers there were between
asingle studio microphone (such as
that used by acontinuity announcer)
and amain-station VHF transmitter.
Istopped counting when the total of
each component ran well into double
figures. In this context, one might
wonder whether lossy compression
per se will be remotely noticeable.
Rest assured that as soon as a
production DAB receiver becomes
available, it will be tested and
compared with a high-grade FM
system under normal comparative
listening conditions. Until then, you
might like to try a simple test for
yourself. Look at the Radio 3 pages
in the Radio Times and find a
programme which features aCD in
your collection. When the appropriate
time comes, do an A/B comparison
between CD replay quality and FM
off-air in your system, ensuring
beforehand that the levels are
matched as closely as possible and
preferably to better than ldB. If you
can, make a recording for later
playback and repeated comparative
listening. You may find the results of
such atest rather suggestive.
John Nelson
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Sound quality
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ames Lock is one of the Decca
Record Company's most
distinguished servants; he joined
the company after National Service,
in 1963. 'Arthur Haddy accepted
me, seconding me to Kenneth
Wilkinson in Decca's smallish
Classical Department for afew
months, and Ialso dabbled about
on the Pop side. Ilearnt a hell of a
lot, very quickly, about great sound
and how to get it!
'Before that Iworked for Saga
Records — my classical training
came as their one-and-only chief
engineer making new recordings for
the budget-price label, like Handel's
Messiah with Frederic Jackson, the
Bach Brandenburgs under Harry
Newstone, and recitals with Oda
Slobodskaya, Janet Baker, Joyce
Hatto and Clive Lythgoe. But I
started my career with IBC Sound
Studios in Portman Place, London,
W1 at 16. There were no schools to
go to for special training. You just
required a basic knowledge of
electronics; and Ibuilt from there.
Kenneth Wilkinson became his
mentor: a debt that Lock always
acknowledges.
'My first big project in 1963 was
going with him to Geneva to record
Carmen, La Cenerentola, L'Italiana in
Algui and IPuritani. Almost a fourmonth stint. We always coengineered on operas — a Decca
policy — and it became compatible
with mutual respect right through to
the end. Every other engineer should
have that kind of experience.
'I was also doing, slowly, other
recordings for Reader's Digest and
RCA — including their ` Red Seal'
catalogue — working with Charles
"Chuck" Gerhardt and Peter
Dellheim. They included André
Previn's first classical recordings and
some by Seiji Ozawa. Haddy gave
me the Ansermet recordings and I
had my own location in Geneva with
the superb acoustics of Victoria
Hall.
'The Decca studios were very
busy doing third-party recordings
that included RCA, OiseauLyre,
Lyrita and the newly-acquired Argo
label; and we had engineers working
at full capacity at recording locations
like Kingsway Hall and
Walthamstow, also used by others.'
Readers will remember the
advertising: '
ffre[full frequency range
recording], then ' ffss' [... stereophonic
sound] and 'the secret behind the
locked door'.
'Yes, it was all based on omnimikes with atree-arrangement for
stereo, and successful cutting.
Previous to this, directional
microphones were being used. The
tree was originally invented by Roy
"Wally" Wallace, but Wilky
perfected it, making all major
recordings by this technique.
Engineers still use it today with
different configurations of mikes,
depending on hall acoustics, for big

A desk job with a difference: Decca ssenior recording

engineer has been with the company fcr 34 years,
working with some of word's greatest musicians
by Bill Newman

The recording
engineer is
onalagous
to the photographer.
You make a
picture in
sound,
with your
microphones
as lenses
to focus
in and out

orchestral and opera ensembles.
Some of the microphones go back to
1945 and the early M50s, now
updated and refurbished for
conversion to transistorised fed
supplies — the shells look the same,
but they are quieter, with better
signal-to-noise ratio. There has
never been a microphone to replace
those of that period.'
Is there any threat from the
Sensaura surround-sound systems
used by EMI?
'I don't think so. That takes on
because the audio industry is trying
to cash in on multi-speaker
arrangements for television, like
Dolby Pro-Logic. Surround-sound? I
and others went through all that
with quadraphonic in the 1970s, but
matrixing was something Ithought
would never work. Discrete, yes, but
not when converted into carriers.'
As a keen collector, Istill marvel
at the superb clarity of early 1950s
ffrr discs, like Dukas's L'Apprenti
Sorcier conducted by Enrique Jorda.
We were cutting at ahigher
frequency. Idon't know what the
curves were because we only have
one engineer still with us working

during that particular period. Decca
had the edge because the cutting
amps and mastering were superior.
Cutting engineering is an art-form:
not alot of people realize that, and
agood man is worth his weight in
gold. At the end of the day it is the
quality of sound that is needed,
whether by direct cut or from tapes,
so that you don't overload the bass
on one channel but equalise for
sound richness over both channels.
That is the only way to achieve
more level on anything below 100
cycles: you shove it in the middle!
Karajan, Pavarotti and Solti
Outbursts and tantrums from the
Soltis and Karajans of this world
might occasionally affect the
engineers?
'At the end of the day, the artist's
confidence matters most: they can
tell immediately if you are bullshining! Win their respect and they
trust you implicitly, but work in
apposite ways to a conductor, and it
it. a make-and-break situation.
`This myth about Karajan: I
found him very easy to work with,
simply because Iwould speak to him
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before sessions telling him my
problems — if Ihad any. He was
thrilled to know you cared, but you
had to stand up to him and treat
him as an equal before he would
bend over backwards and help.'
Much later, when Karajan went
back to EMI to make Salome in
Vienna, he requested Lock as his
Chief Engineer, for his knowledge of
the Sofiensaal's acoustics. Karajan's
Decca Fledermaus which included
the famous ` gala' was made one year
before Lock joined. 'The gala was a
mish-mash from different tapes,
made in such ahurry. It [
Die
Fledermaus] badly needed digital
refurbishing, so Idid that!
'I got to know the history of
Pavarotti the man, having made his
first EP in the Kingsway Hall. That
was the original extent of Decca's
belief: not an LP, but a 7in disc of
four pot-boilers!
'I also took over from Wilky all
the Solti sessions, winning the
conductor's respect right up to the
present for the period of 14 years
since Wilky went. Solti is probably
the finest recording conductor Ihave
ever worked with. Always interested
in the medium. His white-heat on
the podium is quite phenomenal,
even now, in the speed with which
his mind works. But he's always well
prepared: who he is facing, how he
is positioned on stage with the
soloists, and so on. Ilike recording
live with him because techniques are
so good now, and the microphones
in relation to their size can be
positioned in better places than
before.
'There is no question of the
tremendous difference between a live
performance and a studio or
concert-hall recording with edits, but
Ibelieve that the quality is such that
few can tell them apart.'
Some claim that extra studio
sessions are always required
afterwards for patching.
'Not in live opera, where an
amalgam of three or so
performances is used for the purpose
of the commercial recording. It is
often financially impossible and
impracticable to ask artists to stay
for a studio session afterwards —
although it was deemed necessary
for a live Otello and the new Solti
Meistersinger, aspecially staged
performance which highlighted the
full atmosphere of Chicago's
Symphony Hall.'
After Reiner, the acoustics there
had suffered through re-building.
'Correct. You had a two-to-threesecond reverberation time in Fritz
Reiner's tenure. Then the shell was
changed to put in air conditioning,
and nothing since was done to
change that. [
Symphony Hall has just
undergone afurther major
refurbishment — Mus Ed.] But with
the sophistication of recording
equipment available on regular
sessions, as opposed to live events,
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we have a thrust front of stage and
put reflecting wood panelling in to
bring it up to a decent reverberation
time.
'With electronic reverberation and
right choice of programme you can
make the necessary changes: but it
does not, in my opinion, compare to
the original acoustic. We all know
that the good days have gone by —
look at the ICingsway Hall. It was a
travesty when it was allowed to go,
and abad indictment of the age we
now live in. Watford is still our best
hall in Greater London, but — years
back — the Musicians' Union said
that it was outside the 12 miles
radius, so costs were prohibitive.
Some companies used it; most,
including EMI and Decca, did not!
Now it is resolved and there's a
waiting list to get in!'
The Cu'show period
When John Culshaw arrived it must
have been an amazing experience. ' It
was. Everything was on edge, he was
avery tense man. When relaxing he
was fine, but on asession he would
exude: intangible, you couldn't touch
it, but you felt it. The adrenalin
used to flow and everyone was
involved, with the exception of
Wilky, who never let it interfere with
his work — after all, he was there
long before John arrived.
'It was the saddest thing when
Culshaw left the company to join
television. With my work in Geneva
Iworked little with him excepting
the Solti Ring cycle. In both
Gâtterdiimmerung and Walküre I
stood by, covering with the old
mixer alongside the new one in case
anything went wrong, and balancing
the stereo with double microphones,
etc. The new mixer alternately
became ahindrance or a success,
and it was apretty rocky time for all
of us.
'The orchestration of each of the
four music dramas is different —
you can go to Bayreuth and hear
that — so this created problems
during recording. Gatterdântmerung
and Die Walküre were in multi-track,
and over the period of completing
the Ring [1958-65] many technical
developments took place. Ihave
been closely involved in its transfers
over the years from analogue to
digital, and now [again] with the
latest Cedar process: this is necessary
in order to remove background hiss.
Tests so far are very encouraging.
'SoIti's Ring is the one that comes
back repeatedly. After all, you can
do other versions, but you won't
find acast list quite like it.'
Whoever declared that operatic
singing was on adecline by the
1960s was accurate, although there
are several fine artists at present.
'I would go along with that,
generally: it is becoming increasingly
more difficult to find more good
singers today, and especially to
assemble the kind of cast it was

possible to have 35 years ago.'
Isn't the same true with great
conductors? Knappertsbusch,
Furtwängler and so on?
'Unfortunately, the intended
Knappertsbusch Ring was
before my time. Then he died
and Iregretted Inever worked
with him; but Iwas invited to
record Artur Rubinstein in
Israel, and do sessions with
Sviatoslav Richter. My God!
Two awesome artists that take me
back to the age of twelve when I
played Rubinstein's Emperor
Concerto on ashiny, black disc.
That became the calling card for
what Iwanted to do with my life.
'This year Ihave recorded four
operas: L'Elisir d'Amore, Orfeo, Don
Giovanni, Le Toréador [
Adam], plus
recitals and orchestral music.
'What you find nowadays is more
time to finesse the mastertapes
afterwards, because of digital multitrack. Post-production [time] more
or less equals that spent on
recording, to give us abetter, cleaner
product.'
'My responsibility to A&R is also
to vet halls world-wide, with no
signing of deals until the acoustics
are clarified. Some companies will
record wherever they are told to go,
and that can lead to a lot of
problems. We don't do that in
Decca. You cannot make a silk
purse out of a sow's ear... but with a
good hall you would need to be
damned incompetent to make abad
sound. The artists play more freely
because they like the acoustic, and
perform better. That goes for
singers, especially.'

Arthur Had3y
always said
tiat the mcs1
i-nportant
aspect of a
record is: the
work; the
performance;
the sound.
In that order.
And he was
absolutely
right!

Past and present
`Every recording you make has to be
an event; if you treat it as a routine
job then you are dead and you may
as well give up. You must keep that
spark and dedication to your
profession.'
How do the producer—engineer
teams of the past measure up to the
present?
'I was brought up by the team
Culshaw had then, which was
Culshaw, Ray Minshull, Erik Smith,
Christopher Raeburn, Jimmy
Walker, Michael Bremner, David
Harvey, John Mordler (who I
worked with mostly in my Geneva
days). But the art of producing
today is, Ithink, slipping abit
compared to then. Maybe they don't
have the freedom in repertoire.
'Working with Christopher
Raeburn today: he still has that
quality which came originally from
Culshaw, who instilled into his team
to "run the whole show and be
responsible for the whole thing".
'The music business is going
through ahuge trough, but there
will always be new artists recording
the same works, with whom
audiences in the same age group
identify.'
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Record of
the month

ARCADI VOLODOS
Piano Transcriptions of Bach, Bizet,
Liszt, Mozart, Rachmaninov,
Rimsky-Korsakov, Prokofiev,
Schubert and Tchaikovsky
Sony Classical CD 62691

(
61m 20$)

Acclaimed by Nikolai Demidenko as ' phenomenonal', Volodos gave asecondhalf Wigmore Hall debut recital last year ( the first half featured two mediocre
artists) that made listeners' hair stand on end. To all intents, his playing then
was of the same magnificence as on this disc. The recital included ( as here)
Samuel Feinberg's transcription of the March movement of Tchaikovsky's
Sixth Symphony, where one can hear every precious note in the printed score
and marvel at the fantastic delicacy and brilliance of nuance in the playing.
As atranscriber, Volodos himself
comes through his ' compositional'
feats (Rachmaninov: ' Morning' and
'Melody'; Mozart: Turkish March
Paraphrase) with flying colours. His
extraordinary ' liberties' in the latter
only continue the fashion of othercomposer arrangements that Mozart
himself indulged in, and persuade the
listener into admiring the perfect
pianism instead. His daring feat of
recording no less than Horowitz's
Carmen Variations [never set down on
paper, but transcribed by patient
repeated listening - Mus Ed] and
Cziffra's ' Flight of the Bumblebee'
shows that he can perform them just
as well, yet differently. This also
applies to the Liszt-Horowitz
Hungarian Rhapsody 2, with all its
extra-note embellishments. It makes
afascinating contrast with Hamelin's
more straightforward performance on
Hyperion.
Iwas interested, too, in the
centrepiece of three Schubert-Liszt
items Litanei, Aufenthalt, and

Liebesbotschaft, which Volodos's
teacher Dimitri Bashkirov also
rendered so superbly at the recent
Dulwich Festival. Elsewhere, three
Prokofiev numbers (the composer's
own transcriptions of 'Gavotte',
'Orientale' and ` Valse' from
Cinderella) and Feinberg's Largo from
Bach's Trio Sonata 5bring grace and
stature to awonderful programme.
Thomas Frost's production and
artist promotion in the booklet are
fully justified. This is avery special
production indeed!

JC BACH:
Harpsichord Concerti in d Jin Bflat j in f
Hanover Band/Halstead (hpdldir)

worlds removed from the mature
music of his London years: so much
so that doubts have been raised as to
which of the brothers did actually
compose them. CPE's influence is
powerful in them — driving motor
rhythms, dotted figures, strong appeal
to the emotions — and the choice of
minor keys is uncharacteristic of JC's
later work.
But for all its skill the music betrays
inexperience. The D-minor Concerto
opens in fine CPE style but relies too
heavily upon its opening theme: the
elder brother would have introduced
far more contrast, reintroducing the
main theme like awelcome friend
rather than invoking asighing 'Oh,
no.You again!'. The same may be said
for most of these faster movts, while
the slow movts, all three with muted
strings, hint at the melodious charm

CPO 999393-2

5

(
57m 30s)

When JS Bach died in 1750, his

eyoungest son, Johann Christian, then

te, 15, went to live with his brother CPE
t in Berlin. The experience taught him
"‘• music but was by most accounts not
greatly to his liking. He went to Italy
after four years of it, then to London
in 1762. During his Berlin stay he
picked up CPE's severe musical
language; Italy taught him amore
melodic style; in London he found his
true nature, and his graceful, urbane
later music is how we think of him
now — the civilised London Bach.
His teen-age Berlin harpsichord
concerti (of which this is Vol.') are
HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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The term ' anew Horowitz' has been
over-applied, but with 25 year old
Arcadi Voladas there's acertain
justification: not just because his
debut CD features Horowitz's own
veesions (even further spiced) of the
Liszt Rhapsody and the 1968 Carmen
Fantasy, but i•
similar sang-froid, a
devouring of . ic to satisfy the
urges of sheer , rtuosity. Here, the

precipitate fingerwork in the
Rimsky-Cziffra `Bumble Bee' sounds
almost electronically manipulated.
(Admirers of David Helfgott should
listen!)
Volodos played some of these
items in asweltering club venue off
Soho in July, and the CD tells you as
much about the pianist as the live
event; Icame away wondering what
exactly this man feels about his
music, other than developing the
athletic trim which determines how
well he performs it (
ie, better on the
CD). In looks, he's impassive — a
Cold War throwback, the standard
Russian caricature of film. He
smiled, blinking into the spotlights as
we clapped. A sense of foreignness.
Like Horowitz, too, Volodos
indulges some needless, violent forte
attacks — although Hilary Finch
(The Times) Ithought missed the
point in describing his Tchaikovsky
Pathétique item as unimaginative.
Imaginative is surely what it is: a
remarkable involvement, not just
devastatingly imitative of the full
orchestral score (apart from those
utterly horrible final slides: more like
the infamous organ glissando in the
Karajan/DG Planets) but immersed
in the expression at its heart.
Comparisons with Konstantin
Scherbakov are tempting: both exMoscow Conservatory but anineyear age gap; both recording
elaborate virtuoso transcriptions. As
yet, Konstantin Scherbakov is the
more musically satisfying. Volodos's
Liszt, for example, is too Victor
Borge — one should listen to Louis
Kentner [APR] for an altogether
more poetic, more encompassing
view. But because much of this
collection (part Snape, part NY) is
genuinely astounding, like it or not, it
merits `Record of the Month'. We
need to hear Volodos next in some
extended Rachmaninov, or Prokofiev
— the composer best served here.
Christopher Breunig

'a new
Horowitz'
has been
over- applied,
but with
25 year o d
Arcadi
Volodos
there's
a certain
justification
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of the London period. By no means
bad music here, but too much in the
shadow of the teacher. The D-minor
and B-flat Concerti are world
premiere recordings; that in F-minor
is slightly better known.
Young JC must have been afine
player and he finds an expert
champion in Anthony Halstead,
whose project to record JC's entire
orchestral output could hardly be in
better hands. He understands JC's
incipient dual personality, subtly
adapting his playing to suit each
mood, and he is finger-perfect in the
storms of semi-quavers. The
recording balances him just afraction
too prominently, but the period
strings of the Hanover Band still
emerge with sufficient bite.
Robert Dearling

The term

A:1*

Anthony
Halstead:
engaged on a
five-year project
to record ai
JC Bach's
orchestral music
for CPO
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Philips 442 151-2

(2CDs, 81m 21s)

Awkward customers, these Suites, for
they refuse to fit onto one CD even
with the Ouvertures' repeats omitted,
as here. (As Iwrite, Ihear of aNaxos
single disc that actually does fit them
all on — we shall see how it is done
in due course.) Put them onto two
discs and the playing time is mean:
42m 31s/38m 50s on this set. So the
sensible way is to spread them over
two discs without extra items and
charge £ 15.
Apart from those missing repeats
(and Ido miss them), there's not
much wrong with these 1994
Evgeny Kissin:
performances and agreat deal right.
'out-Kemes
Inote that two lutes replace the
Keme in
harpsichord in the continuo of Suite
Beethoven's
2, appropriately so in this lightly
scored and delicately played work.
8- Flat Piano
The Badinerie jog-trots abit, but Lisa
Concerto
Beznosiuk plays neatly and is
balanced as part of things, not as a
virtuoso soloist; though her pointed
phrasing and attack in the Polonaise is
worthy of that description. Brass and
percussion dominate Suites 3 and 4
as they should. A satisfying issue, but
Istill favour Goodman [Hyperion],
Goebel and Pinnock [Archiv], all at
full price but having fill-ups mainly
of great interest. Were Goebel's
decade-plus recording to be reissued
at bargain price it would be abetter
bargain still!
Robert Dearling

he wryly remembers the lack of
brotherhood shown him during his
years as music director of the
Philharmonia. Whatever, his firm
hand keeps Beethoven's ranting, tubthumping vision of the unattainable
well under control. So there is no
hysteria — and only you can decide
if that's acceptable or not.
Nalen Anthonl

A(B):2

BEETHOVEN:
Piano Concertos 2 & 5 ' Emperor'
Evgeny Kissin (pno)IPhilharmonial
Levine
Sony Classical CD 62926

(
68m 46s)

Kissin shows astronger empathy with
the B-flat Concerto than with the
later Fifth, but both performances
(recorded at Abbey Road in January)
are technically unimpeachable and
have real distinction. The
Philharmonia — divided violins —
plays very well for Levine, who sets
broad Adagios and favours abig,
comfortable cushion of sound,
neither of which will please the
authenticists. Other features are more
amatter of personal taste: Kissin's
slow Maestoso introduction to 5 (it's a
legitimate reading of the

A: 1-2 0

BEETHOVEN:
Symphony 9, 'Choral'
Solveig Kringelborn (sop)IFelicity
Palmer (mez-sop)IThomas Moser
(ten)IAlan Titus (bass)IStaatskapelle
Dresden & StaatsopernchorlSinopoli
(
68m 41s)

'Good' is probably the all-round
epithet for this performance. It is
certainly very well played and
conducted, and very well balanced by
DG. That pays many adividend in
(iv), where nobody stands out like a
sore thumb. In terms of sound, midrange and bass open freely; only the
top is slightly shut-in. Sinopoli's view,
though, isn't epic. Go to Furtwângler
[Tahra] in (i) and you'd probably feel
that you are in the midst of a
tornado. Then jump to (iii) for a
prayer that seems to last forever but
isn't asecond too long. Sinopoli will
have none of these. He stands back,
lays out the notes artistically but
dispassionately. Seemingly, listeners
are invited to form their own
opinions about the music. It's asane
option, and sanity has its uses in (iv).
Conspicuously absent are the usual
screeching and bellowing. Perhaps
Sinopoli doesn't believe in the
brotherhood of man: if so, good for
him. It's ameaningless (if highly
fashionable) concept; and no doubt
84
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BRAHMS:
Symphonies 1-4 J alternate 1(ui) J
Haydn Variations J Academic
Festival Overture
SCOIMackerras
Telarc CD-80450
(3CDs, 198m 58s)
with 36m interview disc
Steinbach rules. Or does he?
Brahms's pupil and favourite
conductor dictated ` along and
detailed description as to how he
thought the Brahms symphonies
should be performed,' says
Mackerras in an interview on afree
disc that accompanies this set. ' One
of the things that is mentioned all the
time is the almost violent changes of
tempo that are not marked by

Allegro-espressivo-atempo markings,
but Gilds, for example, implies
greater forward momentum); Levine's
hushed close to 20D — overdone?
At present, Kissin's musical
landscapes are alittle flat: he doesn't
make much of the demisemiquaver
passage 5(i) 57-79, yet overstresses
accents at the start in astiffly formal
manner. At first hearing one might
mistake his characteristic calmness
for shallowness, yet persevere and his
faintly precocious(?) sense of
'knowledge' impresses. Above all,
there's aconsistent feeling of
enjoyment in the act of playing the
pianoforte. (Contrast, say, Perahia's
'Emperor' slow movt.) Ican't think
of amore satisfying Second
Concerto; Kissin out-Kempffs
Kempff in awonderfully fresh and
playful (iii), the vigour of the off-beat
passagework more adventurous than
anything in 5; and in (i) the
Beethoven cadenza is fantastically
clear.
Few grumbles about the sound,
though one or two passages suggested
to me modest desk intervention.
Christopher Breunig
A- B:1*/ 1-2 0

Brahms, but that he says should be
done. Of course they do all make
sense.' Steinbach didn't leave any
aural representation of his ideas. But
Max Fiedler, 4 years younger and
also afriend of the composer,
recorded No.2 in 1931 [DG, nla].
Noteworthy in (i) are the marked
slowing-down for the third theme
and the very rhetorical treatment of
the strew on the trombones at bar
224. Mackerras is far from extreme
at these moments. Like most others
he also sticks to legato from 3m
44s-4m 06s and 15m 55s- 16m 17s.
Fiedler doesn't. He phrases these
bars as marked, in groups of three
notes. Moreover, he makes atelling,
split-second pause before the
beginning of the coda. So does
Mackerras; and in the coda itself,
between 18m 09s and 18m 39s, he
offers adegree of nicely gauged
portamento (Fiedler, hardly any).
"And Toscanini, who Mackerras
wishes 'would have taken more time,
sometimes, over the lyrical passages'
not only did so here in 1938 with the
BBC SO [Testament], he even
permitted some indulgent sliding.
Enough of comparisons. And let's
also dispense with the only serious
complaint: Mackerras's treatment of
the chorale at the end of 1(iv), where
he treads on the brakes and returns
the theme to its initial tempo, thus
destroying the momentum implied by
the Plu Allegro marking 16 bars
earlier. Steinbach or no, this is a
deplorable lapse that sacrifices
artistic judgement for slavish
NOVEMBER 1997
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JS BACH:
Orchestral Suites 1-4
OA ElBrüggen
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BOYCE:
Peleus and Thetis J theatre music
Opera Restor111Holma n
Hyperion CDA 66935

(68m 06s)

William Boyce's music for the theatre
is unjustly neglected, and this fine
CD with Peter Holman's spirited
advocacy should go some way to
redress the situation. The most
substantial work here is the masque
Peleus and Thetis (
before 1740); we
also hear the pastoral interlude
Corydon and Miranda, two numbers
from the music to Garrick's
adaptation of The Winter's Tale, and
the dirge from Garrick's adaptation
of Romeo and Juliet. Intelligence and
commitment are evident throughout,
and more than make up for the
occasional signs of strain in face of
the taxing and sometimes exposed
vocal writing in the serious principal
work; the singers relax and sparkle in
the more pastoral pieces. The scene
of Hermione's awakening makes a
powerful impression, thanks not least
to the contrast between the jovially
characterized pastoral trio and the
spoken text, with its grave
instrumental accompaniment.
The 20-strong orchestra and the
small but full-voiced chorus make

dependency. Admire, though, the
magnificient brass of the SCO.
Indeed, the entire band of 55
players is of the highest quality, as is
the recording which despite minor
variations in level between works is of
superb fidelity. Control from the
podium is probably responsible for
unassertive timpani that reduce the
impact of 1and 4. And if separated
violins sound abit raw under
pressure that is probably because
much was being expected of the few.
As is to be expected, anyway, this
is Brahms of alean intensity without
buttery tissue or sclerosed arteries.
Pass over the Overture and Haydn
Variations — good but nothing
special — to reach the Third.
'Brahms's most enigmatic symphony;
awork to puzzle us continually'
[Julius Harrison] seems not to puzzle
Mackerras at all. Brahms restored
was the objective; restorative Brahms
it also becomes, an encapsulation of
all that is best in this set. The freely
yielding phrases and high emotional
horizon show that Mackerras hasn't
slighted his musical instincts; the
manipulated line shows that
Steinbach hasn't been forgotten.
[Some lovely string portamenti in (ii),
too — Mus Ed.]
Many of these qualities are heard
in No.4 too, but somehow the grip
on its architecture isn't as complete
as it ought to have been. Mackerras
rules, though, but it is in No.3 that
the rule is at its most enlightening.
Na/en Anthoni
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valuable contributions to the success
of the whole undertaking, and the
leaflet's introductory note and clearly
printed texts are also admirable. An
odd ' production' touch in Jupiter's
second air presumably represents the
unchaining of Peleus (the death of
the liver-eating vulture is another
possibility). The recording is both
spacious and suitably intimate, and,
especially in the dirge from Romeo
and Juliet with its tolling bell, deeply
moving. Strongly recommended.
Peter Branscombe

William
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Boyce's
music for
the theatre is
unjustly
neglected,
and this fine
CD with Peter
Holman's
spirited
advocacy
should go
some way

BRAHMS:
Piano Sonata 1 J Paganini
Variations Books 1 & 2 J
Four Pieces Op.119
Peter Bradley-Fulgoni (pno)
Altamira Debut DS 29476

to redress
the situation

Brilliance is eschewed when
demanded. So is the lyrical line. All
too often this artist allows the rhythm
to sag by indulging in mannered
hesitancies; and his tapered slowingdown of phrases breaks the threads
of arguments. The consequence of
these vagaries and shortcomings is
most noticeable in the sonata —
placed first, but be warned that index
point 4 corresponds to the repeat of
the scherzo and not the beginning of
(iv) — where the lack of sweeping
continuity and sustained
concentration makes the work more
sprawling than it is. Bradley-Fulgoni
has potential but his intellect is still
callow, which makes this debut less
than auspicious.
Nalen Anthoni

(
72m 38s)

A puzzling pianist is Bradley-Fulgoni.
His technical prowess is largely
unquestionable but his temperament
leaves many aquestion unanswered.
Why, for instance, choose the
Paganini Variations? It's an extrovert
work but Bradley-Fulgoni seems
embarrassed by extroversion. He
baulks at directions such as con fuoco
(Bk.1/14) or feroce, energico (
Bk.2/10).

Unique to this Limited Edition set
(whose component discs will later be
reissued separately) is a version of
the slow movt from the C- minor
Symphony heard in Cambridge at
the first performance in this country
(1877), under Joachim. String parts
he used have allowed Robert Pascall
to make a reconstruction which
(in Sir Charles's words) is ' almost like
a nightmare to a person who knows
that slow movement', since it contains
familar material in completely
unexpected and unfamiliar sequences.
Pascall is working on a new Complete
Brahms Edition and he's author of

A-8:2-3 D

BRITTEN:
Symphony for Cello & Orchestra/
WALTON: Cello Concerto
Julian Lloyd Webber (vlc)IASMI
Marriner
Philips 454 442-2

(
66m 35s)

Despite alternative versions, this is
solo interpretation and orchestral
collaboration par excellence. Lloyd
Webber, whose cello tone reminds
me of the long departed Beatrice
Harrison's, has aspecial affinity with
British composers; and Marriner
always comes up trumps in concerts
and at sessions where great events are
the order of the day. Since
Rostropovich's epic-making world
premiere of the Britten, other artists
have struggled to emulate the
Russian's visionary performances that
we heard back in 1963. This one
clarifies two things for me: what a
fine work it really is, when the
balance of instrumentation is so
finely judged and the music is
allowed to flow naturally; and just
how advanced recording techniques
can enhance your musical enjoyment.
There are no top-heavy emphases in
tuttis, or those solo spotlights that
take attention away from the score,
but acrystal-clear realization of all
this complex work demands.
[I thought the cello was set rather

the Telarc booklet notes. He argues
the superiority of the revised/
published version - but would we
think any the less of the work had
Brahms left it in that earlier casting?
It's appropriately positioned on CD1
for programming in.
Telarc's excellent sound ( Usher Hall
Edinburgh; engineering: Jack Renner,
Tony Faulkner; producer: James
Mallinson) results from taking the
signals straight from just two restored
Neumann M- 50C tube microphones
to the 24-bit/128 times oversampling
A-D converter ( no mixing desk); the
mics were powered by pre- amplifiers
developed by Tim de Paravicini.
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DEBUSSY:
Fantaisie J Pour le piano/BRI1TEN:
Piano Concerto
Barry Douglas (pno)1Orch Phil de
Radio Francelanowski
RCA 09026 68127 2

(
73m I2s)

A curious programme, but enticing
fare none the less. Never performed
in the composer's lifetime, Debussy's
early Fantaisie (1889-90) was a
product of his Prix de Rome years and
apiece for which he always had asoft
spot -- no wonder in view of its
captivating melodic freshness and
innocent charm. To my ears, Douglas
and Janowski take an unduly sober
view of this delightful outpouring,
and for all the thoughtful sensitivity
Debussy's
on show, the results lack heady
Fantaisie was sparkle and bite. Their account of the
Allegro moho finale has nothing like
a product
the intrepid dash and mercurial
of his
panache of the recent Kocsis/Fischer
Prix de Rome
years and
a piece for

AM*

which he
BUSONI:
Violin Sonatas 1 & 2 0 4 Bagatelles
Op.28
Per Enoksson (vin) /Kathryn Stott
(pno)

always had
a soft spot no wonder in
view of its

(
60m I4s) captivating
melodic
The youthful First Sonata ( 1890) is a
freshness
delightfully capricious mix of floridly
and innocent
Italianate writing with Brahmsian
ardour. The Second ( 1898), in which charm
Busoni felt he had finally found his
direction as acomposer, is more
profound and searching. The
predominant influence is Bach,
though the Italian character breaks
through in the stunning Tarantella
that serves as scherzo, and the big
finale — improvisation, variations
and fugue on aBach chorale —
opens up future vistas that were to be
explored in the Elegien and Fantasia
Contrappuntistica.
Szigeti's classic 1956 reading of
Sonata 2with Horszowski is on Sony
`Masterworks'; Lydia Mordkovitch
and Victoria Postnikova pair the
sonatas on Chandos, as do Cristiano
Rossi and Marco Vincenzi on
Dynamic. Still, Iwould recommend
this BIS release first. Per Enoksson
plays with tremendous fire and sense
of style; Stott is the liveliest and most
characterful accompanist I've heard
in works where the piano is every bit
as important as the vioin. Also,
Chandos has no coupling (Dynamic
enterprisingly offers ' Sonata 0', an
unpublished C-major work Busoni
composed at the age of ten). BIS give
us the Bagatelles (1888), delicious
little miniatures written for the seven
year old Egon Petri to play with his
violinist father, and as far as Iknow
otherwise unrecorded. The sound
throughout is to BIS's highest
standard.
BIS CD-784

Ca/urn MacDonald
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Barry
Douglas: a
new RCA
recording of
Debussy's
Fantaisie
account on Philips (apity that
Kocsis's achievement in the coupling
of the two Ravel concertos is so
frustratingly uneven). Nor does the
present Pour le piano exactly set the
pulse racing: Douglas gives aworthy
performance, but the current
catalogue boasts readings of far
greater imaginative flair and poetry
from the likes of Kocsis, Crossley
and Tirimo.
These newcomers attack the
opening movement of the Britten
with awill, but the relentless bluster
and high-powered energy of it all are
utterly self-defeating. Detractors will
have afield-day here, for how
distressingly empty and heartless this
music now sounds! There is, of
course, far more to this stunningly
inventive score than Douglas and
Janowski choose to uncover, and one
has only to turn to MacGregor/
Bedford [Collins Classics] or

Gothoni/Kamu [Ondine] — the
latter an especially provocative and
pungently characterised affair — to
realise just how unnerving and
ominous are the undertones which
stalk Britten's driven inspiration. Too
much orchestral detail fails to register
in this co-production with Radio
France. Otherwise the 1994
recording is decently balanced if
lacking something in brilliance.
Andrew Achenbach

B- C: 2-3

ENESCU:
Romanian Rhapsody 2 J Symphony 2
BBC PhilharmoniclRozhdestvensky
Chandos CHAN 9537

(
71m 49s)

What acontrast both works make
with the composer's First Romanian
Rhapsody and First Symphony.
Enescu was still experimenting with
different methods of melodic
expression and orchestration.
The Rhapsody is just like an
extended paeon to love, bold and
tender in utterance, yet never
overstated (
as with the music of some
of his contemporaries); but the
symphony is something else,
exploring keys and harmonies which
go beyond Scriabin's three, yet
clinging somewhat to the
impressionist palette of Debussy
(Printemps), extending its knitted
fragments of melody vertically and
horizontally over awide arc of
unbroken orchestral texture,
reminiscent of Brahms.
The material is folk-based —
whether from original sources or
invented by the composer is beside
the point — and Enescu favours the
solo horn to carry his emotional
message, with woodwinds continually
taking over the various melodic
strands, and at the same time
imitating the tonal blendings of folk
instruments. Throughout there is a
strong sense of life in all its stages of
development; only at the beginning
of the finale is there athreat to the
music's serenity when the side-drum
interrupts with martial sounds of
World War I.
Rozhdestvensky and the BBC
Philharmonic clearly love the
composer's music; this is afond
follow-on from the conductor's
earlier Melodiya days. New
Broadcasting House, Manchester was
the ideal recording venue.
»
Bill

Newman

A:1*

FINZI:
Dies natalis J When Iset out for
Lyonnesse J Interlude J Farewell to
Arms J Two Sonnets J Let us
garlands bring
Evans (sop)ISpence (ten)IGeorge
(bass-bar)IDaniel (ob)IBournemouth
SO/Handley
Conifer Classics 75605 51285 2

(
74m 58s)

Conceived by Finzi for high voice
and orchestra, Dies mites has been
NOVEMBER 1997
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artificially forward here! Mus Ed.]
Lloyd Webber's description of the
Walton's 'Mediterranean warmth and
sexuality' became the subject of a
three-way Radio 3discussion
recently. Although Harrell/Rattle
[EMI] and Cohen/Litton [Decca]
equate the solo cello's sonorous
beauties to Walton's sumptuouslyrich orchestral textures, Lloyd
Webber's half-veiled tones balance
perfectly with Marriner's natural,
warm-styled accompaniment. This is
aglowing account of the work in
which dynamics are scrupulously
observed throughout, and with no
sense of lingering during slower
passages — for example, in the first
of the three cello cadenzas, (ii) four
before 19, Lloyd Webber alters his
rubato ad lib to an accelerando, in
order to match the poco meno mosso
orchestral re-entry and the overall
Allegro appassionato tempo direction.
An essential addition to the evergrowing British Music discography.

classical REVIEWS
(on disc, at any rate) the almost
exclusive property of tenors - my
shelves contain admirable rival
recordings from Wilfred Brown with
the ECO under the composer's son,
Christopher (now reinstated on EMI
'British Composers'), Philip
Langridge and Martyn Hill (these
last two with Richard Hickox and
both, alas, currently unavailable).
e
t This is the cantata's first soprano
recording since Joan Cross's
-.pioneering account from the late
Lq 1940s. Aided by Vernon Handley's
gloriously lucid, watchful backing,
Rebecca Evans gives acommanding
display, convincing in its bright
cn •
intensity, if perhaps not quite as
intimate as some might like - Iprefer
the greater sense of innocence and
wide-eyed wonder so memorably
conveyed by Brown and Finzi fils
(and how astonishingly fresh
Anthony Griffith's 1963 Abbey Road
production still sounds!). However,
for Handley's wonderfully intuitive
contribution alone, this sensitively

engineered newcomer remains a
version all Finzi connoisseurs should
investigate. Listen, for example, to
the melting timbre he draws from his
Bournemouth strings in the visionary
coda to (ii) (' Rhapsody'); how
unerringly, too, he paces the
luminous closing aria, 'The
Salutation' — and how serene the
playing is here.
If anything, the Two Sonnets are
more suited to Evans's grand
manner: her effortless high B at the
final climax of 'When Iconsider' is
an undoubtedly thrilling moment
and Handley finds aslumbering,
operatic power in this early Miltondiptych that will raise eyebrows.
Tenor Toby Spence brings to Farewell
to Arms akeen, youthful ardour
which Ivery much like. Nor does he
disappoint in 'When Iset out for
Lyonnesse' - drawn from the cycle
Earth and Air and Rain and the only
one of over 40 Hardy-settings that
Finzi orchestrated.
Bass-baritone Michael George is a

GRAINGER:
In a Nutshell Suite U Train music
Country Gardens ('Stokowski
version')
Lincolnshire Posy
The Warriors/RAVEL (arr. Grainger):
La Vallée des Cloches/DEBUSSY
(am Grainger): Pagodes
CBSOIRattle
EMI CDC 556 4122

2
(
"
m,,,,I,

jam.
t
Hro:(';
-.

(
69m 59s)

The Rattle/CBSO view of Grainger is
very different from, say Hickox/BBC
Philharmonic on Chandos's ongoing
series. The music is loud, hard-edged,
sometimes hard-driven,
predominantly serious. The late and
very wicked rejigging of Country
Gardens for Stokowski aside, there's
no whimsy, no indulgence, and not
perhaps much of the sheer sense of
fun we associate with this composer.
Altogether, Rattle seems to take
Grainger at his own evaluation, as a
figure more dark and driven than
droll.
Yet the result is bracing,
invigorating, continuously surprising:
aportrait of a20th-century master
and innovator. Is this the conductor
who concluded his Leaving Home
television series by saying (I
paraphrase) that he'd included no
historically significant British music
because there wasn't any? And does
he think he can wriggle out of his
own sweeping judgement because
Grainger was Australian?
Apart from Lincolnshire Posy —
and how good it is to have areally
virtuoso reading of this magnificent
wind-band score to rival Frederick
Fennell's invaluable old Mercury
recording [reissued on 432 754-2] —
Rattle's approach showcases
Grainger's astonishing boldness as a
writer for ' tuneful percussion'. Those
xylophones and marimbas, pianos
HI.FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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and so forth are centre-stage, and hit
for all they're worth, right from In a
Nutshell's fierce, hard `Arrival
platform', whch opens the disc. It
ends with quite the most pulverizing
version yet recorded of The Warriors,
the piece that features Grainger's
biggest and most adventurous
percussion ensemble. In between we
have the exquisite Ravel and Debussy
transcriptions, returning the
Frenchmen's piano pieces to the
tintinnabular and gamelanesque
origins from which they sprang. And
there is one premiere: the 1901 Train
Music, awonderfully futuristic sketch
for 150-piece orchestra lasting all of
lm 35s in this realisation by Eldon
Rathburn.
Except for the more intimate,
statuesque Ravel arrangement
(recorded at Warwick University Arts
Centre), all these sonic extravaganzas
are given the full Symphony Hall
treatment in width, depth and
resonance, resulting in what must be
some of the biggest climaxes yet
heard from disc. Demonstration
standard indeed, it should test
anyone's system.
Calum MacDonald

10:1

4),
Konstantin

no less sympathetic presence in the
enchanting Shakespearean sequence,
Let us garlands bring, where the
central ' Fear no more the heat o' the
sun' (apparently afavourite song of
VW, to whom the whole work was
inscribed as a70th-birthday gift) is
most poignantly delivered. Again,
Handley and the Bournemouth
orchestra tender loving support.
Finally, Nicholas Daniel and
Handley form araptly assured
alliance in the Interlude for oboe and
strings, which here receives afirst
recording in its orchestral guise, and
enshrines amuch more ambitious,
emotionally profound experience
than its title would suggest. All told,
alovely collection.
Andrew Achenbach

A:1-1 ( 2)

Scherbakov:
Godowsky
sonatas after
JS Bach, on
Marco Polo

GODOWSKY:
Piano Sonatas 1-3 ( after JS Bach)
Konstantin Scherbakov (pno)
Marco Polo 8.223794

(
68m 39s)

These are free transcriptions
('metamorphic' is the annotator's
word) of Bach's solo Violin
Sonatas/Partita BWV1001-1003, the
Third dedicated to Auer whose
(corrupt — did Godowsky realize?)
performing editions of the originals
Godowsky appended to his 1924
published reworking. Konstantin
Scherbakov straddles the two stools
of baroque styling and Romantic
elaboration with persuasive authority.
In, say, the Siciliana from the First he
reminds me not alittle of Kempff's
thoughtful and dedicated manner in
Bach keyboard transcriptions.
Elsewhere, Scherbakov produces
some massive sounds — but these
are always purposeful and apart of a
convinced interpretation
encompassing the entire work. The
East Woodham church acoustic is in
away too lively, but this pianist's
clear articulation and musical grasp
emerge well enough: Scherbakov is
evidently ayoung pianist to watch.
(He's also recorded Johann Strauss
arrangements for EMI: HFNIRR
July, page 82.)
Christopher Breunig

A( B): 1 - 1•

HANDEL:
Concerti Grossi Op.6:1-5
Collegium Musicum 90/Simon
Standage (v1nIdir)
Chandos CHAN 0600

(62m 16s)

Simon Standage is amusician who,
when giving period instrument
performances, is exceptionally
sparing in his use of vibrato. There is
convincing justification for this on
the grounds of authenticity but,
especially in concerted music, it
requires absolute accuracy of
intonation from all concerned. This
disc could be said to be ashowcase
for this technique and the small band
which includes 17 strings achieves a
most attractive, airy sound: its very
87

plainness is beautiful in itself.
The recording portrays soft
textures. The continuo instruments,
including two theorboes and a
harpsichord, infiltrate their colours
into the orchestral sound without
being particularly sharp in focus. The
harpsichordist's disinclination to
spread chords also means that the ear
is not immediately drawn to his
instrument. A good point of
production is evident in and around
Op.6:4. Here organ continuo is used,
and inevitably there is some noise
from the blower, but the subtlety
with which this is faded during
silence is very commendable.
Beauty of tone is certainly a
notable attribute of these
performances of the first five concerti
in Op.6, but this is not to say that the
sturdy solidity of Handel's music is
understated. Such unhurried
regularity of pulse enhances the
swifter movements (the Polonaise in
No.3 is adelight) and the flow
between linked slow and fast movts is
judged to perfection.
Fine musicianship here which
stresses the courtly rather than the
peasantish side of Handel, and the
recording also brings out elegance
rather than solidity.
Antony Hodgson

A:1

Agrippina
is history
replayed
as farce,
reducing the
murderous
passions and
politics of
the JulioClaudian
house to
the level of

Philips 438 009-2

A-11:1

comedy.
Handel

Ardis,453 435-2

maybe never

Hasse thoroughly deserves the
exposure on stage and disc that the
third centenary of his birth in 1699
should bring. Here is avery
impressive foretaste of what we can
hope for in two years' time: two
sinfonias and aG-minor fugue are
interspersed with two settings of the
Salve regina and an extensive solo
motet. Though the name of Barbara
Bonney will draw many potential
buyers, it is on the mezzo Bernarda

esque

surpassed

(
3CDs, 27m 43s) the supple

fluency of
Agrippina is history replayed as farce,
reducing the murderous passions and this early
politics of the Julio-Claudian house to opera
the level of Feydeau-esque domestic
comedy. The 24 year old Handel's
music is afeat of astonishing
brilliance: though he often matched
it, he maybe never surpassed the
supple fluency of this early opera. It
deserves any number of recorded
versions, but there was none at all
before Nicholas McGegan's 1991
Gottingen production [Harmonia
Mundi]. This ' new' Philips rival is
actually of similar vintage, recorded
in London in the winter of 1991-92.
The acoustic of St Giles
Cripplegate lends John Eliot
Gardiner, who secures consistently
superb playing from the English
Baroque Soloists, abigger, more
sumptuous sound than McGegan,
though on occasion aslightly
`churchy' one not wholly appropriate
to this blitheley amoral work. In fact,
honours are about even, because the
strengths are different. McGegan's
singers excel in edge and incisiveness;
there is more cut-and-thrust, more
imaginative linking of numbers. On
the other hand, his tempi can seem
too hard-driven; Gardiner's
comparative relaxation better reflects
the work's indulgent irony. As
Agrippina, Della Jones is simply
88
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NASSE:
Salve Regina
Barbara Bonney (sop)IBernarda
Fink (mez-sop)IMusica Antigua
Kii1n1Goebel

Feydeaudomestic

HANDEL:
Agrippina
Miksljones1RaginlBrownIChancel
Mosley/Kenny/von OtterIEBSI
Gardiner

stunning, outshining McGegan's
authoritative Sally Bradshaw in
character and seductiveness. Nero is
better amale alto than asoprano, and
Derek Lee Ragin is more than Wendy
Hill's match in the character's callow
wetness and cold ambition — witness
the scintillating petulance of his
'Come nube che fugge', in which he
renounces Poppaea's love for a
chance at the throne. Michael
Chance makes amore attractive
Ottone than Drew Minter; but Dona
Brown's Poppaea is amite colourless
compared with the appealing Lisa
Safer on HM.
Handelians will, ideally, want both
sets. Philips provides alavish libretto
booklet, but the picture editor should
be shot! One page shows three
Roman portrait sculptures captioned,
in order, Agrippina, Claudius and
Nero. Doubt might be aroused by the
fact that Agrippina sprouts abeard;
in fact the persons illustrated are, in
the same order, Nero, Agrippina's
grandfather Agrippa (dead 50 years
before the opera's action) and
Claudius.

(71m 53s)

picture
editors
again!

Handel

Agrippina
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Fink that the spotlight mainly falls —
Bonney is employed in just one of
the three vocal works, where she
blends finely with her lower-voiced
colleague. Fink is aname to conjure
with, as her recordings of baroque
operas have demonstrated: she has a
pure, expressive and extremely
flexible voice, and uses it with
subtlety and intelligence. The sacred
pieces display Hasse's renowned
skills as composer for the voice; the
orchestral numbers prove unfailingly
urgent, assured, even memorable.
The recording is appropriately
resonant, clear and well balanced. As
always with the excellent Archiv
series, the presentation is exemplary.
Peter Branscombe

As:le 0

HAYDN:
String Quartets Opp.77:1 & 2, 103
J Der Greis Hob.XXXVc:5
rchibuddli
Sony Classical CD 62731

(
59m 14s)

A fine recording in which every
aspect of internal detail is captured
convincingly yet the recording never
seems too close.
The performances are bright,
sparkling and forthright. Rhythmic
emphasis is often achieved by
stressing the strong beats of the
melody line. This technique is ideal
for Op.77:1(i) and it also gives point
to the finales. The slow movements
are less impressive. It is good to have
well-chosen speeds and crisp
phrasing but there is alack of quiet
playing. Certainly the sad Andante
grazioso of Op.103 is not given the
lingering beauty which Haydn's
farewell to the string quartet surely
implies.
The Minuets are full of life but all
three have aslight tendency to push
forward resulting in alack of repose.
Worse still, their proportions are
spoilt by an illogical choice of
repeats. L'Archibudelli adopt the
same mannerism which has spoilt a
number of recent performances by
t«.3
the otherwise excellent Salomon
Quartet: namely the observance of
e
both repeats before the trio but only :g
one afterwards. The resultant loss of
symmetry is very disturbing. [
Not so
long ago, the idea of repeats after the trio
was deemed deeply controversial! Mus
Ed.]
Haydn enthusiasts will recognise
`Der Greis' (The Old Man) as being
the title of the composer's four-part
vocal setting of the poem of that
name by WL Gleim, the first line of
which Haydn used for his visiting
card in his last years and translates as
`Gone is all my strength, old and
weak am I'. It was an excellent idea
to set the music for string quartet
and it makes an excellent postlude
after Op.103, which Haydn's failing
health prevented him from
completing.
Antony Hodgson
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HEATH:
Violin Concerto 'The Celtic'
Flute Concerto 'The Connemara' J
The Four Elements
Gould (vin) /Heath (flt)IRichardson
(percn)IBT Scottish Ensemble/Gould
Linn CKD 073

(
65m 27s)

Music of strong appeal, approachable
but not simplistic or patronising, and
expertly crafted. Manchester-born
and aproduct of the Guildhall
School of Music, Dave Heath
(b.1956) successfully combines a
career as both composer and flautist:
as asoloist he has worked with artists
like Sting and Barrington Pheloung
on the Inspector Morse sound-tracks.
Indeed, Heath's own formidable
instrumental prowess can be heard in
the present, dazzling account of his
Flute Concerto. It's aternary, singlemovt construction of considerable
stylistic resource, incorporating
influences as diverse as Herbie
Hancock and Chick Corea (Heath
began playing modern jazz at the age

LIEBERMANN:
Piano Concertos 1 & 2 J Album for
the Young - excerpts
Stephen Hough (pno)IBBC Scottish
SOILiebermann
Hyperion CDA 66966

of 17) as well as the sonorities of the
Japanese flute, the shakuhachi.
Even more striking is the Violin
Concerto (`The Celtic') that Heath
wrote in 1995 for Clio Gould,
Artistic Director and Leader of the
BT Scottish Ensemble. 'What Ilike
most about Celtic music,' opines
Heath, 'is its rhythm and purity of
expression', and those self-same
qualities are precisely what Ilike
most about this likeable creation. Its
centre-piece and emotional core,
'Lament for Collessie', expresses
Heath's homesick longing for the Fife
village of that name, where he and
his family lived very happily for a
year. (There exists, incidentally, a
superb recording of this concerto in
its alternative guise for soprano
saxophone from Gerard McChrystal
on Silva Classics SILKD 6010.)
In ashrewd bit of programming,
the compilers have placed ' Celtic Air'
(a touching threnody and the second
of The Four Elements) after the Violin
Concerto, for its deceptively powerful

LOWf1.1. LION IMMIN

MANO CONCERTOS

h,,b 'km

(56m 21s)

Lowell Liebermann's two piano
concertos are representative of his
early and mature periods respectively.
His music has made agradual
transition from astrongly
contrapuntal and atonal style to one
where tonality has begun to assume a
more important, if hardly
conventional, role. Liebermann's
artistic vision is more accessible than
this outline might suggest, however,
and his strong melodic sense and
rhythmic drive give his music a
structural power that makes these
works both stimulating and
satisfying.
The First Concerto is an exciting
and brilliantly-written tour-de-force for
both soloist and orchestra, with an
arresting contrast between the
angular, obsessive opening figure and
the eerie Nachtmusik that follows.
The piece makes use of two plagueinspired elements; the popular song
'Fortune, my Foe' appears as a
unifying force in all three
movements, whilst the manic third
movement is subtitled ` Maccaber
Dance' after the Scottish adventurer,
'half askeleton', who led agraveyard
processional through Paris that was
to become known as the Danse
Macabre. This concerto is dedicated
to Sorabji, and there is more than a
trace of that composer's «incendiary
virtuosity in the piano writing.
The Second Concerto is at once
more expansive and inward-looking,
and offers further evidence of
Liebermann's brilliant command of

orchestral colour. The material here
is handled in an assured and
convincing manner, with many
opportunities for bravura as well as
reflection.
This music makes heavy demands
on the soloist, and Stephen Hough
proves himself equal to the task in
every respect. His playing has the
sort of consummate ease and
supreme conviction that few can
match, and he gives the impression
that he thoroughly enjoys the many
challenges of Liebermann's athletic
piano writing. He is the dedicatee of
the Second Concerto, where his
playing is both rich in poetic insight
and alive to the tonal allure of the
score. As an encore, he offers six
pieces from Liebermann's Album for
the Young which are charming and
beautifully played. He is excellently
supported in the concertos by the
BBC Scottish SO under the
composer.
The recording is spacious, if a
trifle distant, and the booklet
contains exemplary notes by Hough
himself. An outstanding release that
can be warmly recommended.
John Kersey

A:1' 0

Hough is the
dedicatee of
Liebermann's
Second
Concerto,
where his
playing is
both rich in
poetic insight
and alive
to the
tonal allure

simplicity seems to follow on
naturally from it. The remaining
movements of this piece (intended to
complement Vivaldi's Four Seasons)
excitingly exploit the full range of
modern percussive effects. That
superbly assured Scottish
percussionist, Kirk Richardson, has a
field-day, especially in the concluding
'Fire', with its funky conga rhythms.
Wholly admirable performances, in
short, accorded sound of stunning
realism.
Andrew Achenbach

AM' J

of the score
MAHLER:
Symphony 8
Alessandra Marc, Sharon Sweet,
Elizabeth Norberg-Schulz (sops)/
Vesselina Kasarova, Ning Liang
(mez-sops)IBen Heppner (ten)/
Sergei Leiferkus (bar)/René Pape
(bass) /Berlin Rad Ch, Sudfunkchor
Stuttgart,Teilz Boys Ch/Bavarian
RSO & Rad ChlDavis
RCA 09026 68348 2

(
2CDs, 83m 11s)

Over the years listeners have enjoyed
the superb performances and
recorded sound of Bavarian Radio
productions — sadly this is not one
of them, and in view of Sir Colin
Davis's high standard of recording
achievement over the years Iam
surprised it had his final blessing for
commercial release.
Throughout, the recording is
transferred at alow level, the range
severely restricted in many tuttis so
that is impossible to hear the Latin
words sung by the chorus. Soprano
soloists Iand II (doubling for Magna
Peccatrix and Una poenitentium in
Part 2of the score), are both
extremely variable. At 7, Part 1
during their atempo introduction, the
marking dolce espressivo goes out of
the window fast with Marc
uncomfortably forcing her voice
upwards in endeavours to hit high G
and A-flats, while Sweet revels in
uncontrolled vibrati to help her out,
and becomes even worse later. The
other soloists fare somewhat better,
although Heppner's stylish
contribution also sounds slightly
strained (too much Wagner?) in
Mahler's demanding top lines. Best
of all are Kasarova (you can certainly
hear her words) and Liang, whose
spirited, full-gutted tones are closer
to the composer's intentions, and the
excellent (as always) Leiferkus.
Of course, the choirs and orchestra
under Sir Colin's direction perform
with commitment, but the murky
sound-perspective with its poor
separation and limited range masks
those magical soft passages: eg, Ican
hardly hear the important violin
solos; and the contrasting beauty and
excitement during many episodes
simply isn't there! Where Tennstedt
[EMI], Solti [Decca] and Wyn
Morris [Carlton — though the sidebreak is inexcusable! Mus Ed] elevate
the listener in the long, extended
89
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MOZART:
Piano Concerto in G, 1(453 CI in d,
1(466
Robert Levin (f-pno)IAAMIHogwood
OiseauLyre 455 607-2

(
60m 47s)

As will be expected, this fourth issue
in the LevintHogwood series is
hardly aroutine run-through of these
standards. Surprises abound, and
survive even after one has read Cliff
Eisen's and Levin's own warning
commentaries. For instance, Levin
writes, re cadenzas, ' an audience that
knows (and anticipates) every note of
the authentic cadenzas... is deprived
of the critical element of uncertainty
that is the very raison d'être of the
cadenza'.
Does Levin wander too far in his
quest for uncertainty? We cannot
know the answer because we don't
know how far Mozart himself
wandered. Those cadenzas he left for
posterity are only examples of what
he may or may not have played: his
every performance is said to have
been different. Another surprise is
the freedom Levin allows himself to
decorate the written line in his solos
and to provide aquite exotic
continuo during tuttis. A number of
other textual matters have been
rectified too.
All this makes for interesting
listening. The series is amust for
students as well as for less committed
listeners. Once the small-voiced
fortepiano tone has been accepted
and the prominence of the wind
writing put into perspective mentally,
the performances throw fresh light on
these warhorses — more so than
Malcolm Bilson's excellent complete
series on Archiv. Some of Hogwood's
conducting is exceptionally
vehement, not only in the stormy Dminor but also in K453(iii). The full,
wide-range and clear recording only
strengthens astrong recommendation
for this intriguing issue.
Robert Dearling

/
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Antony Hodgson
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This disc can

Peter Branscombe
A- B:1-2

Conifer 75605 51292 2

MOZART:
Flute Concertos, 1(313/314
Concerto for flute and harp, K299
James Galway (fie) /Marisa Robles
(harp)IASMIMarriner
RCA 09026 68256 2

(
77m 19s)

Renee Krimsier (fte)IYolanda
Kondonassis (harp)IECOIArgiris
Channel Classics CCS 10297

Emmanuel Pahud (fte)/Marie-Pierre
Langlamet (harp)IBPOIAbbado

Berlin

RCA RCA 09026 68289 2

EMI CDC 556 3652

principal

Polished, elegant performances,
immaculate in style, sensitive in
phrasing and warm in tone. Alicia de
90
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RESPIGHI:
Roman Festivals J Fountains of
Rome "..] The Pines of Rome
St Cecilia OrchlGatti

MOZART:
Piano Concertos in B- flat, 1(595 _I
in F, 1(459
Alicia de Larrocha (pno)IECOIDavis
(
59m 07s)

A:1-2

(
75m 24s)

(71m

06s)

The two flute concertos, and even
more the double concerto for flute
and harp, give the lie to the view that

Philharmonic
Emmanuel
Pahud

(66m)

Daniele Gatti directs opulent but
refined accounts of these richly
scored, at times rather vulgar, works.
There is perhaps aslight lack of
physical excitement in Feste Romane
(verily apiece that starts with an
earthquake and then works its way
up to ahuge climax!). The recording
doesn't quite suggest massive forces,
unless played loudly. Respighi's
blazing brass sound smooth and
creamy rather than piercing, though
the feeling of distance and space is
impressive. Certainly, this extra
spaciousness pays dividends in the
over-scored (iv), which is much less
`noisy' than usual. Gatti's superb
control over vast orchestral forces
ensures the music never degenerates
into arow. So, while one might still
hanker after gaudy primary colours,
NOVEMBER 1997

BMG RCA

Bill Newman

Mozart did not like the instrument.
be considered All three works date from the ill-fated
journey via Mannheim to Paris that
an antidote
he undertook with his mother in
for those
1777-78; they are delightful if hardly
profound compositions, and it is odd
suffering
that three identical couplings appear
a surfeit of
for review at the same time. They
fortepianos.
don't only have the repertoire in
Of course,
common: all three recordings use
there is room modern instruments, and all three
strike me as being over-resonant
for both
acoustically, and slightly larger than
modern and
life in impact. There is brilliant
period
playing from all the soloists, and
performances much fine accompanying from the
three orchestras.
of Mozart,
James Galway and the ASM under
but somehow
Sir Neville Marriner tend to take a
this team
very broad, romantic view of this
contrives to
music, with some self-indulgent
cadenzas. Galway and Robles offer
make the
some lovely playing in the double
tonal
concerto, and there are exquisite
characteristics details throughout, if also some
of the
mannered phrasing.
Renee Krimsier, Yolanda
instruments
Kondonassis and the ECO steer a
seem
middle course, as the timings
irrelevant
suggest, with moderate tempi that
seldom sparkle, if also with
undeniably nimble and often
expressive solo playing — and with
an interesting note written by
Krimsier herself (both leaflet and
cover-label get the tempo indication
l
wrong for the Adagio ma non troppo
of the D-major concerto). The
recording is well balanced.
My own vote would be firmly for
the EMI disc. Not only am Imost
impressed by Pahud's (and
Langlamet's) neatly focused and
sensitive performances, the tempi
and the orchestral playing under
Abbado are admirable.

Larrocha and Colin Davis make an
ideal partnership in this music. Their
sense of propulsion is remarkable:
K595(i), for example, is given at a
very broad tempo (it takes 14m 20s)
yet there is no sense of lengthiness;
indeed the feeling of flow is greater
than that achieved by many afaster
performance. In (ii) there seems all
the time in the world for interplay
between piano and orchestra, and the
'nursery rhyme' finale swings along
with joyful gentleness.
K459 is amore direct work and
the clearly-balanced woodwind
interact delightfully with the soloist
in (i). Strangely, the horns are far
more audible here than in K595, and
the pianist adds hints of humour in
her replies to orchestral phrases,
especially in (iii).
This disc can be considered an
antidote for those suffering asurfeit
of fortepianos. Of course, there is
room for both modern and period
performances of this music, but
somehow this team contrives to make
the tonal characteristics of the
instruments seem irrelevant. To be
hypercritical: it is occasionally
possible to hear the piano's
sustaining pedal being released with
the faintest of ' thumps', but the focus
is so natural that this gives no cause
for concern

NM NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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buildup to the coda, Davis and his
forces sound like adamp squib.
Carlton should schedule for release
on BBC Radio Classics a
performance of this work which is in
aclass of its own: that by Jascha
Horenstein with the LSO et al, which
took place at the Royal Albert Hall in
the mid- 1950s. Radio 3recently gave
it another airing and it confirms my
original memories of actually being
there'

classical REVIEWS
this remains one of the most musical
and listenable of modern versions.
Gatti is more in his element with
the gorgeously impressionistic
Fountains, which has real atmosphere
and some ravishing imaginative
moments, eg, the quiet close of the
work, which sounds luxuriously
warm and radiant. Dynamic range is
very wide indeed, and many systems
may lose focus in the quiet moments
if the volume is set such that loud
climaxes aren't overbearing.
Pines is played with remarkable
poise and dignity, as though Gatti
were determined to honour
Respighi's craftsmanship and ability
to create atmosphere, not acheap
Daniele Gatti:
Respighi tone
poems with

neat and stylish playing of Les talens
lyriques under Christophe Rousset's
lively and sensitively evocative
leadership, and the fresh, wellbalanced recorded sound, the ear can
relish Rameau's inventiveness to the
full. The 21-strong string body forms
asplendidly cohesive and alert
foundation for any amount of
ingenious scoring for winds and
percussion, and the original
instruments (oboes, bassoons and
brass in particular making many
telling contributions) are no mere
colourful accessory. If you need
convincing, try track 17, the overture
to Acante et Céphise, ou La sympathie,
surely as stunning an instrumental
composition as can have been written
in 1751. This is adelight; Ihope a
sequel will soon follow.
Peter Branscombe

A:1' 0

the Rome

premieres of

SCHOENBERG:
Suite in GI J Chamber Symphony 2
Theme and Variations Op.43b
'Berlin Radio SOIDeutsches SO
BerlinlMauceri

Pines and

Decca 448 19-2

orchestra
which gave
the world

Fountains

picture-postcard brilliance. I
originally felt this CD had been
transferred at alow volume level, but
the final movement of Pines,
representing the heavy tread of
Roman soldiers along the Appian
Way, unleashes the full power of the
orchestra, peaking 2-3dB above even
the loudest parts of the other works.
A disc for big rooms, powerful
systems, and very tolerant
neighbours!
James M Hughes

A:1
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c! RAMEAU:
Ouvertures
Les Talens LyriquesIRousset

a

Oiseau-Lyre 455 293-2

(
69m 48s)

This very attractive CD contains the
overtures to 17 of Rameau's operas,
roughly two-thirds of his output for
the theatre. Though Ican never listen
to an opera overture without wishing
it would lead on into the work itself,
the variety of mood, scoring and
tempo in this selection is such that
gratitude and admiration soon silence
any regret. The musical range is
astonishingly wide, and thanks to the
We NEWS & RECORD MEW
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John Mauceri;
Schoenberg
playing
table tennis in
Hollywood in
the 1930s

(64m 51s)

On occasion, Decca stretches the
label ' Encarte Musik' alittle further
than it will bear. None of the works
here — two composed and one
completed during Schoenberg's
sojourn in Beverley Hills — was

available to the Nazis to suppress,
though they were certainly
responsible for the circumstances of
their creation. Entitled ' Schoenberg
in Hollywood', the album seems
aimed at those nervous of
Expressionism and 12-notery.
Actually, Schoenberg never wrote
any Hollywod film scores (plenty of
screen hacks came to him for
lessons, though), but these pieces are
easy enough on the ear: late
revisitations of traditional tonal style,
in the full compositional mastery of
his seventh decade. The stringorchestra Suite evokes and plays
around, sometimes quite roughly,
with the forms of aBaroque dance
suite; Chamber Symphony 2is a
deeply troubled, elegaic work, begun
in 1907 but only finished in 1939.
The majestic and sometimes rather
schmalzy Theme and Variations is a

full-orchestral reworking of apiece
originally written for US college
bands. Both it and the Suite have a
fair leavening of Schoenbergian wit.
The performances are thoroughly
dependable, but the Suite and
Chamber Symphony may also be
found together on Virgin Classics, in
rather gutsier and better-shaped
accounts by the Deutsche
Kammerphilharmonie under Mario
Venzago. John Mauceri has
researched manuscripts and
recordings of early performances —
his tempo for the Chamber
Symphony's finale, which strikes me
as too staid, seems to have the
composer's sanction. Yet though
there's some beautiful playing, and
the instrumental textures are
admirably clear, Ifind his
interpretation of this powerful work
curiously low-key. The Theme and
Variations is excellently done,
however.
Ca/urn MacDonald

A:1-2 0

SCHUBERT:
String Quintet in C/BOCCHERINI:
String Quintet in E, 6275
Isaac Stern, ChoLiang Lin (vbts)1
Jaime Laredo (v1a)1Yo-Yo Ma,
Sharon Robinson (vlcs)
Sony Classical CD 53983

(
76m 12s)

It is easy to be seduced by the
involving power of Schubert's
inspiration into thinking that the
performance one is at present
listening to (given abasic adequacy)
is the greatest ever. One has to train
one's mind to switch off the music in
order to hear the performance!
Having attempted to do just that, I
still think this is the greatest
performance ever, or at least among
the top three or four. Stern is
inevitably the ' leader' but he never
dominates. Listen to how he
encourages the others to join him as
the development of (i) is launched
with asudden increased drive, and is
impelled so powerfully later. Yet the
rest of the group is no less
impressive, particularly so Yo-Yo Ma
and Sharon Robinson.
The detached part of my mind
tells me that the finale drops below
the level of the rest: impetus slackens
abit, but one is soon caught up
again in the artistry of the playing.
That final devastating sneer from
Schubert is given with maximum
impact.
An occasional deep rumble is a
slight distraction in the recording,
made in April 1993 in the
Manhattan Center NY; otherwise the
sound is excellent. A generous fill-up
offers Boccherini's over-exposed
Quintet — the one with the minuet
— in adelicate and musical
performance. Is it ungrateful to wish
that apreviously unrecorded one
might have been chosen?
Robert Dearling

A-B:1* - 11
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Golden Dragon
KT66
Golden

R

Dragon _ leading valve technology into the 21st Century

Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB1, cathode
bias (typical operating conditions)
Heater voltage
Heater current
Anode voltage (DC)
Screen Voltage (DC)

6.3V
1.3A
450V
425V

Negative dc grid voltage - 15 to -40V
DC cathode current
65mA
Anode dissipation
22W
Screen dissipation
3.5W
*Anode+ screen dissipation
26W(max)
*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the 'Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon

series.

For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA1 18HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424@compuserve.com
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SCHUBERT:,
Psalms and Partsongs
BBC Singers/Susan Tomes (pno)ICity
of Lond SinflGlover
Collins Classics 14992

(
74m)

The contents of this welcome issue
include Psalms 23 and 92, and 13 of
the partsongs: arepertory still far too
little known and appreciated. The
g Schubert collector will have versions
of most of the items, but thoughtful
programme-planning offers (though
separated by several other items) two
versions of the haunting ` Gesang der
Geister uber den Wassern'. Familiar
:g works like Standchen' are offset by
less well-known songs, and such a
trifle as ' Der Tanz' is over almost
before it has begun. The
performances are good if sometimes
rather straight-laced and decorous.
The recording (St Giles, Cripplegate)
is generalized in impact and, though
otherwise throughly acceptable, fails
to suggest any differentiation

between the various purposes for
which the music was written.
Introductory notes, full texts and
translations are included.
Peter Branscombe

B:1-2 '

SIEGEL:
Works for musicians and computers
— Devil's Golf Course —1Jackdaw J
Eclipse Li Tracking
Harry Sparnaay (bs-ch)ISongcirdel
A arh us SO !Rose
Marco Polo dacapo 8.244069

(
62m 43s)

'My hunch was confirmed: the
jackdaw and the bass clarinet are
related' concludes Wayne Siegel, a
Los Angeles minimalist now based in
Denmark. The pithy jackdaw
(commissioned by the Dutch
clarinettist here) is by far the best
piece in an uneven collection — it
uses computer-processed sound from
both the instrument and the
composer's pet bird.

SCRIADIN:
Piano Sonatas 4 & 10 J 24
Preludes, Op.11 [...110 Miniatures
Mikhail Pletnev (pno)
Virgin Classics VC 545 2472

(
68m 18s)

Although much-recorded in recent
years, Scriabin's piano music has not
been particularly lucky on disc. If
you're prepared to shop around there
are stunning accounts of selected
pieces from the likes of Horowitz,
Richter and Gilels, who in their
markedly contrasted ways marry the
technical and structural demands of
Scriabin's muse to mesmerising
effect. Otherwise the tendency is for
artists rather to allow their fingers to
get the better of them, and side-step
the whole issue of the myriad range
of instrumental colours this music
positively cries out for.
Even Gavrilov, Kissin, Alexeev and
Hamelin cannot be altogether
exempted from this charge, and in
the case of both Ashkenazy's (in
particular) and Szidon's complete
sonata cycles the comparative lack of
tonal range leaves awhole dimension
unexplored. Conversely, FergusThompson's fine ASV series leans
towards aheightened poetic
exploration of the music's
undercurrents, considerably
enhancing its stature as aresult.
However, this new recital from
Mikhail Pletnev is, Ithink, destined
to take its place alongside those of
the great Russian masters of the past.
There always appears to be plenty of
time for the music's harmonic
intricacies to register fully, yet they
are never allowed to overheat, so that
even the most tersely impassioned of
musical statements falls quite
naturally into place.
Pletnev uncovers arealm of poetic
fantasy in the more introspective

Less appealing is his Eclipse: four
voices speaking Mexican-Spanish and
English, modulating from musique
concrète to akind of music, and
reminding one, in passing, of Berio's
Sinfonia.
The big orchestral piece
(21 1
/ m) with two
2
synthesizers and drum
sets, Devil's Golf Course —
dry lakes in California
where ` all one's senses are
overloaded by the ovenlike heat and the sound of
one's own feet crunching
on the strange salt
formations' — falls into
distinct sections and, like
the more agreeable
concluding Tracking (
written for the
Kronos Quartet), is strongly
rhythmic. In both pieces Siegel
pushes listener-tolerance to the limit:
often one knows how he's to resolve
asequence, but the monotony of the
actual time it takes is maddening.
Then, however, he switches to anew
intriguing texture/implied pulse and
re-engages one's interest.
Outstanding sound quality for
these Aarhus/London recordings,
produced by the composer.
(Performance rating here is a 'music'
judgement!)
Christopher Breunig

A .:2 )

SHOSTAKOVICH:
Symphony 15 J Cello Concerto 1
Frans Helmerson (vie) Russian State
SO/PolyanSkY
Chandos CHAN 9550

Preludes of Op.11 (No.5, for
example) which might suggest an
inclination to pull back from the
more note-splattered pages, yet
sample the explosive eruptions of
No.14 and one can almost sense the
instrument buckling under the
pressure — and not an ugly sound
within earshot!
The dreamy, half-lit chromaticisms
of the Fourth Sonata's opening pages
are conveyed with askin-tingling
sensitivity to rival even Fiorentino's
recent APR account, whilst the Tenth
Sonata's multi-layered, prismatically
changeable textures leap out of the
speakers in an orgy of bewitching
pianistic devilry with which only
Horowitz's sensational live 1966
account can bear any kind of
comparison.
Nothing can really follow that,
although Pletnev generously
concludes with agroup of ten
miniatures, including the ravishing
Op.57 Morceaux, in amanner which
in terms of their transcendental
voicing and otherworldliness suggest
that Scriabin's messianic obsessions
were perhaps not entirely misplaced
after all. A staggering achievement.
Julian Haylock

A .:1*

(
74m 23s)

There is much to be said for the
flood of Russian tapes now being
transferred to CD — long may they
continue, for they are valuable
artistic documents — but their sound
quality is sometimes less than today's
listener has the right to expect.
Fortunate, then, that this issue,
recorded at the Mosfilm Studio in
March 1996, with Russian producer,
engineer and editors, is so beautifully
recorded as well as displaying such a
high artistic standard. The orchestra
plays superbly, and the frequent
exposed solo episodes in the
symphony are taken with outstanding
skill. Polyansky's view of the work
makes it no less an enigmatic
experience than any other
performance. The curious references
to Rossini, Wagner and (more
expectedly) Shostakovich's earlier
music, still seem to me intrusive, but
aperformance like this encourages
me to keep seeking the composer's
meaning. Purely as amatter of taste I
find (i) alittle rushed, but
Polyansky's sensitive handling of this
sparse and often bleak score, and the
orchestra's adept phrasing, are
completely absorbing.
Frans Helmerson attacks
Shostakovich's greatest concerto with
real fury. The passage from around
3m in (i) is unbelievably vehement,
93

yet his forward placing reveals no loss
of control. This movement, with
terrifying horns and powerful
timpani, has rarely had such dramatic
impact. The middle, slow movements
make atruly elegiac effect,
Helmerson holding the long lines
with ravishing tone; and the finale
takes up again the impetuous anger
of (i), woodwind screeching its
protests.
With two major artistic
achievements on one almost perfectly
recorded disc (only Helmerson's
forward balance gives some doubt,
but who would want to miss anote
of his playing?) with generous playing
time Isee no reason to delay
purchase.
Robert Dearling

A:1*

SZYMANOWSKI:
Piano Music
(Vol. 1) Mazurkas, Op.50:1-4
Métopes J Four Studies, Op.4
Piano Sonata 2
(Vol. 2) Mazurkas, Op.50:5-12 J
Variations on a Polish Theme J
Masques J Fantasia in C
Afortin Roscoe (pno)
Naxos 8.553016 & 8.553300
(66m /
4s/71m 38s)
These are the first two volumes in
Martin Roscoe's Naxos cycle of the
complete Szymanowski piano music.
An unfailingly sympathetic,
uncommonly lucid guide he proves
to be, too. How tenderly Roscoe
responds to the nostalgic,
Scriabinesque Four Etudes and how
imaginatively he shapes the
ambitious Variations on aPolish Folk
Theme (
here revealed as the youthful
mini-masterpiece it most surely is).
Neither the joyously flamboyant
Op.14 Fantasy nor intimidatingly
bulky Second Sonata would appear
to hold any technical terrors for
Roscoe; indeed, his immensely
persuasive advocacy of the prodigally
inventive latter (which contains
writing of staggering, quasi-Regerian
complexity) strikes me as something
of atour de force.
In the ravishingly luminous, hyperfastidious world of the Métopes and
Masques Roscoe faces strong rivalry
from the likes of Mikhail Rudy (a
recent full-price contender on EMI)
and Dennis Lee (on Hyperion).
Having praised the latter's
performances to the skies on their
initial release, Inow find them
perhaps just atouch too sensuous
and soft-grained. On the whole,
Rudy's coolly detached, provocatively
spacious Métopes better convey the
icy glitter and mythic resonance of
Szymanowski's hypnotic inspiration.
Roscoe is ano less convincing
protagonist both here and in the
Masques, where Isense amarginally
greater sense of purpose and
intellectual rigour than Ido with Lee
(and Ialso prefer the bolder, less
evanescent outlines of the
94

newcomer's tonal palette).
Truth to tell, all three pianists are
admirable in their own very different
ways. That just leaves the first 12 of
the bracing late Op.50 Mazurkas,
whose kaleidoscopic range of
expression Roscoe again gauges with
unerring insight.
Very good sound throughout.
(Volume 2, by the way, contains an
exceptionally informative and
perceptive essay by Ates Orga.) Both
these Naxos releases offer exceptional
value. Not to be missed!
Andrew Achenbach

A:1-1'

VIVALDI:
Nisi Dominus, RV608 J Stabat
Mater, RV621 J Salve Regina,
RV616 J Concerto in d, RV128 J
Sinfonia, RV169
Michael Chance (c-ten) /English
ConsortlPinnock
Archly 453 428-2

It sounds as
if Stratas's
track comes
straight

Robert Dearttng

A":1" J

from the film,

unacceptable

WEILL:
Seven Deadly Sins j Symphony 2
StratasIKelleylHaskin1PerrylRosel
Lyon Opera OrchlNagano

amount of

Erato 0830-17088-2

complete
with an

background
noise and
harsh miking
that almost
loses her
at crucial
points as
she wanders
off around
the stage

(
64m 24s)

Vivaldi's sacred music is enjoying the
exposure his instrumental works
enjoyed in the 1970s and 1980s, and
this issue will doubtless further their
progress and popularity. The three
big sacred pieces are alternated with
two solo-less ensemble works for
strings which maintain the sacred
mood and were composed for just
such occasions. The instrumentation
everywhere adheres to church
practice, an organ (two in the Salve
Regina) and two theorboes providing
continuo in the vocal pieces. The
organ noted in the Concerto RV128
sounds like aharpsichord to me;
neither keyboard is used in RV169, a
contrabass alone taking the lowest
line.
This
performance of the
Salve Regina for
alto and two
orchestras is quite
magical. Michael
Chance's voice
against flute, two
recorders and a
comfortably rich
string texture
makes adeep
effect, the
intimate, secret
sounds producing
an almost tangible
feeling of devotion.
The recording
contributes too. In
Nisi Dominus, the ' Cum dederit' is so
delicately performed that, Iimagine,
were this not adigital recording some
of the filigree sounds would be lost in
tape noise. But they emerge clearly,
with precise positioning and
remarkable fidelity. The same
remarks apply to several movts on
this disc.
Chance sings accurately and in
good period style, reserving vibrato
mainly for towards the ends of held
notes, as he produces amoderate
swell. Pinnock's directing from the

organ is beyond criticism, and the
disc as awhole merits the highest
recommendation.

Trevor Pinnock
and ( above)
Kent Nagano

(64m30s)

Brecht and Weill's most multi-faceted
vehicle for soprano should have been
ideal for that greatest of singing
actresses, Teresa Stratus. Perhaps it
still is, but it's very difficult to tell
from this hybrid of aperformance
what she might make of it under less
obstructive circumstances. The main
problem is how she sounds: this
recording was made around the same
time as the video of the Peter Sellars
production, and Ihazard aguess that
those scenes for orchestra and male
quartet — playing down the irony of
Anna's dreadful family to the point
of facelessness — were made in the

studio before or after filming, while it
sounds as if Stratas's track comes
straight from the film, complete with
an unacceptable amount of
background noise and harsh miking
that almost loses her at crucial points
— like the final, martial diatribe —
as she wanders off around the stage.
There are still some subtleties to
be enjoyed. Ilike the way she turns
into adeadpan young Lenya
lecturing her sister (the `better half'
of Anna's divided personality) on the
need to restrain her rightful anger,
only to revert to the painful voice of
truth as she recounts how Anna II
weeps bitterly as aresult. More often,
she's hampered by Nagano's
extremely slow tempi, starting with
the very opening, where Weill's
andante sostenuto is an adagio (
it can
afford to be one only at the very end,
when the reprise carries with it the
heavy-heartedness of Anna's seven
years in the cities). The 'Lust'
sequence, which should be the most
poignant of all, suffers the worst of
all possible worlds: stage clatter and
shuffle just when Anna embarks on
the most bittersweet of Weill's
melodies, and aspeed from Nagano
which attempts to underline apathos
implicit in the tune itself, and loses it
completely as aresult.
NOVEMBER 1997
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This is all the more frustrating
since he keeps an even line through
the contemporary Second
Symphony; and here the expressive
urging of the woodwind phrases,
combined with Nagano's
characteristically brilliant precision in
neoclassical chatter, really does pay
off. And what aperfect double bill
this is, if only to make one realise
that Weill is always stronger (if not
necessarily more interesting)
following adramatic outline than
turning sonata or rondo form to his
own undeniably well-intentioned
ends.
David Nice

C:3-1 A:1

WEILL:
Lady in the Dark - 1963 studio
recording and ' songs
StevensIGreen1ReardonICh & Orchl
Ene//'KavelCh & OrchlAbravanel
Sony MHK 62869
(63m .-Is)

1,

1963, rec.194 Imono

Street Scene it isn't, but Weill's in-thepsychiatrist's-chair music drama in
significant tandem with Moss Hart
(wonderful book) and Ira Gershwin
(not quite so wonderful lyrics)
deserves to have had arecording of
its three, fluent musical dreamsequences — the entertainment
begins in silence, with the
protagonist, Liza Elliott, making her
first reluctant visit to a
psychoanalyst. Ira Gershwin's widow
supposedly vetoed astudio venture
with Julie Andrews (who takes a
stylish crack at the torchsong ' Saga of
Jenny' and gives us the purest, most
melting performance of ' My Ship' in
the Gertrude Lawrence biopic Star!),
and there's no CD planned of the
current, intelligent National Theatre
production, with its endlessly
resourceful, always poised central
characterisation by Maria Friedman.
So this far from complete 1963
studio recording must do for the time
being.
It will certainly puzzle those who
haven't seen the show, but at least
the key songs now have some kind of
context, and there are some haunting
links worth hearing. Rise Stevens, a
Carmen of note, makes aplucky if
over-mature Liza; it's interesting to
compare her rather literal delivery
with the outrageous freedom of
Danny Kaye, recorded shortly after
the premiere in which he made such
ahit that he even dares to take on
four of La Lawrence's numbers. I
actually prefer Adolph Green's 1963
`Tschaikowsky' (49 Russian
composers in aminute), though
`Moniuszko', if Ihear the name
aright, is Polish, and it's
`Bortnyansky', not ` Bortynansky' —
pedant, Ihear you cry. The
presentation, as ever in this series
trading on nostalgia, is seductive, the
sound fine for both eras.
David Nice
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classical REVIEWS
OIANLUCA CASCIOLI
Works by Beethoven, Boulez, Ligeti,
Schoenberg & Webern
Works by JS Bach, Busoni,
Beethoven, Debussy, Fella, Liszt,
Prokofiev & Scarlatti
Gianluca Cascioli (pno)
DG 447 766-2 & 453 422-2
(77m 40sI77m 14s)
The wide-ranging repertoire on these
two generously-filled discs sets
Gianluca Cascioli aformidable task.
Cascioli is a 17-year-old Italian
pianist whose victory in the 1994
Umberto Micheli competition
launched his international career. I
cannot help feeling, however, that
DG would have been wise to have
waited alittle longer before allowing
Cascioli to make such an ambitious
debut.
On this evidence, there are
certainly anumber of qualities that
mark Cascioli out as an artist of
considerable promise. He shows a
real affinity for the music of the
Second Viennese School, and brings
awelcome clarity to Boulez's Incises
(written for the Micheli
competition). His technique is often
impressive, and it is only in
Prokofiev's cruelly transcendent
Suggestion diabolique that one misses
the reckless fluency that made (for
example) Gyórgy Sandor's recording
for Vox take flight so spectacularly.
Elsewhere, however, Cascioli's
unremitting
sobriety of
approach
yields rather
disappointing
results, with
much of the
playing
sounding flat
and onedimensional.
One might
look in vain
for spontaneity or youthful joie de
vivre, and there is little
corresponding gain in poetic insight
or emotional depth. The
experimentation and quicksilver
contrasts of Beethoven's Fantasy
Op.77 and Bagatelles Op.126 call
forth aresponse that short-circuits
the power of the music in favour of
bland generalization, and is no match
for the imaginations of Schnabel
[EMI] or Kovacevich [Philips]
respectively, whilst Cascioli's Busoni
group (three Bach chorale preludes,
the Bach Toccata & Fugue in Dminor and the Red Indian Diary
Book 1) is depressingly pedestrian
and uninvolved.
Brighter prospects come in the
form of Liszt's wonderfully fleet
Toccata and in impressive accounts of
Schoenberg's Five Pieces Op.23,
Webern's Sonatensatz and Satz
(Rondo) and two of Ligeti's Etudes.
Here Cascioli is at ease stylistically
and his cool, understated way with
the music is undeniably effective.

The recording is very clear and
well-balanced, but these
performances are too variable in
quality to merit more than aqualified
recommendation.
John Kersey

A:2-3 0

FRENCH OPERA ARIAS
Arias by Delibes, Chabrier, Ravel,
Meyerbeer, Bondeville, Thomas,
Milhaud, Offenbach, Poulenc,
Gounod & Sauguet
Natalie Dessay (sop)IMonte Carlo
POIFournillier
EMI CDC 556 1592

(
65m45s)

Dessay is undoubtedly the most
exciting coloratura soprano to dazzle
us since Sumi Jo appeared on the
scene, and her appeal isn't limited to
canary fanciers — not, at least, as far
as this delectably planned recital is
concerned. The artistry comes across
neatly in the Lakmé vocalise, daringly
toyed with (the polar opposite, if it
isn't too fatuous to mention it, of
divine Florence Foster Jenkins, who
yaps through it in aquarter of the
time). Not only do the magic bells
ring out towards achallengingly held
E in alt — Dessay's fullest note,
though she can and does give us aG-.
sharp later on, inevitably not apretty
sound — but the annunciation of the
way the young Hindu girl rushes
forward to protect the traveller from
the wild beasts is extremely vivid. Of
the other 19th-century warhorses,
Ophelia doesn't quite rend the heart,
but then this is Ambroise Thomas's
Hamlet, and perhaps only Callas
could do that. Dessay's shot at
Offenbach's Hoffmann doll is
provocatively mechanical (I'm
assuming), holding the interest with
second-verse pyrotechnics that outSutherland Sutherland.
In between these familiar delights
comes amixed bag of 20th-century
French fantasy. Ravel's fire [
L'enfant
et les sortilèges] really does have, for
once, athreat in store for the
naughty child — the final
dematerialisation has never sounded
easier — and meets its match for
strangeness in Creuse's uneasy
lovesong from Milhaud's Medie.
Such arecent gallery can also make a
plea for the songbird as feminist:
wryly so in Bondeville's charming
aria from his Molièrebased School for
Husbands, more riotously as
Poulenc's Thérèse sends her breasts
ballooning away and sprouts abeard.
The orchestral support is adequate,
not especially characterful, and
inevitably one wonders what the
microphone has done for what
sounds like asmall-scale voice.
At Glyndebourne, where Dessay
was the sensation of last year's gala,
there were no problems of projection;
so that would be the perfect house to
present aLakmé or aDomino noir to
showcase this delightful talent.
David Nice

A:1' 0
95

also has on board Daniel Jackson,
who plays afantastic tenor solo — a
kind of modernist rhapsody — on
'The Stars, Like Dust'. Pianist is
Jane Getz, who has played with
everyone from Mingus to Roland
Kirk. In his notes, Fielder remarks
on the ' ESP thing' that surfaces
when she plays. Distinctions between
swing, bop and free dissolve when
music of like this broaches again the
wonder of jazz form; tunes and the
drama of collective improvisation are
fused in organic process.
A-11t1*
Reviews by Ben Watson

DIZZY GILLESPIE
DIZZY FOR PRESIDENT
DOUGLAS MUSIC ADC1

PSF FD83
(
56m 58s)

This is the first issue on a new label
from Alan Douglas, the maverick
producer who has released classic
jazz (Coltrane, Mingus, Ellington),
counter-cultural manifestos (Lenny
Bruce, Malcolm X, the Last Poets)
and progressive rock (John
McLaughlin, Jerry Garcia). From
1975-95 he specialised in Hendrix
video and audio releases.
This Monterey Festival
performance from 1963 is interesting
in the manner of a film
documentary. Eager to hear him
Lee Konitz's
crack another joke or make a
political point, the audience doesn't
dry,
let Dizzy get down to any serious
vibratoless
trumpet work. James Moody's lovely
tone and
tenor solos are all too brief. Piano
deadpan
by Kenny Barron is excellent, and
the rhythm team of Chris White
rhythms
(bass) and Rudy Collins (drums)
achieve a
cope well with Dizzy's love of bossas
and cha-chas. Sound, though thin, is resigned
melancholia,
acceptable. A perceptive essay by
Ross Firestone puts the shenanigans far from the
in political context. By the end,
sensual
Douglas's commitment to the
vitality of
meaning of cultural event wins
most jazz
through, and you feel grateful for
the trip through time. How many
releases from the archive can you
say that about? Nice one.
B:1-2 0
DALE FIELDER NONET
OCEAN OF LOVE AND MERCY
CADENCE JAll RECORDS C811071 (
73m 50s)
Recorded live at the First Lutheran
Church of Glendale in December
1996, Dale Fielder's Nonet testifies
to the breadth and generosity of jazz
as both music and ethic. Finally,
even the boomy sound-quality
enhances the sense of community.
Modal vamps, Latin-tinged metres
and bop orchestrations open up into
an impressive free section on ' At
The Threshold'. Fielder's intonation
on soprano is wayward, but has a
hard edge; his tenor squalls are
frighteningly muscular and real. He
96

LEE KONITZ
UNACCOMPANIED LIVE IN
YOKOHAMA
(
60m 30s)

The veteran cool-school altoist plays
five unaccompanied solos. Konitz's
dry, vibratoless tone and deadpan
rhythms achieve a resigned
melancholia, far from the sensual
vitality of most jazz. He is joined by
Kazuo Imai on guitar on two tracks
(the last spoiled by annoying
audience coughs). He's hardly a
saxophonist to make the heart sing,
but Konitz's wistful sense of
melody gives this set coherence and
weight.
B1 O
LINES
LINES
RANDOM ACOUSTICS RA022

(
58m 49s)

Lines consist of Jim Denley (flute),
Axel Deemer (trumpet), Phil
Wachsmann (violin), Marcio Mattos
(bass) and Martin Blume (drums).
The music is semi-composed, afleet
species of chamber music that
echoes much modern classical music
— the glancing atonality of Webern,
the sonic flurries of Scelsi, the new
sound-production techniques
employed by Lachenmann, Huber
and Furrer. Drummer Blume wrote
seven of the twelve pieces, the others
the rest.
Although John Zorn and Simon
Fell have demonstrated that
sympathetic scoring can fire
improvisors, here there is a lack of
expressive engagement. Like the
packaging (Blume's monochrome
version of a Kandinsky water-colour
adorns the cover), the ensemble
come across as ' sound-like'
avantgarde rather than people daring
to voice fresh interactions and
textures. All very skilful, but played
too confidently, too aware of effect,
to achieve the trembling sensitivity
that makes Free Improvisation
special. Can art that imitates be truly
'abstract'? John Corbett supplies the
Deleuzian rhetoric — intellectualised
hippie guff — that seems de rigueur
in this neck of the woods.
At2

JIMMY WITHERSPOON
FEATURING THE GERRY
MULLIGAN QUARTET
TOUGHER THAN TOUGH
MAGNUM CDBM 123

(
51m 28s)

Recorded live at Ben Shapiro's
Renaissance Club in 1959, this is an
old favourite for those who like to
hear their swing and R&B heroes in
a relaxed, small-group vein. Purists
will probably prefer the rattling
urgency of ' Spoon's earlier hits
(`Ain't Nobody's Business' and
'Who's Been Jivin' You'). Ben
Webster joins in on tenor, and the
rhythm (Leroy Vinegar on bass and
Mel Lewis on drums) is slack and
smokey. This digital release adds in
six tracks from 1963 with Groove
Holmes on organ and West Coast
legend Teddy Edwards on sax. The
Spoon's come-back blues: big-voiced
and stagey.

41. o
SOMETHING ELSE
PLAYING WITH TUNES
BRUCE'S FINGERS BF20

(73m 09s)

Something Else are a trio with Mick
Beck on tenor sax; bass and drums
are Simon Fell and Paul Hession —
one of the best rhythm teams in the
business. You want to hear them as
they occasionally appear on this
disc: keyed-up, proud, firing on
every cylinder. Unfortunately, the
concept here lacks focus, being
selections from a tour: sounds of a
fiesta in Andalucia; bells in SeineMaritime. Self-produced recordingquality does not help. Tunes float
in and out, but the overall feel is
scrappy. On the 17m
`Bpdgtcvlmnsre/Shostakovich',
Beck's tenor gargles up waterfalls of
tenor invention over propulsive,
event-stuffed accompaniment. A
concentrated studio recording in
this vein would be awesome. On the
uneasy cusp between jazz and free
improvisation, Something Else have
yet to find the means to showcase
their considerable virtues.
St1
DAVID MURRAY
FO DEUK REVUE
JUSTIN TIME JUST94

(56m 20s)

This project was a labour of love
for the great saxophonist, so it
seems churlish to carp — but the
truth is that musical spontaneity has
been sunk in studio professionalism,
and the results are uninspired. ' File
under World/Jazz/Rap' it says on
the cover, and this sense of
dependable product boxes Murray's
ambitions.
The Dieuf Dieul Band from
Senegal, singer Hamet Maal
(Baaba's brother), master
percussionist Doudou N'Diaye
Rose, rappers Positive Black Soul
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jazz
and Vandross-soundalike Junior
Soul and Murray's band (pianist
Robert Irving III, bassist
Jamaaladeen Tacuma and drummer
Darryl Burgee) all met up for a
two-hour concert on Gorée Island.
Then they piled into Studio 2000 in
Dakar, and here are the results.
Irving helped Miles achieve hits
with Decoy and You're Under Arrest;
his influence is pervasive, an airless
studio perfection which prevents the
beats really moving the blood.
It's nice to hear Amin iBaraka
demonstrate that rap owes as much
to Beat Poetry as it does to West

African griots; Tacuma's bass is as
cool and funky as ever, and of
course Murray's tenor and bassclarinet deliver ear-catching solos.
But the encounter of local
musicians and jazz players is too
smoothly orchestrated to achieve the
exhilarating Afro-jazz-funk of, say,
Fela Kuti or Hugh Masekela.
A:1 0
VARIOUS
THE ROUGH GUIDE TO CLASSIC
IA77
WORLD MUSIC NETWORK RGNET 1012CD
(7Im 36s)
The travel-guide publisher branches
into music. This disc accompanies
the Rough Guide's updated
republication of Jazz: the Essential
Companion. Authors Ian Carr,
Digby Fairweather and Brian
Priestley have given their blessing to
Robert Parker's method of stereo
restoration: this is compiled from
his 'Jazz Classics In Stereo' series.
Jelly Roll Morton, New Orleans
Rhythm Kings, Louis Armstrong,
Bessie Smith, Bix Beiderbecke, Miff
Mole, Don Redman — the gang's
all here. Recording details and
personnel are present and correct,
with an informative note on each
track. Ihate opening a CD booklet
to find a sheaf of advertisements,
but this seems inevitable given
Rough Guide's ambition to become
the Reader's Digest of whole-world
consciousness. Whatever: a good
11,tco.
A?:1
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idespread recognition for
avantgarde artists is frequently
heralded by two developments:
renewed interest in their early work,
and plaudits from their more
commercially acceptable peers. Both
are happening for guitarist Derek
Bailey. Long abyword for challenging
— almost intimidating — music, his
early recordings are now appearing on
aslew of labels. On top of that, he
has just released a 3CD album with
(of all people!) Pat Metheny: The Sign
Of Four [
Knitting Factory Works
ICFW197, 3CDs, 191m 21s].
Metheny has already shown signs
of impatience with his ' easylistening/samba' pigeonhole. He
recorded with Omette Coleman, Song
X, and released an album of
deliberately bad-mannered solo
skronk-guitar called Zero Tolerance For
Silence (
the first was terrific, the
second a nice try, but useless). The
Sign Of Four pitches the two
guitarists at each other from opposite
speakers, with percussion supplied by
Gregg Bendian and Paul Wertico.
CD1 is a single 62m onslaught of
breathtaking ferocity and invention,
recorded live at New York's Knitting
Factory; CD2 is a selection of studio
cuts, in aprettier vein; CD3 consists
of five live tracks back at the Factory:
again rockist and impactful, but with
an astonishing variety of beats and
textures. Metheny will hardly
penetrate his core market with this
release, but it is a brave encounter
with someone who has re-invented
the way both guitar and improvisation
proceed. Death Metal and Free Jazz
fans are likely to find the music
deliriously exciting; listeners looking
for calmer fare should check out
some of the re-releases. A:1 0
Drops [
New Tone RDC 5037, 39m
15s] presents duets between Bailey
and the Italian percussionist Andrea
Centazzo from 1967. Bailey always
sounds impressive against smart beats,
and this is jaw-dropping. The guitar
sound is more etiolated and stringily
sensitive than ears used to recent
Bailey's clarity and hardness will
expect. Bizarre though it sounds, this
is truly 'Webern That Rocks': the
avoidance of cliché is well-nigh
absolute, yet everything is played with
aphysical relish too often absent in
abstract and innovative musics.
A:1* 0
Incus Taps [
organ of Corti 10, 50m
19s] is digital re-release of customised
spools of tape Bailey sold from his
suitcase in 1973. The straight-to-tape
sound has its own lofi aura; the notes
are so round and gleaming they
resemble chrome-oxide thoughtbubbles. Bailey plays counterpoint
with himself as different melodic
progressions proceed simultaneously;
the grace and sheer invention of his
motifs has the kind of unanswerable
logic that has made people hail
Conlon Nancarrow. A/C:I** 0
The Spontaneous Music
Ensemble's Quintessence 1 [
Emanem

4015, 69m IIs] and Quintessence 2
[Emanem 4016, 66m 48s] revive
1974 recordings originally released on
vinyl in 1986. John Stevens
(drums/cornet), Evan Parker
(soprano), Trevor Watts (soprano)
and Kent Carter (cello/bass) join
Bailey at the ICA, London's notorious
highbrow arts venue, to play
quintessential ` free improvisation'.
Maybe the institutional space cast a
pall on the proceedings: there are
some gripping ensemble passages (for
example, the start of 'Ten Minutes')
but also too much ` hit the highest
note' mannerism from the horns.
Extra duets by Stevens and Watts
(tacked on to make use of the CD
timing) are infantile and ramshackle
— not so much Ayler's ' Ghosts' as
musicians who should know better
playing at kids imitating ghosts by
going ' woo woo'. Ghastly. A:1-2
A:1-3 0
Music And Dance [
Revenant 201,
53m 47s] is duets from 1980 between
Bailey and the Japanese dancer Min
Tanaka. In responding to both
environmental sounds and Tanaka's
movements, Bailey resorts to some
characteristic figures, but is evidently
alert and responsive. The ' dialogue'
has an open-ended quality lacking in
Incus Taps, for example. A:1 0
A more sonically-evident dialogue
can be heard on Close To The Kitchen
[Rectangle LP], stunning duets with
the French guitarist Noël Akchoté
recorded in August 1996. More
successful than the encounter with
Metheny, this whirls up improv,
drum'n'bass urgency and lofi aggro
into a truly astonishing tirade. Its
issue on prime-grade, heavy vinyl will
ensure legendary status among Bailey
aficionados. A:1* 0
Another big name in guitars who
has ' discovered' Derek Bailey is Sonic
Youth's Thurston Moore. On The
Thirteen Ghosts' The Legend Of The
Bloody Yeti [
Infinite Chug 5CD,
74m] Moore joins Bailey in trying to
make sense of the antics of Alex Ward
(alto) and Switch (electronics).
Unfortunately, they contribute to
different tracks. Bailey only seems
able to provoke Ward into meaningful
dialogue; Moore supplies a muchneeded emotional core, but is also
quickly drowned in
postmodernist bric-a-brac.
Still, the collaboration
shows that, even at age
67, Bailey is willing
to risk practically any
liaison. There may be
signs that he is
breaking through to
his rightful place as
one of the legislators
of 20thcentury
music, but he is
not going to
surrender the
devil-may-care
wilfulness that
undergirds his unique
integrity. A:1-3 0
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Win Audio Valve's
£10,000 amplifier! Plus
Classic Hi Fi special No 4
FREE with the December issue
(published on Friday, 7November)
is the fourth edition of Classic
HiFi, aspecial supplement packed
with all things vintage, including
historic review, restoration topics
and interview features. For this
edition, we 're also celebrating the work
of one of Britain's great audio pioneers, and incidentally a
founding father of HiFi News, Stanley Kelly. Like previous
issues, Classic HiFi No 4is certain become acollectors' item
itself, so don't miss this one!
It was pretty hard to come up with aDecember- issue
competition prize to equal this month's spectacular Linn
offering: but thanks to the tube amp specialist Audio Valve
and to the brand's UK distributor Wollaton Audio, we're
proud to offer our biggest-value prize this decade.
December's free-entry competition gives you the chance to
win Audio Valve's superb flagship amplifier, the Baldur, which
has aUK retail value of no less than £ 10,000. So once
again, don't miss out!
Main equipment review stories for December include scoop
coverage of the exciting new Wilson Benesch turntable,
The Circle, aprice breakthrough for this energetic, innovative
UK company, while for the more digitally- inclined there will
be aheavyweight group test covering half-a-dozen
CD players in the firecely-contested up-to-£ 1000 category.
We'll also be reviewing YBA's much-vaunted 'blue
laser' CD player, plus the new Primare player and
matching amplifier. Other tests will range from
Chario and Mission speakers to Cary valve amps.
Also in December will be Part 1of our official
report from The HiFi Show, which will survey the
(literallly) thousands of products seen and launched at
the Show this year. Amajor feature article will
explore the current realities and future probabilities of
high-quality audio on DVD, which has been apolitical
and technical battleground in the run-up to the main
launch of the Digital Versatile Disc. December's music
section will offer abumper review package, including
the latest audiophile releases. Last but not least, the
HFN/RR Accessories Club will bring you aseasonal
special, abunch of unbeatable 'stocking filler' offers, as you
start counting the shopping days to Christmas. So whatever
you do, don't miss HFN/RR's spectacular December issue,
on sale Friday, 7November.
98
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JINM:11
111

IFIEPELMI>

VARIOUS
THE SONGS OF JIMMIE RODGERS - A TRIBUTE
Columbia/Egyptian 485189-2

(
advance cape)

Long overdue, this tribute to the popubriser cf yodelling
suffers only in that it contains tracks from BCYPO Ond Van
Morrison. Why can't they just stick wd-h Dubl ners'
appreciations or whatever and keep - heir pretensions
elsewhere - Imean Bono, fer crissake'l What she got to do
with the most undiluted Americana o all? Stick with Willie
Nelson, Alison Krauss, Dylan, Yoaka-n and the rest, and
you'll get a much better feel for what Rodgers' musical
DNA produced. Whoa - I've got it! .odgers flourii.hed
during the Depression. And you don't get much more
depressing than Bono and Van Morrison...
Kell

A:1 -2

Kessler

While Isympathise with Ken's stance, Ican't actuclly agree
about Bonos contribution to this one. Dire as U2's recent
products have been, his interpretation of Rocgers's
'Dreaming With Tears In My Eyes' is as gorgeous .as the
song itself. Alison Krause brings an unexpectedly delightful
tinge of jazz to her saunter through ' Any Cld Time', but
Dickey Betts and Mary Chapin Carpenter turn ir kalfhearted performances lacking imagimation before David
Ball shows them how really to cherish a timdess cassic
with his wistful and lonesome interpoetation of 'Miss The
Mississippi And You'. Dylan is in fine voice or a Dritty take
of ' My Blue Eyed Jane', but thereafter it's pretty. much a

case of the usual suspects ( Mellencamp, DeMent, Yoakam
et al) knocking out pleasantly competent versions of fine
old tunes. In itself that's no bod thing, and he entire album
onakes a satisfying listen, but .t's hard -lot to imagine what
wonders might occur if a real bunch of left- field mavericks
like Magnetic Fields, Ween on Peter Stampfel, ever got their
hands on a stack of Rodgers stuff.
A:1

Johnny Black

then this album won't disappoint.
Like arockin' Tori Amos, she
presents herself, in lyrics that pull no
(57m 59s) Lie a ror.kini
Turnbuckle TB005
punches, as someone thoroughly
Tri Amos, she
mashed by contemporary society,
A three-piece based in Auckland,
presents
but she can ride apowerchord to its
NZ, and formerly known as The
herself, in lyrics logical conclusion and she keeps her
Gordons, Bailter Space have
hooks short and snappy. She's also
delivered an album which is
that pull no
got enough wit, in ` Somedays', to
annoying because it's almost very
pinches, as
flavour her churning rhythms with
good, but not quite. Dense, dreamy
sc meone
subtle gamelanlike counter-melodies
and distinctly other-worldly, Capsul
and sassy backing vocals, while the
is full of original ideas and the band tioroughly
Badalamento-styled
have an admirable feel for the
mashed by
twang that opens
dynamics of asong, but there's
contemporary
'Watched You
something just alittle too
society
Fall' suggests a
understated about the production
(by the band themselves) and
something alittle too irritating about
the (deliberately?) sometimes less
than tuneful vocals to make this an
album you'd want to return to
again.

BAILTER SPACE
CAPSUL

Valerie Potter

C:2-3 •

MEREDITH BROOKS
BLURRING THE EDGES
Capitol 859617 2

(51m 12s)

Anybody who namechecks Todd
Rundgren in the first track of her
debut album is OK by me, and if
her hit single ` Bitch' was OK by you
NI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Meredith
Brooks:
pulling no

r

punches

woman whose horizons are wider
than most of today's wannabe rock
chicks. Easily acontender for debut
album of the year.

TANYA DONNELLY
LOVESONGE FOR UNDERDOGS
481) CAD F7008 CD

(4.5m / 65)

Having knocked around for adecade
as amajor player in the success of
Throwing Muses, The Breeders and
Belly, Donnelly is now out on her
own whch, on this evidence, is
where she always should have been.
Opening with the recent single
'Pretty Deep', Dannelly has found a
lightness of touch that actually
enhances the intensity of her
performance, and has gathered
around her agroup of sympathetic
musicians whose pedigrees include
The Pixies, Juliana Hatfield Three,
Sebadoh and Veruca Salt. Recorded
with amuscular cleanliness at Fort
Apache in her hometown of
Cambridge, MA,, she sounds
comfortable, like awoman entering
her most productive period with
quiet confidence. Songs like
`Mysteries Of The Unexplained'
99

should put her on apar with Aimee
Mann, and it would be good to see
artists of this calibre achieve the
sales of Alanis Morrisette.

ex- Ravishing

have a similar number of babies and
fit in one previous album. Now,
with Sense And Sensibility she
resumes solo musical activities,
creating the kind of album that
reflects her admitted Carole King
influence. Two of the songs, the
lush string jaunt that is ' Paperchase'
and the more fragile 'New York
Inside My Head', apaean to her
adopted home, were penned in
partnership with XTC's Andy
Partridge, while ' Nobody's Girl',
maybe the most commercial
proposition on the album, is the
result of a songwriting liaison with
Lloyd Cole. Nobody yet has suffered
areputation set-back through
working with Nicky Holland. And
things are not about to change.

Beauties'
Nicky
Holland:
she has
co- penned

FROSTED
COLD

hits for Cyndi

Roadrunner RR 88022

(53m 16s)

This first album from the new band
put together by former Go-Go Jane
Wiedlin is, as might be expected, a
lively affair, with her little girl vocals
holding their own against driving
guitar riffs, while the sweetness of
her melodies is belied by aggressive
playing and bitingly pertinent lyrics.
Marc Waterman has done an
excellent job in capturing the band's
energy, but the album's main fault
lies in its lack of variety. ' Disintegrated', ' My Boyfriend' and ` Hey
Girl' raise the temperature but, apart
from these, many of the songs are
too samey to make Cold ared-hot
debut.

Louper,
Tears For
Fears and
others

ANSON FUNDERBURGH &
SAM MYERS
THAT'S WHAT THEY WANT
Black Top CD BT-1140

(
45m 50s)

You can't really blame Black Top
for giving wizard guitarist
Funderburgh top billing; he is, after
all, the possessor of alarger cult
following than harmonica player
Myers. But it really is the latter
musician's album, as he takes lead
vocals on every track, while
Funderburgh acts as band leader
and producer. While that may not
help you to determine whether to
store it under ' F' or ' M', it firmly

LIFE OF AGONY
SOUL SEARCHING SUN
Roadrunner RR 88162

belongs in the blues section, the title
track itself being a dandy rewrite of
'Mannish Boy'. Choice sawdust-onthe-floor-grade bar blues,
encompassing boogie, Chicagoelectric, country blues, and — of
course — Texas.

EMT-

-WM

NICKY HOLLAND
SENSE AND SENSIBILITY
Epic 487992-2

(
48m 06s)

The story runs thus: Holland, once
a member of the ultra-talented
Ravishing Beauties, has co-penned
hits for Cyndi Lauper, Tears For
Fears and others, stopping only to
knock off a couple of film scores,

After two albums which wallowed
hopelessly in depression with
subject-matter ranging from suicide
to terminal illness and alienation
with acapital 'A', this one pulls off
amajor surprise, with alighter hand
on production and a new
sprightliness in the music. Perhaps it
is abit lightweight on first hearing,
but after a couple of spins the hooks
start to take effect. With titles like
'Heroin Dreams' and ` Haemophiliac
In Me' their songs still aren't exactly
chucklesome, but the catchiness of
tracks like the first single, 'Weeds',
may open LOA up to awhole new
audience.
,
MORRISSEY
MALADJUSTED
Island C108059

THE BLUES
Those fearful of the blues just dyin' off can welcome a
batch from four singers a long way from their social
security cheques. Kelly Joe Phelps, though he started in
jazz, has an album's worth of originals, Roll Away
The Stone [ Ryko RCD10393 e], that puts him firmly in

the Taj Mahal/Keb' Mo school of ' Neo-Ruralists'.
A':1 Meanwhile, the great Luther Allison's sprog,

(
53m I6s)

(40m 08s)

Quite how this wearisome groaner
has convinced awhole generation of
record buyers that he has something
to offer remains beyond me. Anyone
who believes that rhyming couplets
as obvious as 'You stalk the house
in alow cut blouse' deserve to be
printed where we can see them on a
CD insert, rather than lost in the
mix where they belong, is either

Bernard ( left), continues to show that he's got his
daddy's stuff; his Born With the Blues [ Ruf 1017
features Buddy Guy's band and Ron Levy, so naturally - it kicks. A-B:1 Said to be a candidate to
don 'Stevie Roy Vaughan's blues- rock guitar crown' is
Jimmy King, with his brilliantly named band, the King
James version. King's Willie Mitchell- produced Soldier For the Blues [ Bullseye Blues
CD BB 9582 el is a showcase for guitar fireworks, and Stevie Ray's fans won't take
offence at the comparison. A:1 -2 Lastly, there's distaff representation from pianist
Marcia Ball, whose Let Me Play With Your Poodle [ Rounder CD3151 el serves as a
tour through regional genres. Her forte is New Orleans- style boogie, and she sings
up a storm.

A:1 The blues is in good hands.

Ken Kessler
Morrissey maladjusted sums it up
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monumentally vain or terminally
dim. As ever, this album displays all
the hallmarks of a misguided egotist
who thinks that a tune is any
sequence of notes sung in the
manner of a third-rate Tony
Bennett, and that a lyric is any
combination of words whose
meaning is too vague to be properly
understood. If Morrissey is, as many
have claimed, a spokesman for a
generation, let's just hope they have
enough sense not have kids.
egMln

NRBQ
YOU'RE NICE PEOPLE YOU ARE
Rounder CD8045

(
35m 3es)

Hey, it was inevitable. NRBQ never
shied away from novelty tunes,
ditties, knees-ups or anything else
which implied a heart; here they're
just dishing up something for kids.
Hip kids, mind you, but kids
nonetheless. If you don't pay close
attention, you'd think you're
listening to proper ' grown-ups'
NRBQ — loose rhythm section,
twangy guitar, vocals that could've
worked in Deliverance — but then
you realise it's like a rock'n'rodi
edition of Sesame Street. There are
precedents in Flo & Eddie, myriad
Disney tributes and other nods to
rugrats, so don't assume that NRBQ
has lost it. And add a' star' if you
have sprogs of your own.
Ken Kessler

SOUNDTRACKS
TV buffs, this is your month. The Channel 4 repeats of
The Jewel In the Crown inspired a mid price reissue of
the George Fenton scare [EMI PRMDCD 33 *] A:2,
and then there are the 125 original themes spread
across Volumes 3 and 4 o; Television's Greatest Hits
[edel/Cnerama 022722C1N and 022732CIN
titled, respectively, 'The 70s & 80s' and 'Black & White
Classics, this pair features the themes from Cheers,
M'A*S1H, ,assie, Gunsmace and other mainly US
nostalgia btes - irresistible nonetheless. A-C:1 -2
Cinemaricaly, there's a reissue af Gerry & the
Pacemakers rare soundtrack, Ferry Cross the Mersey
[EMI DORIG114 In which also features Cilla Black and
the Foirmost; this digi-pack inceides both the mono °Ind stereo mixes on one CD
A-A*:1-2. Also for collectors is Swordsmen of the Si ,
ver Screen [Silvc Screen

FILMXCD 138 •], which features, as did its science $ction predecessor Doday
Surround encoding and Enhanced CD multimedia contest. Scores include Captain
Blood, .Hook and a cluster of Robin Hoods. A-A':2 For those who pricier new ilms,
check out Grosse Poimt Blank [ London 828867-2•1, with music by The Jam (above),
Guns'n'Roses, Johnny Nash, the Clash and others. A-:12

JUNE TABOR
ALEYN
Topic BCD 490

Now don't this beat all: British folk
music deity Tabor's latest album
takes in. title from the stand-out
track.., which she sings in its original
Yiddish. And she manages to avoid
turning it into something which
could he mistaken for alongforgotten pre-John Barleycorn dirge.
`Aleyn' is Yiddish for ' alone', so the
odd multi-lingual customer might be
forgiven for thinking it means a solo,
unplugged venture. Instead, you get
aperfectly recorded, sparse and
deeply introspective set only
occasionally buggered by hey-nonnynonnyism. Think ' Rory Block', think
'Marianne Faithful:I', and you'll see
how deftly ` crossover' can be
accomplished.

A:1-2

SOUL 11 SOUL
TIME FOR CHANGE
Island CD 806

(adva:h etape)

This opens with the gorgeously
mesmeric ambient groove of
`Camdino Soul', taking its time
before evolving into a laid-back
dance groove reminiscent of Maze.
`Pleasuredome', likewise, comes
across as a cosmic Kool And The
Gang, while the sultry boudoirwindow-steaming 'Thank You'
hardly ups the tempo, although it
may do things to your temperature.
The positive, life-affirming rap- cf
'Dare To Differ' is exactly what
today's knuckle-headed fans oí the
genre won't want to hear, and the
album never once gets in your thee,
preferring at all times to lead
you on with nothing more
agressive than awinsome
smile and maybe a raised
eyebrow. In other words, this
is an artefact of deliciously
understated brilliance, but
in the current
climate it
may be too
subtle for its
oval good.
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(
62m 13s)

Time For

Change:
maybe too
subtle this time

TODD TERRY
READY FOR A NEW DAY
Manifesto 536 076 2

(72m 06s)

Calling Todd Terry ' old school' may
be acause for derision but his past
dance life does seem to pass by the
ears at times. The choice of Martha
Wash (ex-Weather Girls) and
Jocelyn Brown (ex-everyone of note)
as lead singers on acouple of tracks,
including the hit ' Something Goin'
On', displays a certain awareness of
soul history. And his pure grooves
are never of the aimless kind. At
their most simplistic they grab in the
same manner that Chic's basic riffs
once did. Accessibility is the
keyword. And, if songs such as
'Satisfaction Guaranteed' suggest
lyrics penned in someone's lunch-

Ken ,Kessler

hour, then Terry is to be forgiven.
One decade on since he opted to
become the mainman about the
House, Todd Terry still produces
the best in Brooklyn bop.

wrirrin

ROBERT WYATT
SHLEEP
Hannibal IINCD 1418

(53m 41)

Love that world-weary soulful voice.
So, welcome back, Robert —
especially with an album as good as
this. It's full of contrasts: the dotty,
way-out 'The Duchess', half
nursery-rhyme, half-nightmare; the
angular but strangely beautiful
`Maryan% the languid nearinstrumental
'September
The Ninth',
which
sounds like
aprime cut
from Carla
Bley's
'Escalator
Over The
Hill'; or the
humorous,
organbacked
word-shuffle
that is
'Blues In Bob Minor' (the Bob in
question undoubtedly being he of
the subterranean homesick
mentality). Brian Eno, Paul Weller,
Phil Manzanera, Evan Parker and
Annie Whitehead all aid and abet.
But this is indisputably Robert
Wyatt% album. Which means it's
unique.
411

lot
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LI CALE
ANYWAY THE WIND BLOWS
Mercury 53454-2

(
2CDs, 152m 40s)

Outstanding 50-track set subtitled 'The Anthology' covering
Cale's 25 years of mellowmaking. Six previously
unreleased numbers, agorgeous
booklet (superb notes by Colin
Escott), great sound: one for
any Dire Straits fan with a
conscience. A-A•:1*
GENE CLARK
WITH THE GOSDIN BROTHERS
Edsel EDCD529

(
27m 05s)

Astonishing, atmospheric 1967
release, the first solo from a
Byrds member and proof that
it wasn't just McGuinn's
outfit. Adventurous West
Coast rock featuring three
other Byrds among the session
players. One of the truly
'Great Lost Albums'. A:1* D

became known as grunge. A
perfectly chosen Strangeloves
cover explains their attitude,
while they sound more musical
than any ' punk' tag suggest.
B:1-2
,

tracks and intense liner notes.
The elder gods whom all
thrashers ought to worship.
A- B:1-2 A:1
A- B:1 E

MICHAEL McGEAR
WOMAN

Big Beat CDWIKD 171 (
63m 32s)

Edsel EDCD 507

(
36m 21s)

Rare 1972 solo from Macca's
brother, and deserving better
than to be judged only as
such. Quirky rock, not to be
confused with a Scaffold
release. But it's easy to hear
the family resemblance,
especially to those familiar
with Venus & Mars, Ram and
the like. A:1

MOUSE & THE TRAPS
THE FRATERNITY YEARS

One of the stand-outs from the
legendary 'Nuggets'
psychedelia compilation,
Mouse & The Traps was a
Texan garage band famed for
stupendous Dylan pastiches
like 'A Public Execution'.
Packaged and annotated to
satisfy collectors, this set also
contains unissued rarities,
making it a must for scholars
of the genre. A- B:1-2

SCOTT WALKER

(
2CDs, 140m 34s)

You wouldn't think that this
band — its entire output still
in print and with 'best ofs' in
abundance — needs to be
anthologised again, but this
40-track, 2CD anniversary set
updates the story to the postBrilleaux era. Sweaty R&B
born of the pub. B-C:1-2

IIss.d his
calling?
and

reissue

AIM Records AIM 2001CD

(
40m 32s)

To sit alongside the major
label collections, a dozen
rarities from smaller indicbased ventures like Bomp and
France's Slcydog. Heartfelt
power/pop from aband to be
admired for its perseverance.
A-C:1

n

MANFRED MANN
THE FIVE FACES OF MANFRED
MANN

POCO
FROM THE INSIDE/GOOD
FEELIN' TO KNOW

EMI DORIC 121

BGO BGOCD359

(
39m 36s)

A classy digi-pack in the label's
100th Anniversary reissue
series, the band's 1964 debut
remastered and released for
the first time in stereo in the
UK. Early Paul Jones, jazz
flavourings, refined taste in
material — who knew then
that ' Do Wah Diddy' was just
the surface? A:1

a

MOTORHEAD
ORGASMATRON
Essential ESM CCD 557

(48m 18s)

ROCK'N'ROLL

Essential ESE CCD 558
(33m 43s)

First-generation New York
New Wavers, their 1978 debut
showing touches of what

See For Miles SEECD 478

(
77m 20s)

(46m 33s)

(51m 37s)

(
78m 59s)

Two of their best on one CD,
Good Feelin' in particular
reminding all that this band
did the most to sustain the
memory of the Buffalo
Springfield. Achingly beautiful,
pre-Eagles country rock,
immaculately transferred but
accompanied by atypically halfhearted notes from the
otherwise dependable John
Tobler. A•:l*
THE PRETTY THINGS
THE EP COLLECTION...PLUS
See For Miles SEECD 476

Three neglected albums from
1986-88, the last listed being a
rude and raucous live set, all
with original artwork, bonus

NOVEMBER 1997

(72m 10s)

SCOTT WALKER
STRETCWWE HAD IT ALL

NO SLEEP AT ALL

EssentiaVCastle ESMCD 573
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ous

Essential ESM CCD 556

THE FLESHTONES
THE FLESHTONES

STANIFORD BRIDGE
COME UP AND SEE US SOME
T1MUTHE FIRST DAY OF YOUR
LJFE

After the handsome
anniversary edition of
Aqualung, a fully remastered,
slip-cased limited edition of
the follow-up. This mouthwatering package includes the
LP's famous newspaper insert,
adds a live track and a 1997
interview A- A*: 1

oft Walker:

Motorhead

FLAMIN' GROOVIES
BEST OF

Beserkley power pop from
1977, the debut from aband
which was Beatle-y agood 20
years before it was legitimised
by Oasis, et al. Erring on the
KM radio side, lightweight but
fun. Six bonus cuts are added
from the second album, but
you wonder why they didn't
include it all. A- B:1 - 2

Chrysalis COCNTAV 5

Stretch
We Had It All

rpm RPM176

Another ' Family Tree' denizen
with more branches than you
can imagine, guitarist
Fenwick's 1962-76 career
included the Tee Set, Spencer
Davis Group, Hardin & York,
the Ian Gillan Band, backing
Bo Diddley and more. Twentytwo tracks ranging from ska to
prag. A-C:1-3 e«

(
48m 43s)

IETHRO TULL
FRICK AS A BRICK

RAY FENWICK
RIDING THE ROCK MACHINE
(
78m 46s)

Wooded Hill HOLLCD 20

More Carter-Lewis, 26 slices
of expertly-crafted but feathery
pop from 1970/1. Very much
of its time. this material could
have been recorded by UK
chart acts ranging from the
New Vaudeville Band up to
the Horne, and all points in
between. A:2 0

DR FEELGOOD
25 YEARS OF DR FEELGOOD
Grand GRAND 20

THE RUBIAOOS
THE RUBIOS

(
67m 05s)

A comprehensive 22-track set
of the best of the band's raw,
early R&B-based material.
Redundant if you have the
2CD history from 1995, but a
nice way to see some ultra-rare
Pretty Things EP sleeves.
A-C:1-2 C

BGO BGOCD 358

(
76m)

Two early 1970s country-rock
albums suggesting that, for a
while, Walker wasn't a
pretentious French-warbler
wannabe; hell, he even had the
foresight to cover the Eagles.
Alas, it shows he missed his
true calling, for this stuff blows
away the pre-Morrissey,
suicide- affirming dreck his rep
is based on A : 1 - 2
ROBERT GORDON AND
LINK WRAY
RAM GORDON WITH LINK
VIRA'/FRESH FISH SPECIAL
Ace CDCHD656

(
57m 08s)

Two- on-one from 1977-78,
the 1950s guitar legend and
his most capable fan. Postpunk retro-rock'n'roll, as close
as the USA ever got to
producing aTed not in the
Stray Cats. Contains the 12in
mix of ' Endless Sleep' as a
bonus. A:1-2 0
Ken Kessler
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

Answers to that oft-posed question
what do the HFNIRR reviewers use in their own
systems and what do they recommend as
their best hi-fi buys?
This regular HFNIRR series assembles
and updates current listening systems and
key recommendations from HFNIRR's
reviewing team.
The reviewers' choice of components
for personal listening systems ( on this
page) will be of great interest to all
who follow equipment reviews. Note,
though, that the writer's inclusion of a

given product here does not
necessarily constitute ageneral
recommendation.
Turn the page for the reviewers'
recommendations proper. For this feature
we have asked each reviewer to list
components that they could personally
recommend to consumers on the basis of
all-round performance and value. ( In the

case of speakers, where separately
purchased stands may be needed, the
price of these is not taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the models
listed under each recommended heading
are not necessarily the only ones worth
buying, but each one here does carry a
personal stamp of approval from an
experienced audio critic.

- 1\;

\
nog
Erie Braithwaite

Daz.e Beernnan

DAVE BERRIMAN
CD PLAYER
TEAC VRDS ¡ OSE,
Audio Alchemy DDE (version 3.0)
TURNTABLE
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM
Rega RB300
CARTRIDGE
Dynavector Karat 770
PRE- AMPLIFIER
Bryston BP5 (with LFD MCI phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER
Bryston 3BNRB
LOUDSPEAKERS
various, including his own designs

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
CD PLAYER
Sugden SDD1/SDA-1
TURNTABLE
Michell Gyrodec/QC power supply
ARM
SME IV
CARTRIDGE
Ortofon MC7500
PRE- AMPLIFIER
Michell Argo/Michell Iso phono
stage/Hera power supply unit
POWER AMPLIFIER
Michell Alecto
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad ESL63, Harbeth HL Compact 7's

MARTIN COLLOMS
CD PLAYER
Krell KPS20i/L
TURNTABLE
Linn Lingo LP12
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Martin Co&mu

ARM
Naim Aro
CARTRIDGE
van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Audio Research 1_522
POWER AMPLIFIER
Audio Research VT 150 or
Krell KAS 2 or Conrad-Johnson
Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

PETER J COMEAU
CD PLAYER
AVI S2000MC
TURNTABLE
Linn Sondek LP12
ARM
Linn Wok
CARTRIDGE
Goldring Excel
PRE- AMPLIFIER
AV! 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER
AO 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS
ATC SCM2OT

ALVIN GOLD
CD PLAYER
Theta Data Basic II Transport/
Theta DS Pro Basic Ill DAC
TURNTABLE
Roksan Xerxes
ARM
Roksan Artaxerxes
CARTRIDGE
Roksan Shiraz

Pere,- 1. Comeau

Ken Kessler

PRE-AMPLIFIER
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER
Krell KSA-50S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Martin Logan SL3

KEN KESSLER
CD PLAYER
Marantz CD! 2K!
Marantz DA 72K!
TURNTABLE
Thorens TD124
ARM
Ortofon 12
CARTRIDGE
Ortofon SPU-A
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Graaf WFB Two
POWER AMPLIFIER
Quad II Reissues
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad KSL 57

PAUL MILLER
CD PLAYER
Sony CDP-715E
TURNTABLE
Pink Triangle PT TOO
ARM
SME Series V
CARTRIDGE
van den Hul MC Two
PRE-AMPLIFIER
DPA DSP-100S
POWER AMPLIFIER
DPA DPA-100S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Note AN- E, REL Stentor
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Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with
a maximum of three products in each price bracket of each
category. Note that the order of listing does
not denote an order of merit!
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Martin Collons

Pcrer •

Gm/eau

Ken Kesskr

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Sequence 30
£350-£500 ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000 Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model I,
£1000-£2000 Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL- 63, Posselt Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 514
£200-£350 Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500 Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Orelle CD- 100

£500-£1000 TEAC VRDS-7, Orelle CD-100/DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000 XTC CDT-1LE/DAC-1
OVER £ 2000 no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity AI,
Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500 Cyrus Ill, Naim Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000 Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000 Densen DM- 10
OVER £ 2000 Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5/3BNRB

11M113==MID
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Celestion 3Modaunt Short MS10i, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350 Rogers LS33, Castle Durham
£350-£500 Epos ESII, Harbeth HL P3, Rogers Studio 3
£500-£1000 Mission 753, Tannoy 0300,
UKD Opera Callas Gold
£1000-£2000 BBC 1.55/12a, Jamo Concert 8,
Harbeth HL Compact 7
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL- 63, Sound Lab A3, Tannoy
Westminster Royal
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon DCD-315
£200-£350 Denon DCD825, Marantz CD- 675E,
Denon DCD-1015
£350-£500 Kenwood DP- 7060, Pioneer PD- S901,

Marantz CD- 631I KI Signature
£500-£1000 Marantz CD17, Quad 77, Rotel RDD980/RDP980
£1000-£2000 Denon DCDS10, Meridian 500/563,
Sugden SDD-1/SDA-1
OVER £ 2000 Counterpoint DA-11/DA-10, Ensemble Dichrono
Drive/DAC, McIntosh CDM 7009
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Rotel RA- 931
£200-£350 NAD 304, Kenwood 3020SE, Aura VA80
£350-£500 Sugden A21a, Sonneteer Campion,
Sheame Phase 2
£500-£1000 Quad 77, Soneteer Alabaster, Sugden Stem foort SF60
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA-14, Quad 77Pre/707Power
OVER £ 2000 Cary SLP90/3005E, Michell Argo HR/Alecto,
Chord CPA2200/SPM600

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LSI
£200-£350 Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS20/11, Sequence 400
£350-£500 B&W DM603, Epos ES11, Tannoy 636,
£500-£1000 ATC SCM10, Castle Harlec-h, Rogers Studio 7
£1000-£2000 ATC SCM20T, Epos E522
OVER £ 2000 ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Denon DCD-825, Sony COP- 516E,
Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500 Marantz CD63-SE, Orelle CD480

£500-£1000 AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac T-1/DT-I
£1000-£2000 Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Naim CDS
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon PMA250 Ill, Technics SUA600
£200-£350 Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700,
Musical Fidelity EIO
£350-£500 Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000 Shearne Phase 2, AVI S2000MI, Myryad MI- 120
£1000-£2000 Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 AVI S2000A/MP, Naim NAC82/NAPI 80
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MSI0i,
KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500 Epos ES!!, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500-£1000 Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000 Naim SBL, Tannoy D700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
OVER £ 2000 Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE,
Wilson Grand SLAMM XI, Wilson WITT
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Marantz CD63
£350-£500 Marantz CD63SE, Ore/le CD1OOSE
£500-£1000 Ore//e DA188

£1000-£2000 Micromega TDrive/Orelle DA180
OVER £ 2000 Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 No recommendations
£200-£350 Rotel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity EIO,
£350-£500 Ore/le SA- 100, Nairn Nait Ill
£500- £ 1000 Exposure XX, Naim NAC82/NAP 180,
Audiolab 8000S
£1000-£2000 Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250,
YBA integre, Conrad Johnson PV! 0-AL,
Audio Research LS7
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAS 2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson II A, Audio Research VT150

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Mission 731 LE, GLL Imagio 100i,
Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Castle Isis, Castle Durham
£350-£500 Opera Duetto, Mission 752, Castle Severn
£500-£1000 B&W CDMI, Naim Intro, Mission 753 Freedom
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concertino
OVER £ 2000 Sonus Faber Concerto, Definitive Technology BP2002,
Martin Logan SL3, Martin Logan CLS11z11
RECOMMENDED
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio
Teac 3450SE
£200-£350 Cambridge Audio
£350-£500 Marantz CD67SE,

CD PLAYERS
CD4SE, Philips CD721,
CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
Pioneer PD- S505 Precision

£500-£1000 Marantz CDI7, Acurus ACD11, Quad 77,
Ore/le CD1OOSE, Roksan Caspain
£1000-£2000 Naim Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Copland CDA288, Meridian 500/563
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD310, Cambridge Audio A3i,
Denon PMA-250SE
£200-£350 Denon PMA-4505E, Harman Kardon HK620
£350-£500 Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A- 300R
Precision, Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000 Audiolab 8000S, Naim Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA 14
OVER £ 2000 None

KEN KESSLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tandy Genexxa LX5 Pro
£200-£350 Ruark Icon
£350-£500 TDL 0.5, Opera Duetto
£500-£1000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L,
Rogers LS3/5A
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concerto, Rogers LS3/5A plus AB!
subwoofer, Bolero Kompakt
OVER £ 2000 Wilson WAIT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha One, Marantz CD63, NAD 502
£350-£500 Marantz CD63SE, Marantz CD63SE & Musical
Fidelity X- 10-D

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW ML510, Rogers LS!, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350 B&W DM602, Heybrook Heylios, Rogers LS33
£350-£500 Mordaunt Short MS40i, SD Acoustics 3R,
Tannoy Profile 635
£500-£1000 Audio Note AN-J/D, Castle Harlech,
Mission 753F
£1000-£2000 Audio Note AN- E/0, Rogers C6/28, Sonus
Faber Concerto
OVER £ 2000 Magneplanar MG2.7SE, Martin Logan CLSIlz,
Quad ESL63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP3080,
Sony CDP-XE300£200-£350Arcam Alpha 7,
Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony COP-XE900E
£350-£500 Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Rotel
RDCD970BX
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£500-£1000 Marantz CD63SEKi, Roksan Caspian,
Musical Fidelity E600
£1000-£2000 Copland CDA 277, Theta Chroma DAC,
Marantz CD16
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAV 300- CD, Theta Data III/Progena,
Mark Levinson No.31/39
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £- 200 NVA Personal, Musical Fidelity X- Pre
£200-£350 Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA 960, Pioneer A400
£350-£500 Mission Cyrus Ill, Musical Fidelity Al Final Edition
£500-C1000 Roksan Caspian, Densen Beat
£1000-£2000 Unison Research Simply Two, EAR 859 Kit,
Graaf Venticinque
OVER £ 2000 Graaf GM200/W813.5, Graaf WB Two/50.50,
Switzerland 2000 pre-/power

£500-£1000 Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CD17
£1000-£2000 Denon DCD 3000, Naim Audio CD2,
Teac VRDS 25
OVER £ 2000 PS Audio Lambda/Ultra/ink II, Theta DATA Basic II,
Theta DSPro Progeny
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200
Harman Kardon HK6I0, Rotel RA920AX
£200-C350 Harman Kardon HK620, Magnum IA170,
Pioneer A400X
£350-£500 Audiolab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer
A30OR Precision
£500-£1000 AVI 52000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus Illi
£1000-£2000 Aura CA200/PA100, Quad 77 pre-/power,
Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 Rotel Michi RHA-10/RHB-10, Krell KSL-2/KSA-505
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BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

HEREFORDSHIRE

NORTH WOOD
AUDI

ALCHEMIST AURA
ARION DENON DPA
EXPOSURE MARANTZ

CD

HI-FI / AUDIOVISUAL
SPECIALISTS & REPAIRS
B & W, CABLE TALK, CASTLE, CELESTION, EPOS,

audio

MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY NAD
NAKAMICHI NEAT PROAC ROSE
ROTEL TEAC THORENS WOODSIDE
Open: 10am. - 6pm. Monday to Saturday

HARBETH,

HEYBROOK, KEF, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, MONITOR AUDIO, REL,
ROYD, RUARK, TANNOY, TUBE TECHNOLOGY.

ENGLISH

MICROMEGA MOTH

98

Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 IBA

PHONE: 01296 28790

****CYRUS CENTRE****
Arcam, A.T.C.. Audiolab. B&W. Castle.
Denon, Exposure. Harman Kardon, Kef.
Maranta. Micromega. Mission, Haim.
Pink Triangle. Pioneer. Proac, Quad. Rel.

EIRE

Rotel, Ruark. John Sheame. Stax, Teac. Yamaha
Pree rie.i.11ution: Credit facilities: Service Dept

Hearing is Believing

Arcam

Mon-Sat 9.30 — 530

88.W

Meg

lulccn

Castle
Meridian
Clasac

lle ga
Epos

30 years of Excellence

-Sat

10 am to 6 pm.

Thur

Sony
Nairn

-Fn 10 am to 9 pm

DEVON & CORNWALL

c,

epottnds
Perle
Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

GREATER LONDON

NORTHUMBERLAND

'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN HI-FI

•Naim Audio • Audiolab • / •
Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •
u
a,
TDL • Mission • Copland •

10 your “ ts

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc... etc... etc
AUDIO COUNSEL
A UDIO COUNSEL
12 -14 Shaw Road,
14 Stockport Road,
OLDHAM

CHEADLE

0161 633 2602

d
f-H1=-1-11FFM

•

Technics

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477
Tues

0161

428 7887

Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NORDOST,
ONKYO, OREU.E, QUAD, BEL, ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,
SOUNDSTYLE, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,
VAN DEN HUL, & OTHERS
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery 8,
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

SERIOUS KIT
•SUGDEN
•AUDIONOTE
•PRO-AC
•SYSTEM DECK

•NEAT
•FiARBETH
•SYSTEM SPEAKERS
ETC.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD

ORI>H<V5 AVD10

BADA BONDED DEALER
RI FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4DY
TEL:0171 624 5555
VAX. 0171 624 ,iI

01257 473175

I
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Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+ credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, REGA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

NORTHERN IRELAND

273 BURY NEW NB, WIIITEFIELO, MANCIIESTER, R145 8(WI

Authorised Dealers for: kom Preff.• Auk bkhorny • Audo Anicge • Wm= • kdo
Syrilless•M Ado • kdo Ffirsi, • Sculdo • Bumee•Crixme•Cdroildnson*Cre•001•EAlt•
Phdoconwet•Forsel•FulenkdooGortnokag6•Goldnlike•Dol•Dieh•lidnVcio•loder
%
..1•Uoyun•Meroun•00A•Onde•Dolo•Odslo,Pcpert•Rrii•DOod•Perosiord•Prit
.
Inanh•0[0•Sequire•Sta•kor•Irirole•biordRsoud,loion•
Revxrdt•Yononun
OsAl•TBAcorlohn
iv, delnr7,/ireVellathon • Pm, %V ¡UM ,
Illho

SONUS FABER YAMAHA

ORANGES
& LEMONS

SERIOUS 1(175

studio

BANG 8 OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS REF

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

0171-924 2040

0161-793-6742

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAN AUDIO

re

INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE

Now in our third tangy year

27 BOND STREET, EAUNG WS
Tr 0181-567 8703
AUDIOLAB, AURA, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO., DENON, EPOS, HARMON KARDON, JPW, KEF,

Ilereftird ( 01432) 35fing I

Audlolab

Mar- ants

Open:

MI'

TURNTABLES - Audio Note. Michell, Nottingham Analogue, Roksan,
Wilson Benesch. Audiomeca.
TONEARMSICARTRIDGES - Rega. SME. Wilson Benesch, Nuit
Analogue, Lyra. Sumiko, Goldnng, Audio Note, Grado, Roksan.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Marantz, Harman Kardon. °retie, Trichord,
Roksan, Audiomeca. Primare, Mondo, BOW Technology. Audio Alchemy,
Meracus, Audio Note.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel. Marantz, Harman Kardon. Aura, Mondo. Orelle,
LFD, Campion. Densen, Roksan, Meracus, Michell, Adyton. YBA,
Primare, BOW Technology, Electrocompaniel, Arion (valve), Audio Note
(valve), Unison Research (valve). Graaf (valve).
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Audio Gem, Apogee. Audio Note,
Band W, OLN, Triangle, Jamo, JBL, Ruark, Impulse, Wilson Benesch,
REL, Totem. Tannoy. Yamamura. Klipsch. Homing, Bravura, Lowther,
Living Voice.
HOME CINEMA - Autel. Harman Kardon. Proceed, Lexicon. JBL, REL,
Triangle, Jamo, Synthesis.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - OED, Flatline, Kimber,
Silver Sounds. Precious Metals, ART, Yamamura,
Sonic Link, Frameworks. Partington, Stands Unique.
Soundstyle.

.

for- list of part too-hone bargain,

EVENING CALLS WELCOME

35 Farlough Road, Newmills, Dungannon,
N. Ireland BT71 4DU, Tel. 01868 - 748632
Fax 748281, Mobile 0410 136130. Belfast Office 01232 - 653861

Credit (
Including Interest Free) Available
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KENT

UNMET
Sound dir Vision

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

* Three demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities
* Open 10-4 every Sunday

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED
Tel: 01622 676703

Fax: 01622 676723

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Chantry Audio

Seueeteed ted leteceee
SPECIALISTS IN PROVIDING MUSIC IN THE HOME
1 -r
e ., WHATEVER YOUR BUDGET - WE OFFER THE VERY BEST SERVICE & ADVICE
z Ë
sz Ë
• SYTEMS FROM .E300 - flOOK • VALVE AND VINYL SPECIALJSTS
z k' F
L >' ,
• OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN HI-FI • THE BEST PRICES AND DEALS
•C < e
• MOST MAKES AVAILABLE
e
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o
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TEL: 01892 547003
FAX: 01892 547004

10 - 12 CHAPEL PLACE
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT

SOUTH COAST

NORTH LONDON
This one's worth keeping!

"No ordinary HiFi Dealer"

A Fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi
3 Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theta, Epos, Copeland, Hi.0, Pink A, Audio Research, Micromega,
SME, Meridian, Audion, CR Di.....1.,tents, Alchemist, Rotel/Michi, NVA.

GRAHAMS HI-FI

Roark, Martin Logan, Monitor Audio, SD, Michell, Lumley, Creek.
Sono Faber, Denon, Celestion, d.p.a. Jam, Ortofon, Rose nmuch more

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 011-1
Telephone ( 01777) 870377 Foi-siinile l01777) 870437

New hifi & home theatre outlet now
open in the centre of Nottingham.

HiFi Home Cinema- Multi- Room Installations

-0171 226 5500
Grahams Hi Fi, Canonbury Yard,
190a New North Road, London N1 7BS
Tel:0171 226 5500 Fax:0171 359 7620
E-mail: news@grahams.co.uk
Web site: http://www.grahams.co.uk

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd (01273) 609431 _
EASTBOURNE Green St (01323) 731336 PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd (
01705) 663604
Excellent Listening Facilities

Offering all the major brands...

Closed Mondays. Free Perking

and much, much more.

CASTLE
SOUND
&VISION

Castle Sound & Vision
48 - 50 Maid Marian Way,
Nottingham, NCI 6CiF
Tel: 0115 958 4404

HI-FI & TV

studio

8

82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP
Tel: 01582 764246

,ARPítiDErr L7E,

Bang 8[ Olufsen Centre
ARCAM, ATC. AUDIOLAB, AURA, AVI, B&O,

NORFOLK

The Old School

BOSE, B&W, CASTLE, CHORD, DENON,
HARBETH, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, NAD, NAIM,
PANASONIC, PHILIPS, QUAD, ROBERTS, SENNHEISER,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TEAC, TDL ETC

School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: ( 01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others

Analog Audio

"Home Cinema on Demonstrat on
ARCAM
ATACAMA STANDS
CATER HAM
MUSICAL FIDELITY
AUDIOLAB
J6
YAMAHA
TU. NEE REFERENCE. M25
DEMON
ROGERS
DODOS
BOOKING
MIT CABLES
PARTINGTON STANDS
TAURE NS
A22
TARGET
MARANTZ
MICHELL
SENNHEISER
DETER HEADPHONES
CORLE THIN NOSE
MILLER & KHEISEL SUB WOOFERS
STANDS UNIOUE. ALPHASON
CRAWLER

GODSTONE 01883 744755
45 High Street, Godstone, Surrey RHO 8LS

Iel. OW 445

121,7

SALE NOW ON

SURREY

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ
Sim lost of full range of speakers and

tor all major manufacturers.
Please phone for detail!.

Stockist, le: 11« \ I • DENSE>. • EPOS • LINN • 1.0E1% E
•NIICRONIF • \ 5151 % IDIO • \ FAT • REGA • ROTF:l.
•0010 • SII \ I V% • II' • ‘.‘ 1111A & MORE

n 1ue11t yY
indecently good hi-fi

SUFFOLK

Front End Problems?

Item
'
terK
. WrI3V
eTke4(glre4r3r1(1
Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"

ess

4•iitetlede

to get the best - listen to my Koetsu-and-

le\

,
e,

UNMET

Hadcock. E.A.R. and others,

*

*
*
*
*

>ttAitit ,cjillte

plus cartridge re- tipping service

hi-fi for grown-UPS

0181-688 6565

tel / fax ipswich 01473 622866
mobile

0 802

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Sound & Vision

9J;

Decca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
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URREY HIFI

(HiFi Specialists)

SOUTH EAST LONDON
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urg

849 Iligh Koad, I ( union Nil

eletlronics

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

SURREY

Six demonstration rooms
All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Free Parking
Open 10-4 every Sunday

UNILET SOUND & VISION

17 6 319

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, ICT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820
11)9
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SCOTLAND

YORKSHIRE

fiadee

Music Mill
DPA •

MARANTZ •

NAIM

Newhaven

Road

AUDIO •

Edinburgh

0131-555

Col,

spG

3963

ix

1- Fi

Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rote), ATC,
Marentz and other fine equipment

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

là:700.00a

ftri

eUejt

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP
Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,

-&lone)

prImere9raterne

Z

e

Forfriendly advice or to arrange vour demonstration o
fsome
the World's finest audio iquipmem contact JOHN
fE•IKLEY on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 ( evening call,
• / come). Generous part exchange allowance alum,
iivailable. Agencies include ATC,
BMWS',
CASTLE, CHORD, HARBETH, MARAS TZ, PRIMARE
SYSTEMS, SPENDOR, SUMO, TEAC, and many nudi

AVI •

ALC HE MIST
72

poeyeiet.7

e

chosen acomprehensive
range of audio equipment to offer the discerning music lover
components of unparalled peformance.

PRO- AC • ABSOLUTE

SOUNDS •

gee eetee•ee
CUR 1,,,/ ,1

Specialist hi fi and advice
INCLUDING

WEST SUSSEX

Phone/Fax LEEDS

COL
•
(0113) 2528850

TO

twine - rega - roksan - alchemist - trichord
Selected agencies include Nairn. Rega. Roksan. Alchemist, Kef. Trichord.
Marantz. QLN. Tarant. Orelle. Reel. Teac. Triangle. Infinity. Densen.
Musical Fidelity. Neal Resin. Apogee. Pro-ject Turntables. Ruark.

THE HI-FI

Sennheiser. Sias. Primate. Jeff Rowland, Soundstyle. Nordost.
Stands Unique. Atacama. Van den Hui, Chord Company, MIT, etc

STUDIOS

•Showroom and 2Listening Rooms

ADVERTISE
IN THIS

TOL. SUGDEN. PROAC. ROARK. ALCHEMIST. AUDIO ALCHEMY. ELECTROCOMPANIET AMPS.
EXPOSURE. AUDIO NOTE. HOLFI. TEAC. IMPULSE HORNS. APOGEE. CASTLE ACOUSTICS.
STEMFOORT, TRICHORD RESEARCH. HEYBROOK. MONITOR AUDIO, HARBETH, KESWICK
AUDIO RESEARCH LOUDSPEAKERS. MICHELL ENGINEERING (FULL RANGE). SME. UNISON
VALVES. SFAS ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES. CR DEVELOPMENTS (VALVES). ART AUDIO
(VALVES:. PP) : ACTIVE SUB WOOFS. PROJECT, NOTTING)-. 1ANALOGUE. ORTFON.
BEYEP
',AMARA. &
", •
CINEMA P
1- : ". DEMONSTRATIONS

•Appointment. : Ind home demonstrations available,

28 Church Crescent, Dumfries
Telephone:- 01387 267048

SECTION
PLEASE

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER
Tel: ( 01 302) 781387

YORKSHIRE

Open Tue - Thur 10-8 Fri & Sat 10-6 Closed all day Monday

CONTACT

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

DAVE WALSH

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON
THE EAST COAST'

W ould

TEL

you lii<e to hear more")
ob0151
4
/
4.42ralete

Le.HISm

0 11 3

2 3 0

0181 686 2599

ZEN AUDIO

PRL)J ECTS

35 GEORGE STREET HULL

umr.

4 5 6 5

EXT 318

TEL: 01482 587397
WEST MIDLANDS
CE91'96

WLIMAOPPOITAL

•3 ni-Fi studios

Hi-fi For Those With An Eye For Quality

• Free Demonstrations
• Ikene Cinema Theatre
• 2 Year Guarantee
• Inhouse Service Department
order
available
• nail
Interest
Free
Credit

For The Midlands
152a High Street,

Bloxwich,

Walsall

01922 493499/473499
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351HAGLEY ROAD,
EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM 817 8DL
Tel: 0121-429 2811
Fax: 0121-434 3298
93-95 HOBS MOAT ROAD,
SOLIHULL, WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL
Tel: 0121-742 0254
Fax: 0121-742 3471
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

for the most exciting range of equipment available in the
Midlands which includes:

1-F1

156-157 LOWER HIGH STREET
STOURBRIDGE, WEST MIDLANDS
Tel: 01384-444184 Fax: 01384-444968

Apollo, Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Audiolab, Audioguest, Audio- Research, Audio-Technica, B&W, Beyer,
Canon, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA. Dual, Dynaudio, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,
Heybrook, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz. Marlin Logan, Meridian, Michell, Micromega, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity. NAD. Nakamichi, Panasonic TV + Video, Pioneer, Pink Triangle,
Polk Audio, Pro-Ac, Quad, REL, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel, Royd, Ruark, Sennheiser, Shure, SME,
Sonos Faber, Systemdek, Tannoy, Target, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Wharfdale, Wilson, Yamaha etc.
Wide range of classical CDs in stock. Full servicing facilities available

NOVEMBER 1997

OPENING MMES .
.
GAR SAMAI4opday Open II- 5.30 TItionday 11-7.11
Saturday 11-5 te Demons-011ms by Appending
INTEREST FREE
1% Wrrnee deans
le request licensed Creed Broker

Mir liairted Pence APR

=
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specialis guide
FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Krell KPS»i/L integrated CD player, digital volume control, optical
and electrical I/O. linestage. remote, reference performance mint.
boxed, 1.5 years old, rare opportunity. bargain £6.995 (f11,000 new)
tel: 0860 850786 ( H0813)
State of the art Ensemble Primadonna Loudspeakers, high sensitivity, superb soundstaging. harmonics, speed and musicality. elegant
took with asmall footprint, latest version is now £ 10.000. £5.750ono
Tel: 0181 340 9941 (
H0684)
Celestion SL600 speakers foundation stands, excellent condition
£350; Quad 606 amplifier £250; Meridian Component pre-amp moving coil input £50; Audio Technica 0C9 cartridge, very low use. £ 120
Tel: 01277 659650 ( Essex) (
H0686)
Diamond Gold 3tape switch £30; QED 2tape switch £20; QED 2
phono switch £20; QED Discsaver £20 Tel: 0121 743 7814
(Birmingham) (F10707)
Audio Innovations P2 phono stage, immaculate £595; L2 pre-amp,
new valves, superb £450; VOYD/SMEV gold, silver-wired, audio
heaven £2,050 boxed. may split; Transparent Musiclink plus 10ft i/c
£195 tel: 0171 624 4245 (H0717)
Mirage M2Si speakers, as new £2.000ono (new £3,200) tel: 0171 260
0199 day. 0181 878 1849 eves (
F10716)
Concordant Excelsior pre-amp £450; Pioneer PD5504CD £ 100
(new); Alphason Sonata/Atlas £350; Eminent Technology ET2 ann
with wisa £325; Quad 34/306/FM4 with rack £750 Tel: 0181 470 7354
(F10722)
Quad Celebration ll's serial no's, 15/16 mint, boxed, ten hours use,
£3.750 Tel: Bob. 01280 850416 ( H0724)
Krell Pre-Power combo, KSL (grey) with KSA 100 MK2 (grey) mint
and stunning £2.700; Reel to Reel Leevers Rich Pro model in cabinet
£600; Drawmer Gates etc. offers, AHB System 8mixing desk 16/8/16
£800 Tel: 01387 267048 ( H0738)
Krell KSL (with phono) preamp, KSA150B power and 2metre MIT
Praline balanced cable. excellent condition and boxes, all for
£3.500ono (new over £8,000) Tel: 0171 260 0199 office hours,
(1-10743)
Linn LK100 power amplifier, mint, boxed £400; Audio Research
preamp. mint, superb SP5 £400; Linn K400 speaker cables, best offer;
Thorens TD160 £95 Tel: Andrea, 0171 431 3771 ( FI0750)
Naim NATO1 VHF tuner, the best, perfect condition £875 + Carr. Tel:
01736 757721 ( F10749)
Meridian CD-R excellent condition, little used £ 1.500 Tel: 01895
810827 ( FI0748)
Krell KSA80B one of the best sounding Krell Power Amps ever
made, balanced or single ended input, boxed with manual. mint,
£1.895 Tel: 01273 775302 (
110747)
Celestion A3 loudspeakers, santos rosewood, brand new boxed.
never used, genuine reason for sale, £2,150ono (£2,700 new) tel:
David. 01904 489276 (eves) 01904 642200 (day) ( F10761)
Marantz 94pm amplifier Maranta, serviced, mint. boxed. handbook,
Manintz top tuner £ 150 only. mint, boxed: LP Collections, all classical. excellent, £2each tel: 01482 842740 ( F10759)
Quad 44 CU, overhauled by Quad, new phono tape/CD modules.
spare radio module, manual, boxed. vgc. £250; Modules for Quad 34.
10Mv and 200 microvolt. £ 15 each tel: 01903 247779 ( Sussex)
(110765)
ATC SCM 20.S black, boxed. £895; Meridian 605 amplifiers
£850ono; Foundation designer stands £ 180; NAD 302 boxed £90;
Acoustic foam tiles £6each. about 15 in no. tel/fax: 0181 948 5568
(FI0766)
Krell MD- ITransporter, mint condition with hydraulic damped
acrylic LID, boxed with manual £ 1.395; DPA PDM-2 silverwired. as
new condition £995; £2,250 if bought together, tel: 01784 244944

Bargains: Accuphase DP70 CD ( 120‘ s
ersion 50 transformer supplied) £ 1.400 (£6,000); Krell KSP7B pre £ 1,000 (£3.200); Sumo Nine
and power class A £500 (£ 1,200); Apogee Centaur speakers. £700
(£2300), the lot £3,500 inc. free cable, all mint, boxed tel: 0181 523
1134 ( FI0781)
E.A.R. 859 Integrated valve amplifier, factory made. £ 1,100;
Monarchy 22B D.A.0 4months old. £900; Linn Karik Transport only,
remote £450; XL0 Digital Interconnect type 4BNC to Phono £50; lei:
0161 291 9331 ( FI0786)
Theta Data Basic II Transport 11,495; Naim 92 pre £275; 90 Power
£275; 523/inc boards £25; 7metres A5 cable £20; Tecnics SL150 SME
MKII offers. Soundstyle black Tripod stand £ 120 tel: 01243 545213
after 9pm ( FI0785)
Linn LPI2 walnut fluted EKOS V.D.H MC. 2 HO. new unused,
boxed £ 1.400; Apogee Cal.Sig £ 1,800 new boxed ex. Audio Sculpture
Equilibre Paraphrase Audionote E/Y silver tel: 01656 862385
(FI0790)
Omni Audio model SA12.3 speakers, mint condition, boxed, genuine
reason for sale £450 tel: 01243 811448 ( FI0789)
Rebuilt Quad 22 pre-amp and amps: all new parts and superior
phono scokets. KT66 originals, spare valves. manual £560 cash, buyer
collects; Kenwood D.P 7090 CD player, mint, 7months old. HiFi
Choice 5Star review, manual. boxed £275; Musical Fidelity Missing
Link X.10D, mint, boxed. manual £80 tel: 01903 247779 ( Sussex)
(FI0788)
Revox GM Z 'hack valve, completely re-built, superb, any demonstration, £750 no offers. tel: Crombie, 01727 845454 day, 01727
831212 eves ( FI0787)
Technics SL-P1200 The ultimate CD player for clubs, raves, discos.
mixing, in lovely condition, comes with remote control £495 tel:
01787 310043 ( H0795)
Audio Synthesis DSM x2, box. Dax, very carefully used. Audio Path
silver soldered as Dax 2for discerning owner (taking usual upgrde to
Dax II) £550 tel: 01323 895559 ( F10796)
Mission 752 Freedom speakers, primavera finish, boxed in mint condition £50(kmo tel: 0191 242 1968 eves ( Newcastle) ( FI0794)
Audio Innovations 800 power amp, with Border Patrol, PSU £800;
Audio Innovations P2 phono stage £400; homing Agathon Bronze signature speakers £ 1.20Ckmo ( new £2,800) will split. tel: 01443 422796
as for Adrian ( F10793)
Robertson 4010 power amp, £275; Audio Synthesis passive pre-amp
£150; KEf 101/2 speakers £ 195 inc. stands, all three £550 inc. free
Kinergetics CD player tel: 0161 439 4924 ( FI0792)
Tannoy Berkeley speakers, one careful owner from new, good condition. £
400 tel: 01492 545143 ( FI0800)
OCM 500 power amp 11,300; OCM 55 line control pre-amp £650;
both boxed in excellent condition tel: 0162 6334068 (FI0799)
Naim Audio, CDS £2.000; NAP 250-NAC-72-Hicap £ 1,600; SBL oak
finish £ 1,000; all as new, boxed, 3 years old tel: 01392 423895
(Exeter) ( H0798)
Quad ESL63s 1year Quad corer. new badge. pruchased I
996m with
books and boxes £2,400; Quad 22 plus Quadlls and AMU, full reverb
£800 tel: 01322 660161 or 01222 515250 ( FI0801)
Active
Naim
DBL
systems,
CDs/52/6X135/01/SNAX0
2xSCAP/LP12/ARO/Lingo/Parnassos/prefix/Hicap/CR7E, live experience, awesome, serious offers only please tel: Of 71 801 0905 or 0385
575643 (
FI0812)
Apogee Diva The classic magnetic planar, ship canons and full documentation, moving back US. £ 1.400 tel: 01442 828 023 ( FI0811)
Apogee Stage Ribbon speakers, excellent sound, anthracite colour.
cost £4,100 sell £995ono; Krell KSL line level preamp £995ono;
boxes and manuals; Rd lStentor subwoofer £750 tel: Maz. 0161 873
5020 or 0161 330 7912 eves (H0803)

Audio Synthesis ' Desire' pow er amplifier, class A/AB three months
old, only 10 hours use, full warranty, boxed and totally mint condition
£1.275 (£ 1.700 new) tel: Peter, 01960 372845 anytime (FI0809)
Maranta CD23 gold CD player SC22 preamp MA24 Class A
monoblocks, mandrake leads target midi stand£3,850; Theta Data
Basic Transport DAC TLC £ 1,750 tel: 01525 378776 (FI0808)
Arion Adonis Valve Amp (
Factory assembled) chrome cover and controls, mint condition hardly used. cost £650 new - will accept £400 no
offes; Traingle Titus TZXE speakers, mint condition perfect for valve
amp, over £370 new, will accept £200 no offers tel: 0181 684 0188
(FI0807)
Cyrus 1111 plus PSX cost over £903 new, yours for £600; Heybrook
HB3 speakers £200ono tel: 0171 923 3285 work: 0171 545 0733
(FI0806)
Band & Olufsen Beommaster 5000 Beocord 5000 Master Control
Panel immaculate condition, £500ono Pair Beovox S55 white (speakers not working) tel: 01726 882548 eves ( FI0805)
Linn Axis Basik plus K9, immaculate condition in original box.
included new Linn Stylus. new Servo board fitted, accept £ 195 tel:
01625 613404 ( FI0804)
VPI TNT2 turntable, mint, ring. Musical Fidelity 370/2 amplifier,
mint, boxed. £1,250; MVX/ 1preamp mint. boxed. £895; McIntosh
MR74 tuner £595; McIntosh C28 preamp, £595; Meridian 207 CD
Phono, mint, £4425 tel: 01747 853372 ( Dorset) ( FI0802)
Castle York Speakers in yew, £ 110; LFD power stage PA2 £600;
Audio Technica Tone arm. ATII30 not used, £70 all boxed in excellent condition tel: 0162 6334068 ( F10816)
Bargain, Interconnects Clearout, Cardas Hexilink IM £225 (8sets)
1/2 m £ 125 (2sets) Transparent Super 13m £425 92 sets) Mandrake
I
m £295 Siltech MC424 £250 1m various single ended/WBT too for
details, 0181 882 4287 ( F10815)
Studer A710 professional cassette deck, excellent condition.
£1,90Dono tel: 0181 903 5054 eves ( F10814)
Wilson Benesch Turntable ( red cherry) complete with Act Two
Toneann and Stage One Phono Amp, boxed, excellent condition, cost
£4.100 sell £2,500, may split. tel: 0151 348 0256
Linn Isobaricks stands and leads, mint condition, rosewood £275
tel: 0181 464 6517 ( Bromley. Kent) ( F10817)
Look! Free International holiday vouchers. value £500+ when you
buy quality hi-fi, Linn LPI2/SME/A.TJArcam Alpha 3/Kef Colinas +
Gold plug cables £750 or Sony CD 10I/Technics SUV45A
amp/Genexxa Linaeum speakers plus cables £295 Also Deltec LBII
DAC (£450) £ 150 Naim NAC 42 pre £ 100 Stax SR34/SRD4 £ 120
Denon PMA920 amp modern all excellent condition WANTED:
Quality CD/Transport Audiolab. Quad etc. equipment, exchange? tel:
Jim, 01206 510392 (Colchester)

FOR SALE - TRADE
Audio Synthesis award winning DAX II £ 1,650 plus other ex-demo
stock in as new condition: Electrocompaniet ECI-I integrated amplifier £ 1,700; Electrocompaniet 'Cube' speakers £850; Audio Alchemy
Digital Decoding Engine III £600; Quad ELS 63 speakers £ 1,700 ( previously owned - mint in rosewood); all ex-demo products, boxed with
warranty tel: 0121 445 5057 evenings ( FI0783)
Fabulous 24ct gold EAD Theatremaster AC3/DAC/Preamp retail
£7,500 sold for £5,000 matching LD/CD T8000 transport retail £4,995
sold for only £3,500; Both are ex-dem and extremely rare with full
warranty, tel: 01628 486100 (H0810)

WANTED
Gradient Sub Woofer, blaLls preferred tel: 01656 645249 (H0745)
HiFi Yearbooks 1960-1970, any condition, good price tel: 0158)1
830558 or fax: 01580 830997 (FI0797)

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER

(FI0770)
Magne Planar MG-3.3/R in pristine condition and perfect working
order, beige panel stg £ 1.350 tel: 3531 8390242 ( FI0769)
Russ Andrews Upgraded equipment Chord SPM 250W amplifier
£1.395; Russ Andrews dual mono preamplifier £ 1,095; Paragon
Monitor speakers ( Ribbon Tweeters) inc Target R2 stands £995;
Kimber cable 4mir sets 4TC £ 110, 8TC £200. Kimber AG

FORM

Rates: £8.00 ( Incl. VAT) per 30-word insertion for one issue.
For two months £14.00; three months £17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £3.00 extra.
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note - telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( ep Pioneer A400 = two words).

Interconnect 0.75 £ 150 tel: 01204 413211 (Bolton) (
FI0773)
Linn Nexus Speakers, bi-wireable, black with stands, good condition
£225ono tel: 01753 621050 (
FI0780)
Hellos Cyalene tonearm (silver wired) f.600; Ear 834P phono stage.
£300; Quad 34 £ 175: Thorens TDI 25 SME 3009 Shure 97 £ 175 tel:
01483 577975 mornings or after 9.30pm (Guildford) ( I10779)
Haller DH7.20 power amp plus DH 00 pre amp, can demo £225 the
pair, tel: 0181 851 9621 (S.E London) ( 110778)
Tall, dark and handsome! Pair JBL Black Ash LX66 speakers, size
170x38x35 c/w target stands, good condition, £225ono tel: 01582
665665 ( Beds.) ( F10777)
ATC Speakers, SCM10 professional mini monitors in yew veneer and
including Atacama stands, good condition, boxed. may be delivered if
in areasonable distance from South Wales. £640 tel: 01633 259290
(F10782)
Linn LP12 Valhalla, Cirkus, black plinth, no arm or cartridge, irroK
armboard £450ono
tel:
01705
293646
email
BILLINGED@SIS.PORT.AC.UK ( 1-10784)
Thorens 150 MR11 Turntable fitted with SME 3009 series 2arm
detach 6/shell Rega Elys cartridge but no plinth £35 tel: 01803 834158
(110791)

9999461411,
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GREAT REASONS FOR YOU TO VISIT THE MOST
EXCITING NEW & USED HI-FI SPECIALISTS
CD PLAYERS

WORTH ATRIP?
Just SOME of our most
popular STOCK and
DEMONSTRATION items
to SEE and HEAR!

ARCAM ALPHA 7 ( IMP)
ARCAM ALPHA 8 ( IMP)
ARCAM ALPHA MCD (NEW)
AUDIOLAB 8000 CD
AUDIOLAB 8000 DAC
AUDIOLAB 8000 CDM
COPLAND CDA 277
CYRUS daD 3
CYRUS daD 30

AMPLIFIERS

KRELL KAV 300CD

ARCAM Alpha 7

MARANTZ CD67SE

ARCAM Alpha 8

MARANTZ CD63 It KI

ARCAM Alpha 8P

MARANTZ CD 17 KI

ARCAM Alpha 9

MERIDIAN 500 Transport

ARCAM Alpha 9P

MERIDIAN 506

ARCAM Alpha 9C (NEW)

MERIDIAN 508

AUDIOLAB 8000A

MERIDIAN 566 DAC

AUDIOLAB 8000LX ( NEW)

NAIM CD2

AUDIOLAB 8000S

NAIM CD3
QUAD 77

AUDIOLAB 8000SX ( NEW)
AUDIOLAB 8000P
AUDIOLAB 8000PX ( NEW)
AUDIOLAB 8000M
AUDIOLAB 8000MX (NEW)
AUDIOLAB 80000
COPLAND GSA 14
CYRUS 3i
CYRUS PSX-R
CYRUS Pre
CYRUS Power
CYRUS SL Int
CYRUS MR3 ( NEW)
KRELL KAV 300i
KRELL KAV 250a
KRELL KAV 250p
MERIDIAN 501
MERIDIAN 502
MERIDIAN 505
MERIDIAN 551
MERIDIAN 555
MERIDIAN 556
MERIDIAN 557
NAIM Nait 3/R
NAIM NAC 92/R
NAIM NAC 72
NAIM NAC 102
NAIM NAP 250
NAIM NAP 180
NAIM NAP 140
NAIM NAP 90
NAIM HI-CAP
NAIM FLAT-CAP
QUAD 77 PRE & PWR

MAIL ORDER
Credit Card Customers

NEXT DAY DELIVERY
GUARANTEED
LOUDSPEAKERS
CERWIN VEGA VS10
CERWIN VEGA AL1000 (NEW)
KEF 015
KEF 035
KEF 055
MAGNAPLANAR 0.6
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS i
MARTIN LOGAN SL3
MARTIN LOGAN CLSIIZ
MERIDIAN DSP 5000
MERIDIAN A 500
MISSION 750f
MISSION 751f
MISSION 752f
MISSION 753f
MISSION 754f
MONITOR AUDIO MONITOR 3
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 12
NAIM INTRO
NAIM CREDO
QUAD 10L
QUAD ESL63
ROGERS G51
ROGERS G55
ROGERS G56

QUAD 77 Int

SONUS FABER CONCERTINO

TRADING- UP?

SONUS FABER GRAND PIANO

WHY NOT ASK ABOUT A
'CASH-BACK'
IT MAKES IT SO EASY!

SONUS FABER CONCERTO
um MINI / MICRO SYSTEMS ma
DENON DF07
DENON DF10
DENON DM7
JVC UXD88
MARANTZ VENUS

.

AV AMPLIFICATION•

TEAC REF 500

ARCAM AV 50

TECHNICS SC HD 50

CYRUS AV MASTER

TECHNICS SC HD 65

MERIDIAN 562V

TECHNICS SC HD 70

MERIDIAN 565 - 7.1

YAMAHA AV10

YAMAHA DSPA 492 ( NEW)
YAMAHA DSPA 592 ( NEW)
YAMAHA DSPA 1092 ( NEW)
YAMAHA DSPA 3090
YAMAHA DSPE 492 (NEW)

THE BEST CHOICE
OF TOP QUALITY
CAREFULLY USED HI-FI

Call now for our 16 page

FREE SYSTEMS BROCHURE
on quality hi fi systems

TURNTABLES / ARMS
Linn LP12
(Afr) / Ittok II / 0C9 £ 1950 £698
Linn LP12
(At r) / Akito
£1495 £595
Linn LP12 (Afr)
Zeta/Koetsu Silver Onyx £2500 £995
£ 198
Logic Tempo / RB300
Manticore Mantra /
Magician / MBP6 pwr/sply /
Ort MC3000
£1198
Rega Planar 2
RB200 / Bias
£350 £225
Roksan Xerxes
(Black)/Rega RB300 £ 1175 £595
Thorens TD160 Super £ 120
Transcriptors Ref
SME3/Shure V15 111
£295
Voyd Valdi / Helius
£1050 £728
TAPE
TUNERS
Arcam Alpha 5Tuner £219 £158
Braun 301 Tuner £295 £125
Cyrus Tuner
£399 £268
Meridian 204 Tuner £608 £398
Nakamichi CR2
£495 £298
Sugden T48
£95
Uher 4200 / PSU
+Service Manual £ 1395 £698
AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE
Arcam Delta 290 ( Int) £500 £375
Audiolab 8000A ( Mint) £500 £375
Audiolab 8000M (X2)
Ex-show stock £ 1600 £1125
Burmester 846
Line stage pre. £ 1495 £695
Classe Audio
Audio 3D Pre
£ 1320 £695
Conrad Johnson Sonographe
FET ( Pre)
£ 1250 £495
Counterpoint
Solid One Pwr
£ 1495 £795
Cyrus 11 / PSX
£595 £395
Cyrus 111 / PSX
£830 £595
Denon PRA1200 (pre)
+ P0A2400 (power) £845 £445
Dynaco ST120 (power) - £328
Finestra EC ( Inc mains filter) £795
Krell KMA100
(monoblocks) £5700 £3995
Krell Ref KRS BP
(6 comp. bal. pre) £ 11,500 £4995
Lentek ( Design Award) £784 £398
Lindsey Hood 75 Powertran - £195
Meridian 551 ( Integrated) £899 £595
Musical Fidelity A200 £800 £425
Naim 42 ( Pre)
£395 £195
Naim 250 ( Ex dem) £ 1576 £1095
Naim Flat Cap
(Power supply) £340 £225
Nakamichi Amplifier One £630 £375
OCM 500 Power amp £2750 £1698
Pioneer A91D
(Reference) £ 1250 £595
PS Audio IV/HCPS ( Pre) £295
Quad 77
(Inc remote - New) £849 £649
Quad 405 ( Power)
Selection in stock from just
£195
Rappaport Pre 2 (Pre)
£295
Rega Eles
£398 £248
Sugden A48 (Circa 1976) £295 £ 128
Sugden Symetra
(2 xmono's) £ 1550 £998
Sumo Athena
(Pre) + 9 ( Power) £ 1900 £995
Threshold S300 (pwr) £5500 £1950
YBA 2 ( Pre)
£ 1700 £878

DECKS!

REMEMBER
All used hi-fi from
THE HI- Fl COMPANY
is Fully Tested and
Sold with Warranty

YAMAHA DSPE 580

"ece

et5)14tiet*%1

VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Arion Electra ( Nr, ,,)
,
Itegrated £ 1400 £875
Audio Innovations
1st Audio ( 75watt heated triode)
£1700
£695
Audio Note Oto ( 10 watt intgrtd)
£1500 £698
Audio Note M2 (pre) £ 1000 £598
Audio Research SP11 Mk1
(Revalved & Serviced) £4995 £1998
Grant 6100
(3 box MC / Pre / Pwr) £2200 £998
Heath S33-H (3watt single ended
circa 1957)
£328
Papworth Audio TVA50 £ 1950 £998
Sonic Frontiers
FM- 160 ( Mono's) £5495 £2498
CD PLAYERS
Arcam Alpha 1
£320 £195
Arcam Alpha 5
£419 £268
Arcam Delta 70 /Black Box 3
£675
Carver TL3220 £500 £295
DPA Renaissance DAC £569 £395
Krell SBP64X DAC
(1991)
£7995 £2998
Linn Kank 3 (As new) £ 1850 £1298
Mark Levinson 30.5 / 31.5
Transport / DAC £25,000 £17,498
Meridian 602 / 606
Transport & DAC
£3350 £ 1498
MicroMega Stage 3
£950 £495
Orelle CD100SE (As new) £549 £395
Parasound D/AC-1000
DAC
£795 £528
Proceed PDT1 Transport £ 1795 £895
Proceed PDP1 DAC £ 1695 £795
Quad 77 CD ( unused) £850 £650
Sony CDP2700 (balanced) £995 £395 ,
Teac VRDS10
£800 £595

WE WANT YOUR
CAREFULLY USED HI-FI
FOR CASH OR
COMMISSION
SALES- PLEASE CALL
LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustat Spectra II ( Hybrid) - £548
Acoustic Energy AE1 £799 £549
Alon V Midi
£4995 £2498
Apogee Centaurus Minor
(Hybrid Ribbon) £ 1460 £648
Audiostatic ES100 (Line
Source Electrostatics) £2850 £ 1698
Carver Silver Signature
Ribbon Hybrid £2295 £ 1498
Castle Seven ( Rosewood) £500 £345
DCM Time Windows
£495
Epos ES14 ( Inc stands) £675 £478
Harbeth HLP3
£799 £598
Horning Agathon
Signature Bronze £2850 £1698
Impulse H6 ( Horns)
£878
KEF LS5/1A
(BBC Monitors - 1960's)
£495
KEF 103/4
£ 1195
£595
KEF 105/4
£398
KEF 70s (Surrounds) £299
£195
Leak Sandwich (Original) £148
Linn Isobarik (Active)
£1250
Magnaplanar SMG-A £695
£498
Mission 751 ( Rosewood) £330
£195
Mission 754 ( Black)
£795
Mission 754 (Oak - Ex-dem)
£1198
Naim IBL ( Up-dated) £899
£495
Neat Mystique £575
£395
ProAc Response 2.5 £2750 £1895
Quad ESL63 ( Brown) £3500 £1695
Quad ESL57 + Stands
£428
Rogers LS/4
£349 £185
Rogers Studio 3 (Black)
£495
£348
Roksan Ojan 3
(
Rosewood) £995
£598
Royd Minstrel ( Black) £260
£185
Ruark Templar 2
£559
£395
Spendor Prelude 2/2 £595
£345
Spica TC 50 (Ext Vovers)
£495
Tannoy Cheviot ( 12" in walnut) £445
Thiel CS1.2
£ 1100
£645

THE HI-FI COMPANY
33-42 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH PEI ILI
NEW STOCK

Phone; (01733) 341755
USED ITEMS
(BUYING OR SELLING)

Phone: (01733) 555514

111•11..g assifieel
Lintone Audio

SF:LEITED USED EOUIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS
Alchemist Forsetti Amplifier

( ex demi

Arcam Delta 110 Pre Amplifier ( SSP £ 749
Audio Intimations 700 Amplifier

With 0% FINANCE available
on all NEW and USED hi-fi

tex demi

£699.00

Audio Alchemy DDS3 Transport(Cu demi

£599.00

Audio Alchemy DDE V/3 Power Station 4

( ex demi

£599.0)

ex demi

£570.00

Audiolah 8000P Power Amplifier
Audiolah 8000M Mono Amplifiers

( ex dem).. £ 120().(10

Infinity Emit K Speakers inc. stands ( white)

used) £450.00

KEF 107/2 Speakers

( used).. £ 1900.00

Linn Sara Speakers/Stan

( used) £ 25400

Linn Kaim Pre- Amplifier

( used) £ 950.00

Lumley PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier

ex dew) £ 200.01)

Meridian 506 CD Player

( used)

Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC

05000

ton dent) £ 595.00

Meridian 602/603 CD DAC/Transpon

ex dem).. £ 2000.00

Micromega Stage One CD Player

( ex dem) £ 329.18)

Naim Nait/2 Amplifier

( used) £ 295.00

Nains Nait/3 Amplifier

used) £425.(X)

Nains NAC 62 Pre- Amplifier

( used) £ 295.00

Nains NAC 72 Pre- Amplifier

used) £495.(X)

Nains NAC 12 Pre- Amplifier

lured) £95.00

Naim NAP250 Power Amplifier

( used)

Naim NAC 92 Pre- Amplifier

' 800.110

( used) £ 320.00

Naim CD3 CD Player

All used hi-fi equipment
welcome in part exchange or
ask about aCASH BACK!

£699.00

( flew) £299.95

( used)

£ 7990

Menden 508 20 bit CD player latest

mint £ 1295

e/d £ 1685

Mendan 506 me CO Player

mint £595

erd £995

Linn KankNumenc CD DAC latest

met £ 1695

sh £2572

Meromega 21 CD • Duo Pro 2DAC latest

met £2500

e

Audelab 8000 CDM transpon • 8000 DAC

mint £ 1695

sill £2300

£
4000

Accuphase 80.81L trans/SAC tag/al vd rare

vgc £3995

se, uc000.

Accuphase DP70 CD player bal./AT • T

vgc £ 1895

Sh £6000

Menden 208 CD deamp phono board MRS

vgc £ 795

sill £ 1665

Mender 200/203 CD/DAC Tnchord

vgc £ 795

e

£1660

Austro Research CDT 1transpon

mint £ 1795

sill £3290

Cal Tempest 2CD player valve

mint £ 1295

eh

Oracle Delphi A4k3 tumlablerSumtko The Arm

runt £ 1595

sib £1400

Oxford Crystal Reference turntable wall mount rare

met £ 1495

sib £2500

Well tempered classe turntable sliver ered arm

met £995

SI,

Alphason Symphony turntable

met £ 1295

sill £ 700

mint £ 1295

sill £2300

as new £995

set £ 1998

arm • >supply

Krell (SI MO preamp balanced
Krell Pam 1dual

rf10110

deamp superb

£3900

£2500

se

sill £5500

Aude Research LS3B prearnp remote black

met £ 1895

sin £3025

Aude Research LS7 preamp silver

met £ 1295

sh £ 1698

Aude Research SP11 MO preamp silver

mint £ 1895

Aude Research SP8 Mk2 preamp silver

met £995

e
e

Aude Research SP14 preamp Myer

rwnt £ 1495

sill £3298

( used) £ 595.00
( used) £900.00

£8000

£5350

£
2t85

Levinson 124 dump uesuppry M/AMC

vgc £995

e

£
2400

( used) £ 1411.(10

Threshold FET 10E phonolum balanced

met £2395

CI

£
4920

Sony DTC77ES DAT Recorder

( used) £49510)

Threshold FET 10 phonolme E supplms

met £ 1895

sill £4250

Status 500 Pre- Power Amplifier

( used) £600.00

Burmdster 838/846 phonene chrome bal

met £ 1295

e

Cary CAD 5500 CD preamp analogue pro

met £595

sill £ 1200

Krell KSA 200S power amp balanced

runt £4795

Krell KSA 100S power amp balanced

met £3500

e
e

Krell KSA 250 power amp balanced

met £3295

sill £6600

Krell KSA 100A power amp Class A

vgc £ 1695

se £3450

met £ 1195

sill £ 1600

Rego XEL loudspeaker

ex dew)

Roua Planar 3limitable

.
700.(8)

used) £450.00
( used) £700.01)

e-mail on, Lintone.audio@virgin.net
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead,
Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167

atv
ATV SERVICES
LEATHERHEAD
01372 456921

Fax 0191 477 2771

•Service 8c Repairs
•Valve 8e transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
radios
• HiFi VCR's
.Valves tested

M ADISOUND PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.
Lo. PAMIR.. 041 Ir4nu-11,1,416.014,1.1
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Skaaning

Loudspeakers

seas
ECUREE

DtUDIO e

Rowland Model 5power amp balanced
Counlepoet SAI2 power amp black
Leveson ML3 Dual mono power arm The Best .

SLEIKEHAMMER

u

LEAP

vgc £2295

e

£3250
£7987
£5843

£5250

met £ 1995

sill £5150

vgc £ 595

sill £ 1200

vgc £3500

Cary 263 mode stereo power amp chrome

met £895

Aude Research 070 power amp balanced

met £ 1995

e

£
8500

sh £ 1495
set £4400

Aude Research VT60 power amp

vgc £ 1495

sill £2645

Lumley 5170 valve power amp chrome

new £ 1485

new £2300

Densen Beat et amp

met £450

sill £650

vgc £595

sill £ 1430

Tandberg A3009iMk2 power amp monoblaks

met £995

set 2
£195

Sonus Faber Guamen Ltd Ed speakers • stands

mot £4495

sur

bonus Faber Extreme speakers • stands

met £3895

set £6890

Beard P100 MO power amp KT8/3 valves

B.W 800 Hams speakers Blackash rare
Mendan DSP 5000 dertal actrve speakers
Ensemble Perna Donna speakers superb

vgc £5500
as new £2550
vgc £3500

Proac Response 35 Burr Oak latest

mint £3500

e
aid

e

£6200
£10000
£3460
£10000

eid £5000

Manner Aurho 20SE speakers. plinths Rosewood

mint £ 1695

e

£
2400

Heybrook Sextel speaker Rosewood

met £595

sh

£ 1100

Mane Logan CIS 2Z speakers • stands

mint £ 1995

set £4550

Apogee Stage speakers • stands

met £ 1495

e

Alon 4speakers Black

innl £ 1689

BurmeAler 850 more power amps rare

mull £ 1995

e
e

Bedded 836846 Mono lee gold platen

met £ 1495

sill £3500

Krell KRC 14R remote pr/amp latest

mint £4500

e
e

£3450
£3800
£5350
£6949

Nakamels CAP preamp remote

met £995

Celesten SL600S1 speakers • stands

new £495

TDL Stade 11,1 speakers

met £695

e

mutt £3995

sill £9000

stands ( Rosewood)

Lon Achnee cartndge

vgc £495

new

e

£
2500
f820
£1000
CHM

Snell 82 loudspeakers Walnut

mint £2295

sib £ 4995

Merornega Duo 3CD Iransport

mint £495

sill

Apogee Mint Grand speakers stand subwooters

mint £2995

s/h £8595

Apogee DAX cover

met £ 1095

sill £4400

Hales Donahue 2speakers Rosewood superb

aunt £2500

0000

sill £6600

vgc £ 1595

e

£4000

Pnrnare 201P202 pre/power arpes Msteel rare

met £ 5995

aid

met £ 1595

e

maw

Sala Connes Vacuum turntable SME annboard
Audeplan Koncen speakers Black

met £595

sill £ 1750

Muse 18 echve subwooter Walnut

ACOUSTIC PANELS

Med..

Audelab 8000 mono power amps latest
Golfhund Merms 3power amp balanced

TNT 1.112 turntabledur Tangent 2B auto arm • stand

BIEFILEM

TUES - SAT: 9.30 - 5.30
(Closed Mondays)

sill £4450

1399.(8)

Visit our web site at http://www.linetone.co.uk

From Al, A47, A15, A605 to
PETERBOROUGH CITY CENTRE
(Lots of Parking!)
We're close to the Station
(Kings Cross - 50 minutes!)

met £ 1995

met £2395

ex dem).. £ 1099.95

Yamaha DSP.2070 Pro Logic Amplifier

Get the BEST PRICE for your
hi-fi when we sell it for you
on aCOMMISSION BASIS

eh

Krell Studio DAC balanced AT.1" en

met £3500

( used) £95.00

Teac VRDS7 CD Player

INSTANT CASH offers for
all your carefully used
hi-fi equipment

UST

mint £3995

Gryphon XT prearre

Quad FM2 Tuner

Roark Equinox Speakers

EXCHANGED
SALE

Krell ODIO CD turntable last versen

Gryphon bunted Ednen preane No

( ex demi

Rudd. Crusader/2 Speakers

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD

'69500

Quantum Minstel Amplifier
Quad 66 Pre Amplifier

/narruc.s

Wharfedale Dolan 1acme speakers very rare)

vgc £ 1500

Spendor SP2.2 speakers . Slate stands

vgc £395

e
e
e
e

Cambndge CD1 CD player lee great)

vgc £500

Rock anginal table ( rare/

vgc £5130

£4400
£1500

r" ,

loads
£
850

Snell A3 loudspeakers Walnut (
stunning)

nsnt £3295

eh

Adcom GFA565 rnono power amps balanced

met £995

sal £2000

Aude Research 152B KOH dean bal

met

PS Aude 46preamp MWMC

met £395

Krell leSA 50 Power Amp

met £ 1195

Arcam 170 CD Transport

vuc £250

Arcam 170 3CD Transpon

oc

Arum Black Box 5DAC

£
1895

£395

vgc £250

Arcam Delta 110 Preamp DAC Black Box 50 Cheset
Arcam Delta 120 Power Amp

£395
uc

Goad ESL 63 Electrostabc Speakers Walnut

front

e
e
e

£6995
£3398
£
900
£
2600

sill £620

e
e
e

£700
£
450
£750

£250

sill £520

f1495

sib £2860

NEW THIS MONTH

SEND $ 5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
O RDER WITH V ISA OR M ASTERCARD
AND WELL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL: 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: madisoundelbacom
Web Page: http:/vAwritiacom/madisound

Audio Research LS2B MO remote memo

mint £2295

SW

£3973

Nakarnich 700 ZXE 3head cassette deck

met £895

SW

£1600

Krell ((AV 301 etegrated amp remote

met £ 1895

SW

£2550

Jerks 1530 value mono amps KT88

met £2895

Proas tablette 50 speakers Cherrywood 8weeks old
Wilson Witt speak,

se,

£5980

£395

SW

£600

met £ 4995

ed

£8888

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE, ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE IVOT AGENTS!

for sale trade
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THE EMPORIUM

Wilmslow
Audio Y

28 ST NICHOLAS ST. DISS, NORFOLK 1P22 3LB
TEL/FAX 01379 650744
FOR

The name in Loudspeakers for oser 30 sears
We are the UK's largest distributor of replacement drive units
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•Crossover design and supply
• Large range of accessories including Capacitors. Inductors.
• Resistors, Binding posts, Grille cloths and foams,
• Ports, Spikes, Cable and much, much more.

Phone for your free catalogue
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WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR.
PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR WE CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER.
ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

Jack Lawson, who established The Music Room in 1979, offers unbiased expertise on HiFi and home theatre products. No charge for the first consultation. High performance cables our house speciality. Many products can be
demonstrated or supplied on afull refund basis and asix month guarantee on pre-used equipment. From adedicated home cinema to ahalf-metre interconnect, you won't find abetter deal or amore caring supplier in Britain!
Ihave access to cables which have not been price- hyped! Sourced from USA to China, some are factory-terminated, but
most are manufactured by alocal specialist cable preparation service: Ispecify the earth configuration, solder substance,
temperature and timing which are critical. Standard lengths are shipped with no quibble money back basis. All are in plain
postal bags but the sets are solid and beautiful, not utilitarian. No nonsense. We recommend gold plating on plugs only
when properly plated - not the thin super- mediate 24 karat (which resists not only oxidisation but also signal on most of
the "fancy" category product.) Ihave over 20 years experience designing and optimising audiophile systems. Icurrently
use as my reference, wires from Audio Note, Audio Research, Mandrake and Gryphon planar silver.
Best-selling interconnect at present is the Petros Blue (
1metre costs £40; +£ 16 per additional stereo pair metre; 1/
2m
pair costs £ 32). This is 41/012mm OFC triple insulated ( rubber, OFC shielding, Teflon outer with silicon spaces between
semi- balanced + and -). I've heard nothing below £ 100 to approach its very natural detail.
Our most praised video cables are AC-3RF Flyhead <laserdisc to A/V amp> 1/
2m=£18.50. lm.£22.50 and our 75 Ohm
Composite Video Lead RCA phono to professional SCART plug or RCA phono costs £ 18 plus £3.50 per metre < VCR
or AV Processor to TV monitor or projector>. We also supply low loss S-VHS Cables 1-10m. Most neglected is our
Videophile Quality 75 ohm Aerial Cable <use between WALL BOXTTV/VCR> using cast brass non-magnetic coax male
and female connectors, not the cheap and nasty pressed aluminium. The picture noise is visibly reduced, yet the cost is
only £8per metre plus £2.25 additional metre.
Reduced Prices on loudspeakers: B&W 801 monitors, superb performance and looks, mint condition, £ 1,150; JBL L15 (£55); Rogers LS- 1 (£60); Sequence wafer-thin Model 30 ( beige, unused, 1/2 price, £ 140); various centre speakers
from £50.
Also for sale, my own Sony 41" very slim design, rear- projection CRT, flatscreen TV; European model too expensive for
UK; hardly- used; boxed and 3-year unexpired Sony guarantee. I'll accept £ 1,800 which is well below its value.

Phone Jack Lawson for full details 0141-339 2432; fax 0141-339 9762.

for sale trade

Bravura
"a fine testament to...

o
Finance

Up to 36 Months

"...breathtaking speed and
transparency at low
frequencies are quite a
prize, and lend the speaker
asuperb sense of timing
and the ability to play
bass-heavy material with
delightful agility...
"...the Virtuoso Gold plays
middle frequencies quite
spectacularly. But in this
case, high and low
frequencies come across
with equal aplomb.
Instead, my attention was
drawn to the fine dynamics
on display...
"With the finesse of an
electrostatic and the
timing of aRehdeko, the
Bravura Virtuoso Gold
repays searching out." -Jason
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Finance
Up to 36 Months

OMEGA Electronic Equipment ( Europe) Ltd,
New Road Business Estate, Ditton, Maidstone,
Kent ME20 6AF

Tel: 01732 848268 ( 7 Lines)
Fax: 01732 848289
• Quality Audio Visual Products

• Evening Appointments.

• 4 Evaluation Suites.

• Ample FREE On-Site Parking.

• 0% Finance up to 36 Months.

• Easy Access M20/M25/M2&A2

• Suggested Systems.

•World Wide Mail Order.

• Home Evaluation

•8.30am to 6.30pm Mon - Fri.

• FREE Installation Service.

• 10.00am to 4.00pm Sat.

Please note that Saturday demonstrations after 4pm
are available by pre- booking
Kennedy, Hi-Fi Choice, June 1997

...horn technology"
Bravura speakers are designed and manufactured by
Thomas Transducers
White House Hall, Hadlow Road, Tonbridge, Kent TM? OAJ, UK
T. +44 (0)1732 851408 F: +44 (0)1732 8F,0315

Contact
COMMUNICATIONS

PR
marketing
design

IPR Award Winners 1997

01732 780 364
contactPR@btinternet.com

SOME OF THE PRODUCTS NOW
AVAILABLE FOR DEMONSTRATION:
Musical Fidelity X-Series: Whole range, from the X10-Dto the absolutely brilliant NEW 5-1150 mono power amps stocked and on demonstration in our dedicated X-Suite. These products have taken the industry by storm and rightly so.
Stunning boks and sound to match. You can now own afull Musical Fidelity
system, bred around the X-Series with your choice of CD transport & speakers.
Whether you are looking for acost effective upgrade to your existing system, or
to purchase acomplete new set of upgradable electronics, you owe it to yourself
to seriousy consider these superb products. Enthused about by the press, even
outside of the normal HI-Fl publications, these are real objects of desire. You have
probably rathered by now that we rate the X-Series more than abd !!
BOSE Another of our favourite products. Lifestyle 12 Home Cinema
System and Lifestyle 20 multiplay, dual zone high quality audio systems on
permanent demonstration in our dedicated BOSE Theatre. Superb sound
and vision from these stylish, virtually invisible, user friendly works of art.
Full range of BOSE products available including the other Lifestyle systems
and the Acoustimass loudspeakers. The performance and pure lifestyle orientated ease of use of these products make them out and out winners. We
currently have some very special offers on all BOSE products, giving you
anything up to aFREE PC system and 0% finance !!. Call for details and to
book the BOSE Theatre.

Audio Analogue : Puccini & Puccini SE integnted amps. Bellini pm and Donizetti
power amps. You should be familiar with thee very, and we mean very classy
Italian products by now. The Puccini SE recally had astorming review in HI-FI
World, the Bellini and Donizetti will be equal4 as well received. Available in both
silver and high gloss black finishes, these products are destined to become future
classics We strongly urge you to book your remonstration now. Priced from only
£450.00 for the Puccini integrated, the range represents unbelievable value in the
sound per pound stakes. Another Italian impel heading for the Premier League!!.
Partington : Speaker stands or works of modero art ?. How about both. Alter
25 years in the audio industry Partington have come up with what can only
be described as atruly brilliant and revolLtionary NEW loudspeaker support
in the A7-60. Will sell by the bucket load on looks alone, but the sound
enhancement properties of this support make for something bordering on the
spectacular. The A7-60 should be deemed as an essential purchase for anyone wishing to extract the maximum performance from stand mountable
loudspeakers. Forms an incredible sunk and visual statement with the
Townshend SSS. We have been waiting for aspeaker stand like this for ages.
Nice one Partington !!

OEE specialise in the supply of quality audio visual products that offe, oJong sonic and visual appeal Call for our full price
list &product guide or to book one of our 4NEW evaluation su*

FREE UK Mainland delivery on all mail order sales

*** STOP PRESS * 0*Sonic Frontiers Anthem CD Multiplayer Finally available & well worth the wait.

7de Pteme Satetze jet—.
Anthem. Audio Gem, Audio Analogue, Audiocarpet. Bose. CAD., Ergo, Graaf, Jecklin Float.

Po Box 117 Sevenoaks Kent England TN15 6ZY

JBL, LFD, LG Electronics, Mistral. Monrio, Musical Fidelity, Neolith. Partington.
Precious Metals, Sequence. Sonic Frontiers, Sonic Link, Sonneteer, Stax, Totem,
Townshend, UKD. Unison Research... & other quality audio visual products from around the

4alt
sdle
HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED

SELECT AUDIO

GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

(LonDon)

FORSELL Limited edition Air Ref Turntable and air bearing

ION SYSTEMS ;

tonearm

ION SYSTEMS Neuxs SAM 40 Stereo Power Amp

£4995

£
595

FORSELL Air reference CD transport and DAC onN 3months

STUDER A807 Pro tape recorder Mint

old £15.650 new offered for

£
8995

HEYBROOK Ouartete 8stands Ex Dem (£840) £595

£ 1995

AUDIO RESEARCH LS2b Hyrid Line Pre (£3398) £1995

AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 boxed
THETA Pro-Prime 11 DAC ( bal. output)

£1295

CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8a mono-blocks... £8995
SME VMint boxed

SOLSTICE ADD speakers with stands

£495

TRANSPARENT Ref. interconnect 15'st pair £1595

£995

GENSIS Model III speakers Mint

£2495

ELECTROCOMPANIET 2Channel Audio Power Amp £295

JADIS Defy 7stereo amp mint

£3695

KRELL KRC 3remote pre-amp ex-demo

£
2750

PRO-AC Tablette 50 (rosewood)

ROOD Standard Turntable Mint

£1495

LIPMAN MO 3600 KT88 stereo power amplifier £1295

MARK LEVINSON 28 2-box pre-amp with phono

£
2495

SPENDOR SP1 Loudspeakers

HELIUS Silver wired tonearm

£995

MARK LEVINSON ML3 200 Watt Dual Mono Amp

£
3195

KRELL KAS Reference six box pre-amp

£3995

KISEKI Blackheart Unused/Boxed (£1995)

AUDIO NOTE 10 Limited cartridge 8PSU

£
2750

Special Offer

MERIDIAN 200/203 CD 8DAC Boxed

SNELL KLoudspeakers with stands

APOGEE Stage speakers with stands

NAKAMICHI ZXL1000 Tape Deck - B&W Serviced £2195

AUDIO NOTE Soro SE Integrated Amp Mint

AUDIO NOTE ANS 7Step-up Transformer £3000

B&W John Bowers Active 1Speakers

ARCAM Alpha 3Integrated Amp with phono

£165

MARK LEVINSON 38s pre-amp ex-demo

£175

ROTEL RCD96580 CD player

AUDIO NOTE Kassai Silver Amplifier

£395
£250

KEF 104 Loudspeakers

£450

ORELLE £ D160 CD Player Boxed

£395

AUDIO NOTE M7 Silver Signature pre-amp

£7000

LOKMAN T-4 Accutouch CLL AM/FM Tuner £450

£595
£1495

NOW

WAS

Musical Fidelity A1000

£ 1,100 .. £ 1,500

Musical Fidelity E101

£350

Musical Fidelity FCD

£ 1,100 . . £ 1,500

Musical Fidelity El()

£200

£300

Musical Fidelity FX-FX2

£900

£ 1,300

Musical Fidelity E601

£350

£500

£500

(Plus free delivery)

£
895
£
895
£4850

All brand new factory sealed cartons,

£195

with two year warranty, Limited stock so hurry.

EX-OEM EXPOSURE EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

£19,995

MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands

£ 125

£1500

LUXMAN D-500Xs CD Player Mint/Boxed (£3495) £1795

PRO-AC 2Loudspeakers 2-way Teak

£250

LUMLEY Promenade SP1 Loudspeakers (
NEW) £250
TECHNICS SL030 Turntable

£695

RUARK Swordsman Plus Loudspeakers

£550

LUMLEY 120 Valve Mono Power Amps (NEW) £2495

PIONEER PD-77 CD Player Mint/Boxed ..

£295

SMSATICXIAL
SUMMER O FFERS

£3750

PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR LIST
MAIN UK DEALERS FOR THIEL SPEAKERS

We also stock

DON'T MISS OUT ON THAT BARGAIN!

HEILOS CD PLAYERS, VPI, CLEARAUDIO,

FOR All-UP-TO-THE•HINUTE LIST VISIT OUR NEW WEB PAGE AT

JEFF ROWLAND, SHAKTI, MARK LEVINSON,

http://www.bili-stereo.com

SONUS FABER, ALL MUSICAL FIDELITY, GENESIS DIGITAL

AUDIO NOTE ANE/SE Loudspeakers silverwired £3995

ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER

AUDIO NOTE DAC 4Mint/Boxed............... £3995

AMICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED FOR SALE

LENS, CHARIO, PRIMARE SYSTEMS, ROCKPORT,

ARCAM Delta Black Box Il DAC Boxed

VISA

£175

TARGET, TICE CABLES, SILTECH CABLES

AVI MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND BUY IN FOR CASH
healherdaleWhIll-stereo.com
202 FINDON ROAD. WORTHING. SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL 01903 872288 AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001 FAX 01903 872234

POWER AMPLIFIERS
mint s/h
Mark Levinson 20.5 monoblocks
Audio Research 0125 balanced
mint s/h
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
mint s/h
Jadis JA 500 monoblocks
mint s/h
Jeff Rowland Model 3monoblocks
mint s/h
Lumley Ref 120 monoblocks
mint s/h
Audio Research D200
mint s/h
mint s/h
Conrad Johnson MF 2300
Audio Research VT 60
mint s/h
Jadis DA30 integrated
mint s/h
Art Audio Quintet
mint s/h
Albarry PP1
mint s/h
mint s/h
Conrad Johnson Prem Ba
Boulder 500 AE
mint s/h
Melos 402 Monoblocks
as new
LFD PA1/LS1
mint s/h
Audio Research D79/SPIO mkll
mint s/h
Krell KSA 50 S
mint s/h
Mark Levinson No 27
mint s/h
Audio Research D400
mint s/h
mint s/h
Jadis JA30 (6550) Monoblocks
mint s/h
Musical Fidelity F15
Beard P35
mint s/h
Krell <SA 30OS
mint s/h
Krell (SA 50
mint s/h
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Audio Research LS3 Silver
McCormack TLC- 1
Tesserac Tala
Jeff Rowland Consumate & Phono
DNM 3A & Twin Pack
Boulder L5AE
Audio Research LS7
Naim 42.5 Avondale
Conrad Johnson Prem 78
Audio Research SP9 mk II
Exposure IX professional power supply
Exposure VActive xover
Nairn Nac 52 & Supercap
Musical Fidelity F22
Audio Synthesis Passion 8S Remote, bal
McCormack Micro Line Drive
SPEAKERS

£5500
£1995
£4995
£7995
£2395
£1695
£1995
£1995
£1695
£2295
£995
£295
£7995
£3295
£4950
£895
PGA
£2495
£2250
£3000
£2995
£1095
£595
£5995
£995

mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
x-dem
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new

£1195
£695
£795
£4995
£850
£2250
£1395
£250
£5995
£895
£795
£495
£3495
595
£795
£395

Infinity IRS Beta
mint s/h
Apogee Scintila
mint s/h
Ensemble PAI Silver-bi wire
as new
Tannoy 0700 ( Definition, Rosewood)
mint s/h
Quad ESL 63 (Rosewood) & Stands
mint s/h
Duntech Crown Princes
mint s/h
B&W Silver sig & stands
mint s/h
mint s/h
Apogee Caliper
Alun IV mk11
mint s/h
Ruark Icon & Stands
mint s/h
Musical Fidelity MC5
mint s/h
Wilson System V
mint s/h
Snell JII's
mint s/h
Sonus Minima Amators & Ironwood stds mint s/h
Martin Logan CLS IIZ & Kinergetic
mint s/h

£4995
£895
£1995
£1495
£1795
£1995
£3995
£795
£2495
£295
£395
£11995
£695
£1395
£5995

TEL :0181 986 8788

Subwoofer
Magneplanar SMG 3
AMC B1-20 Subwoofer
Dalquist 001 2
Sonus Faber Extrema + stands
Magneplanar SMG CSE
Shahinian Arc
ATC SCM 100A
Martin Logan Aerius
Spendor SP2/2
EPOS ES II + stands
Ruark Brodsword
Monitor Audio 700 PMC
Martin Logan Sequel It
Royd Saphire

mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint situ
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h

£895
£350
£595
£4250
£695
£895
£3695
£1095
£395
£395
£650
£450
£1595
£195
£4750
£1795
£595
£695
£3500
£895
£695
£P.O.A
£4500
£2250
£9950
£14995
£8995
£1895
£1995
£14995
£1595
£1795

•

•

•

more

CHOICE
AGENTS FOR:
ATC, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
ACOUSITC ENERGY, BRYSTON,
VPI, LUMLEY, ROCKPORT, GAMMA,
TRILOGY, Van den Hul, XL0,
STRAIGHT WIRE, SOUNDSTYLE,
TARGET, TOTEM, GRAHAM, C.A.T.,
TRICHORD and many mere.
We offer:-

Generous part exchange
Your equipment purchased
Showroom/dem room
Single speakers dem room
Long term trade in policy
All credit cards inc.' Amex.

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUENARINS
Basis Ovation
Piere Lurne JI/SL5
Audio Note AN-S1
Koetsu Urushi
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi reference
Lins Tuner
VPI TNT Wheaton Ill
Piere Lurne JI/Sowther mk III
Musical Fidelity TI Tuner
Sony Tuner STS 261
Musical Fidelity FT Tuner
Audio Technica ART 1
Stax SR Omega and Stax SRM T1W
Valve Energiser
Sony TCD 07 DAT/RM.D3K
TNT mk III & Lid
Clear Audio Gamma 24 CT Gold Coil
Stax SR Gamma Pro & SRMX Pro
Energiser

•

ALON, BOULDER, FORSELL, SME,

CD PLAYERS & DACS
Wadia 16
as new
Krell Studio 2
mint s/h
Mission Cyrus Discmaster
mint s/h
Roksan DP- 1Transport
mint s/h
Krell SOP 64X
mint s/h
P.S. Audio Ultralink
mint s/h
McCormack DAC-1
mint s/h
Wadia 22/26
as new
EAD 9000 Series III HDCD
mint s/h
Balanced/Gold
Acuphase DP70
mint eh
Acuphase DP90/91
mint s/h
Mark Levinson 30.5/31.5
mint s/h
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
mint s/h
Forsell Air Ref dac
Wadia 8Transport
mint s/h
mint s/h
Wadia x64.4 dac
Mark Levinson no 31.5 + 30.5
mint s/h
Pink Triangle da Capo 1307 + Battery pos mint s/h
Linn Karik/Numeric & Remote
mint/sh

•

as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h

£3495
£2250
£150
£1295
£1495
£295
£1995
£2250
£195
£150
£495
£595
£1995

as new
mint situ
as new
mint s/h

£450
£3995
£495
£595

Mail order facilities
Export service
and the Ifi Fi exchange

FINANCE AVAILABLE
CHOICE
10am to 8pm
7days by appt.

Tel: 0181 392 1959
0181 392 1963
Fax: 0181 392 1994

E-Mail: Choice-HiFiOmsn.com

Premium

Discs,

Audio

Equipment

&

Accessories

AA 006 ARGENTA BOX SET from ALTO
Six records in original sleeves+bonus4S, book and
super quality presentation box.
Rodrigo, Falla, Breto, De Falla etc. f160
MCA JIM! HENDRIX (US Imports)
First Rays of the New Rising Sun (2LP) £22.50
Electric Lady/and
(2LP) £22.50
Axis- Bold As Love
f17.50
Are You Experienced
(2LP) £22.50
f17.50
Band of Gypsies
Art Pepper- New York Album,So in Love, Intimate £15 All 3for £40
Decca SXL 2009 Argenta / OSR - Berlioz - Symphonie Fantastique £20
Decca SXL 6136-Kertesz / LSO - Kodaly - Harry Janos Dances Of Galanta f20
Ve stock ahuge range of audiophile vinyl, including the excellent NEW releases from Absolute Analogue!
ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS REVIVAL • AUDIOQUEST • UK BLUE NOTE • CARDAS RECORDS - 180 gm
HQ CLASSIC RECORDS - RCA LIVING STEREO " DCC ' DECCA SXL / LONDON CS - 130 gm HQ
111 CLASSICAL - 180 GM HQ ' FONE - 1809m HQ - 2LP BOX SETS' GRAPEVINE" IMPLUSE JAZZ - 1809m
HQ NEW RELEASEKING SUPER ANALOGUE" LINN RECORDS - JAZZ / ROCK' MCA - 1'80 gm HQ
MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LABS

PROPRIUS ' RCA

SHEFFIELD LABS

HELIOS CD PLAYERS
New to the UK, The Revolutionary CD players from Helios.
These machines look and feel totally different to the opposition.
They sound better too.
On the outside aMetacrylite front panel and Stainless Steel
controls combine with aheavily damped chassis to produce
areassuring sense of solidity.
Inside, you'll find amassively rebuilt transport system
(Model 1 & 2) with extensive use of Carbon Fibre, and proprietry
digital electronics, all upgradable between models.
The results speak for themselves. Effortless bass dynamics and
a wide open sound stage give music a tremendous sense
of presence and involvement.
Impressive beyond their price.
Experience the Helios Solution to CD's problems.
From £650 to f1250

VPI HW 19 Jr / R8300 £599
A top quality US record player, the HW 19 Jr offers unbelievable
performance for the money. Fully suspended and featuring asolid acrylic
platter, the Jr represents unprecedented value - even more so because it

VPI HW 16.5
Record cleaning machine £399
The HW16.5 has been the benchmark
record cleaner since its introduction.

can be fully upgraded into the Legendary HW19 MK IV, the top selling

Stereophile's Analogue accessory of the year

analogue front end in the US.

for more years than ican remember,

This turntable combination used to cost £850, but we sell it direct

the 16.5 is much more than a luxury - it is

to you for £599.

essential to protect your valuable investment

HW 19 Jr Available in Black Oak,Light Oak, or Piano Black lacquer at extra cost.

in vinyl. It also opens huge vistas of g'oriously
cheap second hand records !
Nobody with a serious interest in vinyl
record replay can afford to be without one.
We stock a full compliment of spares
and accessories, as well as the professional
grade HW 17F, intended for archival and
serious audiophile use.

Vinyl Demand import and distribute ahuge range of audiophile vinyl as well as analogue replay systems
and accessories from VPI, Rockport Technologies and Audloplan.
Please phone for further information and catalogue of Records (VOL1) and Analogue Equipment and Accessories (V012)

***** What Hi Fi July 1997

VINYL DEMAND PO Box 1532 FordIngbrIdge SP6 15B Tel 01425 654545 Fax 01425 654400

for sale trade
SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS
RRP

conrad-johnson PV10AL preamplifier
conrad-johnson PFR line remote preamplifier
conrad-johnson MV55 power amplifier (2x5OW)
conrad-johnson Premier 10 valve line preamplifier
conrad-johnson Premier 14 valve line remote preamplifier
conrad-johnson D/A-2b valve dia converter
conrad-johnson DR- 1CD transport
Golden Tube SEP1valve line preamplifier (new)
Golden Tube Audio SE-300BMk11 (2x8lN stereo) - new
Melos 202 Gold 2x200W valve stereo power amplifier
Melos 402 Gold 400W valve monoblock ( pair)
VPI TNT turntable stand with top plate
Wheaton TriPlanar IV tonearm ( new)
Expressive Technologies MC transformer with IC Cable
Muse Model 2 d/a converter (silver/black)
Muse Model 5 CD transport (silver/black)
Muse 300 mono amplifier 500W - pair ( silver)
Muse 160 stereo amplifier 2x160W ( silver/black)
Paragon Acoustics Jubilee/JEM loudspeakers (new)
Avalon Avatar loudspeakers (walnut)
Avalon Radian HC loudspeakers (cherry)
Kuzma turntables and tonearms
Cabasse loudspeakers - selection
Power Wedge line conditioners (selection)

£995
£2500
£2000
£3750
£4500
£2000
£1800
£900
£1400
£4500
£8950
£900
£3000
£4700
£2000
£1800
£4000
£2300
£5500
£5500
£13000
please ask for prices
please ask for prices
please ask for prices

Special

£795
£2000
£ 1650
£2200
£3600
£ 1500
£ 1400
£650
£950
£27130
£4900
£550
£2400
£2500
£ 1500
£ 1350
£2500
£ 1600
£3250
£4000
£9000

£579 .... PO.A

Audion Silvernight mono-blocks

£2250 ... PO.A.

Burmester 838 phonostage

£ 1250 ... £450

Cadence ES spks (e/d) 5year wan

£3500 . . . 30%

£ 1349 ... £999

Chario Academy 2 - solid walnut

£ 1699 ... £1199

Clements RI 7piano lacquer. black £4250 ... £2250
Counter Point SA 1000 pre (e/d)

£2818 ... £1795

Counter Point SA 100 power
Jadis JA80's Monoblocks

£9912 ... £4450
£5980 ... £2695

3130i int. amp

Lumley Ref.

(inc

£2500 . . £ 1800

stands)

ors

£650
£450

£895 .

Macintosh 712 pre (e/d) (Tic)
Macintosh MC7100

Music Mill
HiFi advice that's always worth listening to.

0131 - 555 3963

off

Chario Academy 1 - solid walnut

Linn Isobariks spkrs

DESIGN 8
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
11 PENFOLD COTTAGES.
PENFOLD LANE, HOLMER
GREEN. BUCKS. HP15 NOR
(01494) 714058 8 FAX

SALE

£2228 ... PO.A.

Alchemist Kraken Anniversary (class A)

Krell Kav

DIC1FREAKS

#/#51relPf aelpeobeffe

1,51

Alchemist Forseti pre + power

Jadis JA30's amp (KT88)

Distributors Of Fine Audio 8c Home Theatre Equipment
Tel: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 0181-948 4250

&I/MP

A UDIO M ATTERS
New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

PO.A.

power (
e/d) (t/c)

PO.A.

Magnapan M.G.3.A

£2500 ... £850

Musical Fidelity 3A pre

£180

Near skrs. new + e/d

PO.A

PS Audio Delta 100 power amp (e/d) £1600

£1050

R.E.L. Stentor sub (e/d)

£1800 . £999

Tannoy Cheviots

£350

MOST EQUIPMENT OFFERED INCLUDES FULL WARRANTY
Stockist loc. Alchemist, Audierneca, Audion Volve Amps.
Cadence Speakers. Kronos. Monarchy. Ortoton, Pink Triangle Pro-rect
Sonic FrontiersTriangle Speakers, Trilogy Valve Amps, Von der Hul

CANDOR DRIVERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All ALUMINIUM ANODISED CONES
Exceptional TRANSIENT RESPONSE.
Any one loudspeaker covers 'Srds of musical spectrum.
Power handling - 35 watts/100 watts ( RMS)
HUMIDITY PROOF • PASSIVE .5 ACTIVE CROSSOVERS.
AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOW AVAILABLE (Shielded)
35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC £ 1.00 STAMP

TALISMAN II ( MAHOG)
LINN ITTOK ( SILVER)
DPA 200 PRE + POWER ( EX DEM)
MERIDIAN 601 + 602
TANNOY M20
AUDIODUEST LAPIZ 72m
MUSICAL FIDELITY E200 + E300x2
MARK LEVINSON NO 27
PROAC RES 25 ( CHERRY)
DPA THE POWER x3 ( EX DEM)
KRELL KSA 808
NAIM CD2 ( EX DEM)
10amdpm • MONSAT • 72 NEWHAVEN

£ 380
£260
£600
£1300
£ 125
£ 40
£850
£1350
£1500
£150
£1650
£ 1650

Absolute Sounds qualified engineers can nou

Superb.

'Lockwood Audio'
THE
AUTHORISED

I
TAIWCYr

SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

ROAD EDINBURGH EH!. 50G

Callers welcome by appouument
Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Bœthamwood Hens WD6 I
WE
pea Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472 lame
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283 eelm ,)

Absolute Tune-ups
modify or re- align any high- end eritirrinr•nt

NB- Audion Valve Amps on dent will Cadence speakers

repair,
r•an

•undertake rebuilds with selected audiophile p,rade
components and can also otter a VrIlVr1
matching sers ice. Fm.wi.-tonly the best

Absolute Sounds
Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

A
Falcon Acoustics Ltd
Incorporating: talon, Hcrininit, Na•icall Sound

Tapped Inductors
0-10mH in ImH & 0-ImH in 0.ImH
'.co

RIVERSIDE HIFI

New and updated FOCAL

Ex Demonstration + part
exchange equipment to clear
LIST
AUDIO RESEARCH LSI5

3399

2895

KRELL KRC 3

3250

.2795

Mesporl .
BONUS FABER Extreme . eructs

380

335

399

339

7400

5500

M. AUDIO STUDIO 12 piano

1350.

1150

WILSON Mts.

8889

6500
120

MISSION 73C

150

NHT VT 2
NHT VT 1.1 W

_1500

MARANTZ PM 66 se .
ANGSTROM 200 DTS

.250

215

400

350

3950

MICHELL GYRODEC ex arrn
SME V
SONY PS LX 56

. 960
1390.
so

GYROPOWER OC

.

ISO HE
COPLAND CDA 288
THETA Data baste II Myer
THETA Progeny sliver
THETA TLC

lus
1150
.. 69

399

299

. 895

749

. 2200
2400 .
1145
. 229

1995
975
175

PIONEER PDR 05

1300 .

949

HEYBROOK Sextet Oland

1100

550

AUDIOLAB 8000 M x2

1599

1299

14 950

1a000

DWIN HID 500 Proloclo ,

TEL (OM)

892 7613

Speaker Systems.
630v Polypropylene
capacitors.

& JMIab
SALE

ARCAM ALPHA 9P

BOSE 301

steps

' State of the Art' Kits

422 RICHMOND ROAD
EAST TWICKENHAM FAX (01811 892 7749
MIDDLESEX, TW1 2E8

Careless cable choices can strangle
your excellent system. The Cable
Company database, based on feedback from thousands of US home cable
trials, can tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
• FREE

SHIPPING

on purchases over $ 50.

111 48 brands, 238 cable products.

IR FREE

of

all US taxes.

Increased range of SOLEN

DRIVE

UNITS: by FOCAL, and a pick of the best
from other manufacturers.

CROSSOVER NETWORKS:-

Active & Passive,

Components, Accessories, Large range of Capacitors
+ Falcon Custom- wound Inductors.

AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook 5, Recipes Cookbook.
Mollard Valve Circuits, plus lots more in P/L.
Back year sets of Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur &
Glass Audio, plus the Audio Anthology Set.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Large selection of Programs available, from the very

AudioSuite test program via
AIRR, LoudSpeaker Ver.6, BassBox, to the basic
Bullock/White Boxresponse.
Also the IMP FFT Test Kit, the Nlitey Mie Kit and
Mic/Preamp kit for the Audiosuite or AIRR
Electronic crossover & Sub-bass booklet 3- Ed.
comprehensive Liberty

Send for our FREE price list PL26: Just send a large
S.A.E. ( 38p stamp) or US$2 bill overseas,
Europe US$1 bill or 3 Intl. Reply Coupons ( IRC) to:(Dept HEN) Tabor House, Norwich Road,
MULBARTON. Norwich. Norfolk. NR14 &IT
Tel: ( 0)1508 578272
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SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAMISTAND
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker. Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutral* (* Slate was chosen after extensive testing on all other Stones).
SPEAKER PLATFORMS

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I'Ve used Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity suppon's." David Prakel, HiFI Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be firstrate."Martin Colloms, HiFi News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice. "The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but ifyou are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight"
SOUND QUALITY:II Mann Malcolm Steward Hi Fi Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® advances the state of the art and brings the
Garrards into the 2ist century. All wooden plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration,
microphony and feedback, with poor signal to noise ratios. When dealing with a
thoroughbred you must respond with afirm hand, as anybody who has heard the
transformation will testify.
No other plinth system can claim to improve the performance of these superb players.
Dear Mr. Soper,
Thanks for sending rtte the plinth for my Garrard 401. Imust confess. that Iwas a
bit sceptical about it. when Iordered one - after all. Ibought it, without the
possibility of listening to it first. But the results Iget are really unbelievable. There is
no rumbling, instead deep, deep bass and an authority, Inever heard before from
my records. And believe me, Itried some of the best turntables around ( Linn LP 12,
Roksan Xerxes). Now Cm waiting for the forthcoming power-supply. The day Iplace
my order for it. Iwill do so without being a bit sceptical. Thanks again for a
marvellous piece of art.
MR TEILINGER - AUSTRIA

«1110
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THE GLASSMAT
The finest platter mat in the world.
The Glassrnat
was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE OUR QUARTZ REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY "
KILLER" K.K.
THE TABLESTROBE QUARTZ REFERENCED STROBE GUN DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE GARRARD 301 AND 401.
THE HANDSTROBE QUARTZ REFERENCED HAND HELD STROBE SUITABLE FOR ANY TURNTABLE WITH SPEED ADJUSTMENT
STORMFORCE HEVASTATING SOLID MARBLE ENCLOSURES® FOR ALLTANNOY DUAL CONCENTR1CS. BEWARE.... STRUCTURAL DAMAGE MAY OCCUR!
HUMDINGER ELEVATE YOUR EARLY SME 3009S2 TO 1997 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC
BACKLASH S1'PERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; 13R1LLIANT? YES.
BRAZEN UPGRADE YO IA' V15111 W1771 OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS® ALSO FOR EMT AND THORENS TD124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS " GARRARD 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND "THORENS TD124 CELEBRATION 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB300, FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
SME 3009S2 ( 1997 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V15111 BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V15VXMR. ''STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT

BE BRAVE

FACE YOUR FEARS

LIVE YOUR DREAMS

SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION

ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
ell TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0421 624429 CE CZ

for sale trade
âP1

28 IDUEENSWAY, HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX. TEL/FAX 01403 251587.
E-MAIL: hi-fi@paynter. demon.co.uk, WEB SITE: www.paynterdemon.co.uk
•EXPRESS MACHINING ARM LIFT
• TICE CABLES & MAINS CONDITIONERS
•SIGNAL GUARD ISOLATION PLATFORMS
• LAST RECORD & CD CLEANERS
•SHAKTI STONES/ONLINES
• DH CONES
•VIBRAPLANE ISOLATION PLATFORM
• ASC TUBE TRAPS
• WINDS DIGITAL STYLUS GAUGE
• LIBERTY AUDIOSUITE

•SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
• B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS
• dCS ELGAR 24 BIT/96KHZ DAC
• BASIS TURNTABLES
• AIR TANGENT ARMS
• FANFARE FM TUNERS
• AUDIO ARTISTRY SPEAKERS
• MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
• TEAC VRDS CD PLAYERS
•CROWN JEWEL CARTRIDGES
MARK LEVINSON No.28 PRE-AMP
MARK LEVINSON No.27 POWER-AMP
MAGNEPLANAR SMGC [ new)
MAGNEPLANAR MG 2.7 [ new]
MAGNEPLANAR MG 1.5 [ new)
MICHELL ARGO HR PRE AMP
LOVVTHER ACOUSTA SPEAKERS [ BA DRIVERS)
PERREAUX E220 203W POWER AMP
VTL 30/30 VALVE POWER AMP

LIST
3995
4995
990

2650
1780
1339
1495
995

.4LPHASON
.
OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS

required

for the UK's leading specialist hi-fi and
home entertainment furniture manufacturer.
For further details contact John B. Reddington
ALPHASON DESIGNS LIMITED
Tel: +44 1189 833523 Fax: -1-44 1189 833567
E-mail john reddington

irgin.net

SALE
1795

2195
695
1995
1195
695
295
995
495

Records at Cost
NOW YOU CAN BUY YOUR CDs

AT DEALER'S COST PRICE

LPs & Open Reel Tapes
Audiophile

Classical

Opera

IRVINGTON MUSIC
9580 NW Cornell Rd Portland, OR 97229 USA
tel: 503-297-2117 Fax: 503-297-2138
e-mail: irvmusic@spiritone.com
Monthly list published of 3500+ items

As amember of the WSL Records at
Cost Service you can buy any brand
new CD at trade price + postage and a
small handling charge from only 50p.
Write, phone, fax or e-mail us now and
we'll send you full details of the Records
at Cost Service and how to join.
WSL P.O. 80X32 ST.LEONARDS EAST SUSSEX TN380UZ
TEL:(01424) 718254 (
24 Hours) FAX: (01424) 718262
E-MAIL:)MLSONSTEREOLIBRARY@COMPUSERVE .COM

PWS! WE INVITE YOU TO CASH IN ON A

MASSIVE CD WAREHOUSE

Clearance Sale!
MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL
RENOWNED MANUFACTURER OF HIGH
CLASS AUDIO
I
k,au tiful real wood finish record players from £525 to £3,990
Fine tonearms from £425 to £1,600.
Loudspeakers from £580 to £1,390.
Power supplies from £320 to £670.
Excellent with Linn LP12 and Logic DM101.
STOP PRESS: Telephone for details of our System Integrity wired
phono pre-amp. This is the most remarkable piece of electronics to
come onto the market for adecade. The Manticore Mistral is
designed for the highest resolution systems and will be priced at
about £1,450 when it is officially launched later in the year but
there are asmall number of Beta field-testing units still available
at less than half price. Highly recommened.

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL
REPAIR, SERVICE AND UPGRADE
of all HI-FI products
Turntable service of all makes, special expertise on Mantra,
Logic, Thorens, Ariston, Townsend Rock, AR, Rega, Oracle,
Revolver, Source, Input Design, JBE.

Disappointed in the small improvements
offered by new Hi Fi equipment ?
The Russ Andrews Solution
Don't change it - upgrade it!
By improving the quality of crucial components and
wiring in your equipment you can achieve results that will

astound you...and for a fraction of the cost of buying a
new model.

Our Catalogue contains the definitive selection of the
Worlds best HiFi components.
Our Upgrade Kits provide instructions on how to carry
out avast range of upgrades.
Our Unique after-sales technical support ensures you
have access to our expertise should you have any queries,

We'll restore your faith,
and your sound quality!
To receive our latest information and upgrading advi(
-Just marl, phone or fax the followInq address
Russ Andrews Ltd., Edge Bank House, Kendal, Westmorland,
LA8 9AS England. Tel: 01539 823247 Fax 01539 823317

Tonearm rewiring, turntable power supplies.
Amplifier repair of all makes, transistor and valve, special
expertise on Quad, Crimson, Myst, Incatech, Mission,
Musical Fidelity, Sony, Quantum, Nytech, Legend.
CD upgrades from Trichord Research.
Amplifier upgrades from Russ Andrews.
Write or telephone for more details: 01767 318437 Fax: 01767 318462
Access, Visa, Mastercard taken.
email: manticore@dial.pipex.com
Web site: http://dialspace.dial.pipex.cotn/manticore/
MAV Shareholders Ltd The Old Tinsmith's, Shortmead Street,
Biggleswade, Beds. SG18 OAP
I
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SPECIAL OFFER

TEST RECORD
abold audiophile would dare to
call himself 'The Cartridge Man',
but
O
nly Len Gregory has as much right
to the name as any. He's known for keeping
cartridges working well into the Age of CD,
he's apeerless rebuild maven and his
favourite cartridges are Deccas and
Grados.., which kinda says it all. So we're
talking terminal cartridge nut, and his
reputation precedes him. All of which kept us
from slamming the phone down when he
suggested that we collaborate on atest LP.
H's call was timely. Len wanted apartner
to help prepare, press and market the first
new Test Record in adecade- plus. He had
customers clamouring for them, and we
knew that there was areal demand, judging
by the 'wants lists' sent to the Accessories
Club. Alongside adecent stylus balance
(we re working on it...), acomprehensive test
LP is the most requested audio tool one can
name. So, purely by coincidence, we fell into
each other's company. Now we're proud to
anrounce what might be the world's final
ORDER FORM
Iplease send me

test LP, the Hi-fi News Test Record Test
Record for amere £ 14.95.
It's adoozie: detailed notes, aset-up
'bible' courtesy of John Crabbe, locked
grooves between tests, pristine virgin vinyl
pressings and — best of all — audible and
visible clues rather than aneed for test gear.
Side One contains nine tracks for L/R
channel identification, phase, channel
balance (- 20dB pink noise L+R). the same
again for left channel only and right channel
only and four different tracks for setting bias,
increasing in 2dB steps. All these tests
require are your ears, but the instructions
will guide you through every step.
Side Two features seven tracks which
cover tracking ability, cartridge/arm
resonance and cartridge alignment. Tracking
ability is assessed through three sections, all
using a300Hz signal ( L+R, + 15dB). The
three tracks are positioned as the first,
middle and last tracks so you can gauge
performance across the whole arc of travel.
(Or line of travel, it you're the lucky owner of

copies of TEST LP HFN001

at £ 14.95 each.
I
enclose remittance of £

Expiry date

sADDRESS

1

UI
I
enclose Cheque/PO/MO"
Ul I
wish to pay by Access/Visa/Amex
My Card number is

INAME (
CAPS)

atangentiat arm...)The two cartidge/arm
resonance tests consist ol test sweeps with
pilot tones, and you'll actually see the arm
misbehaving if there's any horrible mismatch
in your set-up. The cartridge alignment test
allows you to adjust the azimuth for
minimum output, through a300Hz vertical L
Rsignal at +6dB. Lastly, there's atrack to
show residual noise, consisting of
unmodulated grooves And this one will
prove to be areal perty trick if you use an
idler-drive deck and none of your friends are
willing to believe it's aquiet runner...
We can't tell you how pleased we are to
be offering the Last Vinyl Refuge. Forget your
worn copies of HFS75, those test LPs you're
too scared to take out of their sleeves, even
though you know you need to run aset-up
check. Now you can have afresh test record
to ensure that your analogue front end is
working at its best The good news? We're
going to keep the HiFi News Test Record 'in
print' for as long as there's odemand.
Enjoy!
Ken Kessler

MI I IIIII1I III
Signature

Please send orders to: HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford,
1YH. Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR Accessories
Club. Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club Hotline e (
01234) 741152.
Non UK sales VAT FREE but where applicable subject to additional carriage
charges. Photocopies of this form are acceptable E&OE.

MK40

Postcode

*Mease delete as necessary
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Forget
'Unplugged':
it is possible
to find
electric
blues
recordings
of reference
quality

D

eep, solid bass, and horns
as sweet as maple syrup
give some blues records the
status of hi-fi reference recordings.
But where do you find these sides?
Wander through the hi-fi shows,
and if one room is playing Eric
Clapton's Unplugged, another 20
will be complementing that room
with not only the same record, but
the same track in unison. But is
this the software you would
choose?
Perhaps you want the best
hardware to enhance your existing
collection of prized records. Or
perhaps you want to listen with
your friends, so that together you
can count how many of the
audience
were
sneezing
or
coughing, and just exactly where
Clapton dropped his plectrum on
Track 3!
But there are
alternative
'references'. Since Karl Sevareid
joined Robert Cray's band, he has
played electric double- bass on
certain numbers. When Iheard him
live earlier this year, it was difficult
to hear precise definition on the
lowest registers; but hook up your
own equipment to Cray's Sweet
Potato Pie, areference album that is
also avery good example of modem
amplified blues, with abluesman of
unique style.
Try ' Nothing Against You' for
the bass and then Otis Redding's
'Trick Or Treat', complete with the
Memphis Horns — which include
Andrew Love and Wayne Jackson,
two-thirds of the Mar- Keys,

DISCOGRAPHY
Robert Cray: Sweet Potato Pie [
Mercury CD 534 698 2]
Little Johnny Taylor: Little Johnny Taylor
[Galaxy 203/ Vocation VA- F8031];
The Galaxy Years [Ace CDCHD 967]
Bobby Bland: Spotlighting The Man [
originally Duke
DLP5-89 now MCA 27048]
Mel Brown: Eighteen Pounds of Unclean Chitlins and
Other Greasy Specialties [
ABC Bluesway BLS- 6064]
Junior Wells: Hoodoo Man Blues [
De(mark DS- 612]
Muddy Waters: Electric Mud [ Chess Cadet Concept
314/Chess CRL4542 ( UK); now MCA MCD 09364]

122

offering areminder of the old Stax
days and Redding himself.
Bobby ' Blue' Bland's trademark,
asilky smooth vocal with agutteral
bridge, is a contrast made in
heaven. Recently, his old Duke
recordings (Vocalion in the UK)
have been remastered in the nicest
possible way by MCA, which
bought the masters after the death
of Duke's founder Don Robey. To
tempt those who already have the
old records, MCA has added rare
and unissued sides too, such as
'Ain't Doing Too Bad' and the 12bar ' ILost Sight Of The World'.
Favourite records are difficult
to define, and if you asked me, I
would
probably
tell
you
something different every day. In
fact, just writing the word ' every'
reminds me of Little Johnny
Taylor's ' Part Time Love', one of
the greatest blues ballads of all
time ( on the Galaxy label,
Vocalion in the UK), but there I
veer from the story.
Bobby Bland's Spotlighting the
Man was recorded in
1968, probably in
Chicago, with Wayne
Bennett on guitar —
other
musicians
unknown. My own
specific reference,
'Rocking In The
Same Old Boat', is
an amazing track,
with horns delicately
appearing,
then
building
to
a crescendo and
fading, only to reappear in a bluesladen but heavily
Also once known
jazz-tinged opus.
Another excellent,
mainly instrumental album, with
an emphasis on bass, is guitarist
Mel Brown's Eighteen Pounds Of
Unclean Chitlins and Other Greasy
Blues Specialities from 1973 (ABC
Bluesway). The funky title track
runs more than 11 minutes, with
such sound effects as speaker
phasing, which was popular at the
time.
From
the
boss
of
the
harmonica, Junior Wells's Hoodoo
Man Blues is an unpretentious slab
of hard-hitting electric blues,
probably recorded live to two- or
four- track, and sounding exactly
as it would have done in Theresa's
Lounge on the South Side of
Chicago. There is heavy bass from
stalwart Jack Myers and powerful
percussion from Billy Warren to
provide a perfect backdrop for
Wells to extract every last nuance
from his harp and for the guitar of
'Friendly Chap', actually none
other than Wells's longtime side-

kick Buddy Guy, who was by then
under
contract
elsewhere.
Reissued as a Delmark CD, and
by Analogue Productions (both
impor'ts).
To close, I'd like to mention a
Muddy Waters album which has
now been reissued on a CD with
'32- bit mastering'. Recorded at
Chess Records' studios in
Chicago in 1968, Electric Mud
presented the familiar Muddy in a
different vein, to appeal to hippies
and the white blues fans.
However, Electric Mud still used
the Chess house band, and so,
unlike the blues- based rock
albums of so-called Supergroups
of the time, it does not go over
the top*. Muddy Waters is still
allowed to blossom and show his
presence, just as he had done in a
contrasting, more or less acoustic
setting, on the ' Folk Singer'
album.
On this production by Charles
Stepney, with Phil Upchurch on
guitar, Gene ' Daddy G' Barge on

as 'Friendly Chap': the great Buddy Guy
tenor sax and Stepney himself on
organ, Muddy handles equally well
the new versions of his own
'Mannish Boy', Willie Dixon
penned ' IJust Wanna Make Love
To You' and ' Hoochie Coochie
Man', and the Jagger- Richard
'Let's Spend The Night Together'.
So next time you're wandering
through a hi-fi show, beset by the
familiar trainspotter's sound effects
— the 3.13 from St Ives arriving at
Waterloo on a summer's afternoon
in 1957, or a wooden Rain Forest
flute
being
played
to
the
accompaniment of swarms of
Ichneumon flies — remember, there
is an alternative.
Ron Tabor
*Music Master's critique (by Donald
Clarke) noted that Electric Mud `was widely
considered adisaster' and that Fathers and
Sons (1969), with white musicians Paul
Butterfield, Mike Bloomfield and others, was
'much better'. Depends which kind of purig
you are — Ed.
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1994
GERMANY
Stereoplay Reference
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT ONE TONEARM

1995
GERMANY
Stereoplay Reference
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT TWO TONEARM

1996
GERMANY
Audio & Stereoplay Best of Test Award
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT ONE TONEARM
GERMANY
Audio & Stereoplay Best of Test Award
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER
GERMANY
Stereoplay Golden Hi Fi Award 96
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT TWO TONEARM
GERMANY
Stereoplay Golden Hi Fi Award 96
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER
GERMANY
Stereoplay Reference
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER
USA
Golden Note Award Nomination
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT TWO TONEARM
USA
Golden Note Award Nomination
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER
GERMANY
Stereoplay High End Award 96
CATEGORY : TURNTABLE
GERMANY
Stereoplay High End Award 96
CATEGORY: LOUDSPEAKER
ENGLAND
HI- Fl NEWS Best Analogue Source
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT ONE TONEARM
JAPAN
Stereosound Best Buy
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT ONE TONEARM
JAPAN
Stereosound Component of the Year
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER
ENGLAND
GRAMOPHONE Component Award
WILSON BENESCH TURNTABLE
& ACT TWO TONEARM
KOREA
AUDIO Years Best Hi Fi Award
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER

1997
USA
Winner CES Design and Engineering
Showcase Award
ACT ONE LOUDSPEAKER
USA
Golden Note Award Nomination
WILSON BENESCH ANALOG SYSTEM

CASTLE SOUND & VISION
KJ WEST ONE
4.);//WW‘4/

wilson-benesch.com.

TEL: 0115 928 4447
TEL: 0171 486 8262

NATURE'S

GREATEST

SOUND EFFECT

eauty is in the ear of the listener . . .
soft **et, loud and glorious.
Nothing sounds as good — or looks better than
STUDIO SERIES

MONITOR AUDIO
ifton Road, Cambridge Ct31 4ZW England Phone:

Fax: ( 01223) 214532

